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Abstract

Post-data pivotal (PDP) inference is a conditional sampling-theory oriented mode

of statistical inference designed for classes of problems with ordered or truncated pa-

rameter spaces. For example, in balanced random effects rnodels with nonnegative

variance components, the orderings of the expected mean squares constrain the joint

parameter space. Under the usual model, the PDP approach replaces the usual piv-

otal distributions by conditional analogues, where the conditioning event is a subset

of the usual pivotal space, incorporating information from both the data and the

parameter constraints. Point and interval estimators âre obtained by applying the

usual procedures with respect to a family of PDP-modified distributions. As a result,

'good' frequentist procedures are modified to achieve good conditional performance.

In contrast, classical inference procedures that fail to take account of existing pârâm-

eter constraints are capable of poor post-data performance, e.9., a negative variance

estimate.

PDP methodology is largely developed through the balanced one-way random

effects model, although the three-stage nested model is also examined. PDP distri-

bution theory is shown to be connected to the Bayesian posterior distributions of

Box and Tiao (1973) and the fiducial distributions of Wild (1981). In this sense,

the PDP approach is unified with other post-data schools of inference. In the case

of the one-ivay model, PDP procedures have guaranteed conditional acceptability.

Point estimators, and intervals with so-called 'fixed length', have frequentist proper-

ties at least as good as the usual estimators, along with a generalized Bayes property.

These results extend the work of Brewster and Ztdek (L974) in the corresponding

fixed effects problem.
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l. L Overview

This thesis introduces a conditional, sarnpling-theory based approach to statistical

inference called the post-data p'iuotal (or PDP) rnethod. PDP inference is intended

for use in location-scale problems involving one or more constraints on the model

parameters. It is designed to synthesize information from both the data and the con-

strained parameter(s) in forming a conditioning event on a pivotal space. Applying

this event to the usual pivotals of the model modifies the distribution theory, which in

turn modifies the 'usual' frequentist procedures. The result is that PDP-modified es-

tirnators always exhibit reasonable conditional behavior, and in rnost circumstances,

possess good frequentist properties as well. In contrast, classical frequentist proce-

dures that fail to account for constraints on the parameter space sometimes produce

undesirable inferences or estimates. In this thesis, we consider applications of PDP

methodology to simple balanced random effects models, where the purpose is to make

inferences about (functions of) the variance components.

PDP inference touches on several foundational topics in statistical inference. It

bears directly on both conditional and unconditional sampling theory inference, and
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is closely tied to Bayesian inference based on Jeffreys noninformative priors. In sorne

problems, PDP distributions may aiso be connected to fiducial distributions; the one-

way random model of Chapter 2 is one such case. Hence, PDP ínference is connected

to other post-data schools of statistical inference in this restricted class of problems

through its distribution theory.

PDP inference is also related to sorne degree to other major schools of statisti-

cal thought. The frequentist properties of PDP procedures are established through

(frequentist) decision theory, and tikelihood concepts can be exploited in PDP point

estimation. There is also some resemblance in principle to the generalized p-value

method of Weerahandi (1994), and more tenuously, to structural inference (Fraser,

1968, 1979, 1983) and pivotal inference (Barnard, 1995). Aithough the PDP approach

is similar in spirit to Weerahandi's work, its implementation is radically different.

The remainder of this chapter examines several topics that are relevant to PDP

inference. The ideas of initial and final precision, along with those of frequentist

and conditional acceptability, provide a reference point for examining the behavior

of PDP methods; they are the subject of section 1.3. The Stein-Brown-Brewster-

Zídek (SBBZ) process for improving upon the best Z-equívariant estirnator of the

normal variance is discussed in section I.4. It plays an important role in establish-

ing a template for frequentist risk assessment of certain types of PDP estimators in

Chapter 2.

7."2 Basics of PDP inference

As noted above, post-data pivotal inference is applicable in classes of problems in-

volving pivotal distributions and constrained pararneter spaces. To illustrate how it
works, we consider two relatively simple statistical problems that have attracted some
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attention in the literature. The first example is the fuel of the Mayo-Seidenfeld de-

bate (SeidenfeLd, 1979, 1981; Mayo, 1981), reexamined by Casella (1983) and Wolpert

(1988). The second example concerns inference about a normai mean bounded on

one side, considered by Box and Tiao (1923, ch.2), among others.

Example 1.1. Suppose X - Uniform(0,á), where g is the unknown parameter of

interest. Suppose further that it is known a priori that 0 < 15. The statistical

problem is to obtain a log-shortest confidence intervalfor 0 based on a random sample

of size n: 7.

Prior to data collection, the frequentist statistician determines that a log-shortest

1- a confidence procedure for á is (X,,Xla), where I - a denotes the confide¡ce

coefficient. A random experiment is then conducted; suppose u : 10 is the realization

of X. From this datum, the frequentist concludes that (10, 200) is a log-short est g5%

confidence interval for 0; however, 0 must lie in this interval, given prior knowledge

th.at 0 ( 15, so one should attach 700% conditional confidence to it!

On the other hand, a Bayesian statistician can â,ccommodate the parameter con-

straint 0 < 0" in the inference process, where in this problern, 0* :75. Following

Wolpert (1988), place a Bernardo reference prior on á and use Bayes'theorem to ob-

tain the posterior distribution of 01r,, where 0 e (0,á.]. A log-shortest 95% credible

set for á based on its posterior distribution has the form

(1 1)

For z : 10 and 0* : 15, the resulting interval is (10, 74.634), which lies completely

within the constrained parameter space of á.

The PDP approach to this problem is as follows. Since X - Uniform(0, á), tet

Y: xl9.Then Y - uniform(0,1), so Y is a pivotal quantity. Given that 010",
one can assert pre-data that Y ) Y", where Y* : Xlî..The left hand side of the

inequality is a pivotal quantity, while the right hand side is a rand.om lower bound

(. r \
\-' 1 - (1 - a) (t - rlo.) )'
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on Y; in other words, the event Y > Y* is a random reference set for inference about

d from a pre-data perspective. Given a realization r of X, a specific reference set

Y >_ y becomes manifest, where A : rl0*. The distribution of YIY ) y is then

Uniform(y, 1). A log-shortest 7 - a PDP-CI (PDP confidence interval) estimate of á

is constructed from the conditional probability statement

:P(r<0<rc-lly>y),

obtained from the distribution of YIY > a. By construction, c is the lower a quantile

of the conditional distribution, which is expressible as

c:7-(1 -r)(1 -a):7-(1 -0)(1 -r10.).

Therefore, a log-shortest 1 - a PDP-CI estimate of á is of the form

(- r \
\-' 1 - (1 - a) (r - rl0.) ),

which is precisely'Wolpert's intervai (1.1). Therefore, in this example, the log-shortest

PDP-CI estimate coincides with the Bayesian credible interval.

Discussion. This problem exposes how widely pre-data and post-data inference

rules can diverge in the presence of a parameter constraint. Frequentist rules are

functions of the data alone, so it is not unusual for a procedure with 'good' frequen-

tist properties to occasionally exhibit poor conditional performance when parameter

constraints exist and are unaccounted for in the procedure. The extent to which a

frequentist procedure retains its properties in post-data assessment depends on its

1-a:P(c<Y<tlY2A)
: r("=T 

=rlY 
>_ a)

:t(t =*tLt,.r)
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ability to anticipaúe different partitions of the sarnple space 'T (Brown, 1990) and to

behave sensibly on each partition. 'Nonsensical' post-data behavior occurs, for ex-

ample, when a point estirnate of a parameter d assumes a value outside its parameter

space O, or a confidence interval estimate covers values outside O, or the post-data

'confidence' that one would attach to an interval estimate does not aqree with the

pre-data confidence report (as in this example).

The Mayo-Seidenfeld controversy dealt with frequentist vs. post-data inference

per sq i. e., whether one should be concerned with initial precision (pre-data) or final

precision (post-data); see section 1.3,1 for further discussion. Mayo (1981) correctly

noted that the only ciaimed properties of a frequentist procedure are those achieved

over repeated sampling; e. g., the level of a confidence procedure is a statement of

the asymptotic relative frequency of covering the true parameter value in a sequence

of hypothetical random experiments from the same population, prior to actual ob-

seruati,on of data. Seidenfeld, on the other hand, advocated the standard Bayesian

position that final precision is what matters (e.g., Savage, 1962), i.e., the inf'erence

produced from the data actually observed:

it seems reasonable to say, before knowing the data, that the [fre-

quentist] interval will cover the true value of the unknown parameter with

probability (1- r); however, haui,ng seen the ualue r, it may be unreason-

able to maintain the probability statement or use it to express a degree of

confidence in the interval generated by the ffrequentist] ruie. (Seidenfeld,

1979, pp. 56-57).

Until the mid-1970s, little work had been done to quantify both the pre-data and

post-data 'accuracy' of a frequentist procedure. Kiefer's theory of conditional confi-

dence IMas a noteworthy contribution, if only because it raised av¡areness that both

frequentist and conditional properties of an inference (procedure) matter (Kiefer 7975,

7976, 1977). The original ideas have expanded into a theory of frequenti,st post-data
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inference, in which the goal is to produce statistical procedures that can be recom-

mended from both frequentist and conditional viewpoints (Casella, 1988; Goutis and

Casella, 1995). This subject is addressed in greater detail in section 1.3.4.

How does all of this pertain to the PDP approach? Casella's (1988) position

is that a statistical procedure should be both frequenti,st acceptable (i. e., possess

good pre-data properties) and conditi,onally acceptable (i.e., have good conditional

properties). Casella's objection to Wolpert's interval is that it has unconditional

coverâge probability 0 at 0 - 15, so the interval is not frequentist acceptable. From

our perspective, however, the frequentist acceptability criterion is overly strict, and in

some sense unfair, when the parameter space of an inference problem is constrained.

Post-data inference techniques, such as Bayesian credible intervals, PDP intervals,

or even fiducial intervals, are capable of adapting in the presence of a parameter

constraint, since the probability measure can be (re)defined over a constrained region

of the parameter space or pivotal space. Conversely, most frequentist procedures are

not designed to perform similar post-data adaptations.

Casella (1992) suggests that conditional acceptability of a frequentist procedure

has prirnacy over frequentist acceptability when a choice must be made between them.

In our view, this is a reasonable compromise in the types of problems under consid-

eration. The conflict between initial and final precision of an inference (procedure) is

relevant to this topic, and is discussed more fully in section 1.J.

Example 1.2. Suppose x - N(p,1), where p,> 0 is the parameter of interest. The

statisticai problem is to find a 95% CI for p based on a random sample of size n:7.
A frequentist cites the 'usual' shortest interval procedure

XIzl-o12:X*1.96.

Suppose a random experiment produces the outcom e t : -2. The realized frequentist
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interval would then be (-3.96, -0.04), which lies entirely outside the constrained

parameter space.

The PDP approach operates as follows. since , - N(u, 1), the quantity z:
X - p, has a standard norrnal distribution, so z is apivotal. Define z* : X - p,*, where

¡r* is the lower boundary of the constrained parameter space. Therefore, Z 1 Z* pre-

data, where Z" is a random upper bound on Z. once X: z is observed, z* : t - I,L*

is a realization of z*;Lhe density of the post-data pivotal zlz 1z* is

s*(zlz"):ffi, -oo< z1z*; (1.2)

i.e., ZIZ ( z* follows a truncated normal distribution.

Point and interval estimates of ¡r can be obtained from this PDP distribution. For

example, noting that

E(ztz 1z*) - -+R,

one ca.n deduce that the 'PDP-unbiased' estimate of ¡-r is given by

, + !(,'- þ.), 
,' Õ(r - P*)'

the corresponding estimator X + ó(X - p.)ló6 - p.) is the generalized Bayes

estimator of ¡r under quadratic loss with an improper uniform prior on the parameter

spâce of p. For this datum, the estimate is equai to 0.3TJ2.

Pivotal confidence intervals are obtained in the usual way, but based on the trun-

cated nortnal density (1.2). For the realized datum, the shortest 95% PDP-CI of ¡r is

(0,1.0511), which falls within the constrained parameter space. Some may argue that

one should change the 'confidence coefficient' as a function of the data in problems

such as this. The key point, however, is that the interval should be based on the PDP

disiribution rather than the unconditional distribution.
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The lesson from the above examples is that the PDP approach, as well as other

post-data modes of inference, can produce sensible inferences in constrained param-

eter problems. In contrast, frequentist procedures rnay yield specific inferences that

lie (partially) outside the intended parameter space if the parameter constraint is

sufficiently tight.

3..3 Topics in post-data infere¡'¡ce

What separates a pre-data inference procedure from a post-data inference statement

is that the former is concerned with âverage perforrnance over the collection of all

potential random experiments of some fixed size n, while the latter is concerned with

the goodness of an inference in the experiment actualiy performed. Pre-data inference

is the sole province of the frequentist school of inference; nearly all others perform

post-data inference, including Bayesian, likelihood, fiducial-basedl and conditional

schools.

Several books investigate the features and differences among these various modes

of inference (e.9., Barnett, 1982; Welsh, i996). Our concern istwofold: the difference

between pre-data and post-data measures of 'accuracy', and the distinction between

frequentist and conditional inference, both of which are based on sampling theory.

The discussion is relevant to the present work because PDP inference is a spe-

cialized form of conditional sampling-theory inference. Its implementation, however,

is quite different from traditional conditional inference, particularly in the choice of

conditioning event. The material presented in this section provides a foundation for

the results in subsequent chapters.

1By fiducial-based, \Me mean Fisher's fiducial inference and its descendants, pivotal and structural

inference.
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X..3.X lnitial and fina! precision

The notions of initiai and final precision2, terms coined by Savage (1962), are intended

to distinguish the meaning of pre-data and post-data 'accuracy' in estimation, respec-

tively. Initial precision refers to quantitative assessment of a statistical procedure in

terms of its average performance among all prospective random samples of some fixed

síze n from a stated family of distributions (Barnett, 1982). Consequently, initial
precision refers to accuracy from a frequentist perspective. Mechanisms for assessing

initial precision include risk performance of point estimators, âverage length or cov-

erage probability of interval estimators, po\Mer of statistical tests, and good.ness of fit
criteria for statistical models. Use of decision theory principles to determine 'best'

estimators or tests within a particular class of candidate procedures is an extension

of this basic idea.

Frequentist procedures are usually based on observables alone; thus, criteria for

assessing initial precision entail averaging, in some well-defined sense, over a proba-

bility measure defined on the sample space. To a frequentist, initial precision is what

matters in the assessment of a statistical procedure, since from it, one can determine

(a) the long-run average performance among all potential random sarnples of síze n

(Í. e., some guarantee of repeatabiiity of performance); and

(b) u means of determining the sampling effort required to achieve a prespecified level

of precision (Casella, 1988).

Final precision, on the other hand, refers to post-data assessment of the 'accuracy'

or 'precision' of an inference in the particular case under study; that is, it aims to
aresomewhatofamisnomer..Initialprecision'refersto

average performance in repeated sampling, which actually represents accuracA (closeness to target)

rather than prec'is'ion (variation about the target or mean). In certain contexts, such as unbiasedness,

the accuracy measure is fixed, in which case precision is used to 'order' the estimators. Similarlv.

'final precision' may refer to post-data accuracy or precision in specific problems.
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quantify the 'goodness' of an inference based on the experirnent actually realized.

However, the various post-data schools of thought operationalize final precision in

different ways. For example, a Bayesian or fiducialist might quantify final precision in

terms of (posterior) probabilities, while a likelihood advocate may express it in terms

of likelihood intervals or likelihood ratios. Some conditional rleasures are discussed

in section 1.3.4.

A critical stakeholder in the debate over initial and final precision of an infer-

ence (procedure) is the practitioner of statistical methods. Although comforted by

the long-run performance of frequentist procedures, it can be easily argued that the

primary concern of a practitioner or consumer is the final precision of an inference.

Although it is easy to turn a discussion of initiai and final precision into a de-

bate over frequentist and Bayesian inference, vr'e take the position that both initial

and final precision are important in the development and practice of statistical meth-

ods. Conformance to this ideal impties that statistical procedures should. have certain

performance guarantees in repeated sampling, but should also have performance guar-

antees in individual cases. Frequentist post-data inference and PDP methodology

attempt to achieve these goals, but by different means.

1.3,2 Conditional inference

The genesis of conditional inference stemmed from the observation that procedures

with good repeated sampling properties do not necessarily use all of the information

available about a parameter á in specific realizations (Welsh, 1996). In other words,

a frequentist procedure does not necessarily take advantage of'lucky' or 'unlucky'

samples (Kiefer, 1977).

An important aspect of conditional inference lies in the notion of a reference set,

which can be interpreted as a subset of the inference space to which the scope of an

inference should be limited. Conversely, a condi.tioning euent is a subset or partition

10
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of the inference spâce upon which a conditional inference is made. Fisher (1934, 1gb6,

i959) was interested in which types of conditioning events lead to good conditional

performance of a procedure, and those which lead to poor conditionai performance;

i. e., which conditioning events are capable of acting as reference sets.

Mixture experiments and conditioning. Conditional inference is readily mo-

tivated through mixture experiments. Let E : {8, : z € g) denote a collection of

potential experiments. If different experiments E, vary in their information content

about the parameter of interest d, a question arises: should one perform a frequentist

analysis, or should one perform analysis based on the experiment actually performed?

Example 1.3. This example is taken from Berger and Wolpert (1984). Suppose X1

and X2 are independent random variables such that

Pe(X¿ - e - 1) : Pe(X¿ : 0 + 1)

'i : 7,2, where d e ffi is the parameter of interest. A 75% confidence set of smallest

size for á comprises the points

(
| (x' + xr)12 tf xI+ x2,

C (X.. X") : 1
\ r/ t/ 

|

lxt - 1 if xr: yr.

If we observe U I 12, it is certain that d : (r, -t z2)12, whereas if 11 : a, is

observed, it is equally uncertainwhether 0: r¿- I or g: x\i-7. Thus, the

'conditional confidence' of C(r1,z.2) ís either 1 or 0.5, depending on what we happen

to observe.

This example shows that additional information supplied by observed data can

modify our relative certainty in the proposition C(*r,r2) post-data. It raises a trou-

bling question: "does it make sense to report a pïe-experimental measure when it
is known to be misleading after seeing the data?" (Berger and Wolpert, 1g84). A

11

1
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number of like examples exists in the literature; see, for example, Berger and \.Volpert

(1984), Casella (1988) or Goutis and Casella (199b).

Exarnple 1.3 entails two potential experiments: fi: {(r1,rz) : h: rz} and

E2: {(r1,rz) : q # rz}.However, it is possible (and rather convenient) to consider

a continuum of potential experiments E: {8,: z €.9), where a known probability

distribution exists on an index set 9.In this context, one can consider the traditional

mode of conditional inference based on an ancillary statístic Z.

Conditioning on an ancillary statistic. Let E : {8, : z e g} denote a collec-

tion of potential random experiments, of which one is randomly seiected according to

a known probability distribution F(Z) on g. Given Z : z, the experimenl E, con-

sists of observing a random sample of values of a random variable X with distribution

Pe('lr). This describes a general two-stage experiment, where Z is observed first, and

conditionalon Z: z, X is observed (Lehmann, 1986, ch.10). For simplicity, assume

lh,at Z is continuous.

A statistic is said to be ancillary if its probability distribution is independent of

the parameter 0. Suppose that Z is an ancillary statistic with cdf F(.); the two-stage

experiment in this situation can then be described as follows:

(i) observe Z : z, drawn randomiy from the distribution F;

(ii) observe X with distribution P6(.121.

When a statistical model admits this type of construction, the prescription is to
perform inference conditional on the observed value of the ancillary Z, by the

C onditionality principle:

If an anci,llary stati,sti"c Z erists for a family of models 96, then ,inference for the

model should be made conditional on the ancillary stati,stic. (Welsh, 1996)

72
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Fisher (1934) deveioped the theory of conditional inference based on ancillaries.

An anciilary statistic Z contains no information about the parameter of interest 0 per

se; more specificaily, it contaius no information about the position or Location of 0.

However, the value of Z does provide information about the (final) precisi,on of the

estimate T(r) of á, so that Vars(T(r)lZ : z) may vary as a function of z (Kiefer,

1e83).

Many problems in conditional inference calì be handled by conditioning on a

(maxirnal) ancillary. However, a general theory of conditional inference based on

ancillary statistics is not feasible for the following reasons:

(i) ancillary statistics do not always exist;

(ii) when they do exist, there rnay be more than one (maximal) ancillary, and the

question is then how to choose a,mong them (Cox, 1g71; Becker and Gordon,

1e83).

(iii) there is no universally accepted definition of a partial ancillary statistic in prob-

Iems containing nuisance parameters;

(iv) there have been a number of attempts to define and utilize approximate ancillary

statistics in problems for which no ancillary statistic exists, but again, there is

no agreement on when it is appropriate to use approximate ancillaries.

The poínt of conducting inference conditional on ancillary statistics is that such

procedures have been shown to have 'good' conditional properties, which apply quite

generally in location-scale families of distributions. On the other hand, a 'good' con-

ditional procedure does not always have good frequentist properties. Hence, there is

no cotnpelling reason to restrict conditional infe¡ence to situations admitting ancillary

statistics. In the next subsection, we consider the problem of conditioning on more

general subsets of the sample space ,1.

13
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1-.3.3 Conditional evaluations of statistical procedures

Another use of conditional inference is to assess whether or not the claimed repeated

sampling properties of a frequentist procedure can be materiaily altered by condition-

ing. Fisher (1956), in a criticism of the Welch-Aspin solution to the Behrens-Fisher

problem, observed that when conditioning on the event S? : Sl, the type I error

rate of a test of t", - p,2 wàs bounded below by the nominal significance level. Fisher

termed the event S? : Sl a recognizable subset, and went on to show that if it is

used as a reference set for inference with respect to the ú-interval, then its claimed

frequentist properties are compromised. With this work, Fisher pioneered the theory

of conditional evaluations of frequentist procedures.

A formal structure to conditionally evaluate frequentist procedures was introduced

by Buehler (1959). The principal idea is to evaluate procedures on the basis of a two-

person betting scenario, where for a specific form of bet, the expected loss (or gain)

to the bettor is interpretable as a conditional probability. Buehler's approach was

enlarged and formalized by Robinson (\979a, b), so we will briefly consider the salient

features of Robinson's work. The underlying purpose of such conditional evaluations

is to assess the extent to which a frequentist procedure can withstand criticism, stated

in terms of betting strategies (Robinson, 1979a).

Remark 1.1. Tn the following discussion, 'confidence'is used in a generic sense, and

is not lirnited to Neyman-Pearson confidence procedures.

Let (C(r) ,l@)) be an ordered pair that denotes a confidence procedurc C(r)

along with a confidence function 7(r). The betting game between two players, Peter

and Paul, proceeds as follows. Peter cites a procedure (C(r),1@D as an inference for

some pârâmeter 9; Paul's task is to bet against that procedure by citing a real-valued

function s(r) e [-1, 1] such that
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(i) s(z) > 0 implies that Paul places a bet of size s(z) that 0 e c(r), at odds

corresponding to Peter's stated confidence 1@) ín the procedure C(r);

(ii) s(r) < 0 implies that Paul places a bet of size -s(r) that 0 / c("), at odds

corresponding to Peter's stated assertion I - a(r) that 0 4 C(r);

(iii) s(r) : 0 irnplies that Paul rnakes no bet.

Robinson (1979a) goes on to describe six classes of betting procedures:

(a) The function s(r) is said to be a wi,de-sense betting procedure if s(r) is allowed

to be unbounded, but n[ls(X)l] is bounded. (This is the most general class

of 'statisticaily interesting' betting procedures, but the following class is more

relevant to the task.)

(b) The function s(r) is referred to as a betting procedure if it is bounded as a function

of r. Without loss of generality, we can restrict attention to betting procedures

s(r) whose range is bounded on the interval [-1,1]. In this case, the sign of s

indicates whether the bet is for or against the procedure.

If 0 < s(z) < 1, s(r) is said to be a positiuely bi,ased selection;

If -1 < s(u ) < 0, s(r) is calied a negatiuely biased selection;

If s(r) : Ie(r) for some subset A c l, where 1(') denotes an indicator function,

then either A or s(r) is termed a positiuely biased subset;

(f) If s(r) : -It(r) forsome Acx,then,4ors(r) isanegati,uelybiased,subset.

Conditional evaluations of frequentist procedures are generâlly conducted with bet-

ting functions of the form (e) or (f).

A conditional property of a statistical procedure is defined in terms of whether

Paul can elicit a winning strategy against Peter's adopted procedure. A betting

strategy is said to be

AU

(.)

(d)

(.)
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ø semirelevant, if

ELUcrx¡@) - t-X)) s(x)l ) o

and strictly positive for some 0 e Ø;

ø relevant, if for some e > 0,

ElQcøt@) - t6))'(x) - e ls(x)ll > 0

and strictly positive for some 0 e @.

16

(1-3)

VdeO, (1 4)

In terms of betting strategy (.), u relevant betting strategy implies that either

P6(0 e C(X)IX e A) > 1- a* e

for all 0 e @, if ,4 is a positively biased relevant subset, or

(1 5)

Ps(0 e C(x)lx e A) < 1- d - e (1.6)

for all 0, 1f A is a negatively biased relevant subset. If (e) is a semirelevant betting

strateg¡ then remove the e term in (1.5) and (1.6) above. According to Robinson

(1979a), existence of a semirelevant betting strategy is mild criticism against a confi-

dence procedure, while existence of a relevant betting strategy is "criticism on a level

which seems to be just serious enough to bother about."

If a relevant betting strategy s(z) exists on a set A c X,, then the confidence

behavior is qualitatively changed on ,4, which raises suspicion about the validity of

the procedure C (Casella, 7992). Robinson (1979a) concluded that identification of

negatively biased relevant subsets is enough to eliminate a frequentist procedure, but

identification of negative semirelevant subsets is too strong a condition to recommend

against use. On the other haud, identification of positively biased (semi)relevant

subsets corresponds to conservative procedures, which âre geneïally of lesser concern)

although situations exist where this direction of error is important (Casella , 1992).

VáeO,
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Several researchers have identified relevant or semireievant subsets in commonly

used freqentist procedures. Buehler and Fedderson (1963) showed that the standard

one-satnple f-interval (U + ttlt/n,7- *) admits positively biased relevant subsets of

the form {lTllS < c} for some c' > 0, when n:2. Brown (1962) extend.ed this to

the case of arbitra¡y n, with some restrictions on the choice of c'. Essentially, on sets

that can be interpreted as acceptance regions of a test of Hs i þ : 0, the conditional

confidence of a ú-interval may be bounded below by 1 - a. Robinson (1976) showed

that no negatively biased relevant sets exist for the ú-interval, but sets with interpre-

tations as rejection regions of a test of Hs : þ: 0 are negatively biased semirelevant

(Maatta and Casella, 1990). Maatta and Casella (1987) considered conditional prop-

erties of shortest, log-shortest and equal tailed intervals of the variance o2 in sampling

from a N(p,o') population \rrith both parameters unknown. For two-sided intervals,

they concluded that

(i) equal tailed intervals admit negatively biased semirelevant subsets;

(ii) shortest intervals admit no negatively biased semirelevant subsets;

(iii) log-shortest intervals are free of relevant and semirelevant subsets (positive or

negative).

Thus, Iog-shortest intervals have the strongest conditional properties in the normal

variance problem.

Some work has been done beyond one-sample problems. Olshen (1973) extended

the results of Brown (1967) to the one-\May fixed effects model. Conditional on reject-

ing a preliminary test of equal treatrnent meâns, Olshen showed that the Scheffé

multiple comparisons procedure admitted negatively biased semirelevant subsets.

With respect to the Behrens-Fisher problem, Fisher (1956) showed that the Welch-

Aspin procedure admitted a negatively biased relevant subset, while Robinson (1979b)

showed that the Behrens-Fisher solution allowed no nesativeiv biased relevant subsets.

17
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Conditional evaluation of frequentist rules can be viewed. as a diagnostic process

that weeds out procedures with poor conditional performance, evidenced by the ex-

istence of a negatively biased relevant betting strategy. Conversely, procedures free

of semirelevant subsets should have 'good' conditional properties. A key question is:

under what conditions can v¡e assert that a frequentist procedure has 'good' condi-

tional properties? At present, there is no result that provides the exact (necessary

and sufficient) conditions for the nonexistence of relevant betting strategies against a

frequentist procedure. However, it is known that limits of Bayes rules which satisfv

t@) : _rie / I(0 e C(*)) n*(llr) d,0,
nx-+@ J ø

have no reievant betting strategies against them. In other words, a betting ffirâregy

of the form (e) above, whose limiting expected posterior gain is expressible as a

conditional coverage probability, is free of relevant betting. An equivaient statement is

that a procedure (C (r).,l@D is free of relevant betting if the confidence function 7(r)
is equal to the limiting posterior probability of C (r) with respect to some (possibly

irnproper) sequence of priors (Maatta and Casella, 1gg0).

1.3.4 Frequentist post-data inference

Legitimate or not, practitioners often endow real-world applications of frequentist

procedures with post-data interpretations. For example, the p-value of a statistical

test is often interpreted (inappropriaiely) âs an informal measure of the strength

of the sample evidence against a nuli hypothesis flo-the smaller the p-value, the

stronger the evidence against 116. Confidence intervals may also be given a conditional

interpretation as the range of plausible values of ¡; for which the observed data is

'typicai', obtained from a procedure that covers the true meân (1 - ") 700% of the

time in repeated sampling from the underlying distribution of the population. Such

interpretations conform to the consumer's intuition that the specific evidence at hand

18
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is central to inf'erence. Consequently, it is relevant to consider post-data rneasures of

accurâcy for frequentist procedures, which has come to be calledfrequenti,st post-data

i,nference.

The foundations of this subject were set out in a series of papers by Kiefer (1975,

7976, 1977; Brownie and Kiefer, 7977). The irnportance of this work lies in the devel-

opment of two post-data measures of accuracy for frequentist procedures: conditional

confidence and estimated confidence.

Conditional confidence is expressed as P(0 e C(X)lX e A), where Ais a condi-

tioning set derived from a partition of the sarnple space .T induced by some statistic

f6).If Aisarelevantsubset of X,theconditionalconfidenceof afrequentistpro-

cedure wiil be be bounded below (above) by I + e (l - e) íf A is positively (negatively)

biased for some e ) 0, where 7 represents the pre-data confidence report. If ,4 is a

semirelevant subset, then 7 is the lower (upper) bound on conditional coverage when

,4 is positive (negative) semirelevant.

Estirnated confidence, on the other hand, operates as follows: instead of reporting

a constant confidence coefficient 1 - a, report a data-dependent measure 1 - a(r),

where z is a (vector) realization of a random variable X. This idea is particularly

useful if the coverage probability of a confidence procedure depends on a parameter,

in which case an estimator of the coverage probability can be derived. An estimate

ofthe confidence level can then be obtained for each realized r. Evaluation of a class

of coverage probability estimators is conducted in terms of decision theory criteria

(Berger, 1988).

Remark 1.2. As in Robinson's work (7979a, b), the notion of 'confidence' is meant

to be generic. Kiefer applied both conditional and estimated confidence to point

estimators and statistical tests in addition to confidence procedures.

The prirnary shortcoming of Kiefer's theory is that the partition of the sample

space ,Z is arbitrary; hence, different partitions yield different results, all of which

19
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are equally valid (Goutis and Casella, 1995). Fortunately, recent developments have

filled in most of the gaps in Kiefer's theory.

Conditional and frequentist acceptability. Casella (1988) contended that a

commendable statistical procedure should be both 'conditionally acceptable' and 'fre-

quentist acceptable'; i.e., it should have both'good'pre-data properties and'good'

conditionai properties. Some compromise on either or both fronts may be required,

but in the end, a reasonable procedure should have some long-run performance guar-

antee and be free of relevant subsets.

Casella (i988) did not offer a formal criterion of frequentist acceptability, but did

produce one for conditional acceptability:

Definition 1.1. A frequentist procedure is said to be conditionally acceptable íf:

(a) it does not admit negatively biased relevant subsets;

(b) if -4 is a set on which it is known that a conditional inference may be drawn (i. e.,

a stopping region), then,4 cannot be a negatively biased semirelevant subset.

Condition (b) is tantamount to saying that a reference set for inference cannot be

a negatively biased semirelevant subset of X. However, this condition is difficult to

quantify, since there is no estabtished criterion for deciding which conditioning sets

are acceptable as reference sets, and which are not (Berger, 1988).

If we define the confidence function 7(ø) as

Ïc6¡Í @10) r(0) do

foÍ @lo) r(o) do '

where zr(0) is a proper prior, then the procedure (C(r),1@D is free of semireievant

subsets (Casella, 1992). To strengthen the condition, allow r(0) to be a possibly

20
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improper prior. A sufficient condition for conditional acceptability, under some reg-

uiarity conditions, is then (Casella, 1987)

Ic¡,¡Í (rlo) r(o) do
)1-a, (1 8)

ïof @lo) r(o) do

uniformly in r. If (1.8) holds, the procedure (C(r) ,l@D admits no negatively biased

relevant subsets, the first condition of Definition 1.1.

In the discussion of Casella (1988), Berger put forth a rneasure of frequentist

acceptability, stated in terms of estimated confidence:

Definition L.2. An estimated confidence coefficient 1 - a(r) is said to have frequen-

tist uali,di,ty lf, for aII 0,

øelL - û(X)l < 1 - a. (0) : P6(0 e C(X)). (1 e)

By this definition, the average reported coverage probability of the confidence

procedure (C(r),I - a(r)) is bounded above by the actual coverage (as a function

of 0); i. e., the confidence assertion is conservative, on average. Condition (1.9) is

cornpatible with the frequentist approach in two respects:

(i) it provides a stated performance guarantee in repeated sampling;

(ii) it does not depend on á.

Since there are ma.ny estimated confidence functions 7 - a(r) which satisfy (1.9),

Berger suggested that estimated confidence functions be compared and evaluated in

terms of risk performance.

In his rejoinder to Berger, Casella (1988) suggested placing a lower bound on (1.9),

thus modifying the frequentist validiiy condition to

27
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thereby trapping the expected conditional confidence between the confidence coeffi-

cient of the procedure C(x) and the true coverage probability of C(x) at0.

Having established criteria for frequentist and conditional acceptability, what

types of procedures are reasonable candidates for satisfying these dual criteria? Gen-

erally speaking, frequentist procedures that are generalized Bayes or limits of Bayes

rules are prime candidates, since:

ø theY are generally free of relevant betting strategies, thus satisfying at least one

of the conditional acceptability conditions;

ø they are typically smooth procedures, usually capable of maintaining some fre-

quentist guarantee of performance (Maatta and Casella, 1990; Casella, 1992).

Casella (7992, p.9) cogently summarized the process of determining frequentist

and conditionally acceptable procedures in practice:

. . . Considering the theories of relevant subsets, and how confidence sets

are used by practitioners, the following strategy seems most reasonable.

For a set c(r), assert confidence 7(z) where l@) satisfies [1.2] for some

(possibly improper) prior r(d). This strateg-y assures us that (C(r),úr))
is conditionally acceptable. Moreover, we would require thar 7@) be valid

as a, measure of frequentist confidence. Ideally, we would require that 1@)

satisfy [1.8], which not only renders (C(r),1@D frequency valid, but also

yields the conditional acceptability of (C(r),7 - a). However, condition

[1.8] may not always be attainable and, in such a case, we would settle for

7(ø) satisfying a condition such as [1.9]. This would give some frequentist

acceptability to the procedure (C(r),1@)).

If neither condition [1.8] nor condition [1.9] can be attained by a 7(z) sat-

isfying [1.7], then frequentist acceptabillty may have to be compromised..

22
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The frequentist guarantee of the procedure lnây then be based on quan-

tities such as Eú(x), rnin Eel(x), or min,l(r) (as long as these last

two quantities are positive). The point shouid be clear. A guaranteed

legitimate conditional inference is of primary irnportance. After that, the

frequentist guarantee should be arrived at in some reasonable manner.

(Bracketed equation citatÍons are in our system.)

Estimation of indicator functions. A frequentist confidence assertion 7 is inter-

pretable as the 'best guess' conditional coverage probability of a confidence procedure

C(X) over the coarsest possible partition, the sample space ll itself (Goutis and

Caselia, 1995). Kiefer's conditional confidence approach was to compute the coverage

of C(X) over some subset A of X, where Ais a member, or union of rnembers, of

sorne appropriate partitioningof X. Goutis and Casella (i995) went to the opposite

extreme, considering estimation of the confidence over the finest possible partition of

X, the collection {r : r € Z}.
Consider the probiem of evaluating the coverage probability of a confid.ence pro-

cedure C (X), conditioned on the event X : !L:

Ps(0 e C(X)IX : *) : Pe(0 e C(r)) : I(0 e C(r)), (1. i1)

where

i. e., having observed

if 0 e C(r)

1f 0 ø C(r);

confidence interval C(z) either covers á or

it doesn't.

The quantity I(0 e C(r)) is a sensible measure of the post-data accuracy of

C (X), but it is not observable since á is unknown. Thus, it is necessarv to consider

[,
I(0 e C(*D: 1

I

[0

X : fr, the observed
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be evaluated on the basis

use of the quadratic loss

estimators of I (0 e C (r)). Candidate estimators should

of risk performance. Goutis and Casella (1995) advocate

function

L(t@);0):Lt@) - I(0 e c(r))l',

since the Bayes rule against this loss function, for some chosen prior zr (d), is the

posterior probability of C(r); i.e.

f (r) : P(0 e C(r)lù : I tr(\lr) d,0,' 
Jc@)

where r(0lr) is the posterior density of d. Under quadratic loss, an estimator 7(X)
of the indicator function I(0 e C(X)) has risk

R(tØ);0): EeW6) - I(0 € c(xDl'.

The advantage of this approach is that it does not depend on the existence of a sample

space partition, but if one exists, the method is capable of exploiting it. The primary

disadvantage is that decision theory criteria to evaluate 1v(X) are difficult to apply,

since 7(X) estimates a random function.

Summary. Frequentist post-data inference is predicated on the idea that an in-

ference procedure should behave sensibly both pre-data and post-data. Evaluation

of a procedure should entail measures of both initial and final precision. From

the sampling theory viewpoint, final precision is measured in terms of estimates of

f (0 e C(r)), a modification of Kiefer's conditional confidence, and estimated confi-

dence, a Ia Berger (1988). These measures of final precision complement the ideas

of section 1.3.3 in the following way. The dual criteria of frequentist and conditional

acceptability limit the class of candidate procedures: given a procedure C(X) and a

realization r of X, the estirnated confidence 1 - a(r) and estimate of I(0 e C(r))
provide two measures of the post-data accuracy of the realized C (r). If C (X) is both
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frequentist and conditionally acceptable, we shouid expect that both the estimated

confidence and estirnated indicator function of C(X) are bounded below by 1 - a in
ideal situations.

1"4 lmproved estlmation of scale paramete¡.s

One of the most famous results in statistical theory from the second half of this century

is the proof by Stein (1955) that the sample mean X is inadmissible âs an estimator of

a mean vector ¡^c when the dimension of ¡-l is at least 3, under (composite) quadratic

loss and sampling from a NoQ",1o) distribution. The area of shrinkage estimation is a

direct outgrowth of this work. Stein's contributions to improvement over the sample

mean in the location parameter case are well known (e.g., James and Stein, 1961);

less appreciated, but equally important, are his contributions to improving upon 52 as

an estimator of the population variance o2. This work, and its descendants, provide

a theoretical foundation for improving upon standard estimation procedures in the

balanced one-wây random model. Therefore, it is prudent to review this work in the

most well-known case, the normal variance problem. What follows is largely based

on the review of this problem by Maatta and Casella (1990), and for more recent

developments, on the review paper of Kubokawa (1gg8a).

1.4.1, Normal var¡ance problem

The problem embarked upon by stein (1964) is the following. Let x be a N(p,,o2)

distributed random variable, both pararneters unknown, and let X1, Xz,...,Xn ð,e-

note a prospective random sample from this population. The joint sufficient statistic

for this family of distributions is then (X,?), where T:Ð(X¿_ X)r.The objec-

tive is to find a point estimator of the population variance a2 under the normalized
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quadratic loss (NQL) function

26

(1.12)

where d(X) is an estimator of ø2. Under the group g of affine transformations, the

family .F of normal distributions and the loss function (1.12), the estirnation problem

is invariant. Furthermore, the group g is transitive on the parameter space O and

decision space 2.

!"4"2 Stein-Brown-Brewster-Zidek process

Point estimation. Prior to Stein's work, it was known that (Maatta and Casella,

19901:

(Ð If Xt,...,Xn is a random sample from a N(p,or) population with ¡; known

and o2 unknown, the estimator

ù(x): DtXn- ù2
øtÐtb --I- L

is admissible for estimating o2 under (normaiized) quadratic loss (Hodges and

Lehmann, 1951; Girschick and Savage, ig51).

(iÐ If xt,..., xnis a random sample from a N(p,o') population with both p and

o2 unknown, then in the class of estimators of the form kT, the choice of k

that minimizes the risk under (1.12) is k : (n + 1)-1. Since the risk function

of this estimator is constant (equal to 2l(n + 1)), it is the best equiuariant

estimator (or BEE) of o2 under the group of affine transformations, transitive

on O. Furthermore, it is minimax with respect to (1.12).

These results provide an important context for Stein's insight. The admissible es-

timator and the BEE differ in their multipliers by one degree of freedom; if ¡t : g

and X is 'small', perhaps there is a way to use the information in X to 'shrink' the

r,@,,o2): (!:Í)' : (4_ r\",\o" /
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BEE towards the adrnissible estirnator. Stein's strategy to obtain an estimator that

performs such shrinkage was novel in several respects.

With the affine invariant decision probiem as a foundation, Iet -/f be the subgroup

of the affine group Ø consisting of scale and orthogonal transformations; observe

that .tr does not act transitively on the parameter space. Construct the quantities

tl : Tlo - X7 and i/ : nX2lo2 - X? Ørl2), where r/: n-I, n: p,f o, and

À : q2l2 is the noncentrality parameter of v. The statistic z : JnlXlltÆ;is
the maximal -f-invariant on the sample space ll, whose distribution depends only

oL tl2, the rnaximal .tr-tnvariant on the parameter space O. In the .tr-invariant

decision probiem, "tr-equivariant estimators of o2 are of the torm þ(z) ?; i. e., the

multiplier function þ(Z) depends on the maximaL/f-invariant. Furthermore, the

maximal invariant Z wíth respect to "/f depends on both X and ?.

Stein's strategy was to use, in essence, a preliminary test estimator. The rev-

olutionary aspect of this work was demonstrating that such estimators can have

uniformly smaller risk than the usual estimator of the variance in this one-samole

problem, and more generally, in the normal fixed-effects linear model.

To establish Stein's result, we use an alternative proof from Brewster and Ztd,ek

(7974). Under NQL, the risk function of an estimator of the form óØ)f is given by

R(ó(z)T;o'): "r(ry- 1)'

: Er(Ó(z)u -7)'
: Er[Erl(ó(z) U - 1)' lzl]

: Enló2Ø) Er(u'lz) - 2ó(z) Er(u lz) + 11.

This risk function can be minimized through the inner conditional expectation, one

of the important insights of Stein (1964). Taking the derivative of the conditional

risk with respect to þ(Z) and setting the result lo zero, the optimal multiplier under
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NQLforfixed4)0is

ó,(z): *92' En(U2lZ)'

Unfortunatery, þr(Z) depends on lql, so þr(Z) ? is not an estimator. However, Brew-

ster and Zidek (1974) showed that, for all 4,

ó,(r) < óo(z):+4 (1.13)n*2
pointwise in e, by the increasing monotone likelihood ratio property of noncent ral y2

distributions in l4l for each fixed z > 0. Moreover, for z < (n+ 1)-t,

óoQ) <-i' '- n-ll

As a result, the estimator ós(Z) 7, where

ósØ): min (+3,,|) : min(do( z),(r+ 1)-,) (1.14)\ rr-ra tL--a L/

has uniformly smaller risk than the BEE. This is precisely Stein's estimator.

Observe that

(r + 22) T : (r + nT2 ¡r¡T : T + nX2 :Ð *?,

therefore, when Z' < (, + 2)-t,

ós(z)r:Ð:t^., u*S

Thus, when 22 is'small', Stein's estimator shrinks to the Hodges-Lehmann estimator

with p : 0. This is sensible behavior, as 22 small provides sample evidence that ¡r is
(near) zero. Thus, for 'small' values of 22, pooling the sum of squares T with nX2

enables one to shrink from the (inadmissible) BEE of ø2 when p is unknown towards

the (admissible) Hodges-Lehmann estimator when þ:0, in the process gaining up

to an additional degree of freedom for estimating o2.

28
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Stein's irnproved estimator (1.i4) was an impressive theoretical achievement, but

he recognized that it was inadmissible. Brown (1968) extended Stein's work to a

wider class of distributions and a wider class of loss functions. In doing so, Brown

considered estimators of the form þ",¿(Z)7, where

(" ff22<r?
ö",0(Z) : \ 

I

fd if22>rl,

for some constants c, d and11. under NQL, the risk of this estimator is

R(ó",a(Z) T; o') : Enlku - 1)' lZ' < rll rrQ2 < ,?)

+ Enl@U - 7)'lz" > rll rr@, > ,?).

Differentiating the risk with respect to c and setting the result to zero yields the

'optimal'c:

, D¡ E"(U\Z2 < r?\Î-tr:t:Em1â'
Since the family of distributions of tllz' < rr2 has increasing monotone likelihood

ratio in lal for fixed 11 > 0, cr(rl) < ro("ï); furthermorc, cs(rl) < (, + 2)-1 for all

11 ) 0. Brown's estimator is then of the form þp(Z)7, where the muitiplier function

is oir¡pn hr¡

29

( ,,,
ó"(z): { 

toi"í)

Ul@ +2)

if 22 < rl;

lf 22 > rl.
(1.15)

Brown's estimator also dominates the best g-equivariant estimator f l@ + 2) under

(1.12) (Brown, 1968). Like Stein's estimator, Brown's estimator of ø2 is inadmissible

under NQL.

Brewster and Zidek (7974) noted that one could obtain an improved version of

(1.15) by selecting a point 12 1 \ and iterating the above process. The resulting
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estimator ór(Z) 7, where

ó,Ø):{

30

co(rZ) If 22 < r|

co(r?) if rl < Z" < r?

(u + 2)-t lf 22 > rl,

has lower risk than óa(Z) 7. There is no compelling reâson to stop here: one could

choose another point Ts 1 T2, and by repeating the above process, improve upon

Ór(Z)7. One can obtain successively better estimators by selecting, at stage Æ, a

constant r¡, { T7ç-1and reiterating the argument.

Brewster and Zidek (197 4) next constructed a sequence of step-function estimators

16t'l(Z)fl of o2 as follows. Let {A¿} denote a sequence of partitions of (0,oo) such

that, for each i,:7,2,3, . . . and j :7,2,...,,fli,,

(Ð 0 : T¿s 1 T¿1 1r¿21 ... 1T¿,n; - oo;

(ii) {r¿¡ : j:7,2,...,n¿} C{r¿+t¡: j:I,2,...,n¿+r};

(iii) lirrì¿-+æri,n¿-L - oo;

(iv) lin*--* rtràx1q¡<n¿-tlr¿¡ - r¿,j-rl:0.

Within a particular partition fr¿, apply the inductive process described above to

the set of break points in -R¿, leading to the step-function estimator ó@(Z)7, where

(i.16)

for j : r,2,...,r;i- 1. For eachi,,,6{ù@)T dominates all other step function esti-

mators produced by the iterative process on -R¿, as well as the BEE. However, across

di'fferent parti,tions,, none of the þ@ Ø) f necessarily dominates another in risk, since

they are based on different partitions of (0, oo).

( , ,.
ó(ùØ) - l"o?i)) 

r?,¡-'< tz < r1i

[(z + 2)-1 z' u ,?,nn_r,
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Now, consider the limit of the sequence of step-function

i. -+ æ. By conditions (iii) and (iv) above and the form

Zidek showed that

31

estimators {óu) (Z)T} as

of 6{o (Z), Brewster and

ntjå d,o, (z) : ó"2(z),

where, for each frxed z € (0, oo),

ónz(z) :
Eo(UlZ2 1 ,")

(1.17)Eo(U'lZ2 < z2)'

The limiting estimator þBrQ)T is called the Brewster-Zi,d,ek estimator of o2 with

respect to normalized quadratic loss.

The multiplier function óaz(Z) is monotone increasing and continuous in Z , where

óaz(O) : (u + 3)-1 and óez(æ) : (, + 2)-1 [under (1.12)]. By Theorem 2.1.3 of

Brewster and Zidek (7974), the risk of þp2@) 7 dominates that of the BEE. Further-

more' they showed that óez(Z) 7 is generalized Bayes and admissible in the class of

scale equivariant estimators. Proskin (1935) later showed that the BZ estimator is

admissible âmong all estimators of ø2.

Kubokawa (1998) briefly reviewed two other improved point estimators of o2.

Strawderman (7974) developed a smooth estimator of o2 by decision theory argurnenrs

different from those of Brewster and Zidek (1974). Shinozaki (1995) proposed three

types of non-equivariant point estimators of o2, Under certain conditions on the

multiplier function, Shinozaki's estimators have uniformly lower risk than the BBE,

and can achieve much larger risk improvements than does Stein's estimator.

Interval estimation. Several researchers have developed improved interval esti-

mators of o2 in the normal variance problem. The general form of an (unconditional)

interval estimator of ø2 is (Tlb,Tla), where 7 is the sum of squares, ¿ is a lower quâ,n-

tile of the distribution of a random variable or pivotal (J, and ó is the corresponding

upper quantile, satisfying P(o < U < b) : \ - a.
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The seminal work in extending the ideas of improved point estimation to the

problem of interval estimation was that of Cohen (1972), who considered a class

of improved interval estimators of the form (þ(z)7,(ó(z) + c)T), where þ(z) is a

data-dependent multiplier function, c is the iength of the 'usual' shortest interval

- ( o T , ' /7 \-Iu:\o2,:tæs(:+.) r),

and ø is the lower quantile of a yl, distribution. For any point r € (0, 1), Cohen's

intervai is defined as

32

I"(Z,T):

a'step-function' interval

solution of

(ó"(r'') T, (ó"(r',) + c1 r¡ 1f 22 1 r'2

lf 22 112

if 22 > r2,

at 12 , where óo(r') is the unique

( 1.18)

if 22 > r2;

n".^(l) G' (Eh) : n,*n(trt) G, (¿Fa-l
Cohen showed that þ"(r2) can be chosen so that it is never larger than 1/ø, thus

providing shrinkage towards zero if 22 1 12. Furthermore, Cohen proved that this

interval has uniformly higher unconditional coverage than the unconditional interval.

The process developed by Brewster (1972) fsee also Brewster and Zidek, 1g74] pro-

vided the mechanism for improving upon Cohen's interval. As in the point estimation

case, fix r and pick a value r' < r. Construct the interval

l') 1z,r¡ : (ó"(r') T, (ö"(r') + c) T) tf r' 2 < z2 1 12

(i,e*.) ')
by application of Cohen's result, 4') O has higher unconditional coverage than both

I¡¡ and I"(.). By taking successively smaller constants ," ,r"',... and íterating the
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argument, one can always produce an interval with higher unconditional coverage

than its predecessors.

Now, construct a sequence of partitions {E¿} of [0, 1] with properties (i)-(iv)

discussed earlier in this section; in conditions (i) and (iii), replace oo by 1. Within
partition R¿, frx ri,n¡-r and produce a finite sequence of successively better step-

function intervals of o2 by following the process in the preceding paragraph. The

best step-function interval in -R¿ is denoted by I@(Z,T), where

( (óo?o¡)
¡@(z,T: 

l ,, ¡I
r \;, \;

and $s(r¿¡) is the solution of

^ (1, , r?. \ / 1 r ( ,7¡ f ¡s,++llG,la:ffi) : e,*nlr,_")G,\1 _,?¡ örc).
for each i :1,2,. . . ,n¿ - 1. By properties (ii)-(iv) of {fi¿},

J1m 
rtzl Ø,7) : Ip2(z,T),

where

33

7,, (óo(rn¡) + c)r)

*') t)

if r?,_, < 22 1 r?,
U¡J - LJ

lf 22 > r?^ .

Inz(Z,T): (ö"r(Z)7,(óez(Z) + c)T)

and þ82(t) is the unique solution of

n".^ (#) r, (#) : s,++GÅ . ") 
*, ( *Å;")

(i.1e)

(1.20)

for each ú > 0. Shorrock (1990) showed that the BZ-type interval (1.i9) has uniformly

higher unconditional coverage than the usual shortest interval, and is generalized

Bayes in the class of shortest intervals of the form (SQ)T,(ó(Z) + c)T). If, in
the foregoing discussion, we replace u -f 4wilh u * 2 and önz(t) -f cby cþp2(t) in

(1.20), then by following a similar line of argument, the resultingBZ-type interval is
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generalized Bayes in the class of log-shortest intervals of o2 having the generic form

(ó(Z)T,cþ(Z) 7), and has uniformly higher unconditional coverage than the corre-

sponding 'usual' log-shortest interval. Kubokawa (1994) applied the IERD method

(see section 1.4.3) to obtain the same log-shortest BZ-type of o2.

A strategy that simultaneously improves upon the length and unconditional cov-

erage of an unconditional shortest interval estimator of o2 was described by Goutis

and Casella (1991). Their interval is of the form

34

Icc(Z, T) : (ór(Z) T, ór(Z) T),

where @i(l) and @2(f) satisfy the conditions

e, ¡ 7 \^(r(l)\ / T tcrll(jl)
+4\d,1Ð/ t"(d(Ð/ : e'+4\ø'¡¿)' \Q2(t)/

(1.21)

fdöt(t)l ¡ 7 \^/ ú ¡ /dó2(t)\ / 1 r - / ú ¡\l)e'++\*,) c'(ø,trl ) : l=#)o"+nlad G,ló,(r,)),

and r(ú) is a positive-valued function satisfying r(t) > t. If r(t) : ú, then the GC

interval reduces to Shorrock's interval; but If r(t) > ú, different values of r(ú) produce

different intervals, each of which is shorter than Shorrock's interval, with coverage

at least 7- a for all q> 0. (Note that changingu-l 4to u*2 produces similariy

improved log-shortest estimators of o2.)

The key feature to note in this discussion is that the smooth procedures which

improve upon the usual point and interval estimators a,re obtained by conditi,oning

on a,n interval of 22 values.

1.4.3 IERD rnethod

Kubokawa (i994) introduced a process for unifying improved point and interval es-

timation, termed the "Integrated Expression of Risk Difference", or IERD, method.
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The following discussion is limited to its application in the normal variance prob-

Iem, although it has been usefully exploited in a variety of estimation problems; see

Kubokawa (1994, 1997, 1998) for further details.

The central idea behind the IERD method is employrnent of a definite integral

to express the risk difference between a 'standard' and generic 'improved' estimator

in order to generate a class of improved estirnators of a parameter 0. The method

is sufficiently broad to encompass various distributional families and loss functions,

thereby generalizing the theory of improved estirnation.

Let ô6 : kT represent a standard unconditional point estimator of. o2 in the

normal variance problem, and let ô4 denote a proposed improved estimator of the

form ô4 : ó@2)7, with the property that d(*) : k. Furthermore, let I(t) denore

the loss function, where t : dlo2 and d represents an estimator of o2, conforming

to the notation in Kubokawa (199a). The loss function L(t) is absolutely continuous

and strictly bowl-shaped; consequently, I(ú) is differentiable almost everywhere. To

apply the IERD method in the normal variance problern, the following assumptions

are necessary:

1. To guarantee interchange of limits and integrals,

where c > 0 and g(.) denotes the y2 density of [/.

2. In addition,

where h(u) : h(u; 0) is

lL'(cu)lr' s(u) h(u) d,u ( oo,

central Xf density of I/ when þ: 0.

3. The MLR property of noncentral y2 distributions is required:

lo* 
r{"r) s(u) d,u < æ and

fo* Þ'{"u)1, s(u) d,u < æ,

H(r; À)

Eõ is nondecreasing in z > 0'

I,*
the
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4. To guarantee a unique solution, we also require that g(c1r) lgkrù is strictly

increasing in ø for 0 < c1 < c2.

The following result takes advantage of the bowl-shaped property of the loss function

(Strawderm an, 797 4):

Lemrna L.'L. Let h(r) be a nondecreas'ing, i,ntegrable function on an i,nterual (o,b),

and let u(.) denote a fi,nite mez,sure on (a,b). Let K(r) be an integrable function
on (a,b). If there eri,sts a point rs e (a,b) for which K(r) S 0 when x 1rs and,

K(*)>0whenrlrs,then

l"u 
on h(r)u(d,r) > h(ns) 

l"' 
oOru(d,r),

where th,e equality holds i,ff lt.(r) is constant a. e.

Kubokawa's main result is now given:

Theorem 1.2. Assume that the MLR property on H(.) holds; furthermore, assume

that

(o) ó(r) is nondeueas'ing, withlím.-*ö(w): k;

(b) Ii L'(þ(w)u) u s(u) H (wu;0) du> 0.

Then 66 is at least as good as 6s, where 6ó: ó(22)T and 6o: kT :Tl@ +2).

An instructive proof of this result is in Kubokawa (1gg8).

The IERD method provides â means of obtaining a class of improved estimators

without explicitly invoking invariance; however, it assumes the same monotone likeli-

hood ratio properties as in the SBBZ process. Thus, in the normal variance problem,

the estimators of Stein, Brown and Brewster & Zídek are all members of this improved

class. Furthermore, Section 3 of Kubokawa (199a) shows how the IERD method can
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be used to obtain a class of improved interval estimators; in particular, the intervals

of Cohen (1972) and Shorrock (i990) are members of the class of improved shortest

ínterval estimators with length fixed to that of the unconditional shortest interval.

The IERD method has been applied to several types of inference problems in the

past few yeârs; see Kubokawa (7997,1998) for recent reviews of these developments.

L.5 Sumrnary

In this chapter, the primary influences on PDP inference were reviewed: initial and

final precision, conditional inference, frequentist post-data inference and estimation

in the normal variance problem. A brief discussion of their roles in reiation to PDP

inference follows.

PDP inference does not view initial and final precision as an either-or proposition.

Instead, it starts with a procedure that has good initial precision, and through PDP

conditioning, modifies it to have good final precision. We view this as a critical

feature of PDP inference: it suggests that in certain circumstances, one can start

with recommended frequentist procedures, and improve their estimates 'on-the-fly'

based on suitable PDP conditioning. As far as we know, this is a feature unique to

PDP inference.

PDP inference is both conditional and sampling-theory oriented, so the review of

conditional inference is included to provide some historical context. Conventionally,

one conditions on some partition of the sample space X . In contrast, PDP condition-

ing events are applied on a piuotal space. There is no arbitrariness in the choice of a

PDP conditioning event; it is driven by the parameter constraint(s) of the underlying

model and the observed data through some statistic. Finally, a PDP conditioning

event is meant to be a reference set for inference on the pivotal space.

37
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A fundamental goal of frequentist post-data inference is to limit the class of fre-

quentist procedures to those that meet the twin criteria of frequentist and conditional

acceptability, as defined by Berger (i988) and Casella (1988), respectively. Measures

of final precision, such as estimation of indicator functions or estimated. confidence,

are designed as aids in determining whether conditional and frequentist acceptability

is achieved. In contrast, the PDP approach actively modifies frequentist procedures to

achieve conditional acceptability. We then turn around to investigate the frequentist

properties of the PDP procedures to assess the extent to which they are frequentist

acceptable. Therefore, PDP inference attempts to be cornpatible with the spirit of

frequentist post-data inference, but differs in the impiementation.



m2
One-way random model

2"1 lntroduction

The objective of this chapter is to develop the post-data pivotal (PDP) approach to

statistical inference in the context of the balanced one-rÃ/ay random effects model.

Methodologically, the goal is to develop sampling theory-based procedures that be-

have sensibly both pre-data and post-data. Starting from the conventional formula-

tion of the balanced one-way random model, the following strategy is employed:

1. Defining o! to be the error variance component and ol to be the treatment

variance, âssume that o! > 0 and o1> 0, thereby inducing a constraint on the

expected meân squares.

Using the information from the parameter constraint in (1), construct a condi-

tioning event on the joint pivotal space, which restricts inference to a subregion

of the pivotal space.

Condition each of the basic pivotals by the event in (2). This rnod.ifies the

distribution theory of the basic pivotals as a function of the observed data.

2.

3.



(iii)

2.1 Introduction

4. Conduct point and interval estimation using the modified distributions from (3)

as the probabilistic foundation for inference. In other words, conduct the 'usual'

analysis, but based on the distributions in (3) rather than the unconditional

distributions.

The consequetlces of following this process are that:

(i) all PDP point and interval estimates assurne values within their respective pa-

rameter spaces;

(ii) PDP point estimators are at least as good as their unconditional counterparts

in frequentist risk performance under a wide class of ioss functions;

PDP interval estimators with the same length as corresponding unconditional

intervals are at least as good in terms of unconditional coverage probability;

PDP distributions are connected to the Bayesian posteriors of Box and Tiao

(1973) and the fiducial distributions of Wild (1981) and Venabl.es & James

(1978), which in some sense unifies the PDP approach with other post-data

modes of inference:

PDP distributions can be obtained by a Brewster-Zidek type of limiting argu-

rnent, providing a justification for (ii) and (iii);

(vi) the process that leads to (i)-(v) derives from the underlying model and its

assumptions.

The approach is based on the premise that conditioning on a (joint) pivotal space

allows one to incorporate both the data and the constrained parameter(s) to improve

statistical inference. When applied to each of the (pivotal) distributions under the

entertained model, it forms a basis for post-data inference frorn the sampling theory

perspective that can be directly tied to Bayesian, fiducial and likelihood inference, and.

(iu)

(u)
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unifies conditional sampling theory with these post-data paradigms. Furthermore, the

connections to fiducial inference and use of the Invariance Principle in the selection

of statistical procedures provides further links to structural inference (Fraser 1968,

1979, 1983) and pivotai inferencel (Barnard, 1gg5).

Example 2.1. To iliustrate the type of problern that will be addressed. in this chap-

ter, consider a balanced one-way random model with 1 : 4 treatrnents and J : 2

replications per treatment. Assume that the standard forrnulation of the one-way

random model is in force (see section 2.2) and the following ANOVA table obtains:

Source df SS MS E(MS)

41

Treatment 3 30

Error 4 60

10

15

rz:o3+2ol
rt: oZ

Total 7 90

The 'usual' estimators of the variance components o2" and o2o are the method of

moments (or ANOVA) estimators, obtained by equating observed with expected mean

squâres. The estimates are ã3: IS (the MSE) and ã2.- -2.5, where

^,
"a -

MS(treatment) - MSE

Since the 'usual' model formulation assumes that both variance components are non-

negative, the obtained estimat e of o2o is disconcerting, but not terribly unusual in

practice. Whenever the observed mean square ratio is iess than one, the realized

estimate âl witl be negative. Thus, the ANOVA method does not always produce a

sensible estimate of o2..

'Despite the similarities in names, the PDP approach is not a special form of Barnard's pivotal

inference, and should not be interpreted as such. The term 'post-data pivotal' is to emphasize that

the basic pivotal quantities of a model are conditioned upon. The effect is to modify the distribution

theory in light of both the observed data and the parameter constraint(s), which in turn modifies

the standard inference procedures.
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ANOVA estimators in balanced random models are'optimal' in an average sense:

taken over the ensernble of all possibie random samples of fixed size ly', ANOVA esti-

mators turn out to be best, on o,uerage, in the restricted class of quadratic, unbiased

estimators of the variance components. If the normality assumption applies, this re-

sult can be extended to the broader class of unbiased estimators. However, 'good.'

averâge pre-data performance does not necessarily transiate to 'good' post-data per-

formance, as illustrated by this problem. In particular, whenever the observed sums

of squares in a random or mixed rnodel do not conform to the ordering implied by the

expected meâ,n squares, the 'pre-data optimal'ANOVA estimators exhibit undesirable

post-data behavior.

In contrast, the PDP approach modifies unconditional estirnators of variance func-

tions by, in essence, adjusting the error and treatment degrees of freedom post-data,

the amount of adjustment depending on the magnitude of the sum of squares ratio s

(or equivalently, the observed mean square /). This adjustment ensures that estima-

tors of the variance functions lie in the appropriate parameter space, in accordance

with the constraint(s) implied by the set of expected rneân squares. Another way to

phrase this is to say that the degrees of freedom adjustment is a mechanism to bring

the ordering of the modified mean squares in line with the ordering of the expected

meân squares. This chapter examines the motivations for, and consequences of, such

post-data adj ustments.

The distribution theory developed in this chapter is similar to the Bayesian theory

of Box and Tiao (1973, ch.5) or the fiducial distributions of Wild (1981) or Venables

and James (1978). Essentially, PDP inference in the balanced one-way random model

is a sampling-theory analogue of Box and Tiao's Bayesian analysis. The advantage of

the Bayesiân approâch is that probability is defined on the parameter spâce; in one-

way random models, the parameter constraint is handled directly by making it an

integration limit when marginalizing over the joint posterior density of the expected

/1,
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mean squares. The fiducial method, on the other hand, integrates the inverted pivotal

of a variance function over a constrained region, dictated. in part by the parameter

constraint (..g., venables and Jarnes, 1g7B). In each case, one achieves:

ø a mode of inference that directly accounts for the parameter constraint(s);

ø point and interval estimates of pararnetric functions of interest that lie in the

appropriate parameter space with probability 1;

ø a 'smooth pooiing' of error and treatment sums of squares.

The PDP approach is also model-based, in that the distribution theory and resulting

estimators derive from the model assumptions and the parameter constraint. Thus,

the proposed methodology fundamentally depends on the model formulation.

The 'pooling dilemma'. In random and mixed effects models, a problem arises

for the frequentist statistician if one fails to reject a null hypothesis that a particular

variance component (or set of fixed effects) is zero. In the example considered above,

we would not have rejected Hs: o2.:0 by the F test. Under Ho, the two expected

mean squares are equal (i. e., 11 : ,r). If this is indeed the case, then the observed

mean squares rU and m2yield two independent estimates of the error variarc€ 11, so

it is reasonable that one should pool this information to improve its estimate. The

question is: when should one pool, how, and how much? This has come to be known

as the "pooling dilemma".

This is not a simple question for the frequentist, as various attempts to solve

this problem attest. One approach is to imbed a 'pooling rule' into the procedure,

as in REML estimation of o! and o2. in the one-rvây random model. When the

observed F ratio is less than 1, the rule is to pool both the surns of squares and the

degrees of freedorn into the estimator of the error variance, and setting the estimator

of o! t'o zero. Similarly, preliminary test procedures are usually associated with
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conditional pooling rules; howevet, such procedures are typically inadmissible from

a decision theory perspective, and none of thern 'smoothly' trades off information

between treatment and error. One of the compelling features of the PDp method

is that it produces statisticaÌ procedures that do exhibit smooth pooling, and can

be connected to the aforementioned Bayesian and fiducial approaches. Furtherrìore,

these procedures have reasonable pre-data properties, as will be shown in various

places throughout this chapter.

We turn next to the foundations required to âpply the PDP approach in the one-

way random model. We begin with the 'usuai' model assumptions, and outline the

customary probabilistic structure under this model. We then turn to consideration

of the conditioning event that activates the post-data pivotai method; from there,

we develop the PDP approach from the ground up. Finally, we compare the result-

ing PDP procedures with some weil-known frequentist procedures and show that, in
general, they work quite well.

2"2 Unconditional tr-way randorn model

The balanced one-way random effects model is expressible in nonmatrix form as

A¿i: l'ti- d¿l €¿i', (2.1)

with treatment levels i : 1, 2,... ,1, and within-cell replicates j : r,2,. . . ,J, where

ø g¿¡ is the observed response of (experimental) unit 7 in (treatment) group z;

ø ¡-l is the unknown grand population mean;

ø d¿ ís the random effect associated with (treatment) group e; and

@ e¿j ís the unobservable random error associated with the jth experimental unit

in (treatment) group e.

44
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The model parameters are (p,o3,,o'").

It is customary to impose the following rnodel assumptions on the randorn effects:

=u

a¿ - IN(0, oZ)

e¿¡ - IN(0,o!)

cov(a¿, €¿j) : 0

'i:1,2,...,1,
j:7,2,'...,J,

for aII i, j.

Under the above assumptions, it follows that

cov(y¿¡,An¿) : cov(p.I a¿ + €¿j, þ * ar -l exù

That is, observations within the same (treatrnent) group are assumed to be positively

correlated, but observations from different (treatment) groups a,re assumed to be

uncorrelated, and thus independent under normality. More specifically, the covariance

rnatrix of the response vector y is compound symrnetric.

It is explicitly assumed that oZ > 0 and o2* ) 0 in this model formulation. \rVithout

ít, the approach to inference outlined below does not appiy, and alternative methods,

such as those of Smith and Murray (i984), are more appropriate.

Notation: The notation in this chapter is sufficiently extensive to warrant a short

detour. There are three basic categories of notation: entries in the ANOVA table,

parametric functions, and pivotal quantities. When subscripts âre necessary, the

subscript 1 will be associated with the error term, while the subscript 2 corresponds

to the treatment factor. The terrn 'treatment' is used generically in the sense that

it represents the 'between group' factor in an experimental design or observational

study. Throughout this chapter, upper case letters will represent random variables

(
lo'"+o! tfi:k,i:l;
I:\"2 ifi,:k,i#t;
I

lo ffi+k,j+t.\
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(e.9., T¿ ot M¿), while lower case letters represent their observed (or realized) vaiues;

e.8., t¿ OT ?TL¿.

Entries in the ANOVA table. Under model (2.1), the analysis of variance table

is given by

Source df SS MS trxpected MS

Treatment u2 T2 M2 rz: oZ + Jo2.

Error u1 TL M1 rt: o2e

Total ut I uz Tt I Tz

where, for i, :7,2,

ø T¿ is a sum of squares;

ø t/,¿: degrees of freedom (df), where 4: I(J - 1) is the error df and uz: I _I
the treatment df;

t Mt : T¿lu¿ is a mean squâïe;

o r¿ is an expected mean square;

Parametric functions. The pararnetric functions of interest in the one-way ran-

dom effects model are:

ø the error variance component rr : oZ;

o the expected mean square for treatments 12 : o3+ Jo2.;

ø the treatment variance component ol;

o the variance component ratio 7 : o2*lo3;

ø the expected lnean square ratio o:rz/rt:1* J1; and
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ø the intraclass correlation

o2^
n--t'- -2 | _2'ua-T ue

Point and interval estimators of these quantities are of interest.

Pivotal quantities and their distributions. Based on the model (2.1) and its

underlying assumptions, we have

u Ut: T¿f r¿ - X7,, i: 7,2, the unconditional pivotal quantities associated with

error and treatment, respectiveiy;

t Ó¿: u¿f 2, i: I,2;

t ,S : TrlTt", the sum of squares ratio;

ø W : UrlUr: Slo, the ratio of unconditional treatment and error pivotals;

ø Z : SIQ+,S), the usual R2 in the one-way model;

. g,(r), ã X2 density wlth u degrees of freedom;

ø G,(r), ã X2 cdf with z degrees of freedom evaluated at r;

, I,(ó2,ót), a Beta cdf with parameters @2 and óy evaluated at r € 10, 1]; and

ø F: (rrlrù,9, so that Ff o - F,",,r.

The pivotal W has a Beta type II dist¡ibution, with density

1 ,. f(dt+Óz) vÔt-tttv¡(w):ffiîî+õ6¡6, Q.2)

defined for all w > 0.
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2"3 PDP comd¡t¡oning argt¡ment

By assuming that oZ > 0 and o2o ) 0 in model (2.1), ihe expected mea,n squâres follow

the inequality 12 ) rr. This information is available pre-data. Figure 2.1 illustrates

this constraint in the joint (n,rz) parameter space. Conditioning on some subset of

the sample spâce X, as is the case in conditional inference, fails to take advantage

of the parameter constraint. However, if we think about conditioning on â pivotal

space) then the parameter constraint can be used to advantage.

Under the one-way random model (2.1), the basic pivotals are I/r and Iå (along

with their rutio W), so consider the joint pivotal space of (U1,[J2) as the inference

space associated with the joint (r1,12) parameter space. We will motivate the con-

ditioning event via the pivotal latio W : UzlUt, and then translate it back to this
joint pivotal space.

The ratio of the [/'s is expressible as

rrr Uz TzlTt .9:_
Ul rzl\ o

Since 12 ) 11 by the model assumptions, it follows that o : rz/rt ) I. Therefore,

one cân assert pre-data that W ( ,S, where ,9 can be interpreted as a random upper

bound onW . When a realization s of ,5 becomes rnanifest, this additional information

is used to specify a particular region W 1s, or equivalently, [J2 1s(J1, in the joint

(Ur,Ur) pivotal space (see Figure 2.2). The resulting region is used as the reference

set for PDP inference in the balanced one-way random model: i. e..

C(s) :{Ur3sU1}:{WSt} () ¿.\

is the cond'it'ioni,ng euent associated with model (2.1). As s increases, more and more

of the unconditional joint pivotai spâce is covered by the conditioning evenr; con-

versely, a,s s -+ 0, the conditioning event converges to the Iíne[J2:0, corresponding

to pure pooling of information in both sums of squares towards inference about ¡.

48
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T1

Figure 2.1: Constrained (rr, 12) parameter space: the shaded area corresponds to the pa-

rameter constraint rz) rt.

.Õì\

u1

Figure 2.2: Constrained ([[, [/2) pivotal space: the shaded a,rea corresponds to the pivotal

constraint U21 sU1.
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The constraint on o implies that its marginal parameter space is [1, oo), with realized

reference set [0, s] on the pivotal spâce of W .

The next step is to apply the conditioning event C(s) to each of the basic pivotals

Ut, Uz andW in the balanced one-wây random modei. The effect of such conditioning

is to modify the distributions of the basic pivotals as a function of s. To clarify the

notation, we define, for any fixed s > 0,

Yï(t) :UtlW 1 s

U;@:UzlW 1 s

W-(t) :WlW < s

as the 'post-data pivotals' of the model, or PDP's for short. In general, the argument

s will be dropped; the starred superscript will implicitty denote dependence on s. The

term 'post-data pivotal' is a bit of a misnomer, since the basic pivotals themselves

are not rnodified. However, lhe distri,buti,ons of the basic pivotals are modified by

the conditioning event W 1 s; we will call these 'PDP distributions'. The notation

g.(uils) denotes the (conditional) density of the PDP y; : U,lW ( s, and lt"(wls)

denotes the PDP density of W* .

The PDP argument is very simple: replace the 'usual' pivotal distributions with

their PDP counterparts, and conduct inference in the sarne manner âs before. The

benefits are that point and interval estimates will always lie in the appropriate païâm-

eter space, while point and interval estirnators exhibit good frequentist performance

in addition to good conditional behavior.

Thus, what we are proposing is an approach to inference that starts with proce-

dures having good initial precision, and modifying them (by steps L-4 on p. 3g) so

that they have good final precision. The key modification is repiacement of the usual

pivotal distributions with PDP analogues.

ÐU
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2.4 PDP distributËo¡'l theory

Frequentist point and interval estimation under model (2.1) is founded on the dis-

tribution theory of the basic pivotals Ur,[J2 à:nd I4l. Under the PDP approach, the

basic pivotals are replaced with the corresponding post-data pivotals Uï , U; and, W*

given any fixed s > 0. Inference then proceeds by using the PDP distributions as the

underlying reference for conditional point and interval estirnation of the parametric

functions of interest. We begin by considering the joint density of U1 and U2 con-

ditioned on W ( s, from which the marginal PDP densities of Ui, UI and. W* are

easily derived for any fixed s. Properties of the resulting PDP distributions are then

investigated.

It should be noted that the minimal sufficient statistic in this problem is (7, Tr,Tz).

However, we have decided to restrict attention to ?i and ?2 because interest lies only

ín 11 and 12. On one hand, v/e are not, strictly speaking, justified in doing so; this

is at the root of the decision theoretic results of Stein (i964), Brown (1g68) and

Brewster k Zídek (7974) in fixed effects models. On the other hand, it simplifies the

situation if we ignore the'fixed effects part'of the data, somewhat analogous to using

the restricted (or residual) likelihood rather than the fult liketihood.

Under the unconditional one-way random effects model (2.1), it is assumed that

Ut - X7, and Uz - X7, are independently distributed random variables, where [/¿ :
T¿lr¿, 'i :7,2. The joint density of (U1, t/2) is then

g(u,uz) : g,r(u1) 9,r(u2)

uft-r uÓz-t
exp{-}(21 + u")}f (d,) r(ór) 2Ôt+Öz

where u1) 0 and u2

To find the joint

) 0, respectively, with dr : h12, óz: uzl2.

PDP density of U1 and U2, observe that the conditioning event
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W 1 s is equivalent Lo U2 1 s U1,

g* (u1,u2ls)

defined on the region {r, > 0,0

Therefore, for each fixed s > 0,

9,r(u1) 9,r(u2)
t) e,,

here
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, ót)

by Lemma 4.24, with z : sl\ f s) and ó¿: u¿12, i,: L,2. Thus, the joint pDp

density of U1 and U2 is

g* (ut, u2ls) : 9"r(u1) 9,r(u2)
(2.5)I"(ór, ór) )

where u1 ) 0 and 0 1 u2 1 su1. For each fixed (ri, 12) paír, and fixed degrees of

freedom (uz,ut), this defines afamily of joint PDP densities indexed by s.

The joint PDP density (2.5) induces a visual 'partial eclipse' over the correspond-

ing unconditional joint density, the extent of the 'eclipse' depending on the size of

s. Smaller values of s induce stronger eclipses; conversely, as s gets larger, less of

the unconditional joint density is being excluded by the conditioning event. Thus,

as s increases, the joint PDP density converges to the unconditional joint density.

Marginal PDP densities exhibit similar asymptotic behavior, which will be reflected

in the PDP estimation procedures. Figure 2.3 illustrates this phenomenon for an ex-

amplewith(u2,rt): (3,4) degreesof freedomandvariouschoicesof s. Figure2.4is

a contour plot of the joint PDP density of U1 and[J2, with the PDP and (asymptotic)

unconditional densities of [{ above the contour plot, and the PDP and unconditional

densities of Uz to the right. The serrated edge of the joint density contour plot is

an artifice, a product of sampling a discrete grid of points from a continuous joint

density.
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S=2.5

Figure 2.3: 3D-plots of the joint PDP density of t! and (12 for various choices of s, with
(uz, ut) : (3, 4). The I/r axis runs from Ìeft to right at the front of each box, while the [J2 axis

runs from back to front on the side of each box. As s -+ 0, the joint PDP density becomes

degenerate at (0, 0); as s -+ oo, the PDP joint density converges to the unconditional joint

density. Note that the graphs are not on the same vertical scale-as s decreases, the height

of the peak increases, a^s the density is apportioned. over a smaller wedge.
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Figure 2.4: Contour plot of the PDP joint density of I! and u2 withaccompanying PDP and

unconditional marginals of [! (top) and [/2 (right, rotated 90 degrees), with (uz, ut) : (8, 4).

Unconditional marginal densities correspond to the solid curve.

Ð4
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U1

Treatment df:

Error df: 4
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S=0
S=0.1
S=0.5
S=1
S=2
s=inf

tJ(J

Marginal density of Uf . Integrating (2.5) with respect to (J2,

fl", g,,(ur) g,r(u2) du2g"(utlt):ffi
- 

g"(ul) [;"' g"(u2) du2

I,(ó2, ót)

Hence, given any fixed s ) 0,

g.(ulls) - 
g"(Yt) 

,G"",(s'ut) ,= I^ór, ó) ' (2'6)

for ut ) 0. For each fixed 4, a family of Ui densities of the form (2.6) is generated

as a function of s.

rOr

>v

-v

rO

j

051015
U1

Figure 2.5: Graphs of the marginal density of t{ for various choices of s (see legend), with

(uz,ut): (3,4). As s -+ 0, the PDP density approaches ay!7; as s -+ oo, the limiting density

is the 'usual' X!. Visually, as s increases, the density shifts to the left, correspond.ing to less

pooling of information from treatments.

Functions of this form will be termed 'shifted-X2' densities. The 'shifting' is driven

by G,r(su)lI,(þr,ór), the ratio of a chi-square cdf to a Beta cdf, which represents
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the contribution of the treatment SS to the estimation of the error variance rr : rt.
This cdf ratio has an interesting frequentist interpretation (Box & Tiao, 1g73, p.261),

which will be taken up later in section 2.4.9.Its effect with respect to the conditional

density (2.6) is to 'shift' the density of u1 sornewhere between a yl,, and a x?r+,,
density, where the amount of 'shift' depends on the observed sum of squares ratio s.

See Figure 2.5 for an illustration in the case where (uz,ut): (8,4).

The density of U{ can be viewed as a sampling theory analogue of Box and Tiao,s

posterior density of 1 for any fixed s ) 0, and by extension, to the fiducial density

of ¡ (wild, 1981). These connections are addressed in section 2.4.9.

,fo

Marginal density of U|. To obtain the marginal density of U)(s)

s ) 0, integrate the joint conditional density (2.b) with respect to [\.
the conditioningevent W 1s is equivalent to LL ) U2f s, so that

g. (u2ls) : Ï ff ¡, o,,(ur) s,,(u2) d,u1

for

In

any fixed

this case,

I'(ó2, ót)

=9?,(uz,) , [* 0,,. (u1) d,u1,I,(ö2,ór) Ju,/,"""
OI

^*/^. r-\ ^ /^. \17 - G,r("rlt)]
s \uzls): gv2\u2¡ --¡rc;A¡_ (2.7)

The CDF ratio in (2.7) 'shifts' the conditional density somewhere between a y!,, and.

a degenerate distribution at zero, depending on the size of s. For each value of 12,

a family of U) distributions is produced as a function of s. See Figure 2.6 fot an

illustration in the case where (uz,ut): (3,4).

Marginal density of W*. For any fixed s ) 0, the marginal PDP densítv of W*

is derived as follows. Starting from the joint PDP density (2.5), let

w:tr, 7:[Jr,
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s=inf
S=2
5=l
S=0.5
S=0.1

o246
U2

Figure2.6: Graphsof thedensity of Ulfor va¡ionschoicesof s (seelegend), with(u2,u7):
(3' 4). As s -+ 0, the PDP density becomes degenerate at 0; as s -+ oo, the limiting density

is the 'usual' X3. A" s decreases, the density shifts to the left.

with back transform

¿I

r

>,o'frr
o

u?

Uz : WT, Ut :7,

and Jacobian 7. The bivariate mapping (Lt, Ur) + (W,T) transforms the area of

support from the triangular region {U-t > 0,0 ( U2 ! sU1} to the rectangulâr ïegion

{f > 0,0 ( W < t}. The joint PDP density of W and ? is then

s* (w,úl s) : reFA*, 
wÖ'4 tÓ:i-ë'-1,1-e-rt(t+') / z

To get the marginal density of W* , rearrange some terms and integrate over ?:

g.(wts):ffiffi1,*'ffiffi*'
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s=inf
S=2
S=1
S=0.5
S=0.25

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
W

Figure 2.7: Graphs of the density of W* for various choices of truncation points s (see

legend), with (u2,u1) : (3,4). As s -+ 0, the PDP density becomes degenerate at 0; as

s -+ oo, the limiting density is the unconditional Beta¡¡ density of W.

By rnaking the transformation u : t(7f ø) inside the above integral and simplifying,

we get

g.(?,,Is) :WIWX¡0,,1(t^u), (2.8)

a truncated Beta type II density with parameters /2 and /1, defined on the interval

[0, s] (See Figure 2.7).

2.4.1, Properties of the PDP distributions

Using results from Appendix A, the following properties are established for each of

the PDP distributions derived above:

o moment generating functions of Ui and Uj;

ðð

c)

'-o

(l)N
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ø the first two (central) mornents;

the limiting mornent generating functions of tli and Ui;

the cumulative distribution function; and

ø the monotone likelihood ratio property.

2.4.L.L Properties of Ui.

Derivation of the moments. Using Lemmas 4.23 and 4.25 and Theorem A.26,

the moment generating function of t{ is, for any fixed s ) 0,

59

where z* : sl(7-2t+s) and ltl <U2. The mgf of uf differs fromthat of t[ by the

ratio of Beta cdfs in (A.2!. The moments of U{ can be derived from Theorem 4.28

or by successively differentiating the mgf with respect to ú and evaluating at t:0.
In particular, for any fixed s ) 0,

Myiþls):W,

E(uÐ : ,r I'l!?' Ó' +.t) 
.

t r\Ö2, Ót) 
I

E(Ui'): rr(rr+2) t##,

(2.e)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

by Corollary A.28.7, which implies that

var(uf ) - rr I'(Ó'' û -r 1) l 'ffil(n+z)
I'(ó",, ü + 2)

-U1I"(ór,û + 7) I,(ó2, ót) I
rlI,(ór, û -l 7

By Corollaries 4.2.1 and A.28.2, the mean and variance of ui can be simplified to

E(Uï):utt26"(ó2,ór)

Var(Uf ) :2[(ut + 2õ,(ó2, ór)) + ,þ"(ór,öù1,

(2.13)

(2.14)
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where
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,at (I - z)ót
(2.15)I,(ór, ór)

and

,þ,(ór,ór) :ô [(1 - z) (uz - 26) - z (n+ 2ô)], (2.16)

with ô : õ,(óz,dr) in (2.16). Since the ô(.) andT/(.) terms affect the moments of

both i{ andU}, further discussion follows in section 2.4.3.

Limiting m.g.f. From the motnent generating function (2.9), the limiting behavior

of tJi as s -) 0 and âs s -+ oo is of interest. Theorem 4.27 shows that Uï \ X7, as

s -+ oo; conversely, as s -+ 0, ¿/î \X?r**. In other word.s, as s gets large, the PDP

distribution converges to the unconditional distribution of U1, while as s gets srnall,

it converges to the distributio n of U1l Uz wtlh ut I uz degrees of freedom, the 'purely

pooled' distribution.

Cumulative distribution function. The cdf of Ui at some value r € (0,oo), for

any fixed s ) 0, is given by

I"(ör, ót)

Since the integral has no closed form solution, it requires numerical evaluation. A

computer algebra system such as Maple or Mathematica can be used for this task.

Monotone likelihood ratio property. A necessary condition for the validity of

certain results involving point and interval estimation in this chapter is the monotone

likelihood ratio property (MLRP). Atr important consequence of this property is that

çlt r\ l(ü+óz)
ô2\eztet) : ;L̂'(óz) f (d')

Gy¡(rls) : lo' nur(u1ls) d,u1

[í g",(ur) G,,(su) d,u1
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any family of distributions indexed by a pararneter á with the MLRP is stochasticallv

ordered in á (Lehmann, 1986).

We are interested in establishing the following MLR properties with respect to the

family of UllS ( r distributions. This construction is necessary in order to express

the MLRP in terms of the paratnetric function a. Noting that ,9 ( r is equivalent to

W 1 rf o, we essentially substitute r f o for s in the PDP density of Ur to obtain

g* (utlr, o¡ : L9"@:) G"(rutlo) 
.o In (ór, ór) )

where z* : rl(o * r). Theorem 4.14 establishes the following results:

for fixed r ) 0, UrlS < r has increasing MLR in o;

for fixed o :1, t/t1,9 < r has decreasing MLR in r;

(iii) for fixed a: 1, the density ratio gu,ls3,(urlr)1h,,(ur) is increasing in u1.

2.4.t.2 Properties of U$

Generation of the moments. By Theorem 4.J1, the m.g.f. of Ui is, for fixed

5)0,

Mu;(tls): (1 - 2t)-ó, 
tî!!''l',)
t,\Ez, eù ' (2'77)

where s* : (1 -2t)s and z" : s.l(7 + s.). By Theorem 4.33, or by successively

differentiating (2.17) with respecl to t and evaluating at t : 0, the first two moments

of U)(s) are given by

I"(öz + 1, ót)
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(i)

ti.it

E(u;('))

E(u)'z(s))

- 
v2

I,(ór, ót) 
1

I,(Ó, + 2, Ót)

(2.18)

(2.1e): uz(uz * 2)
I,(ór, ót) 

1
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for any fixed s > 0. Hence,

T,(Óz -l 7, Öt) | ,.. , ?\ I,(Óz * 2, Ót) 
- ,,^ 

I,(Óz l- 1, óùlvar(u]) : rrffil(", * -, I"(ó, + r, ót) *--ffi) (2.20)

By Corollaries 4.3.1, 4.33.1 and 4.33.2, the mean and variance of tli reduce to

a(u[(s)) - u2 - 2 õ,(ór, öt) (2.21)

Var(U|(r)) :2 [("r-26,(ór,,dr)) + rþ,(ör,ór)], (2.22)

where ô(.) and tþ(.) are defined by (2.i5) and (2.16), respectively.

Limiting m.g.f. By Theorem 4.32, we have that (a) U;4X7, as s -+ oo, and

(b) as s -+ 0, the limiting distribution of Uj becomes degenerate at 0.

Cumulative distribution function of U$. The cdf of u) at some value r € (0, oo)

is oir¡cn hr¡

rI
Gu;@): I s.(u2ls)du2- Jo

_ [i s,,(ur) lt - c",(urlÐ] ¿u,

I,(ó2, óù

for any fixed s > 0. This integral has no closed form solution (as was the case for the

cdf of t{), so it too must be evaluated numerically.

Monotone likelihood ratio property. Analogous to Ur lS I r, the following

MLR properties for U2lS ( r are established by Theorem 4.14:

(1) U2lS < r has the decreasing MLRP in ø for fixed r > 0;

(ii) for fixed o :7, UzlS ( r has the increasing MLRP in r;

(iii) the density ratio gur¡s<,(urlr)lg,r(ur) is decreasing in u2 for fixed ø : 1 and

anyr)0.
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2.4.2 Nonindependence of Ui and U{

Unconditionally, [/r and U2 arc independently distributed y2 random variables. How-

ever, when one conditions on the set W 1 s, the resulting PDPs ¿/ï(r) and Uj(s)

covary for any fixed s > 0, as is evident frorn the non-rectangular support of the joint

density. By the definition of covariance,

cov(I!,UrlW ( s) : E(UP2\W < s) - ø(uf (s)) E(U|(s)),

where E(UÐ : ut * 26 and E(U;) - u2 - 2õ by Corollaries A.2.I and 4.3.1, ïespec-

tively, õ: 6"(ór,dt) is defined by (2.i5) , and E(UlUrlW < s) is

E(UIU2\W 1s) - uty,
I,(óz-l 7, ü -l 7)

I,(ó", öt) ) (2.23)

by Theorem 4.35. Consequently, the conditional covariance is

cov(r{, u^w ( s) : 
^ ^lw##! -,,r!:,à!:,,# 

t, 

fîat"or,lrll
(2.24)

It is of interest to simplify this expression in much the same \Mây as was done for

the means of Ui andU$.In fact, the covariance can be reduced to

cov(Ui,UrlW (s) : -2rþ"(ó",ót) (2.25)

for any fixed s > 0, by Theorem 4.36.

The limiting behavior of (2.25) is rather interesting. As s -+ oo, the asymptotic

covariance is zero since ô

to statistical independence as s gets large. Conversely, as s -) 0., rþ -+ 0 since 6 - ór.
In this case, since the distribution of U| becomes degenerate â,s s -+ 0, the limiting

covariance is essentially that of a random variable and a constant, which is zero by

definition. In between these extremes, the covariance between Uf and Uj is positive,

sínce tþ,(þ2,óù ís nonpositive over (0, -) by Lemma A.Z (see Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: Graphs of the covariance of I{ and U} as a function of z,for several degree of

freedom pairs.

Now, consider the correlation between Uf and [/j, defined as

corr(U1 ,UrlW ( s) : cov(I4,U2lW < s)

fvar(uf (s)) var(uj ('))]'/'

-rþ l(rt + 26 + ,þ)(", - 26 + ,þ)l-'t'

Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show plots of the conditional correlation of Ui and Uj as a

function of z.Eachindicatesanorderingof thecorrelationfunctionswhenoneof zi

or u2 is fixed. Figure 2.9 shows that when z1 is fixed, an increase in the number of

treatment levels increases the correlation between [{ and t$ for frxed z. Conversely,

by fixing the treatment df u2, the correlation decreases as the number of replicates

per cell increases (or equivalently, âs z1 increases). See Figure 2.10. Furthermore,

as s (or z) increases, the correlation between t{ and [/j monotonically decreases to

zero in all cases, a,s one would expect. In a sense, the correlation function describes
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the extent that Uf and UI rely on one another

estÍmation procedures for any fixed s > 0.

oÐ

'smooth pooling' in PDPto effect

4 :24

Es\rñ)^È,u

c!
-i

1.00.80.6o.20.0 0.4

Figure 2.9: Graph of the correlation function for fixed ut:24 and various choices of 22.

2.4.3 lnterpretation of d(.) and rþ(.)

In the above discussion, it was found that E(t{(r)) : q+26,(ó2,ót) for any fixed

s ) 0, where ô(') is defined by (2.15). The function ô(.) can be interpreted as a

'smoothing function' for the PDP-modified degrees of freedorn of a one-way random

model. By Theorem 4.4, as z -- sl$+ s) tends to zero,2ô tends to u2; as z tends

to 1, ô tends to zero. In other words, ô performs the post-data adjustment of error

and treatment degrees of freedom, operationalizing the 'smooth pooling' of degrees

of freedom between treatment and error. As a function of z, 6(.) is continuous and

monotonically decreasing.

The term r/(') appears in the variances of Uf and [$, as weil as their covariance.
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z

Figure 2.10: Graph of the correlation function for fixed uz:J with varying 21.
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Figure 2.11: Graphs of the conditional means of [! and (J2 when (n,yz): (3,4). This

graph iilustrates: (i) that the sum of the conditional means preserves the total df for all z,

and (ii) the duality in behavior between the two PDPs.
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Observe that /(') is strictly a function of z: slQ+ s), since the degrees of freedom

are fixed post-data. However, different choices of /1 and þ2 \eað, to ditrerent r/(.)

functions. Lemma 4.6 shows that the partial derivative of E(Ui) with respect, to z

is rþ"(')lz(l - ,); hence, the rate of change of the conditional mean is functionally

dependent ot tþ"(.).

2.4.4 Comparison of distributions of Ui and UI

There is clearly a duality in the behavior of the distributions of Ui and t$. The

tradeoff is manifested through the identity

E(UÏ) + E(U;) : (u' + 26) * (rz - 2õ) : ut t t/2,

which states that the 'post-data adjusted' degrees of freedom preserve the total df.

Figure 2.11 illustrates this for the case where (uz,ut): (3,4). There is a consistency

among the limiting conditional means and limiting moment generating functions:

the limiting conditional means are exactly the degrees of freedom of the asymptotic

distributions both as s -+ 0 and as s -+ oo. Furthermore, nonzero conditional

correlation between t{ and U} is a necessary condition for the 'smooth pooling' of

degrees of freedom post-data, for without it, there is no way to 'borrow' degrees of

freedom from treatment and reallocate it into the error term. The function r/(.) is

common to the conditional variances of Uf and U[, their conditional covariance, and

the rate of change of d(.) with respect to z.

The distributions of [{ and U} modífy the pre-data distributions of t/r and U2 in

light of the parameter constraint o ) 1 and the observed data through the observed

sutn of squares ratio s. In effect, t{ and [/j 'update' [{ and U2 in the presence of

this additional information, analogous to a Bayesian posterior distribution. Further-

more, the families of Uf and UI densities can be anticipated prior to the experiment,

although the actual choice of distributions is only possible post-data.
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2,4.5 Properties of I4l*.

Unlike the densities of Uf and I/j, which 'shift' the usual unconditional y2 densities

as a function of s, the density of W* is truncated on the right at s. In a sense, the

truncated density is a compromise between (i) the 'push and pull' of the densities of

Uf and U$, and (ii) fealty to the parameter constraint. Proofs of the results given

below are provided in section 4.5.

Moments of W*. By definition, the moment generating function of W* (s) for

each fixed, finite s > 0 is given by

68

(2.26)

However, this expression is not particularly easy to work with. Fortunately, the first

two moments of W. (t) are easily found for any fixed s by Theorem A.3Z:

u2 I,(óz + I, ó, - 7)
u1 ) 2, (2.27)

u1 ) 4. (2.28)

E(W") :
4-2 I,(ó2,ór) )

E(WZ|W ( s) : ut (u, * 2\
-\ 

! 
/

uz -t 2) I,(óz -f2, ù - 2)

(", - 2)(r, - 4) I,(ór, öt) )

The first two moments of I.4/. differ from the corresponding unconditional moments

by the Beta cdf ratios.

For u1 > 4, it follows by the definition of variance and Theorem 4.37 that

M¡¡r.(tls):lo'WBW^.

Var(W*): uz Ir(óz -t 1, û - l)
(r, - 2) I"(ór, ót)

lr"+21,(óri2,öt
l"r-4+(ør+t¡, 4-2-1)

Limiting distributions. As s -+ 0, it is easily seen that the distribution of W*

becomes degenerate at zero in the limit; conversely, âs s -+ oo, it converges to the

unconditional Beta type II distribution of W with parameterc þ2 and þ1, respectively.

X

-2) Ir( . (2.2e)-1Qt

Q̂t)

*1,
/ó,,

u)t

-
)l
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Cumulative distribution function. Unlike Uf and I/j, the c.d.f. of W* has a

simple form. For any fixed s ) 0 and r e (0, sl,

H-(rls): I+$þP,
' ],lÞz, Qt) '

where r.:rl(I*r).

Monotone likelihood ratio property. The MLR properties associated withW*

are pretty easy to establish. By Theorem 4.15, it follows that:

(i) for fixed r > 0, WIW 1 rf o has decreasing MLR in o;

(ii) for fixed o: 1, Sl^9 ( r has increasing MLR in r;

(iii) for fixed o :7,, gsls<,(slr)lgs(s) is decreasing in s.

2.4.6 Confidence distribution for Jo2"

It is possible to express Jo2o as a function of the sums of squaïes fi and ?2, along

with the pivotals [/r and U2, a,s follows:

Jo!: Tz - TI

Tzrz Ttrt:-
T2 T1

_Tt _Tt
Uz Ut

-rl

say. The pivotals [/r and U2 have y2 distributions, which carry the probabilistic

informationinV. Given the data, if one substitutes the realizations 11 of T1 andt2 of

T2 inlo the above expression, one obtains the 'potential pivotal quantity' (Weerahandi,

1994, p.255)

rlt tz tt
' - tlr- Ut
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In this form, the random variable 7' is defined over the entire real line, since it is

entirely possible that t2f U2 < trlUt. Fisher (1935) derived V' as the fiducial pivotal

for Jofl, but essentially ignored that part of the distribution to the left of zero. Healy

(1963) formalized this idea by attaching an atom of probability equal to Pr(V/ < 0) at

the point V' : 0. The resulting distribution has become known as the Fisher-Healy

distribution.

Fisher (1935) justified the transition from V to V' by noting that ú1 and ú2 are

fixed sample quantities given the data, so that, conditionally, the uncertainty in V'
pertains to uncertainty in Jo2"by the fiducial argurnent. Box and Tiao (1973) used a

Bayesian analogue of this transformation to obtain a posterior density of o2*. Use of

Ú1 and ú2 as fixed sample quantities post-data is justified from a Bayesian perspective,

since observed data are treated as fixed. More recently, Weerahand.i (1994) used the

pivotal Vt to construct confidence intervals for ol by a generalized, p-value method.

He, too, treats úi ând 12 as fixed sample quantities rather than random variables.

Our approach to this probiem is to condition V' onW 1s, producing the condi-

tioned random variable

v*(tr,tz):9-+lw.r.
U2 U\

Given the data, replacement of fi and Tz by úi and ú2, respectively, has a fid.ucial

flavor in that the observed sums of squares are treated as fixed constants, whiÌe the

pivotals [/r and U2 carrf the probabilistic information. An important byproduct is

that the support of 7* is [0, *), the parameter space of Jo!; in contrast, the support

of the potential pivotal V' can inciude negative values íf.t2 is sufficiently smail relative

to fi.

The purpose of using I/* and its distribution in PDP inference is to provide a

means of producing confidence intervals for Jofl, a Ia Weerahandi (7994, section g.4).
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2.4.V Froperties of I/*

To find the density of V* for any fixed (Íi ,t2) pair, we begin with the joint PDP

density (2.5):

77

n ( o¿t) grr(u2)
g* (ut, u2ls) :

r,(ó2, ót)
uft-t róz-r 

"- 
(ut*uz) /2

f (d' ) T (ór) 2Ót+h | 
"(þr, ór)'

where z1 ) 0 and 0 < u2 < sz1. Make the transformation

v:L and v:L-ttUt Uz Ur'

with inverse transforrn

rr--h t'
-, - Vt and U2: ffi,

and Jacobian tfi2l (V1(Vt + Vr))". The constr aint W ( s becomes

14/ :U2 - 
t' V, 

- 
tV, .."U1 V+Vzt, V+Vr-"'

which implies V SVtlV2, orVz) 0.The transformation rnaps the bivariate region

{Ut > 0,0 ( U2 < sU1} into {[ ] 0,V2 > 0] The transformed joint density is then

9*(ut,u2lt1,t2): K-l(L\"t(J \d:-r ( t tL * t? 
) Ì--t!*\ut/ xur+u) t"n1-ã\.r, attu2/ )ui@1¡or),

7 ¡ú1¡dr+1( tz \d2+1 ( 1(h, t2 \ì: 
t,rr< \¡) \r,-id '"Pt z(a + ,,;,,) ], (2'30)

where K :l(ót) f (dr) )Qt+Q2 I,(ór,dt) is the normaiizing constant.

2.4.7.1 Density of V*

The marginal density of V*:Vzís obtained by integrating (2.30) over l/1; i.e.,

g*(uzltt,tr):-,1 f*/t'\dr*r / b \d:r+l (-:(L+ ¿' lìatrKJo \*/ \ar+u) t"Pl 2\u1 htrr) Joo''
(2.31)
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Figure 2.12: Graphs comparingthe density of V*(fi,t2) for the case where (uz,ut): (b,6).

The rows correspond to a fixed value of s : t2f fi, while the columns are associated with

fixed values of li. (See also Figure 2.13.)
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which has no closed form solution. This density is a function of both ú1 and ú2, and not

solely on their ratio s; hence, different values of úi and ú2, €vêû with the sarne ratio s,

will yield different densities. The expression (2.31) is mathematically identical (up to

the scale factor J) to the posterior density of o2o obtained by Box and Tiao, although

its interpretation is quite different.
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Figure 2.13: More graphs of the

correspond to fixed values of s :
of úr.

density of V*(fi,ú2) when (uz,ut) : (5,6). The rows

t2f fi, while the columns are associated with fixed values
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This process defines a famiiy of I/* distributions pre-data; given ú1 and ú2 frorn ob-

served data, a particular member is singled out for inference about Jo!. Figures 2.72

and 2. 13 illustrate several members of the family of I/* distributions for varying (tr, tr)
pairs when (uz,uì: (5,6). When s is fixed across rows, the dornain and range of the

density changes with úi atd t2, but its shape is the same. This feature has interestine

ramifications for interval estimation of Jo2. from this farnily of densities.

2.4.7.2 Moments of V".

By Theorem 4.40, the expected value of V* is given by

F7 /1¡=

E(v.lt,.t,\ - tz 
¡l(Óz - 1)

, L, '/ 2 L l(ór)
r,(óz - 1, ót) 1 f (d, - 7) r,(ór, ót -

I,(ó2,' ór) s r(d') I"(ö2, ót)
t2 I,(ö' - 7, ór) I,(ó", h - 7)

1ìr
-l

!L\

uz-2 I"(ó2,ót) 4-2 I"(ó2,ót)

This result also follows frorn

(2.32)

(2.33)E(v.tt,,t,) : u(h- hl* <,)
:tzl(ål -t,E(å),

where the expectations in brackets are the first negative moments of tfi and Uf

(Theorems 4.33 and 4.28, respectively). This expectation exists if u1 > u2> 2. The

limiting behavior of E(V.) is evaluated with respect to ú1 and ú2 in section 4.8.2;

essentially, one of these has to be fixed while the other goes to zero in order for

E(V.) to exist in the limit as s -+ 0 or s -+ oo.

Determination of the second moment of V* follows similar lines. Since

:(h-h)"t*v*2(h,t2) (s,
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by using Theorems 4.28 and 4.33, it is rather straightforward to show that

E(v*21t.,.t,\ : (Þ\'z lr(Ó?-,2)I:(Ó'? - 2,Ól 
-_ \' |-l) -L'/ \2 ) L f (d,) I,(Ó,,ö,)

2 t(ö2 - 7)r(ü - 7)r,(ó2 - 7,ú - Ð . r
t f?

whenever\)u2)4.
In general , the rth mornent of V* is siven bv

(?)' Ð(;) (-:) 
kI'(ó' - r * lc, ó' - k) l(ó, - r t k)l(ó, - k) , (2.35)

r"(ör, ór) f (dr)f (dr)

as shown by Box and Tiao (1973,

3, whereas the second moment,

ß G.,*.,1:(?- å)] ovþ) d,u

)

)-qI
]q7

](Ðt

ó,(

I,:l"
-2)
(ó.-)

1

f
f(d o_L rl,_

)

(2.34)

t-!T -

which holds whenever u1 ) u2 ) 2r,

the first mornent exists only if u2 )
variance, exists only if u2) 5.

p.296)2. Thus,

and hence, the

2.4.7.3 cdf of I/.

Using a derivation of Weerahandi (1994), the cdf of V* at some value c > 0 is given

by

P(V. lclh,tz):t-
I"(ó2, óù

(2.36)

Derivation of this expression is given in section 4.8.3 for any fixed (ú1 ,t2) pair.

2.4.8 Related distributions

This subsection deals with properties of the distribution of U¿lS -- s, i:1,2, which

arise in the construction of Stein-like noint estimators in section 2.5. The conditional
2Two things should be noted in comparing (2.35) with expression (4.5.3.1) in Box & Tiao. Firstly,

we use 1/s rather than s because we are using chi-square rather than inverse chi-square densities;

secondly, Box and Tiao meant to use r in their moment formuia rather than n, so there is a minor

typo-
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moments of U¿lS : s, i:1,,2, are easily found by observing that

(7+ Slo)U1:Ut*U2: (I + olS)U2. (2.57)

Since [L*uz - X\,+,r, it follows that (1+,S lo)U, and (7+olS)U2 arc a]so distributed

X\r+rr' Hence,

E"l(7 + S I o)U1l : ut * uz : E"l(7 + o I S)U2l

and

E"l(7 + S I o)2ul) : (r, + u2)(4 * uz + 2) : E"[(t + o I S)zU!].

Since Ut I Uz and W are independently distributed, conditioning on W (or ,S) does

not affect the above expectations, so that

/o

Lh -l 1,,,

E"lUrlsl -- :::?,- r+ò/o

E"luÏlsl

E"lu2lsl

E"Iu;lsl

(u, + u")(u1+ u2 + 2)

(7 + Slo)2
ut -f uz:-
1+ofS'

-(n+uz)(q+uz+2)(1+ ols)2

(2.38)

(2.3e)

(2.40)

(2.47)

2.4.9 Relations among PDP, Bayesian and fiducial distributions

In this subsection, we show how PDP distribution theory in the balanced one-way

random model is related to the Bayesian posteriors derived by Box and Tiao (1973,

ch.5) and the fiducial distributions of Venables and James (1978) and Witd (1981).

We begin by outlining Box and Tiao's Bayesian approach, showing how their posterior

distributions connect to PDP distributions. Since Wild (i981) showed how to relate

Box and Tiao's distributions with the fiducial distributions through a conditioning

argument, an appeal to his results shows the connection between the fiducial and

Bayesian results. Hence, the ensuing discussion is geared towards 'unification' of

these three modes of post-data inference in terms of their dist¡ibution theorv.
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2,4.9.t Bayesian posteriors

Under the balanced one-way random model (2.1), Box and Tiao (1973, sectionS.2)

derived posterior distributions of the parameters of interest over the constrained pa-

rameter space 12 ) 11. Under the distributional assumptions of model (2.1) and

Jeffreys' rule, the joint prior of p,, q and 12 is given by

pjt,rt,rz) x rr.' ,l', Q.42)

while the corresponding joint likelihood function is

!(lr,,rr,rzla..,tt,tz) x -,1Ó' r-(Óz+1/2\ 
( 1 rN(Ù" - t''')2 fu úrl ì'''"Pt-21 n *r*;J'

where N : IJ is the total number of observations. The joint posterior density of

(p,rt,r2) is then

p 0.t, rt, rzla.., h, tz) x rf (dr +t ¡ r- (Öz*r+t / z) N(ú - u\2

where p e fr.,0 < rr < rz. BV integrating over /¿, the joint posterior of 11

the region 0 < rr ( 12 becomes
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."0{-; 
I

*¿'lI' ,r) )'
(2.43)

and 12 over

t,+-

(2.44)

where g-(') denotes an inverse X2 density. Since probability is defined on the pa-

rameter space under the Bayesian âpproâch, the r¿ àtê, considered random while the

corresponding ú¿ are presumed fixed, i:7,2. Box and Tiao (1973, p.25a) show that

P(o > 7) : I,(ór,ót); (2.45)

inclusion of this term in the joint posterior of (r2,q) is necessary since the posterior

isdefinedovêr11 )0,12 >1. Withoutthisterm,thejointposterior (2.44) wouldbe

defined over the region 11 ) 0, 12 ) 0.

^/_ _t+ +\ J oi,fttltr¡oirftzltr\
P\\,T21\,tz) : 

^hffi,
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The marginal posterior density of ¡ is obtained by integrating (2.44) over

yielding
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T2,

(2.46)

wnere

, Gr,(trlrt)
I\rt) : iñó¡

and G(.) denotes a y2 cdf . Box and Tiao (p.259) view /(r1) as representing the

additional informatíon about rr that comes from the treatment sum of squares ¿2:

the numerator represents the probability of the constrained event o ) \ for a specific

value of 11, whereas the denominator represents the probability that the constraint

is true over all values of 11. The denominator l,(þ2,,dt) is independent of 1 and is

simply a normalizing constant. The shape of /(q) depends on the observed tr' ratio

mz/mt, and therefore operationalizes the 'smooth pooling' principle in this family of

posteriors. When this ratio is large, /(¡) is a relatively flat function, taking values

close to 1; this corresponds to qlfi,t2 -+ X"l as s gets large. Conversely, as s -+ 07

/(1) increases in such a way that r1lfi,t2 -+ X,l+*. In general, / is a decreasing

function of 11 (cf. Figures 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 in Box and Tiao, pp.259-260).

From a sampling theory perspective, one can write

1,_\ G,"(t2fq) I-a(7)
I\rt) : j;@;óf :1_* 

,

where a(1) is the p-value of an F test of Hs '. 11 : 12 ys. H1 : 12 ) rr for a specific

value of 11, and a is the p-value of an overall f' test of Hs where 1 is unspecified

(Box and Tiao, p.261).

The posterior density oÍ 12 is not explicitly derived in Box and Tiao because it

is of minor interest to a Bayesian, but it can be obtained by integrating the joint
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posterior of (q, 12) over 11:

si,î21t2) l7 - G,,(trlrùl
I"(ór, ór) )

where 12 ) 0. Analogous to the PDP density of [J2, this posterior

Xil as s gets large, and a degenerate distribution at 0 as s -> 0.

The posterior density of o: 1 * .I1 is obtained by performing

formation (rt,rz) + ("t,a) on the joint posterior density Q.aÐ;
I1.

P(olÍ) : 1nt-''::@ lI)J I"(ó2, ór) 
(2'48)

where J:mzlru andh(.) denotesaîF,r,,, densitywithsupporto) 1. Hence, the

posterior density of a is truncated from below at 1.

Finally, the marginal posterior of o2o is obtained by performing a bivariate trans-

formation (rt,rz) + (rt,o2o) on the joint posterior Q.aQ; integrating oVêr 71,

p("'"ltr,tz) :

with support o2o> 0.

We are now in position to demonstrate the connection between the PDP densities

and the above posterior densities. Firstly, r¡/e summarize the above posteriors as a

lemma. A simple transformation expresses these posteriors in pivotal form; from

there, the connection can be made by a straightforward argument.

Lernma 2.L. IÍ the (improper) pri,or densi,ty oÍ (tt,rt,rz) i,s g,iuen bE
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.1
plr2lt1.,t") : 

to
(2.47)

ranges between a

a bivariate trans-

integrating over

T(p,rt,rr) : J- -oo < þ { æ,,0 < rr {r2 { Ø,
Tt T2

then

(a) the joi,nt posterior density function of (p,11,12) is

h(¡t,11,rzla..,tt,tz) x r;(dr+r; ,-(Óz-rrr7/z' u*o{ -1lN(g - 
')' *'t 2L 12 7.+tj,
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wherep€n, T1 )0 and12>0;

(b) the joint posterior densita of (n,r2) i,s

It(r1,r2lú,ri- J si,O'19-si*tù, 0(",(12 1Ø,¡u2) -trtr6) t

where g"(.) denotes an,inuerse y2 de'nsity;

(c) the posterior density functions of 11, 12 and o are giuen by

h(r1ls,ú') : I 
gi'ît/t) G"'(t'lr') 

11 ) o,
fi I"(ó2, ót)

h(r2ls,¿,) : I si'îzltz) ] - G,'(hlrz)l 
12 ) 0.,\ L' t ^/ t2 lr(ór,ót)

h,(ols) -!P"':'J"lÍ) o)7,.-\- l-l 
Í Ir(ö2,ót)

respecti,ueLy, where f : hsf u2 and p(.) denotes 0,n F density.

Corollary z.L.L. IÍUr:hlrr, Uz: tzlrz andW : s/o, then

(a) th,e joi,nt posterior densitA oÍ (Ut,U2) is

h(u1,u "' \ g'''(ut) g"'(Y') ., 0 <uz1 su1( @,zlLriL2) : llóoeü

where g(.) denotes a y2 density;

(b) the posteri,or densi,ty functi,ons of Ut, Uz and,W are gi,uen by

h(u1ls,t)) : g"'(y:)G"(s u|) 
u1 ) o,'-\-rl-' -rl I"(órrót)

n (n,^) II _ G,,(uzls))h(u2ls,rr):W u2>0,

h(wls) - P9-; 'Óz'' Ót)
t"\gz,ót) 0<tl<s'

respectiuely, where p(.) denotes a Beta type II density. In other words, the aboue

posterior dens'ities agree wi,th the corresponding PDP densities.
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Proof. If we write the joint posterior density of (rr,12) given in Lemma 2.1(b) in

terms of chi-square pdf's rather than inverse chi-squares, we have

tt(r1,r2lfi,tz) : K-\ ,l'rl'n",(+) n",(Z), 0 111 112, (2.4s)

where

o : I,* /1,r,,1, s,,(l) n,,(l) *,0,,

Make the transformation (rt,rz) è (Ur,U2); then

d,rz - lZ du" and d,r1: \ aur.ui ,tt1

At the same time,

12) T1 + ,l' < rl'
tc t¡ t't+ --:<--:-5--
T2 T1 T1

+ U2 1 sU1,,

which shows the connection between the constrained parameter space and the PDP

conditioning event on the pivotal space. With these changes,

fæfsutI,\/
o : 

J o J, h rrn"'(u') s"(u2) du2 du1

7f*: t"' Jo 9"'(u1) G'''(su1) du1

1_: 
t""I'(Ó''Ót)''

the last result due to Lemma A.24. Plugging this into the joint posterior density

(2.49) of (1, rz), a slight rearrangement yields

t

h(r1,r2lt1,tz): ,# il: ? n,,(*) o 111 112.
1z\QZTQI) ,_, ,2 ," . t,t,
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Transforming to u¿: t¿f r¿, i:1,2, so that r¿: t¿f u¿ and dr¿: t¿lu? dz¿, yieids

t

tr(u1, u2lt1, tz) : m:f.[ (i) un s,,(uù h
9,1(u1) 9,r(u2) U21Suy.

I,(ó2, ót)

Part (a) of the corollary is now established. The results in part (b) follow by marginal-

ization and/or change of variables, as in the derivation of Lemma 2.1. n

Corollary 2.1.1 establishes the important connection between PDP and Bayesian dis-

tribution theory. This coroliary essentially maps the posterior distributions from their

respective parameter spaces to the corresponding pivotal spaces, keeping the t¿ fi,red

and th,e ri rz,ndom. Once in the pivotal space, U¿ ís a random variable whether ú¿ is

fixed and r¿ is random or u'ice aersa. Lemma 2.1 and its corollary show that the Box

and Tiao posterior densities, when transformed according to Corollary 2.1.1, have

the same form as the PDP densities and are defined over the same regions in the

joint pivotal space. The critical difference between them is the interpretation of the

densities when lhe t¿ are fixed versus when the T¿ are random.

Corollary 2.1.1 establishes the connection between the marginal posteriors of the

r¿ ar'd the PDP distributions of [{, as well as the connection between the posterior

of o and the PDP distribution of W*(s). A further set of transformations connects

the posterior of Jolto the distribution of V"(fi,t2).

2.4.9.2 Fiducial densities

Fiducial densities used for inference in the one-wây random model that account for

the parameter constraint ø ) t have been considered by Venables and James (1978)

and Wild (198i). Let a: J'y, where 'y: oTlrt is the variance component ratio.
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Venables and Jatnes begin by considering the pivotal quantities
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(2.50)

Pre-data, the ú's above are actually 7's, since they are considered random variables

for fixed, unknown values of 11 and al. Once the data are observed, the realizations

ú1 and t2 are considered fixed, so the probability content in the pivotals now becomes

associated with the parameters. The pivotals are then inverted so that, post-data,

/. úz\ -,r_\úr*i)X,J_,2,
/ t^ \

J o2o - lU * iluX,,2+,,.

Wild (1981) starts slightly differently, beginning with the two independent pivotals

in (2.50) along with

* - ,.",.,,

where / is the (observed) .F ratio; the inverted pivotal is o - f-' F,r,,r.

In each pâper, the authors are concerned with modifying the fiducial distributions

in the presence of the parameter constraint o:7lu ) 1 (or ø > 0). Wild (1981)

observes that there are two ways to handle this constraint. Letting Y : 7 -l u,

one approach is to attach an atom of probability equal to P(Y < 1) to the event

I + a : 7. The rnethod of Venables and James (1978) is of this type, leading to

the Fisher-Healy distributionfor o2o (Healy, 1963). Fiducial distributions of this type

are also confidence distributions, and resulting fiducial intervals are also confidence

intervals (Wild, 1981).

Another tack is to condition on the event Y > 7. Then, Wild shows that the

fiducial distributions for rt, o2o and ø are all mathematically the same as the corre-

sponding posterior densities of Box and Tiao (1973, section 5.2). As a result, one

can connect the fiducial, Bayesian and PDP distributions in the balanced one-way

random model.

þ,*7) #*: (',*?) ! - x7,*.
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2"5 Foint estãmation

Having developed PDP distribution theory, the next step is to discuss various types

of point estimators of the parametric functions of interest in the balanced one-\May

randotn model. The present task is to apply the PDP argument to produce point

estimators of the relevant parametric functions, and to evaluate their frequentist

properties with respect to a specific bowl-shaped ioss function.

2.5.1 Frequentist point estimators

Point estimation of (functions of) the variance components in a balanced one-way

random rnodel with normal errors typically entails discussion of one or more of the

following methods: ANOVA (or method of moments), unbiasedness, or (restricted)

maximum likelihood.

2.5.1.1 ANOVA and unbiased estimators

ANOVA estimators for r¿ are of the formT¿f u¿, i:7,2. Both are uniformly minimum

variance unbiased (UMVU) in the class of quadratic estimators, and under normality,

are UMV in the wider class of unbiased estimators of r¿. Thus, unbiased ANOVA

estimators of 11 and 12 have 'good' pre-data properties. The ANOVA estimator of

Jol: T2 - T7¡

(2.51)

is also unbiased, since J ol is a linear function of the expected mean squâres; moreover,

it is UMV in the class of unbiased estimators of J o2r. However, when realizations ú1

andt2 arise such thal m2 1ff\t the estimak of Jo2* through the rule (2.51) turns

out to be negative.

ANOVA estimators of o and J1 are plug-ins, based on the ANOVA estimators of

T1 àrrd 12. Neither estimator is unbiased, and both can yield estimates outside the
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appropriate parameter space. One alternative is to use an unbiased estimator of o:
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Since J1 : o - I, plugging in (2.52) for o produces an unbiased estimator. When

a realization s is smaller lhan u2f (u1 - 2), however, estimates of o and J7 based

on the above unbiased rules lie outside their respective parameter spaces. Th,us,

nei,ther ANOUA nor unbiased estimators of o, Jo2o, J1 (or the i,ntraclass corcelation

coeffici,ent p) erhi,bi,t consi,stently good post-data behauior.

2.5.L.2 REML estimators of ri and rz

Under the balanced one-way random model (2.1) with parameter constraint o ) 1,,

REML estimators of T1, 12 and Jo2. are given by

-u2ã
^u.ut-2

^R . lTt Tt-lTz1
ri" : tntrtl-, --- 

- 
l- LUt UI + U2J

^F lTz TtlTzl
1r-' : lIlâX l -, 

--- 
i- Luz ut I uzJ

- rF Tt1Jã:': lnaxlO, 1?" L Uz Ut)

âR : tnaxll, F],

Jio:maxfo,F-1],

(2.52)

(2.53)

(2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)

(2.57)

The rationale for, and derivation of, these estimators is given in Searle, Casella and

McCulloch (1992, pp.90-92). Basically, solutions of the REML equations that lie

outside the joint ("2, 
"1) 

parameter spâce are pulled to the boundary. From (2.53)-

(2.55), the plug-in principle produces REML estimators of o and Jy

where .F denotes the usual F ratio. The advantage of REML (and ML) estimators is

that they always assume values within the appropriate joint or marginal parameter

space. ANOVA estimators provide no such guarantee.
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2"5.2 PDP point est¡rmators

In section 2.5.7, the unconditional unbiased (and ANOVA) estimators of r¿,'i:7,2,,

were found to be T¿lrn, where u¿ : E(U¿), the mean of the corresponding uncondi-

tional pivotal. As mentioned earlier, these estimators have good pre-data properties,

but there are conditions under which unbiased or ANOVA estirnates of Jol, o and

J7 exhibit undesirable post-data behavior under model (2.1) with "'">0
The PDP approach attempts to ameliorate such problems by restricting inference

to the region C (s) : {U, < sU1} in the joint (Ur,Ur) pivotal spâ,ce. In the process, the

basic pivotaIsUl,U2 andW arc conditioned by C(s), yielding the post-data pivotais

Ui(t) , Uö(t) and IuV.(s) for a realized s ) 0. We now consider how to conduct point

estimation when the PDPs form the probabilistic foundation for inference.

2.5.2.L PDP-unbiased point estimators

PDP-unbiased estimator of 11. Let s > 0 be given, so that Ui(r) is a PDP

for inference about 4. Instead of using the unconditional estimate hlE(U) of 11,

replace the unconditional mean E(Ut) with the PDP mean ø[Uf (s)] given by (2.10),

yielding the PDP estimate
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+
-**/ , \ vL
1r (5' 4) : ã7r1-:

-q-{(s))

Since this holds for any s ) 0, the ensemble

the PDP-unbiased estimator of 11:

fi I"(ór, ór)
4 l,(Óz,dr + 1)'

of solutions {ñf-(s) : s > 0) produces

Tr I z(ór, ör)
(2.58);**(q ?l\ -'L \-r -L) q Iz(óz,dr + 1)'

Its limiting behavior is described in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. The PDP-unbiased estimator of 11, li*(5,71), has tlte followi,ng li,m-

iting behaui,or for fi,red fi:
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from which the result follows.

The limiting values of the PDP-unbiased estimator of 11 âr€ the same as the limits

of the REML estimator î,8.

PDP-unbiased estimator of 12. The PDP-unbiased estimator of 12 is produced

by a similar line of argument. Given s ) 0, U;(t) is a PDP for inference about rz.

Instead of using the unconditional estimate t2lE(U2), replace the denominator with

the PDP rnean ølU$(s)l given by (2.1S), yielding the PDP estimate

=++/^+, úz tz I"(ö2,ót)
1z (s'") : E(öGD: w t,ç|r*1,4¡

Since this holds for any s ) 0, the ensemble of solutions {rä-(r) : s > 0} produces

the PDP-unbiased estimator of ro:

l;-(s,Tr):T' =Il,(Ó''!t), , (2.59)
uz Iz(óz -r 7,ó)'

Its lirniting behavior is described in the following theorem.
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(a) Iim,-siï*(r, tr) : ;!; ;
ul -'I- u2

(b) Iim,-*îT.G,,tr) : *.
Proof. Let z: sl(7 + s). By Theorem 4.2,

I"(ór,dr * 1) 
-,, 

6"(ö2,'ór)

-,@"óJ- - 
r-'- 

ó,

By Theorem 4.4, 6,(ór,ót) -+ 0 as z -+ 1 (or s -+ oo), white 6,(ór,ór) -+ ó" as

s -+ 0. Consequently,

!
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For any fixed s > 0,
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Theorem 2.3. The PDP-unbiased estimator of 12, î|"(5,T2), has the following lim-

'iti,ng behaui,or:

(a) Iiln,-s ii* @ , tr) : -#4 t, f or fired, t1 ;u2\u1-ì- u2)

(ó/ lirn,** ii. G,t2) : Y for fi,red, t2.
U2

Proof. To prove part (a), observe that

since z : sl\ + s) implies that s: zl(7 - z). With respect to the right hand side

term of (2.60), it follows by Fact 4.4 that

zI"(ó2,ót) 
- 

I"(óz+1,ót) - (7- z) I,(óz+7,fu -7)
(1 - ,) I"(óz * 7, ót) (1 - ,) L(óz * 1, ót)

1 l,(óz * 1, ó, - 7)

By Theorem 4.2,

s z I"(ór.ó-'\
" n(ug(s)) (7 - ,) I,(óz-r 7, ór)'

(2.60)

Qt'-1
7- z ót -t+ õ,(ór+ 1,d1 - 1)'

A,s z -+ 0, it follows by Theorem 4.4 that

uz l2:-
ut -f uz
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Therefore, the limiting value of the estimate iz**(s,ú2) is, for fixed ú1,

,. h z I"(ó2, ót) uz 12
2+å116: ,rlrn^','

This proves (a). To prove part (b) ,frxt2 and rewrite the estimate ij*(s,ú2) as

lö*(r,t2) : ---þ-.u2 - 26,(þ2, öt)'

.Ls z -+1,6,(ó2,ór) -+ 0 by Theorem 4.4, from which the result follows. n

From this result, the limit of ii. þ,tr) as s gets large is the same as the corresponding

limit of unbiased and ANOVA estirnates of 12. However, as s -+ 0, PDP-unbiased

estimates of rz do not quite shrink to the limiting REML estimate ttl(r, * ,r).

PDP-unbiased estimator of ø. The usual unbiased estimator of ø is SIE(W).

Given s ) 0, W. (t) is the PDP for inference about o. Replacing E(W) with E[I/. (s)]

(given by (2.27)) in the unconditional estimator of ø, the PDP estimate is

a**/^\ s \-2 lr(ör,ör)st (s) : nlwç¡: * Iftór+r,ór=t
Over all s ) 0, the ensemble of estimates {õ..(s) , r > 0} produces the PDP-unbiased

estimator o..(,S) : d**(,S) S of o, where

ã..(,g) :"..2 = ,!'(Ö?'Óù , s. (2.6i)" \"' ,, Iz(ór17,ót-1) "'

Because ã-. (,S) is of the form /** (.9) ,9, we need to be somewhat careful in expressing

its limiting behavior.

Theorem 2.4. The PDP-unbiased estimator of o, ã**(S) : d--(,S) S, has the fol-

lowi,ng li,mi,ti,ng behauior:

/ \ 1. -**/ \ uzl2
(a) Ilms-1-so \s): * 

,

ft) rim"^*ã..(t) : lim"**d--(r) - " 
* 2 

.
s 

ur¡rs_+oo Y/ \"/ _ 
l/c
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Proof . To prove (a), begin with

90

I,(ór,, ót) s z I,(ó2, ót)
I,(óz * 1, dt - 1) (7 - t) I,(óz-t 7, ót - 7)

I,(óz-t I, öt) - (7 - ,) I"(óz i I, ót - 7)

(7- r)1"(óz*1,ú-I)

by Fact 4.4. Then,

r I,(Ó' * 1, dr) -11- z I"(þ2t7,ù-I)

r /.'õ,(Ór*7,Ör-t)t a

1-z\ ü-7 ) -

by Theorem 4.2. As z -+ 0, the limiting value of the above expression is

t;rn zI,(Ó2,Ót) :(t-dz+1¡-1-uzl2
;:ô(7_z)1"(óz+1,d1 _1) \-'d1 _1/ - h_2'

Therefore,

.,.- ut - 2 Ir(ó2, óù s uz -f2
#ö ", 

-t¡r¡, 

¡ 1¡, - 1¡ 
: 

* '

This proves (a). To prove part (b), note that, for any fixed s ) 0,

,**/\ 4-2 Ir(Ö2,Óùa \s): u2 T;@;+I,ö.:T

As z -+ 1, both Beta cdf's go to 1, leaving

ì. r**/ \ 4-2ulnp (sJ:-.
s-+co U2

This completes the proof.

In this case, the limiting PDP estimate of ø does not shrink as far as the adjusted

unbiased estimator as s -+ 0. However, as s gets large, PDP-unbiased estimates

converge to the unbiased estimates, as expected.

n
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PDP-unbiased estimators of Jo2, and J1. One can â,ppiy the plug-in principle

to produce PDP-unbiased estimators of Jo2, and J1. In the former case,

Jo2"Qr,Tr): i;(S,Tù - li.6,T)
T2 (2.62)

uz - 2 õz(ó2, ót) u1 * 2 6z(ó2, ór)'

Similarly, the PDP-unbiased estimator of J1: ø - 1 is

Ji* 6): ã--(,9) - 1; (2.63)

The limiting behavior of Jo2* and Jl** can be deduced from Theorcms2.2-2.4.

2.5.2.2 PDP-MLEs of 11 and 12

In this subsection, maximum likelihood estimators based on the ensemble of marginal

PDP distributions of t{ and U} are developed. The motivation for investigating such

estimators is predicated on the idea that these marginal PDP densities, in some

sense, account for the parameter constraint of the model. The resulting estirnators

are termed PDP-MLEs, and will be informally compared to REML estimators and

PDP-unbiased estimators.

The PDP-MLEs derived below are actually REML in nature, in that the PDP

distributions from which they emerge âre derived solely from the random effects

portion of the data represented bV ("t,?¡), and do not utilize the fixed effects portion

of the data represented l"V T .

PDP-MLE of q. Let Ut : Ttln Changing variabies in the marginai PDP

density (2.6) of I{ yields

9,,(hf rt) G,,(sfif q)

T1

1

g. (t1ls; 11)
11 Ir(ó2,óù

(2.64)
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Treating (2.64) as a function of 11 for fixed ú1 and s produces a marginal (conditional)

PDP likelihood function

L(11t1, s) q I n,,(trlrr) G,,(st1f 11).

Since the logarithm is a 1-1 monotone function, it is convenient to work with the

PDP log likelihood. Expanding 9(.) and taking iogs of the above expression yields

Iogtr(', lú1, s) : -di tos 
" - hr log *,,(+), (2.6b)

where the constant terms are ignored. To find the maximum of (2.65), we first

differentiate it with respect to 11:

rìoJA

9",þþ)
G"r(s13)'

where þ: hln.
Noting that rg,(r) : , 9,+z(r) when g(.) is a ¡2 density (by Lemma 4.20), mul-

tiplying the above equation through by -2r1 and setting the result to zero produces

the estimating equation

du-t?
¿rIog 

Llr1lfi'' s) : - z rr * m
s0

(2.66)

This nonlinear equation is solved numerically for þ at each fixed s. Over all s > 0, the

ensemble of solutions {B-t(s) : s > 0} produces a multiplier function dl(,S) which,

when multiplied by Tr, yields the PDP-MLE of 11. Its limiting vaiues are the same

as those of the REML and PDP-unbiased estimators of ¡; the derivations are found

in section 4.7.

PDP-MLÐ of 12. Starting from the density (2.7) of Ur(s) for some fixed s > 0,

Iet Uz: Tzlrz. Changing variables in (2.7) yields

0,,(t2f rr) [\ - G",(t2l sr2)lg.(tzls;rr): !
TZ I"(ó", óì

(2.67)
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(2.6e)

Treating (2.67) as a function of 12 for fixed ú2 and s, a marginal PDP likelihood

function is produced, of the form

L(r2lt2,r) o I 9,,(t2f r") [r - G,,(t2lsr2)].
t2

Taking the logarithm of the above expression and ignoring the constant terrns, the

PDP log likelihood of 12 is, for fixed s ) 0,

ros L(r2lt", s7 : -ózroe, - 3* iog l, - *,,f 9) I , (2.68)- '2rz "L -'\srz))'

To find the maximum, we first differentiate (2.68) with respect to 12, yielding

d .,^^ r /_ t! ^\ óz À u)* grr(w*)
d,rrorL(r2lt2' 

t) : -ï" + 
2 r, - ; 1 -ffi¡'

where À:tzlrz and'u* : Àls. Setting the right hand side to zero and multiplying

through by -2r2 yields the estimating equation

which is solved numerically for i at any fixed s > 0. The ensembte of solutions

{i-t (r) : s > 0} produces a multiplier function ó16), from which the PDP-MLE of

12 is expressible as

r2(S) : ö; (S) T2 : ó16) STr. (2.70)

Its limiting behavior is discussed in section 4.7.

2.5.2.3 Other FDP-MLEs

The PDP-MLEs of 11 and 12 cãrr be used to determine PDP-MLEs of o, J^l and J o2.

by the plug-in principle. We have the following:

(i) the PDP-MLE of J o2* is given by

Jã'z"6): ó16)T|2- þ{(S)r1; (2.71)
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(ii) the PDP-MLE of o is

al

â(s) : Hs,pi (òJ
(, 7r\

(iii) the PDP-MLE of J1 is

Ji6): ô(^9) - 1. (2.73)

Note that as s gets large, the PDP-ML estimators of o and J1 behave like the

corresponding ANOVA estimators. In addition, PDP-MLEs can be viewed as 'smooth

versions' of REML estimators in the balanced one-\Ma,v random model.

2.5.2.4 Properties of multiplier functions

Before proceeding to the next subsection, we cite some simple results to establish the

properties of the multiplier functions of REML and PDP point estimators.

Theorem 2.5. Consider estimators of 11 of the form þ(S)71; the'n,

(a) the multi,pli,er function di(S) corresponding to th,e REML estimator is continuous

and monotone nondecreasing i,n s;

(b) the multiplier function dl(,S) correspondi,ng to the PDP-MLE i,s continuous and

monotone i,ncreasi,nq i,n s:

(c) the multipli,er functi.on di-(,S) correspondi,ng to the PDP-unbi,ased esti,mator i.s

conti,nuous and monotone 'increasi,nq in s.

Proof . To prove (a), observe that the multiplier function of the REML estimator of

T1 c\"ír be written as

f +r trs<2,
óî('):1':*' u1

I t ffs>2.\zr - u1
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It is clear that (1 + s)l(u1iu2) rs monotone increasing and continuous on l0,u2f u1l

and constanl at url for all s )_ u2f u1. Since s: uzlh is a continuity point of /r, the

continuity of /i (s) is established.

For (b), monotonicity of /f fotiows from Theorem 4.14(b), while its continuity

follows from the continuity of the estimating equation (2.66) as a function of s.

Finaily, to prove (c), the monotonicity of the PDP-unbiased multiplier @i- (s) fol-

lows from Theorems 4.13(b) and 4.14(b), while its continuity follows from continuity

of the Beta cdf ratio in (2.10).

Corollary 2.5.L. The function 6"(þ2,ót) ¿s continuous and monotone decreasing in

s (through z ).

Proof. By Theorem 2.5(c), di.(t) : IlEt(t/rlS < s) is monotone increasing and

continuous for each fixed s > 0. By Corollary A.2.7, E(UT(s)) : Er(Url,S < s) :
q-126'(óz, dr). Since ô(.) is the only tertn in the above expectation that depends on

s, it follows that ô(.) is continuous and rnonotone decreasing in s through e. !

Theorem 2.6. Consi,der esti,mators of rz of the form þ(S)T2; then

(a) the multiplier functi,on ói6) correspondi,ng to the REML esti.¡nator is continuous

and monotone nonincreas'ing i,n s;

(b) the multiplier Juncti,on ól @ corresponding to the PDP-MLE is continuous and,

monotone decreasinq in s:

(c) the multi,pli,er function ói.6) correspondi,ng to the PDP-unbi,ased estimator is

continuous and monotone decreasi,nq in s.

Theorem 2.7. Among estimators of o of the form þ(S) S,

(a) the multi,plier function ó(S) corcesponding to the REML esti,mator is continuous

and monotone nonincreasi,ng i,n s;

95
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(b) the multipli.er functi,on d*(^9) correspondi,ng to the PDP-MLE i,s contirtuous and

monotone decreasinq i,n s:

(c) The multiplier function d--(^9) correspondi,ng to the PDP-unbiased esti,mator is

continuous and monotone decreasino in s.

The proofs of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 are parallel to the proof of Theorem 2.5. One

of the deductions that follow from these results is that PDP-MLBs can be viewed as

'smooth versions' of REML estimators in the balanced one-wâv random rnodel.

2.5.3 Unconditional evaluation of point estimators

Having developed two types of PDP point estimators for q, 12 and d) we turn to

evaluation of their unconditional risk performance in relation to the corresponding

unconditional unbiased estimators. Bntropy (or Kullback-Leibler) loss is chosen as

the basis of comparison.

\Mith respect to an invariant decision problem, we begin by showing that the

usual unbiased estimators are best in the class of 7-equivaúant estimators, wherc g

is the group of affine transformations. Adaptation of Stein's argument to the one-

way random model yields the REML estimators of 11 and 12 às Stein-like estimators.

Comparison of risk functions with respect to entropy loss will show that the REML

estimators dominate the usual unbiased estimators in risk performance.

From our perspective, however, the critical observation is that PDP-unbiased

and PDP-ML estimators also outperform the usuai unbiased estimators in terms

of risk. Moreover, the proof of this claim, and the construction of the estimators,

is predicated on a Brewster-Zidek type of argument. In parti,cular, for the PDP-

unbiased estimators, it is important to obserue that the conditioni,ng euent that results

from the B-Z argument is precisely the same as that obta'ined from the PDP argument.
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Definition 2.L. Let At anð, A2 be two estimators of a parameter 0,

risk function depends on T. We say that

/\^(a) 0rís atleast as good as fuif R(O";r) < R(01;r) for allr;

(b) 0, d,ominates et it A10r;r) < R@1;r) for all r, and R(02;r)

Ieast one value of r; and

^ ., ,(") 0, strictly domi,nates fu tf R(02;r) < R(01;r) for all r.

97

and suppose their

(2.74)

< R(?t;r) for at

Loss functions of interest. Point estimators of 11, 12 and o are often compared

with respect to one of the following bowl-shaped loss functions: normalized quadratic

Ioss (NQL), defined as

/,1 \2L(d,o):{i-r} 
1' \a /

and entropy loss, defined as

L(d,0) (2.75)

Although NQL has been traditionally used to compare variance estimators, we

restrict attention in this thesis to evaluations with respect to entropy loss, a member

of the family of bowl-shaped loss functions. Moreover, this loss function is convex,

as evidenced by Figure 2.I4 and proved in Lemma 4.18. Brown (1968) showed that

entropy Ioss uniquelE produces the best unbiased estimator as the best 9-equivariant

estimator. In the balanced one-rvay random model, entropy loss is employed to search

for improvements to the usual unbiased estimators. We will be concerned with point

estimators of the general form @(,9)7, where /(.9) is a multiplier function that de-

pends on the sum of squares ratio ^9, and ? is a statistic on which the usual estimators

of 11, 12 ot o are based. The choice of an (improved) estirnator in a given problem

is tied to the grorlp structure of the invariant decision problem, the MLR properties

:4r-t-ns!,
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r

r
<t)

J

Figure 2.14: Graphs of the normalized quadratic loss

a function of r: dl0.

(NQL) and entropy loss functions, as

of the appropriate family of reference distributions, and the bowl-shaped property of

the risk function.

2.5.4 Point estirnation of ¡

Best 7-eqtivariant estimator of 11. Consider point estimation of 11 under the

entropy loss function (2.75). We begin with the invariant decision problem under 9.,

the group of affine transforrnations. 7-eqaivariant estimators of T1 àre of the form

kT1, the risk functions of such estimators are constant, and the best Ø-equivariant

estimator corresponds to that value of k which minimizes the risk. Differentiating
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the risk with respect to Ic yields

dd
dkÃ(kTl ; rr) : dk@&Ur) - 1 - E(los kut))

d 
,,^: 

*rlkÐ(Ul) - 1 - losk - E(los¿¿)l

: E(Ut) - 1lk.

E"ïkq - 1- Iogk - logl/rl^9: s].

But

! n:nUt - r- logk - Iog ulls: sl: E,lutl^9: s] - lc-|;
dk ""l

setting the right hand side of this equation to zero yields as its solution

ó,(s): E,åsÐ:t:;t:
There are two key points to be made about this multiplier function:

99

Setting the last result equal to zeto, the solution is k : 7lE(Ut) : llut, which is

easily seen to be a minimum since the second derivative of the risk function is k-2,

which is positive for all k > 0. Therefore, the best 7-equivariant estirrator of 11 under

entropy loss is precisely the unbiased estimator i1 - Ttlur.

Stein-like estimator of 11. Let .tr be the scale subgroup of 9, and consider .H-

equivariant estimators of the form /(,9)fi. The optimal estimator (were it to exist)

would minimize the risk

R(þ (S)71; rt, o) : E 
"lE "l(ö(S) 

Ut - 1 - log d (^9) - Ios U1 ) | 
sll.

If the true value of a were available, the optimal multiplier function would obtain by

rninimizing the conditional risk. Thus, for each fixed s, /"(s) is the value of k that

minimizes

(2.76)
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1. Since ó"(s) is a function of o, it is not possible to obtain a best ,tr-equivarianl

estimator of rr.

2. ó.(s) is linearly increasing in s for fixed o, and decreasing in o for fixed s.

Thus, for each fixed s ) 0 and all o ) 1, we have ó"(t) S dr(s). Moreover, if

s 1u2f u1, then dr(s) q z¡1. Since the conditional risk (2.76) is a bowl-shaped

function of fr (in fact, convex), if we define

U2

t
U1

U2

)
U1

(2.77)
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r1-r,Ç lr
ói(S\:minl - " . - |' Lut I uz utJ

( 7+ S
| ---:- if .9 <

- ) uttuz
-ì 1| - if ^9>\zr

then /{(^9)7t dominates Ttlrt, where the estimator can be written as

di (s) :r, : min ¡T 
+ Tz ,Ttl' Lut I uz UtJ

(r'+r, if þ <L.
| 4*uz u2 - ut'

:<

|1 ,rþrT
\Zr U2 U1

(2.78)

Comparison with section 3.8a-iii of Searle, Casella and McCulloch (1992, p. 92) reveals

that this Stein-like estimator is precisely the REML estimator îf of q in the balanced

one-\May random model, given by (2.53).

This derivation of the dominance of the REML estimator parallels the argument

used by Brewster and Zidek (197 4) to show that Stein's estimator dominates the best

affine equivariant estimator of the normal variance. Hence, what has been shown

is an illustration of Brewster and Zidek's first method of improving estimators. In

summary, we have proved the following:

Theorem 2.8. The REML estimator of 11 stri,ctly dominates the best unbi,ased esti-

mator of 11 under entropy loss.
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Step-function estimators of 11. Again, consider the class of "W-equivarÍant es-

timators of the form /(.9)Tr. Following the argument of Brown (1968), consider an

estimator of the forrn /"(,S) fi, where for an arbitrarily chosen r ) 0,

ó"(s): 
{;,

if S 1r,

tfS>r.
(9 7A\

(2.81)

Under entropy loss, the risk of such an estimator is

R(ó"(S)Tt;o) : EolcUt - 1 - logc - logutls S r] P"(S 3 r)

-t E"lU1f u1- 1+ logzl - logUrlS > r)P"(S > r).
(2.80)

Differentiating with respect to c yields

d

¿"R(ó"(S)Tt;o):lE"(Utl,S s ") - "-tlP"(S !r).

Setting the right hand side of the above expression to zero yields the optimum mul-

tiplier

co(r): =,=l=-E"(Url,S I ")'
Since c"(r) depends on o, however, it cannot be used as a multiplierin (2.79).

For any fixed r > 0, it follows that c,(r) < q(r) for all o ) 7 by Theorem A.la(a).

Moreover, by Theorem 4.14(c) , ct(r) < ur' for any r > 0. Therefore, for fixed r ) 0,

1

c"(r)<c-t(r)<L
u7

uniformly in o. The Brown-lilce estimator of 11 is then þB(,S)7t , where

( 
"',(r\ if s <

dr(s) : {
["i' if s >

As in the previous theorem, since the conditional

convex) function by Lemma ,{.19, we have proved:

(, R'\\-."-,/

risk ís a bowl-shaped (in fact,
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Theorem 2.9. For any fired r ) 0, the Brown-like esti,mator of 11 strictly dominates

the best unbiased esti,mator of 11 under entropy loss.

Keeping r fixed, one cân choose r' < r and repeat the above argument to produce

an estimato, ö\") (,S)Tt, where

iterated by selecting successively smaller constants ," ,r"' ,r(Ð,.. . to produce estima-

tors @[fr)(^9)"t , k:2,3,4,..., with progressively better risk performance than their

predecessors.

BZ-like estimator of 11. Following the process in section 7.4.2, construct a se-

quence of partitions {fi¿}Ër of [0, oo) which have the properties described on page 30.

In partition -R¿, construct the step-function estimator þU')(^9)"r, where

(,
-,,(i)rcr -)"'("¡) 

if r¿'¡-1 1S1r¿¡
Y \"i -\

["ft if .9 > ri,n¡-I,

j : L,2,. . . ,n¿-7 and c1(rn) : llE(UrlS I r¿¡). By Theorem 2.9 and the argutnent

in the preceding paragraph, the estimator þ@(,S)7t strictly dominates the best unbi-

ased estim ator T1f ul for each ¿. However, the estimators /(l) (,S) 7t do not necessarily

dominate one another since they are based on different partitions of [0,oo). Now,

under conditions (i)-(iv) on page 30, it follows that

,tltd,',(s) 
: @{.(s),

where di-(r) :7lEt(UrlW ( s), pointwise in s. The resulting estimator ói.6)Tt
is called lhe Brewster-Zi,dek-l'ike estimator of ¡ under entropy loss. For each s > 0,

702

| ",?') tf s 1 r'
I

O\Ð6):{",(r) irr'<s1r
I

["lt if ,S > r.

This estimator strictly dominates both óa6) fi and Ttlut. This process can be
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its multiplier function is the reciprocal of E[Uf(s)], the PDP mean function of Ui.

In other words, under entropy loss, the BZ-like esti,mator di-(,9) Tt of 11, produced by

deci,si,on theoretic arguments, i,s preciseLy the PDP-unbiased estimator of 11!

Theorem 2.L0. The PDP-unbiased esti,mator of 11 i,s at least as good as the best

unbi,ased esti,mator of 11 under entropy Loss.

Proof. As shown above, the PDP-unbiased estimator of ¡ is equal to ói. (,S) 7t, where

di.(s) : lirn-+-4{z)(s) pointwise in s. Therefore, by Fatou's lemma, fbr each o } 1,

R(ói. 6) rr; o) : R(!r^ óf) @) T1; o)
2-)CO

< Iiminf R(dl')(,s) Tt;o)

< R(T1f u1; o),

where the last inequality follows because, for each i, ó\') (^9)7t strictly dominates the

best unbiased estimator of n. tr

The method of proof in Theorem 2.10 does not guarantee that d--(,9)fi strictly

dominates Trlr, However, we would be extremely surprised if the risk functions of

the two (very different) estimators rrere identically equal to one another for all o ) \.

In particular examples, it is easy to see that when o ) \, the risk function of the

PDP-unbiased estimator of rr lies strictly below that of the unbiased estimator of 11.

Figure 2.15 compares multiplier functions of the four estimators of ri derived

under entropy loss for the case (rr,rr): (3,4). The multiplier of the unconditional

estimator is the reciprocal of its mean E(Ut). In contrast, the muitiplier function

of the PDP-unbiased estimator is the reciprocal of E(Ui(s)) for each s ) 0. The

multiplier function of the REML estimator increases lineariy from (21 * u2)-r at

s: 0 to ull at s: uzl\, after which it remains constant. This behavior reflects

the pooling of sums of squares and degrees of freedom to estimation of o"2 when the

103
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observed F ratio is less than one. Finally, the rnultiplier function of the PDP-MLE of

11 appears to cornpromise between the REML and PDP-unbiased multiplier functions.

Unbiased
REML
PDP-MLE
PDP-unbiased

Figure 2.15: Multiplier functions of the best unbiased, REML, PDP-MLE and PDP-

unbiased estimators of. q, (u2,u1) : (3,4).

Figure 2.16 compares the risk functions of the best unbiased, REML, PDP-MLE

and PDP-unbiased estimators for a particular example in which (h,ut): (3,4).

The (Stein-like) REML estimator, PDP-MLE and (Bz-like) PDP-unbiased estimators

all have risk functions below that of the best unbiased estimator of T. The risk

function of the PDP-MLE falls roughly between those of the PDP-unbiased and

REML estimators, tending closer to the PDP-unbiased estimator in this example.

The risk of the PDP-unbiased estimator at o : I is the sâ.me as the risk of T1f u1,, but

has strictly lower risk for o ) l in this example; in the limit as d -+ oo, the two risks

converge. Although all three alternative estimators dominate î1 in risk performance in

this example, it is apparent that the PDP-MLE, REML and PDP-unbiased estimators

do not dominate one another.
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Figure 2.16: Risk functions of the best unbiased, REML, PDP-ML and PDP-unbiased esti-

mators of 4 under entropy loss, (22, u1) : (3,4).

We have not formally proven that the PDP-MLE of ¡ is at least as good as the best

unbiased estimator in risk, but the evidence in Figure 2.16 suggests that this should

be the case. In fact, as long as one can show thai /i-(s) < dï(t) < ztr pointwise

in s, where di(^9) is a monotone, continuous multiplierfunction, the method of proof

used for the PDP-unbiased estimator could be extended to produce similar results

for estimators such as the PDP-MLE. Furthermore, we have not proved dotninance

of the PDP point estimators of q over the best unbiased estirnator, but Figure 2.16

suggests that this should hold as well.

2.5.5 Point estimatioh of rr

The process of obtaining point estimators of rz is essentially the same as for 11. The

invariant decision problem is nearly identical, except that the underlying families of

lu,l

(o
e.l

l<ro(f)ro
;7 C\l

v
e,l

5040302010
srgma

Unbiased
REML
PDP-MLE
PDP-unbiased
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distributions pertain to those associated with pivotals involvin1 Uz rather than U1.

As the process of obtaining improved point estirnators is virtually unchanged, the

focus is to report the estimators and the decision theory resuits.

Best 7-eqluivatiant estimatot of 12. Consider the invariant decision problem

with respect to point estimation of r2 under entropy loss. Begin with the full affine

transformation group I and the farnily of X7, distributions. Following the argument

on p. 98, the best 7-equívaúant estimator of 12 under entropy loss is the unbiased

estimator îz : Tzluz, where k : Il E(Uz) : 7lu" is the minimum risk multiplier.

Stein-like estimator of 12. Restricting attention to the scale subgrotp ./f , scale-

equivariant estimators of 12 are of the form ó6)fr. The optimal multiplier, which

depends on o,l would minimize the risk

R@$)fz;rt,o) -- E,lE"ló(S)Ur- 1- logd(^9) - logUrl^911.

Following the argument starting on p. 99, the optirnutn multiplier function would be

1 1+olS
E,(U2|S) u7 + u2 )

whichisincreasingin ofor fixeds ) 0anddecreasinginsforfixedo ) 1. By

Theorem 4.14(d), it follows that ó"(s) > dt(s) uniformly in ø for each fixed s.

Moreover, if s < uz/4, then @1(t) > ,;'. Hence, if we define

(1+1ls 5 a2
ó;6):1u;*uz -I/1

I' s>2,\Uz U1

(2.83)

then /i(,S)Tz, a Stein-like estimator of 12, strictly dominates the best unbiased esti-

mator of 12; as in the 11 câs€, ói6) Tz is precisely the REML estimator of 12.

Theorem z.LL. The REML esti,mator of 12 stri,ctly domi,nates the best unbi,ased es-

timator of 12 under entropy loss.

106
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Step-function estimators of 12. The line of argument foliows that deveioped for

estimation of 11. In the class of ,,tr-equivaúant estimators of 12 of the form /(S)?2,

begin by considering those of the form /"(,S)Tz, where ó"(S) is of the form (2.79)

wíth u2 replacing u1. IIs risk function is

R(ó"(S)Tz;o): EolcUz - 1 - logc - IogU2l,S I rl P"(S ! r) 
e.s4)

* E"lU2luz - 7 -r logu2 - Iog UrlS > rl P,(S > r).

Differentiating this risk with respect to c yields

d

¿"R(ó"(S) 
Tz; o) : lE"(U2lS < r) - c-11P,(S < r);

setting the right hand side of this result lo zero, the solution c -- c* is the optimurn

(i. e., minimurn risk) multiplier

n*(r\- 1
"6\'t E"(U|\S<r)'

By Theorem A.1a(d), it follows that c|(r) > ci(r) for any fixed r > 0. By Theo-

rem 4.14(f), ciQ) > r;1 for any r > 0. Therefore,

cî(r)2"i?)>!. (2.85)

Since (2.84) is bowl-shaped, the Brown-type estimatot ób6)72 of 12, where

(Iri(r) if ,S < r
d;(^s) : {

l";' if ^9 > r,

strictly dominates the best 7-equjvaúant estimator. We have therefore proved:

Theorem 2.L2. For any fi,red r > 0, the Brown-like estimator of 12 stri,ctly domi-

nates the best unbi,ased esti,mator of 12 under entropy loss.
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BZ-like estimator of 12. Following the argument starting on p. 102, construct

a, sequence of partitions {&}Ër of [0,oo). In each partition R¿, construct the step-

function estimator ó@ (S) ?2, where

d(,)(s) : ífr,r-'t1S1r;;
",J

if S > rà,n¿-rt

(2.86)

withj:I,2,...,T1¿-1 and ci(r¿¡):7lE(UzlS <rij). Inthissituation,4i';)(s) >u;'
pointwise in s for eachi,:1,2,3,... by Theorem 4.14(f). As before, the estimators

óØ (S) T2 do not dominate one another, but each of them strictly dominates the best

unbiased estimator Trlrr.Now, under the conditions (i)-(iv) on page 30,

Æ0"(s) : Ói.6),

where ói.G): LlEt(UrlW < s) pointwise in s. The limiting estimator þi$)72
is the Brewster-Zidek-li,ke estirnator of 12 under entropy loss, which is precisely the

PDP-unbiased estimator of rr.

Theorem 2.L3. The PDP-unb'iased est'imator of 12 is at least as good as the best

unbi,ased estimator of 12 under entropy loss.

The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.10.

Multiplier functions of the four estimators considered above are shown in Fig-

ure 2.17 for the case (u2,rt) : (3,4). In this case, the multiplier functions of the

REML and PDP estimators inflate towards infinity âs s -+ 0. Once again, the multi-

plier function of the PDP-MLE tends to fall somewhere between those of the REML

and PDP-unbiased estimators.

The risk functions corresponding to these estimators are displayed in Figure 2.18

for the (3,4) case. The similarity in shape between the risks of these estimators with

the corresponding ri estimators in Figure 2.76 is noteworthy.

{::'
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012345

Figure 2.17: Multiplier functions of the best unbiased, REML PDP-ML and PDP-unbiased

estimators of 12, (u2,u1) : (3,4).

2.5.6 Polnt estimation of ø

The point estimation problem with regard to o is somewhat different from the 11 å.nd

T2 câs€s. To begin with, the parameter space associated with o is O : [1, *). We will

also find that estimators with improved risk properties are driven by the parameter

constraint o ) l in some fashion. Since PDP-MLEs of o are biased, they will not be

included in this subsection.

Best unbiased estimator of o. Applying the invariant decision problem once

again, begin with the affine group g. 
^ 

7-equivariant estimator of a is of the form

k,S, with (constant) risk function

109

.9 c)

'F
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REML
PDP-MLE
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ll

R(k S; o) : E,lkW - 7- Ios k - IogWl.
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Figure 2.18: Risk functions of the best unbiased, REML, PDP-ML and PDP-unbiased esti-

mators of 12 under entropy loss, when (rz,ut): (3,4).

Following the argurnent on p. 98, the best 7-equivaúant estimâtor of a under entropy

loss is the unbiased estimator ã : (u1 - 2)Slu2) whele k :7lE(W) : (r, - 2)lr,

is the minimum risk multiplier. Observe that this estimator can assume values less

than 1 if ,S < u2l(u1 - 2).

Adjusted unbiased estimator of o. Next, consider the class of zf-eqtivariant

estimators of the form þ(,9)^9. A simple means of improving upon the best unbiased

estimator of o is to modify it so that it always assumes values no less than 1, analogous

to restricted maximum likelihood. The 'adjusted unbiased estimator' of o is then of

the form d-(,S),S, where

f ,t- -l 1

d.(,9) ,9: max l-; t, tl (2.87)
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Thus, for all s ) 0, d-(s) > (u1-2) f u2, with strict inequality whenever s < u2f (u1-2).

It is clear that such an estimator wiil dominate the best unbiased estimator under

entropy ioss, since for any s < u2f (u1- 2), the estimator is moved to the boundary of

the parameter space [1,*). Since the risk function based on entropy loss is strictly

bowl-shaped, we have proven that:

Theorem 2.L4. The 'adjusted unbi,ased estirnator' of o strictly dominates the best

unbi,ased estimator of o under entropy loss.

Step-function estimators of o. In the class of "lf-eqtivariant estimators of o,

begin by considering those of the form @"(,S) ,S, where for any fixed r > 0, /"(,9) is

described by (2.79), wilh. urT being replaced Ly (r, - 2) lrr. The risk function of this

estimator is then

R(ó"(s),e; ø) : E"fcw- 1 - logc - Iosw l* t il" (, 
=

* ""13!- 1 - r"sø*- ros * l*,

u _2
c\(r\ > ci(r\ >

U2

r\
;)
L1 p.(wrL\.
o) - \ o/

(2.88)

This follows since the event S 1r is equivalentLoW < rlo; furthermore, the MLR

properties in this câse âre correctly associated with the distribution of WIW 1rf o.

Now, differentiating this risk with respect to c yieids

d
+ R(ó"(S)S;") :lE"(WlW < rlo) - "-'lP(W 

< rl").
d,c

Setting the right hand side of this result to zero yields the optimum rnultiplier

"o\t ) - E"(WIW < r lo)'

By Theorem A..15(a), it follows that c|(r) > ci(r) for any fixed r > 0. By Theo-

rem 4.15(c), c1(r) > (r, -2)lr, for any r > 0. Therefore,

(2.8e)
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for all r > 0 uniformly in a. Since (2.88) is

ób6) S of o, where

ób6):

and cf (r) : 7lE{WIW < rf o) :
ased estimator of ø.

bowl-shaped, the

trz

Brown-type estimator

lfS<r
if ^9 > r,

( r), strictly dominates the best unbi-

if r, r--, < S 1r;¿
elJ

if S > ri,n¿-1.t

l"tr,l)'r-zlr"
llE(sls

Theorem 2.t5. For any f,red r > 0, the Brown-like estimator of o stri,ctlg dominates

the best unbi,ased estimator under entropy loss.

BZ-like estimator of o. The process of developing â sequence of step-function

estimators whose limit leads to the BZ-like estimator of ø is very similar to that

shown for the rz estimator. Let {r?¿}p, denote a sequence of partitions of [0, *)
with properties (i)-(iv) listed on p. 30. In partition -R¿, the multiplier function of the

step-function estimator is of the forrn d(c)(S) ,S, where

d(¿)(s)
ci?¿i)

h-2-I-t
where

n-(n..\ 
-VLv LJ) - E(SIS < rn¡)'

j :1,. . . ,TLi,-1, and (u1-2)lu2 if ,S > ri,n¿-r. The orderings of multipliers and distri-

butions are the same as in the 12 câsê. So, by inductive application of Theorem 2.15,

ö(t)(S)S strictly dominates the best unbiased estimator of o on each partition -R¿,

i: !,,2,3,. .. Finally, taking limits as i -+ oo,

]*ó,r(s) : d--(^s),
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where d..(r) :7lE(SIS ( s) pointwise in s. The limiting estimator d--(^9).9 is the

Brewster-Z'idek-like estimator of o under entropy loss, which is precisely the PDP-

unbiased estimator of o.

Theorem 2.L6. The PDP-unbiased esti,mator of o is at least as good as the best

unbiased esti,mator of o under entropy loss.

Multiplier functions of the above estimators of o are graphed fot (u2, z1) : (3, 5)

in Figure 2.19, with the corresponding risk functions in Figure 2.20.

2.5.7 Generalized Bayes PDF-unbiased estimators

We begin by establishing the form of the Bayes estimator of a parameter 0 under

entropy loss, given in the following result.

Theorem 2.L7. Under the entropy loss function

"0L(0;0):,- 1-log0*log9, (2.90)

the Bayes est'i,mate of 0 i,s

a : -: ^, (2.ei)
E(0-1lr)'

where r represents the obserued response uector.

Proof. Let 0 : e@) be an estimate of g, and Ìet zr(g) denote a proper prior density

on á. By definition, the Bayes risk is given by

r*(A1 : I nfr,,o)rq)d,o
Jo

^nII: I I r(0@);0) f (rl0) r(0) dr d0
JoJx
ff: I I r,(0(r);0) r(0lr) h(r) d0 d,r,

JxJo
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Figure 2.19: Multiplier functions of the best unbiased, adjusted best unbiased and PDP-

unbiased estimators of o, (u2, z1) : (3,5).
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Figure 2.20: Risk functions of the best unbiased, adjusted best unbiased and PDP-unbiased

estimators of a under entropy loss, (22, z1) : (3,5).
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where r(0lr) istheposteriordensity of 0,h(r) isthemarginaldensity of X, andthe

conditions allowing interchange of order of integration are in force. The last integral

above can be expressed as

f r f ^ r

J .U 
"L(0(r);0) 

r(0lr) d1)h(r) dr,

the integral within brackets corresponding to the posterior risk, or expected posterior

loss. For each r, the Bayes estimate can be found by minimizing this term. Under

(2.90), the expected posterior loss is

t (ry- 1 - togá(z) * rog o) r@lQ ae.
Jo\ a

Differentiating this with respe ct to 0 (r),

-L I reø o\ n(,ltr\ d,o:M J"\'i - 1- Iogd(z) i log - ) "\-,-, *-

l"he- 1 - togá(r) + roso) n(olr) d,o,

where the conditions allowing interchange of derivative and integral are assumed to

hold. The resulting derivative is

t (: --l-) r@tr) d,o.
/" \0 eçtyl 

" \- '*/ 
*-'

Setting the above integral to zero and solving for á yields the solution

=-l- : [ 1"1t¡.¡ do: E@-L@),e(r\ Jo0

OI

e1r7:#ñ
n
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Since this is true for each r €. X, the decision rute g(X) is the Bayes estimator of I
under entropy loss.

If r(0) is an improper prior, then á(X) given by (2.91) is referred to as a generaLized,

Bayes esti,mator,, as long as the posterior risk is finite. The connections between

the PDP distributions and the Bayesian posterior distributions were established in

section 2.4.9.1. Our final step is to show that the PDP estimators are generalized

Bayes with respect to the improper prior associated with the Box-Tiao posterior.

Theorem 2.L8. Under entropg loss and the (i.mproper) pri,or (2.42),

(a) the generalized Bayes estimator of 11 is the PDP-unbiased estimator (2.58);

(b) the generali,zed Bayes estimator of 12 is the PDP-unbiased est'i,mator (2.59);

(c) the generalized Bayes esti,mator of o is the PDP-unbi,ased esti,mator (2.61).

Proof. Assume r(p,rt,rr): (rrrr)-t. To prove (a), we want to show that for any

fixed ú1, t2 ) 0,

E(rl'ltr,tr): ø(Yi(s)) - " 
I'@?' Ó' r-r)

tt tt I,(ó2, öt) 
(2'92)

Now,

E(rl'ltt,,tz): 
Io* *nn lt1,t2) d,r1,

where

= !;'(l)'"(l)fi I"(ór, ór)

and g.(.) denotes an inverse ¡2 density. Make the transformation u:hln; then,

E (rr' ltr, tr) : I- :ai 
t##. *

:il,*"s##0"
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The above integral is precisely E[t{(s)], so we have established (2.92). Therefore,

the generalized Bayes estimator of rr with respect to the prior (r1 12)-i is

- 1 T1 Iz(ór, ór)4: E(i'lT,Tù: 
^ 

trçyr,614'
the PDP-unbiased estimator of rr.

To prove (b), we begin with

E(rltltt,tz): [* ! s"(rrltr,,tr) drr,
Jo T2

where

.*,,r r \, ni,(l) lr - ",,(å)]9\rzltt,tz) :h 
I^ór,öù

Make the transformation u:tz/rz, so that

E(rl'1tr,tr¡ : ! [* ug"'(u) ]7 - G"'(uls)l 
ar.LzJo * I"(Ó2,Ór)

But the integral term is precisely EIU)(s)1, so we have established that the generalized

Bayes estimator of rz under the prior (rtrr)-t is the PDP-unbiased estimator (2.59).

Finally, to prove (c), we need to show that

E(o-'lr) :1r " ,I'(Óz-*Lû--L). (2.93)- \" '- 
/ s (u1 - 2) I,(ór, óù

But

where

p(ots):ffi#:åffi#n¡, Qs4)

defined for ø ) 1, is the posterior density of o. Make the transformation z : s/o,

for which ¿6: (sf u") du.Then

l(,í. t- rþr) yÞz-t 1
P\ul¿) - trl-t \¡/L \vt) , rÓù (I + u)0r+0, I"(Ó2, Ót)'

E(o-'l') :/ 
!n@Þ)ao,
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o-L : uf s and the integration limits transform from (1,oo) to (0,r). Next, make

the transformation w : ul(I* u), for which du: dwl$ - *)'. This transforms

p(uls) from a Beta type II density into a Beta type I density; in addition, the original

a-1 is transformed into wllG - t¿)s] and the integration limits becorne (0,t), where

z : sl(1* s). As a result,

E(o-'tù: l: E _ñp(wls) aw,

where p(wls) is a Beta(/z,dr) density divided by I"(ór,dr). Absorbing the terms in

tr into p(wls), we obtain

E(o-'|") :1
1

s ut - 2 I"(ö2,ót) )

the reciprocal of the PDP-unbiased estimator of ø. Therefore, the generalized Bayes

estimator of o with respect to the prior (¡ 12)-1 is the PDP-unbiased estimator (2.61).

This completes the proof.

2.5.8 Joint estimation of (o!, lo2")

2.5.8.1 lmproved estimation ol (o!,Jo2")= ¡ERD method

Kubokawa (1994) applied the Integrated Expression of Risk Difference (IERD) method

to unify point and interval estimation in the normal variance problem. Recently,

Kubokawa, Saleh and Konno (1998) adapted this method to the problem of jointly

estimating the variance components (o.2, ofl) in the balanced one-way random rnodel

under the composite entropy loss function

T (;2 ;2. ^2 ^2\ 
r ã2 ^all , -. ¡ o! + Jã'" 1 r^- a! + JA'?"¡L\oã,ooioå,oä) -- ^ \e - 1- I"sej * rr\ffi- 1 - tosffiì,

(2.e5)

f' l(öt + óz) 1x(óz+t)-r (1 - tu)(dr-t)-t
lo f(d,) r(ö") I,(ó2,óù - 

du)

u2 I,(óz -l 7, ù - 7)
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a linear combination of entropy loss functions for estimating ri ând 12, the expected

rnean squares of the model.

By the nature of the estimators under consideration, it follows that

î1:6!:Tl
u1

îz: ã3 + Jã::72
U2

are best 9-eqtivaúant estimators of 11 and T2, rêsp€ctiveiy, under (marginal) entropy

loss, as seen by our earlier results. Their difference,

Jã.2.:Tz _Tt .' ,, ur'

is the unbiased (ANOVA) estimator of Jo2.- 12- 11. Kubokawa et al. (1998) show

that the joint estimator (o!,Jã!) is minimax under (2.95) [Proposition 1 of their

paper].

The question, then, is how to improve upon the joint ANOVA estimator. Kubokawa

et al. (L998) consider joint estimators of the form

@3, ãZ) : (ót(s)7', rþ (S)Tr),

where ,þ(S) : ór(1lS)S - dt(S), in the class of minimax estimators of (o!,ol). fnis

form of estimator improves upon the unconditional joint ANOVA estimator whenever

(") ór(tr) is nondecreasing, and lim.,** ór(w) : utl i

(b) d'(r) 2 ól(r), where

tot ' 
1 l"(Ór,Ór) 1

Ql\w): n t"16r,6r*g: ,r¡2546^'
and c --ulÍ+r);

(") ór(t) is nondecreasing, and @2 (0) : ulr i
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(¿) dr(¿) < ó3@, where

óiØ
Ir-¿(ó2, öt)

It-a(óz ï 1, óù

and d:tl0+t).

Conditions (a) and (b) are familiar: the multiplierfunction dr(S) is bounded above

by the'usual'multiplier urr as s gets large, and is bounded below by the multiplier

of the BZ-like estimator (the reciprocal of E(UÐ). Kubokawa et al.'s conditions

(c) and (d) are designed to be compatible with IERD theory: rather than working

with dz(,S), a monotone decreasing function of ,9, they work with ór(tlS), which is

strictly increasing with lower bound z;1. Essentially, the PDP multiplier function is

the reflection of the KSK multiplier function on (0, oo).

Corollary 1 of Kubokawa et al. (1998) established that the class of improved joint

estimators satisfying the above conditions is rninimax. Their next step was to find

empiricai Bayes and generalized Bayes procedures within this class of improved joint

estimators: empirical Bayes estimators have the general form

-et ¡ (Tt TtlaTz\
o;\a) - mul{ 

uL, ur + u, J

r al@)- *u*{ þ,T# - a'"@)},

whereas generalized Bayes estimators are of the form

720

1:-
U2

I z. (ö2, ót)
Iz.(Ó2, dr + 1)

I z. (ó2, ót)
"3(b),I z. (ó, * 7, ót)

where Z- : bS l(1 + b,9).

When uzl(uz + 2) < a 1 7, conditions (u)-(¿) above on the multiplier functions

ót(S) and /2(^9) are satisfied, establishing the class of improved empirical Bayes

ô .-. T.
oi(b) : ---:-

U1

-r tt¡ T2
o:l0l: 

-r/2
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procedures. In particular, when 0" : 7, the joint estimator (rZ0,Ja'"(I)) reduces

to the joint REML estimator, which is both minimax and empirical Bayes under

(2.95). Whenever b ) 1, generalized Bayes estimators satisfy conditions (a)-(d); in

particular, when b : I, the joint estimator (ú3Q), J o'z"(Ð) is the joint PDP-unbiased

estirnator of (o!,Jo2*) under (2.95), which is both rninimax and generalized Bayes.

2"6 lnterval estinratior¡

The objective of this section is to develop confidence intervals for 11 , 12 ànd ø based

on the PDP distributions. These will be of two types: intervals with fixed conditional

coverage probability, and intervals whose "length" is fixed to that of the corresponding

unconditional interval. In the latter case, v/e will show that the PDP intervals have at

least nominal unconditional coverage uniformly in ø; furthermore, we will develop a

Brewster-Zidek argument for fixed length intervals of 4 and 12 a,nd show that they are

generalized Bayes with respect to the Jeffreys prior, anaiogous to the point estimation

problem. From intervals fot o, one can obtain intervals for J1 and p. PDP intervals

for Jo2" are considered at the end of this section.

We outline three criteria below for producing confidence intervals for scaie pa-

rameters in unimodal families of distributions. We will focus on one of these, the

log-shortest (or shortest unbiased) criterion, as it corresponds nicely with unbiased

point estimators. Similar work has been done with respect to minimum length inter-

vals, and will be made available as a separate technical report.
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2,6.'i, Criteria for interval estin'¡ators

In a scale family of continuous distributions, an unconditional pivotal confidence

interval for a scale parameter á has the general form

722

(2.e6)

where Tl0 is a pivotal quantity with continuous cdf F(.), ø is a iower quantile of F,

and ö an upper quantile of F. Tate and Klett (1959) established several optimality

criteria for obtaining ø and ó when the underlying distribution is unimodal. Three

such criteria are given below.

1. An eoual-taiLed interval satisfies the twin conditions

ce(x): (i,i),

r@):T and r(b):1-i,

where .l:7 - a is the confidence coefficient. Equal tailed intervals often have

good frequentist properties in location problems with symmetric distributions;

however, their utility in scale estimation problems is suspect, since in most cases

-F(.) is asymmetric.

2. A shortesú (pivotal) confidence interval has minimum length for fixed coverage

probability 7. The quantiles ø and b of a shortest interval are obtained from

constrained minimization of

s(a,b);r) : fl - 1l +À(F(ó) - F(o) - t).'¿ b'

The gradient vector of this objective function has the following components:

Y: -+ - Àr(o),o0, a'

*:å * 
^/(u),o0

ân

i:F(b)-F(o)-t.

(2.e7)
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Setting each of these equations equal to zero, the 'solution' is the nonlinear

svstem of eouations

where f (*) : F'(r) is a continuous density function. The nonlinear system

(2.98) is solved numerically for a and b to produce the quantiles for a shortest

confidence interval of d with confidence coefficient 7.

3. A. Iog-shortest (pivotal) interval has minimum log length (or equivalently, min-

imum endpoint ratio) for fixed coverâ,ge probability 7 . Quantiles ¿ and b are

obtained from constrained minimization of

h,(a,b,À;ry) : Ilosb - ]osøl + ) (-F'(ö) - F(o) - t),

where log ó - Iog ø is the logarithm of the endpoint ratio. The gradient vector

consists of the components

Ah1
;-:oaa
ahl;;:i+¡/(a),iJb b ""

0lt'

u;,: F(b) - F(") - t.

Setting each ofthese equations equal to zero, the solution is the nonlinear system

of eouations

a2Í@):b2f(b),

F(å) - F(a) :1,

af@):bf(b),

F(b) - F(o) :'y,

(2.e8)

(2.ee)

(2.100)

(2.101)

which is solved numerically for a and b to produce the quantiles of a log-shortest

confidence interval of á with confidence level 7.
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Log-shortest intervals minimize the probability of false coverage in the class of

unbiased intervals of a parameter á; i. e., they are uniformly most accurate unbiased.

Since the ratio of endpoints is an invariant measure of size, Iog-shortest intervals

are optimal in the class of scale invariant intervals (Tate and Klett, 1959; Casella

and Berger, 1990, ch.9), analogous to the use of entropy loss rather than (normal-

ized) quadratic loss for point estimation of scale parameters. This criteriotr penalizes

movement of the lower endpoint towards zero because small movement of the lower

endpoint may require much larger movement of the upper endpoint to maintain a

constant ratio.

The coverage probability of a confidence interval C (X) is defined as P6(0 € C(X))

Since the coverage probability can vary for different values of 0, it is customary to

express coverage in terms of a conf,dence coefficient 1, defined as

ry: ååå 
P6(0 e c(x)).

We are concerned with the unconditional coverage of intervals based on PDP distri-

butions, whether they have fixed conditional coverage probability or fixed log length.

Average tog tength is also a consideration for intervals with fixed conditional coverage.

2.6.2 PDP confidence intervals

Notation. In the balanced one-way random effects model, \Me are primarily inter-

ested in CI's for scale parameters 11, 12 and o. In this case, an unconditional 7level

confidence interval for a scale parameter d has the general form (2.96), where ? is a

statistic and ø and ó are âppropriate quantiles of a unimodal distribution that satisfy

the probability statement

,"(T

124

<o<I): po(a1u<b):.y
- aJ
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by any selected optimality criterion, where U :Tl0 is a pivotal quantity. For any

fixed s > 0, the basic idea is to replace the unconditional distribution of U with that

of U-(s) : UIW ( s, and consider interval estimation of d with respect to the PDP.

In the sequel, we will make reference to three related functions associated with

PDP confidence intervals: quantile functions, multiplier functions and endpoint func-

tions. If P(€1(S) < U* < €r(S)lW ( s) : 1 for some PDP y*, then the {¿(,S) are

called quanti,le functions,, as they pertain to the choice of quantiles from the reference

distribution of [/* that achieves the desired coverage. If U :T10, a transformation

of the probability statement given above is

P(:-=-<o<:^l r,rr5r)-\(r(s) - -(,(s) r - /

with respect to the distributionof (J*. Then, ,þr(S):71€z(S) and t/2(,S) :1/€r(,S)

are called lhe multi,pli,er functi,ons of the T level PDP-CI of d. Multiplying theT/¿(')

by 7 yieldsthe endpoi.nt functi,ons of the interval. These terms are used rather freely

throughout this section.

2.6.2.t PDP-Cls of rr: fixed conditional coverage

To motivate the idea of a PDP-CI, choose some s > 0, which educes a PDP I{ (s) with

density (2.6). To find a confidence interval for 11 based on Uf (s), apply some criterion

for producing quantiles fi(s) and {2(s) such that P({t(s) < t/ï(t) < €r(t)) : ?, where

1 is the conditional coverage probability. The resulting PDP confidence interval

estimate of q is then

(h fi \
\€,G)' €'G)-/

This process can be iterated for any s ) 0, so over ali values of s, a continuous,

monotone function ,þr(S) represents the lower multiplier function and a continuous,

monotone function ,þr(S) represents the upper multiplier function associated with the

family of PDP confidence intervals for 11 with fixed conditional coverage.
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For fixed o 2 !, a PDP-CI of 11 has the general form

L26

C"(XlS) : (rþt(^9)7t, ,þr(S)Tr),,

wnere

1 t /^\ 1
,þr(S): €ilÐ and ,þr(S): {¡r¡

are the lower and upper multiplier functions of the PDP-CI of 11. If each endpoint is

multiplied by If 11, a normalized interval (/i(.9) &,úz(S) t/r) is produced, which is

convenient for comparing average lengths.

A log-shortest 1 - o PDP-CI of 1 is obtained by substitutin g ,þ;' (s) for ø and

ú11þ) for b in (2.100) and (2.101), and setting f @): 9,,@) G,,(sr) in (2.100). The

resulting system, expressed in terms of the multiplier functions, is

1 (L_\^ /'\ r ( t_)",, l;_) (2 103)
,þlÐ s" 

\1þ^s) ) u"' 
W;(')/ 

: 
,þ,G) n^ \øþ) t " \thts) /

/t\/1\t(til,)-) -t(rõ ):t-*, (2 104)

where F(.) is the cdf of Ui(s). This system can be solved numerically for tþ1(s) and

,þr(s) at any fixed s > 0.

Figure 2.21 shows the multiplier functions of the log shortest PDP-CI of q for the

case (u2, rr) : (3, 4). These multipliers get progressively shorter as s -+ 0, converging

to the corresponding unconditional multipliers with zr -l- z2 degrees of freedom in the

limit. Conversely, as s -+ oo, they converge to the uncondítional multipliers with z1

degrees of freedom. The shape of the multiplier functions (and their monotonicity)

is a consequence of Theorem A.la(a)-(c); observe that the behavior in Figure 2.21

mirrors that of the PDP point estimators.

The following result yields the unconditional coverage probabilíty of any type of

PDP-CI of 1 (fixed conditional coverage or fixed length) for any o ) \.

(2.702)
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Figure 2.21: Multiplier functions of the log-shortest conditional 95% PDP-CI of 1 with

(rz,rt): (3,4).

Theorem 2.L9. Let (1(S) and €r(S) denote the lower and upper quanti,les of a PDP-

CI oÍ rt. Then, for any f,red o 2 l, the uncondi,ti,onal couerage probabi,li,ty of the

PDP-U i,s gi,uen by

where

and

Proof. Let o

X\r+rr, where

lo' l'',*',(q$) -'^*"'(+Ð n'{') oo'

slo
1*sfo

oac"la): 
1 _ a.

) 1 be given, and define p(,9) : 7 + Slo.

U1 and,S are independently distributed. The

(2.i05)

(2.106)

(2.r07)

Recall that p(^9) Ut -
unconditional coverage
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probability of a famiiy of PDP-CIs of 1 with fixed conditional coverage 1- a is then

p"(Ër(s) < r¡r I €z(s)): Eol¿(ç'(s) s v, < €r(s)ls)]

: E,lP,(€' (S) p(s) 1 Ut -r Uz S Ëz(S) p(s)ls)l

E"lp, [p(s) {, (,s) < p(s) & < (s) {r(s) ls]]

EolG,,¡,.,þ(S) €r(S)) - G,,+,,tp(S) €r(S)l]
ræ_

J, lG,,+,,þ(t)€r(t)l - G,t+,t þ(t)€t(s)l] ns(s) as,

(2.108)

where Tt:lwithoutlossof generality. Since (I+Slo) yrls- x2,r¡,2,itfollowsthat

P"(€r(S) < t/, < €r(s)) :
:

where G(.) is ay2 cdf and /z(') is the unconditional density of ,S.

For numerical stability, it is convenient to make the transformation u, with

, 7( 1 \'d':;lt.ç) ds; (2.10e)

then, the transformed random variable V has aBela(þ2.,dr) distribution. Note that

the inverse transform back to s in terms of u is (2.707), while p(s) transforms to

1l Q - u). Under this transformation, the integral can be expressed as

"ln (€z(c,(u))\ ., ¡&(c,(u))\l^r-,,,^,
J, lc^+,,tî; ) - G,,*,,(îi )) s"(o) a''

This completes the proof. n

Figure 2.22 shows the unconditional coverage of log-shortest g5% PDP-CIs of rr

(as a function of o) when (uz,ut): (3,4). In this case, the unconditional coverage

is bounded above by the nominal 0.95 coverage. This performance is not surprising

since these PDP intervals can be much shorter than their unconditional counterparts,

particularly for small s and o close to 1. The benefit of shorter average log length

(see below) of PDP-CIs with fixed conditional coverâ,ge I - a is associated with the

cost of lower than nominal unconditional coverage.
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Figure 2.22: TJnconditional coverage probabilities of g5% log-shortest PDP-CI of 11 as a

function of a, when (rz,rt): (3,4).

Theorem 2.20. For any fi,red o ) 1, th,e auerz,ge log length of a log-shortest | - a

PDP-CI of 11 with form (2.702) is

^1

E"(los-Lensth) : / 
- 

ftor ,þr(",(o)) - los ,þr(""(o))l sy(u) d,u. (2.110)
Jo L v ¡-\

Proof. Fix a > 1. The interval is of the form fi (rþt(S),rþr(S)); its log length is

, ( rtrþr(s)\
t"s (. 

'Ció 
) 

: ,or,þ,(s) - los ,þ'(s) .

Therefore,

-8"(1og-length) : E"[log ,þt(S) - Iog út (S)]

: /*¡tog ,þ"(s) - Ioerþr(s)l hs(s) ds.
JO

Applying the transformation (2.106) for V, we obtain

E,(log-length) : /'[to* rÞz(c,(u)) - los ,þr(",(r))) ov(u) du,
JO

where c"(u) is given by (2.107). This completes the proof. n
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since losú¿(,s) - -log€¡_o(s) ,,i:1,2,we may aiso express the average log length

function as

E"(log-length) ftoe €' k"@)) - los €r(."(r))] sy(u) du. (2.111)f'- lo

ôi
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Figure 2.23: Expected iog length of g5% PDP-CIs of 1, when (uz,ut): (3,4)'

Average 1og lengths of PDP intervals with fixed conditional coverage 0.95 are

shown for (u2,rr): (3,4) in Figure 2.23. The upper asymptote corresponds to the

average log-length of the unconditional g5% log-shortest CI of 11, ârd we find that

significant reduction in average log length can be achieved by the PDP shrinkage

intervals, especially for small values of o.

2.6.2.2 PDP-Cls ol 12= fixed conditional coverage

The behavior of post-data intervals for 12 mirrors that of point estimators, just as

they did for rr. In this case, the PDP multiplier functions will inflate as s -+ 0, and

conveïge to the unconditional multipliers as s gets large. The setup is very similar to
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the n case. Unconditional CIs of 12 have the general form

c,(x): (+,+),
where ?z is the treatment surn of squares, and ø and ó are appropriate quantiles of a

X7, distrlbution that satisfy P"(a 1Uz S b) - 1 - a by any selected length criterion.

To construct a PDP interval for rz with fixed conditional coverage 7- a, define

two continuous and monotone quantile functions (1(,9) and (r(S), such that for each

s>0andeachfixedo21,

P"((t(r) <Uz3erþ)lw (s) :1-a.

The lower quantile function (1(S) is the function derived from the ensemble of lower

quantiles {G(rl") :s > 0} from ail Uä(t) densities; the upper quantile function (2(,S)

is obtained in a parallel fashion.

A normalized PDP-CI fot rz has the general form

c "(xls) 
: u, (rþi(,s) , 

,¿/; (,s)) , (2.112)

where

131

are the lower and upper multiplier functions of the PDP-CI of 12' respectively.

A log shortest 1- a cI of 12 is of the form (2.112), where /f (.) and tþ$(') ate

solutions of the nonlinear sYstem

1 ^ / 1\lr_r,,.1_:_ll 1 / j-)lr_r,,(_ 1 \r
6ßs"'\,þi.,) L -'\s?ã(s) )): ,þ{Ðn"\,þrG)) L ;'ñc))

(2.i13)

t*/ã\ 1

?i(ù,1 : aJ.ql
\¿\* I

and ,þ;(S): +
S1 \^r /

/ 1\ /1\

"- (,,iî(,)t ) - 
r" (ao) : \ - d'

for any fixed s > 0, where F.(') is the cdf of U{(s).

(2.r74)
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Multiplier functions of 95% Iog-shortest PDP-CIs of 12 are shown in Figure 2.24

when (uz,ut): (3,4). As in the point estimation problem, both multipliers inflate

sharply towards infinity as s -+ 0. (Note: Figure 2.24ís drawn to avoid visual clutter

near s : 0, so is somewhat misleading to the extent that the trend toward *oo is not

as obvious for the lower multiplier function as it should be.)

.9

=c\l

10

Figure 2.24: Mlltiplier functions of log-shortest 95% PDP-CIs of 12 when (u2,u1): (3,4).

Theorem 2.2t. For any f,red o ) L, the unconditional couerage probability of a

PDP-U of 12 is giuen by

P"(*,(,S) < U2 < e26)) :

[' ln /(r(""("'\\ 
\ / r-k"@)))] 

eylu; au, (2.11b)
J, lG,,*,,(.==.ït ) - 

r,,*,, (* u / )¿r \,
where c,(u) is defined by (2.L07).

proof. In Theorem 2.19, set (,(.) : {¿(.) and replace p(s) with q(s) : 1-l of s so that

q(S) Uz : (Jt *Uz. The transformation from s to 'r.r then transfortns q(s) to 1f u,, from

nwhich the result foilows.
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Unconditional coverage probabiiities of 95% log-shortest PDP-CIs (as a function

of o) are shown in Figure 2.25 for the case (rr,rt): (3,4). These are at least the

nominai level 0.95 for all o, which is expected since PDP intervals for rz are wider

than the unconditional interval, especially when s is small.
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Figure 2.25: Unconditional coverage probabiiities of g5% log-shortest PDP-CIs of 12, when

(rz,rt): (3,4).

Theorem 2.22. For any fi,red o ) 7, the aaerl,ge log length of a log-shortest 1 - a

PDP-CI of 12 i,s gi,uen by

r1
E"(tos-tensth) : / It"s ,þik"(o)) - Ios ,þik"@))) ev(u) du, (2.116)

where c"(a) is defined by (2.707).

Proof. Set T/i(') : ,ri,(') in the proof of Theorem 2'20' n

The average log length function of a log-shortest PDP-CI of rz is illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.26 in the case where (uz,ut): (3,4). Interestingly, the average log length is
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an increasing function of o even though the multiplier functions of the PDP intervals

are inflating as s gets small.
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Figure 2.26: Ãverage log lengths of 95% log-shortest PDP-CIs of 12 when (rz,rt): (3,4).

2.6.2.3 PDP-Cls of o: fixed conditional coverage

The process of constructing confidence intervals for o is a bit different from that

used for establishing PDP-CIs of 11 and 12. To begin with, consider the problem

of constructing an unconditional CI for o with confidence coefficient L - a. It is

convenient to use the f distribution as â. reference, associated with the pivotal

F ur,r, 4 S

;:,rn': *ã-""'"'

Let a and ô denote the lower and upper quantiles, respectively, of a \ - a level CI of

o. Then, prior to samPling,

r-a: P(a=I tb): P(* o 1'#)
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Therefore, letting F : hsluz denote the observed F ratio, a1- a unconditional

CI of o is (Flb,Flù. However, the unconditional 1- a CI of o based on the -F

distribution mây not necessarily yield sensible results. To illustrate the situation,

consider the following exatnPle'

Example 2.2. LeL (uz,ut) : (3, 4), and let ,f : 0.5 be the observed F ratio. Consider

a shortest 95% CI of o, whose lower and upper quantiles are given by a:0.109676

and b :90I.412, respectively. A shortest 95% CI of o is then

0.5 ( -L^, =i-) : (o.ooobb,4.bbe)."'- 
\901.412', 0.109676/ \

Over20% of the width of this interval lies outside [1,oo), the parameter space of o.

To guarantee that the lower bound of this interval lies in the parameter space of a,

the observed F ratio would have to be larger than ô : 901.472 in this example . . . a

fairly steep requirement.

Admittedly, this is a rather extreme example, but it does clarify that the observed

,F ratio must be iarger than the upper quantile b in order for the interval to lie entirely

in the parameter space of ø.

We begin with the problem of determining log-shortest confidence intervals of a

with fixed. conditional coverage 7-a, based on the family of truncated .F distributions

associated. with the PDP F-(/): FlolFlo < f . Let h,(r) denote the pdf and 11(r)

the cdf of an F,",,, distribution; then, the pdf and cdf of F.(/) are given by

h,*(r): 
ffixto,¡t@)

and

0

H(r)
Hff)

1

r10

o<r<f

r > f .

135

H. (rlf) :
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Log-shortest PDP-CIs of o. A PDP confidence interval of o is of the general

form (r/1 (F) F,rþr(F)-F). Given Í > 0, the multiplier functions úr(F) and tþ2(F) of

a 1 - o log-shortest PDP-CI of o àre pointwise solutions of the nonlinear system

;6"Go) :#n.(#) 
'

*G6) -'.(#) :7-d'

(2.717)

(2.118)

restricted to the domain [0,/]. If the truncation point / is sufficiently small, the

above system has no solution in [0,/]. I" this event, the upper quantile (2 is set to

the terminus /, which in turn means that the lower quantile €r is set to the a quantile

of F*, denoted by H;t("1/), where the subscripted star identifies the quantile with

a truncated f distribution, whose value depends on /. Consequently, when (2'117)

and (2.118) admit no solution, the log-shortest 1- a PDP-CI of a is (1, r lH;' ("1/))

The next question to address is: what is the minimum value of the terminus / that

admits a two-sided PDP-CI f.or o?

To answer this, set ,þr(f) : \l f ' anð, {2(f) :11H.1("lf ') in (2'LI7) and (2'118),

and solve for f 
,. The solution yields the maximum value of the truncation point for

which a one-sid.ed intervai is necessary; for àîy Í ) Í', a unique pair of solutions

út and úz to the system (2.117) and (2.118) obtain, and a two-sided interval is

constructed.

If we define (,pI(F),çr(F)): (tþt(F) F,rþr(F) F)' then the endpoint functions 91

and. g2 of a 1 - a log-shortest PDP-CI of o are given by

Í<f'
Í>f"

þ

\ø,r"¡t
çr(F) :
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and

(tÍlH;'@lf) f <l'
çr(F): \

l+,{r)r I > Í'.

This notation is rather unusual, but necessary since the truncation point / plays into

the interval construction process.

It is of interest to see what happens to these intervals in the cases where / -+ oo

and ./ ,+ 0. In the former case, the distribution of F* converges to the unconditional

f distribution, so the conditional 1 - a intervals converge to the unconditional 1 - a

intervals as / gets large. In particular, the multiplier functions 'þr@) 
and tþ2(F)

converge to the unconditional multipliers as / gets large' On the other hand, as

f -+ 0, the density of F" converges to a degenerate distribution at 0, which raises

conceïn about the limit of the endpoint function vz(F¡ as / -+ 0, i. e.,

ft rr{"n
Now, given o € (0,1), we can write

H(r\*: H6
for some r in (0,/). Since / is known post-data, so is I1(/), so

H(r): dH(Í)'

which implies that the a quantile of F* is

n: H-11"u(f)).

Now" it is possible in Mathematicato determine r when aHU) ) 10-15, or

f > H-t (Lo-15 lrl).
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The .05 quantile of the truncated.F distribution can be found for all f >2 x 10-13'

while the .01 quantile can be computed. for all / > 10-tt. Thus, the limiting a quantile

as / -+ 0 will be approximated. by H-t(fO-rr¡, corresponding to f : H-\(10-15/a);

i. e., the limiting upper endpoint 9z às / -+ 0 is approximately

.. .f ¡1-t (to-15 lcl)l:.- 
-____i-""' U71"1/) l1-1(10-15)

(2.1ie)

This approximation should be very close to the actual limit, and should have at most

a negtigible effect on the computation of uncond,itional properties of intervals for o

(i. e., unconditional coverâ,ge probabiiities and expected tengths).

Truncating Lhe F d.istribution from above at the observed F ratio / guarantees

that (one-sided) PDP-CIs of o have lower endpoints 2 1 for all / > 0, thus ensuring

that intervals for o lie in the parameter space [1 , *) . Figure 2 '27 displays the endpoint

functions of agSTo log-shortest PDP-CI of ø with (rr,rr): (3,4)' The horizontal

axis corresponds to values of /, while the vertical axis corresponds to values of o'

=O.= (\l

ill
-o

r

25201510

Figure 2.27: Endpoint functions of log-shortest 95% PDP-CIs of o w\th (u2,v) : (3,4)'
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To find the unconditional coverage probabilities of these intervals as a function of

ø, view each interval as a set of ø values, and treat the vertical axis of an endpoint

function graph as the o axis. With respect to the upper endpoint function gz(F),Iet

ø* denote the limiting upper endpoint (2.119) as / -+ 0. The unconditionai coverage

at a fixed value of o ) 1 is then obtained as follows. Choose a value of o, and draw

a horizontal iine through that value. If 1 < o 1 o*, the horizontal line intersects the

endpoint function ç{F). If o } o* , the line intersects both endpoint functions at

distinct f' values. Let gr1(o) and ,prl@) denote the inverse functions of rp1(F) and

çz(F), respectively, at a fixed value of o, where tp1 is monotone on [.f', oo) and 92 is

monotone on (0, oo).

Theorem 2.23. The uncondi.ti,onal couerl,ge probabi,li,ty of a \og-shortest 1- a PDP-

CI of o i,s

P(,pr(F) 1 o 1çz(F)):

wltere

P(er(F) 1 o 1çr(F))

þ(+)
l"t#l -t 

/ \

- n (ez'\o l1
\d/

71o1o*

olo*,
(2.720)

-*-lim 
Í" - iîö H;'@lÐ'

and H (.) i,s the unconditional cdf of a'n F di'stribution.

Proof.

:P(çlt(") I F<ç"(o))

_ P (e;1 @) < ! .,pl'(") )\ o - o- o /
( r¡ç¡'@)1J\o/: \ _r/ \l"t#)-n(+)

1 o*.

I1o1

o ) o*,

o

nsince grl (o) : 0 when L 1 o
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Figure 2.2g iliustrates the unconditional coverage probabilities as a function of o

forthecasewhere(uz,ut):(3,4),correspondingtotheend'pointfunctionsgiven

in Figure 2.27. unlike any of the coverage probabiiity graphs seen to date' the

ì'. I
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Figure2.28:Unconditionalcovelageprobabiiitiesoflog-shortestgS%PDP-Clsofawith

(uz,ut) : (3, 4) '

unconditionalcoverageofgS%log-shortestPDP-ClsinFigure2.2Sgobothabove

and below the nominal 0'95 coverage'

Theorem2.24.Theaueragelog-lengthofaT-alog.shortestPDP-Tl,s,forfi'red

o ) 1' 
1 '|7 ¡ -^+r"\ - /*¡tog 

'þ"(r)- 
log {1ff))ltp(f) d'f ' 

(2'127)
Eollog-Iengtn) : 

Jo

whereú' (F) l,s a lower quantt,le functi'on and, lþz 0,n upper quantile Juncti,or"t, of the

PDP-ü.

The proof follows from the definition of log length'

Forthecase(u2''"):(3'4)'aveÏagelog-lengthsareplotted'inFigure2'29'Ãs

withotherlog-shortestPDP-Cls,theaveragelogJengthisincreasingino.
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Figure 2.29: Avera,ge log-lengths of log-shortest g5% PDP-CI's of o with ('2,'t): (3' 4)'

2.6.3 Fixed length PDP-Cls

In this section, we consider PDP-CIs for ¡ , 12 ¿Ld o with the same 1og length as the

usual interval f'or all s > 0. The results presented here are reminiscent of those of

shorrock (i990) or Brewster and zidek (L974) in the normal variance problern'

Log-shortest fixed length PDP-CIs of 11. Consider the problem of finding a

log-shortest fixed length PDP-CI of rr based on the distribution of uf . Let k : bla

denote the end,point ratio of the unconditional log-shortest CI of a with confidence

coefficient I - a. For fixed s, the problem is to find quantiles €r and {2, functions of

s, such that

€' /(€') : Ëzf(Ëz),

Ëzl&: Ic,

(2.722)

(2.r23)
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where /(.) i. the density of ui(s). Thus, €t(s) : t 6)Ik, which reduces the problem

to one variabie. Letting r/(,S) : €tt(S), the system (2.722) and (2'123) reduces to

n.,(h)"., (ñ) : I n^(r,,) c.,(r,þ,) (2.724)

The normalized fixed length log-shortest PDP-CI of 1 is then t! (?i (,S) ,k''þ(S)), where

r/(s) is the pointwise solution of (2.72\ which tnaxitnizes the conditionai coverage

P(rþ(S) <Ul' < kl1'(f)l,s I ').
A graph of the multiplier functions for (u2,rr): (3,4) is shown in Figure 2'30; the

sharp drop in the multiplier function as s approaches 0 is a consequence of maintaining

a fixed end.point ratio: a small drop in the lower multiplier câuses a much sharper

drop in the upper multiplier to maintain the constant ratio.

tO

100 150 200
q

50

Figure 2.80: Multiplier functions of a fixed length log-shortest PDP-CI of 1 with log-length

equal to that of the correspond.ing unconditional log-shortest 95% CI, wit'h (u2,u1) : (3,4)'

The unconditional coverage of this interval is given by (2.105), with €t(S) :

Ër(S)lk. Unconditional coverage probabilities of log-shortest fixed length PDP-CIs
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of n are shown in Figure 2.31 for lhe (u2,rt) : (3,4) case, from which we find that

the nominal 0.95 coverage supplies a lower bound. We will show that this result holds

for (at least) Iog-shortest fixed length PDP-CIs of 11, 12 and o'
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Figure 2.31: Unconditional coverage probabilities of fixed length PDP-CIs of 1 as a function

of o by each iength criterion, when (22, u1) : (3,4).

Log-shortest fixed length PDP-CIs for 12. The criteria for producing fixed

length PDP-CIs of 12 arc similar to those for 11, the difference being that the under-

lying family of d.istributions is now associâted with the PDP U;. Substituting the

density Í (*) : 9,,@)ll - G,,(*lt)l into (2.722), the objective function for obtaining

the multiplier /(s) of a log-shortest PDP-CI of rz with length lc: bla is

¡ 7 \f" r-r ¡ r \l-1, / 1 \lt-a / 1 \ln,'(ñ)l' -',,(;eÐ) ) 
: 

k v',\krþ(s) ) L- c" (k, (úG)i] (2'725)

The unconditional coverage probability of a fixed length PDP-CI is now based on

(2.115), with (2(,S) : [,k,i (^9)]-1 and (t(S) : ,þ-'(S)'
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Multipliers of fixed length log-shortest PDP-CIs ror 12 when (rr,rt): (3,4) are

illustrated, in Figure 2.32. Since the endpoint ratio is fixed, both multipliers inflate

to infinity as s âpproaches 0, but the graph is curtailed for small s. Unconditional

coverage probabilities of fixed length PDP-CIs of 12 arc presented in Figure 2.33; once

again, the unconditional coverâ,ge of these intervals is bounded below by the nominal

coverage 0.95.
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Figure 2.32: Multiplier functions of log-shortest fixed length PDP-ü of 12 with nominal

coverage 0.95 and (uz,ut): (3,4).

Log-shortest fixed length PDP-CIs of o. As in the case of fixed coverage

pDP-CIs of ø, we consider situations where the interval can be two-sided and where

it must be one-sided due to the size of the truncation point /. Consider the class

of log-shortest intervals of o of the form þþ(F) F,klþ(F) F). The multiplier function

,þ :',þ(F) is the unique solution of

i.å):n.(;) ,
(2.726)
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Figure 2.33: Unconditionai coverage probabilities of log-shortest fixed length PDP-CI of rz

with nominal coverage 0.95 and (rz,ut): (3'4), as a function of o'

where k:blaisthelengthof theunconditionallog-shortestl-crCIof oandh.(') is

the density of ar Fr,,r, random variable truncated above ai /. When the truncation

point/istoosmalltoallowsolutionof(2'726),wesettþ:7ll'Inthiscase'afixed

length log-shortest PDP-CI of o is (1, k). As / increases, there exists a vaiue /' such

that for alt/ > f',the system (2.L26) can be soived uniquely fot tþ(F).

The two-sided log-shortest fixed length PDP-CI of o has the general form

(rþ(F) F,k1þ(F) F) : F 1þ(F) (1,k)

The endpoilt functions of the PDP-CI of o with fixed length k: bla amalgamate

both the one-sided. and two-sided versions of the interval, and are piecewise continuous

with change point k.
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'7ñ\\ f r''Il(çr(F),çr(F)) -- \ ,, ,F,\
I t;r -JU D A'

146

PDP-CI are then

f<r"
f > r';

Í<Í"
Í > Í'.

b-1; since ú(.) t. a monotone nonin-

. However, when Í < b, 1þ(F) : 7l Í,

r <b,

r>b;

The lower and upper endpoint functions of this

(
l1

ç'(F): \
[ølr)r
(
lk

çr(F): \
lk1þ(F) 

F

This interval becornes the 'usual' one if ,þ(F) :

creasing function, it follows that b-i : tnf tþ(F)

so the fixed length interval reduces to

i.e., the interval is constant at (1,k) whenever the truncation point / is less than

b, and becomes the 'usuaf interval thereafter. This behavior has interesting rarni-

fications with respect to unconditional coverage. For the (3, 4) case, the endpoint

functions of a log-shortest fixed length PDP-CI of o are shown in Figure 2.34.

Theorem 2.25. For any o 2 7, the uncondi.tional couerl,ge of a log-shortest fi'red

lengtlt PDP-U of o is giuen bY

P"lçr(F) < o < ç2(F)l:

where lc : bla i's the endpoi'nt ra

71o<bla' (2.127)

o ) bfa,

1- a log-shortest interual of o.

l,r,
lr,u, - H(a)

tio of the usual

Proof. Since each endpoint function is continllous and monotone increasing (9t ott

[ö,*) and, g2 on [0,oo)), their inverse functions exist and cau be determined ana-

lytically for this type of interval. Beginning with solutions for the lower endpoint

function çt(F),
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Figure 2.34: Endpoint functions of log-shortest flxed length PDP-CI of o with (uz,ut) --

(3,4).

ø for all F <b, çr(F):1; hence,,P;'0): suP¡'<a F:b'

ø for all F > b, we have çt(F) : Flb(i.e., o : Flb); then, F : 911(o) : bo,so

,^-r | ^\gz \o¿:b forallo)1.
"

Turning to solutions of the upper endpoint function çr(F), observe that:

ø for 7 1 o 1 bf a, the endpoint function g2 does not intersect o; hence, we define

qtrþ):0 for all o in this range'

ø when o : bla, the endpoint function çz(F) is intersected for all / e [0'b];

hence, çr'(bla): b, which imPlies

,pr,(bla) _ l_: 
o.bla bla

o for aII o > bf a, o : çr(F) : Fla;solving for F yieids çtt@) - ao,so that

çr1(o) - 
oo 

- o.
oo

1 /17!a¡
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Therefore,
(

o"1(o\ l0 o<bfa,,,_,

" 
- 

ì, o|bla.\
The unconditional coverage probabiliiy function for fixed length 1og-shortest PDP-CIs

of o is then

P,lpr(F) < o<çr(F)l:P"(çr,(") I F<,p;r@))

- r.( çl' (") s ! s 'P;'(") )
\ooo/

_1,r,- 
lr,u, - H(o)

where H(b) - H(rt') : ! - a, the nominal unconditional coverage'

For the (3, 4) case, unconditional coverage probabilities offixed length log-shortest

gS% PDP-CIs of o are displayed in Figure 2.35. More generally, we have the following

Theorem 2.26. The uncond,iti,onal couerl,ge of a log-shortest fi,red lengtlz PDP-CI of

o of the form (2.6.3) is à 7 - a for all o ) 7.

proof. Let 1 - a - H(b) - H(o), where fr(.) is the cdf of an F,ry, distribution.

By Theorem2.25,, the unconditional coverage of a fixed length log-shortest PDP-CI

(2.6.3) is

LSo <blo

o 2bla.

7 - a + H(a). Since a : blk > 0

to the unconditional F density),

- a when 1 1 o < blo. This

71o<blo

o 2bf a,

n

n

l rrut
P"lrþ(F) F 1 o < krþ(F)Fl : {

lt - "
Since 7 - a: H(b) - H(o), it follows that f/(b) :
(where ó is the solution of (2.126) with respect

H(o) > 0, from which it follows that 11(b) > 1

establishes the proof.
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Figure 2.35: Unconditional coverage probabilities of log-shortest fixed length PDP-CIs of ø

with (u2,u1) : (3,4).

2.6.4 Ðominance results: fixed length PDP-Cls

2.6.4.1 PDP-Cls of 11 and 12

The present objectives are to show that the fixed length PDP-CIs of rr and 12 are

interval analogues of Brewster-Zidek-tike point estirnators, and to establish that these

intervals have higher than nominal unconditional coverage. The following lemma is a

modification of Lemma 3.1 in Shorrock (i990).

Lemma 2.27. Let f and, g be uni,modal densities, and consider interuals uith mul-

ti,pliers of the form (tþ,k{), where k: bla is the endpoint ratio. Let tþ¡ mari'm'ize

ür ¡t l d,r, and, Iet gn mari,mize If,ú g(r) d,r. If Í lg is i,ncreasing (d'ecreasi,ng) i,n r,

then tþ¡ > ,þn (rþ¡ < rþn).

The usual unconditional interval of a scale parameter 0 is of the form (Tlb,Tla),

where ? is a statistic used. for estimating 0, and ø and b are quantiles of the distribution

50

149
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of IJ : T l0 obtaíned by one of the Tate-Kleti length criteria. For an unconditional

7 - a log-shortest interval, define 
'þ 

: b-'; the interval is then of the form (t/' k ''þ) T'

where k: bla. Fixing a log-shortest PDP-CI to have length k, a solution 1þ -- tþt

of (2.L2a) yields an interval of the form (T/1 (S),krþt(S)) 
"t. 

The corresponding fixed

length PDP-CI for 12 is obtained from the solution ,þ -- ,þ, of (2.125).

The next step is to show that the fixed-length PDP-CIs of 1 and 12 are of the

Brewster-Zidek type. To do this, we first construct a Brown-like fixed-length interval

and show that it has uniformly higher than nominal coverage for all o ) 1. We then

go through the Brewster-Zidek argurnent, analogous to the point estimation case, and

show that the fixed length PDP-CIs are BZ-like. We then show that the unconditional

covera,ge of BZ-tike intervals is at least the nominal coverage uniformly in o.

2.6.4.2 Brown-like fixed-length intervals

Log-shortest fixed length interval of rr. Select an arbitrary r > 0, and cotlsider

intervals of the form (T/, krrþ)Tr, where h:hlat is the endpoint ratio of the usual

log-shortest interval of 1. Let ,þ : ,þr(r) maximize the conditional probability

Pþþft( r, ( krrþTrl,S I r) : P(rþ < Ul' < krþlS S r)'

which is proportional to

Then, ,þr(r) is the unique solution of (2.72a), with r replacing s; the resulting Brown-

like log-shortest fixed iength interval of 1 is then

150

I ro' 

r 
n,,* (I),,. (L) oo,

I rrlrrrl rr, tct ,þr(r) Tr): 
f {n/u, ,rtlar)

îfS1r,

lfS>r.
I!(T1,5;r) (2.128)
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Log-shortest fixed length interval of 12. Select r > 0. Among intervals of the

form (tþ,krrþ)Tr, where kz : bzlaz is the endpoint ratio of the usual log-shortest

interval of 12,Iel ,þ : ,þr(r) maximize the conditional probability

P(',þTr1121k21þT2lS ( r) : P(',þ<tE'<kztþlS 3r),

which is proportional to

¡kzit 'l) ft - G,.lall ,,
Jr 9"t+z\'1 ¡ -'\7Y/J

Then, ,þr(r) is the unique solution of (2.125), substituting r for s; the resulting

Brown-like log-shortest fixed length interval of 12 is then

(2.72s)

Theorem 2.28. For any fired r > 0, each of the Brown-type f,red length i,nteruals

of 11 and, 12 has uncondi,tional couerage > L - a for all o ) 1, where 1 - a is the

confi"dence leuel of the corcespondi,ng uncondi'tional i'nterual.

Proof. Letr ) 0 be arbitrarily chosen, and define fl: Qelbp,Toloo) to be the usual

shortest interval of r,p, p: L,2, with length kp : boloo.

First, consider log-shortest fixed length intervals of rr. We need to show that

P(r1 € IlQr,,S; 
")) 

> P(rt e I!)

( þ1,?)Tz,kz'þ'(r)T') ir s 1r'
Il (Tr,,9; r) : 1 

'

llrlur,Tzlar) if 'S > r'

for all r > 0. Comparing (2.L28) and IrL, it is seen that the

only over the interval [0,r]. By construction, the multiplier tþ

maximizes

(2.130)

two intervals differ

: th?) of (2.128)

P(rþr', 111 t húTlS I r) : P(Iþ < Ul' < futþlS < r) (2.131)
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By Theorem A.la(c) , g"(utlr)lg@r) is monotone increasing in u1; by Lemma 4.9,

g. (urtlÒ I g("rt) is monotone decreasing. Since g(.) and g. (.) are unimodal densities,

it followsby Lemma 2.27 that rþr(r) < b¡1. Therefore, when r isfixed,

P(rþr(r)?l1111 < lqúr(r)TtlS I t) : P(tþt(r) <Urt < kr'þt(r)lS ! r)

> P(br' < tlr' 1 or' l,s S r) , (2.732)

which in turn implies (2.130). Since r was arbitrarily chosen, the result follows for

intervals of 11.

For log-shortest fixed iength intervals of 12, we need to show that

P(r2 e l*(rr,,9; 
")) 

> P(r, e rt)

for all r > 0. We follow the same line of proof as above: first, find ,þr(r) as the

solution Lo (2.I25), which maximizes the conditional coverage

P(rþTr 1121k2úT2lS ( r) : P(rþ <U;' < k2tþlS < r);

since the MLR properties are opposite in direction in this case, Theorem ,{.14(e) and

(f), along with Lemmas 4.9 and2.27, are relevant in justification of the result. n

2.6.4,3 BZ-like fixed length intervals

The argument used in section 2.5 to improve upon Brown-like point estimators applies

equally to the case of interval estimation. That is, by keeping r fixed, one cân select

successively smaller constants r' > T" > r"' > . . . and construct extended Brown-type

step-function intervals with fixed length k which have higher unconditional coverage

than all their predecessors, as well as the usual interval.

With this in mind, construct a sequence of partitions {A¿} of [0, oo) with properties

(l)-(iv) on p. 30. Within partition -R¿' let E¿i : (rn,i-r,r¿i], i :7,2,' ' ' ,TLi'- 1, denote

the sets over which the step functions are defined. Following the process described in
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the previous pâragraph within each R¿, a best step-function interval estimator I¿(')

can be determined.

To illustrate the Brewster-Zidek construction process for interval estimation, con-

sid.er log-shortest intervals of 1 of the form (rþTt,,krrþTr), where fu -- fuf a1. On

each partition ,R¿, construct a step-function interval of the form

(2.133)

where ,þt(rn¡) is the solution of (2.I24-) on each of the n¿-l subintervals (r¿,¡-1, r¿¡l of

,R¿, where r¿¡ is substituted for s in the objective function. By repeated application

of Theorem 2.28 iL follows that

P(r1 e IÍo) (rr,s)) > P(r1 e I!)

on each partition R¿.

As i -+ oo, the step-function intervals {¿) ("t, ,S) converge to a limiting interval

Ii(Tt,S) : (ú'(,S)7t, 'ra1h6)Tr),
(2.134)

where ,þr(S) is continuous and monotone increasing in .9. The interval IiQt ,9) is a

Brewster-Zidek-tike log-shortest interval of ri with length k1, and it is readily shown

Lhat út(s) is the pointwise solution of (2.724) for each s > 0; therefore, {(fi,,s)
is precisely the log-shortest fixed-length PDP-CI of ¡. A similar type of argument

shows that the log-shortest PDP-CI of rz with fixed length kz is also BZ-lit<e.

Theorem 2.29. Each fired-length PDP-U of 11 and rz has uncondi,tional couerage

> 1- a for all o ) 7, wherel--a denotes the nomi,nal couerage of the correspondi,ng

un co n diti, o n aI int eru al.

Proof. We establish the case for the log-shortest fixed length PDP-CIs of. 11; the rz

case follows a parallel line of proof.

(
,:\ l(',!t(rot¡Tt,ktrþt(ro¡)Tr) ri.,j-t1t.rü

|"(rr,,s) : { ' '

l(Trlbr,Trla') S ) ri,n,-r,
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Let {B¿} denote â sequence of partitions of [0, oo) with properties (i)-(iv) listed

on p. 30, and consider intervals of the form (T/Tt,ktrþTr), where kr is the length of

the usual log-shortest CI. By the argument preceding this this theorem, the sequence

of step function intervals {¡1n)(S,fi)} converges to the Brewster-Zidek-like interval

Ii6,T1) as i -+ oo, which coincides with the log-shortest PDP-CI of 11 with length k1

given by (2.134). The multiplier function /(^S) is monotone increasing and continuous

in s: the monotonicity follows by Theorem A.l (b), Lemma 4.9 and Lemma2.27,

while the continuity follows from the continuity of the objective function (2.72{).

Hence,

Po(r, € Ii("1,S)) : Po(r1 e lim {c)("t, s;¡
?--) oo

t'BSt¿(n e IÍi) (n, s))

P(r1 e (Ttlbr,Trlat))

7-a.

by Fatou's lemma

by Theorem 2.28

n

Remark 2.1. Shorrock (1990) was able to establish strict uniform improvement in

unconditional coverage of shortest fixed length BZ-type intervals of o2 ín the normal

variance problem by establishing a completeness theorem that takes advantage of an

auxiliary Poisson random variabie. In this problem, there is no comparabie result,

so \Me cannot formally prove uniform improvement in coverage of the fixed iength

PDP-CIs at this point. However, Figure 2.31 shows that the unconditional coverage

of fixed length PDP-CIs of q with nominal coverage 0.95 is always 0.95 or larger for

aII o. Similar results hold for fixed length PDP-CIs of 12. Hence, there is empirical

evidence that fixed length PDP-CIs dominate the usual intervals in unconditional

coverage, but no formal statement to confirm it as yet.
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The next result shows that the fixed length PDP-CIs of 11 and 12 are generalized

Bayes with respect to the prior (rr ,r)-t.

Theorem 2.3O. [Jnder the joi,nt prior r(p,,rt,12) of Lemma 2.1, the log-shortest fi,red

length PDP-CIs of 11 and 12 0,rê log-shortest credi,ble i,n'teruals.

Proof . Let r(p,, rt, rz) : (rr, ,r)-' . Multiplying this by the joint likelihood function of

(rt, rz) lg yields the joint density of (¡ , 12) . Derivations of marginal posterior densities

based on this prior are given in section 2.4.9.L and are not reproduced here.

Consider a log-shortest credible interval for 11 with fixed length kr based on the

posterior density (2.46) of 11. The multiplier function r/ that produces â shortest

interval of length ki is the solution tþ : tþt(s) of

qî,+r(rþ) 
"",(f) 

: qîr+2(kr rþ) G,,(ù), (2.135)

where q-(.) is an inverse X2 density. This is readily seen to be proportional to (2.124),,

so for each fixed s, the solutiont/1(s) is the same in each case. Therefore, the log-

shortest fixed length credible interval of ¡ based on the prior (r1 12)-1 coincides with

the log-shortest fixed length PDP-CI of 11 pointwise in s, so the PDP-CI is generalized

Bayes in the class of intervals of the form (T/1(,S)7i, ktrþr(S) fi) with respect to this

prior. A similar line of argument for the 12 cÐsè establishes the result. n

2.6.5 lnterval estin'¡ation of p and 1

Parametric functions I : o2.l oZ, the variance component ratio, and p : oZl @t"+ oZ),,

the intraclass correlation coefficient, are easily derived as functions of ø:

o :1t J.Y + ., : + (2.136)

o? 'y o-7
oä+ o; 1+ t o + (J - 1) Q'137)

Since o ) \ by the model formulation, it follows that both p and 7 âre nonnegative.
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2.6.5.L PDP-Cls for ry

As shown in Searle, Casella and McCulloch (1992, p.66), it is possible to obtain

interval estimates of 1 and p based on intervals for o. Using the F distribution as

reference, an uuconditional I - a CI of the variance component ratio 7 is

IÐt]

Since o:IlJ1,

-rG<1+ n<I)
:p(L-1< tr<!- t\.\b - a /

Therefore, an unconditional 7 - a CI for 7 is

7tF -F -\
;(;-7'--1)'

A PDP-CI for 7 obtains by replacing Ff a and Flb wlth the appropriate endpoint

functions from PDP-CIs of o. That is, a PDP-CI of 7 has the general form

1

¡ (vr(F) - 7,e2(F) - 7),

where ç¿(F) is an endpoint function from a PDP-CI of o. Any concerns or problems

with PDP intervals of ø will propagate to PDP intervals for 7 and p.

Log-shortest PDP-CI with fixed conditional coverage.

llqo, *+ñ-')j ,rr(F) - L, ez(F)- t) : I Iti(#-r'ffi-r)
iff<r+

tf f > Í*,

where (l(.) are quantile functions associated with a log-shortesL 7 - a PDP-CI of ø,

and /+ is the transition point between a one-sided and two-sided log-shortest PDP-CI

of o.
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Log-shortest fixed length PDP-CI. To obtain a log-shortest fixed length PDP-

CI of .y, let kz: bla, the endpoint ratio of the unconditional log-shortest CI of a

with nominal coverage 1- a. The desired PDP-CI is then

/1 ' A \

1 lt(o'!-1) irl<b'
jto;rn-r,pî(F)-1) : li ).' ;

[;(;-r,o-t) 1rf >b

Observe that the 'usual' CI of ry obtains |f F > b.

2.6,5.2 PDP-Cls for p

The unconditional 1- a CI of p, the intraclass correiation, is derived in Searle, Casella

and McCulloch (1992, ch.3) as

t F-b F-a \ / Flb-| Flo-| \(r;]-f¡' p;ç¡ - t¡a) 
: 

\F¡6 * ç¡ 4' F7 o * 1¡-- q )'
where a and b are the lower and upper quantiles associated with an unconditional

I - a interval of o based on the .F distribution, / is the observed mean square ratio,

and J is the number of replicate measurements per cell. As before, we replace a and

ö with the quantile functions {t(F) and {2(F), respectively, from a PDP-CI of o' We

begin with PDP-CIs of p with fixed conditional coverage 7 - a'

PDP-CIs with fixed conditional coverage. A log-shortest 1 - o PDP-CI of p

has the form

( F-€z(F) F-€r(F) \
\FTC=€,@I' p¡7¡ - 1¡q'1r1 )'

Let f' denote the transition point between a one-sided and two-sided interval; the

intervai can then be expressed as
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where €r(F), ,i : I,2 is a quantile function associated with a log-shortest PDP-CI of

o with fixed. conditional coverage 1- a and -I{*-l(all) is the a quantile of an F,r,,'.

distribution truncated above at /.

PDP-CIs with fixed length' Let kz: bla denote the endpoint ratio of an

unconditional log-shortest 1 - a CI of o. A log-shortest, fixed length PDP-CI of p is

then

çr(F)-L çz(F)-
ø(F)+J-7'ç2(F)+J I

(

(

I
_

n k'-1 \"' J +kr-7)
F-b

rfJ<b;

) 
ffr>b

(2.138)

F+(J-L)b'
F-a

F+(J-l)a

2.6.6 lnterval estimation of Jo2o

The distribution of V* can be viewed as a conditional confidence distribution with

regard. to interval estimation of Joz*; i. e., a 1 - a PDP confidence interval can be

obtained. directly from the distribution of V* for each fixed s. The influences in this

ca,se â,re fiducial and Bayesian; there is no frequentist equivalent. As a result, we do

not attempt frequentist evaluation of conditional CIs of Jol from the distribution of

v*.

Two types of interval estimators of Jo2rwiil be discussed in this subsection: (i) an

interval d.erived from the density of. V* , and (ii) an alternative to the Tukey-Williams

interval. With respect to case (ii), the basic idea is to replace the unconditional

quantiles with corresponding PDP counterparts.
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2.6.6.L lntervals based on density o1 V*

159

The density of V* is unimodai, but rnay be J-shaped with mode zero. Box and Tiao

(1973, Appendix 45.3) showed that the density of V*, when viewed as a Bayesian

posterior, has mode zero whenever

,a "*2 ,.,

h+u2+4'
in this case, only one-sided intervals of Jo2. are possible. When

,r"*?.
4 *'2',

the mode is bounded away from zero, and lies somewhere in the interval

((n+2)t,-(uz+2)tt t tz fi \\.'-\ (r, + 2)(r,,+uzi70)''r,+2 hluz+ 4/ /'

in this case, two-sided intervals are obtainable.

Since an intervalfor Jo2* can be obtained directly from the density of V", there is

an easy way to determine whether a two-sided interval is obtainable. Let Çr-a denote

the 1 - a quantile of V* , and consider the density ratio

1o: 9v.\Q!--") 
.

9v.lu)

If d, > 1, a two-sided interval is obtainable; otherwise, a one-sided interval is necessary.

One-sided intervals. We first consider one-sided 7 - a PDP-CIs of Jo2r. This

case is particularly simple, as 0 is taken as the lower endpoint, and the 1 - a quantile

of V* is the upper endpoint. To find the latter, determine the value q such that

1- a: P(V* < q); i.e., q is the root of the nonlinear integral equation

ß G,,+,,fif\ - ¿nsy@) d,u

o:

for given u.,t/2,úr ând 1'¿fromthe observed data. Derivation of this result is given in

section 4.8.3 of Appendix A.
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Two-sided intervals. For a two-sided PDP-CI of Jo! from the distribution of

V*, the following approach can be used to obtain an interval with fixed conditional

coverage 1 - a. Let þt(Tt,Tr) and tþ2(?|,72) denote a lower and upper quantile,

respectively, of V*. To find the values of úr(') andtþ2('), we need to solve a pair of

nonlinear equations (one per endpoint). After estabiishing the preliminary condition

that gyr(qt-") ) gv*(0), one equation to solve is

"zln /7 ,tz fi 1 tz fi rr'l ,

. t:lG',*',(í;ç - ;-)) - G"*"(ø(ï - ä)))o"u) a'
7 - a: I"(ó", ót) 

)

(2.13e)

derived in section 4.8.3. The other condition depends on the type of interval desired.

For a shortest \ - a PDP-CI, the second condition is

gv.þþt): gv.(rþr),

whereas for a log-shortest interval, the second condition would be

útgv. (rþr) : tþzgv. (1þz)'

In section 2.4.6, it was noted that the shape of the density of V* is the same for

any fixed s. This suggests constructing a standardized interval estimate of Jo2ofrom

the density of V*(fu,ú2) with h:I andt2: s by any selected optimality criterion;

multipiying both endpoints of the standardized interval by ú1 produces the desired

interval estimate for any úr ) 0. Experiments in Mathematica verify that such a

procedure works in practice.

2.6.6.2 Tukey-Williams intervals and PDP modifications

The Tukey-Williams interval is probably the most popular choice among frequentists

for interval estimation of J o2,. Tukey (1951) observed that one could indirectly obtain

an intervalfor Jo2, by intersecting intervals of J1 wtth those of 12, where both are

160
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parametric functions of o! anð, ol. Williarns (1962) refined the method, and obtained

a lower bound on the coveïage probability of the resulting interval based on the

Bonferroni inequalitv.

Figure 2.86: Graph of the Tukey-Wiliiams interval of o2r. The intersection of the two in-

tervals induces a rhombus in (o!,ol) space; the Tukey-\Miliiams interval is obtained by

projecting this rhombus onto the verticat (øl) axis. The dotted lines represent the end-

points of the T-W interval; for explanation of the solid lines, refer to the surrounding text.

The idea behind the Tukey-Williams interval is both simple and inspired. One

begins by obtaining a joint confidence region for o2, atd Jo2, by considering the

intersection of intervals for both 12 and, J1, as functions of o! and Jo2.. Let (l,z)

denote the endpoints of a7- rrCIof J1, and let (L,U) be the corresponding endpoints

ofal-o CIof12.

Working in (o2", Jo2*) space, first consider the positively sloped lines in Figure 2.36:
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the line to the left is Jozo: uo!, whrle the other ts Jo2,: loZ. The negatively sloped

lines correspond to the endpoints of a rz interval: the lower line is Jo2o: -of;+ L,

while the upper one is Jo2.: -o?+U. Intersecting the four lines produces a rhombus

in the joint (o!,Jo2r) parameter space. The desired interval fot Jo2. is obtained by

projecting the region of intersection onto the Jol axis.

The standard form of the Tukey-Williams interval is given by

/ Tz rr F,",,r(I - Pl2)t Tz fr F.,^(þ12)À
\x1Í-dø¡t- p i'x2,Jc,lÐtL--- F t)'

where 1 - a is the unconditional coverage of the intervai f.ot 12,1- p isthe coverage of

lhe Jl interval, X'0) denotes the 7 quantiie of the ¡2 distribution with subscripted

degrees of freedom, and F(a) is the 4 quantile of the .F distribution with the sub-

scripted pair of degrees of freedom. Typically, one selects o : B, in which case the

unconditional coverage of the Tukey-Williams interval is at least | - 2a, by the Bon-

ferroni inequality. Simulation studies of Boardman (1974) and Wang (1990), along

with theoreticai work by Meng (1994), suggest that the actual coverage is actually

much closer to 1- aif a is taken to be'small'(say, < 0.1).

Despite the encouraging frequentist properties of the Tukey-Wiiliams interval,

its post-data behavior is not as compelling. Assuming an equal tailed interval (as

shown above), the lower endpoint becomes negative whenever F 1Frr,r,.(I- al2),

which meâns that with probability 7 - af2, the lower endpoint will be negative.

Similarly, the upper endpoint (and hence, the entire interval estimate) will be negative

whenever F 1 Fuz,ut@lZ), i.ê., with al2 probability. Clearly, such intervals are not

conditionally acceptable, which provides an opportunity to apply the PDP approach

to this procedure to see if its conditionai properties can be improved without great

loss of pre-data coverage.

The PDP approach modifies the Tukey-Williams interval by replacing the uncon-

ditional y2 and f quantiles with their PDP counterparts. The result is an interval

for Jo2, that is guaranteed to have nonnegative endpoints, with conditional coverage
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at least 1 - 2a. The unconditionai coverâge properties of the PDP version of the

Tukey-Witliams interval are not investigated in this thesis, but 'fixed length' versions

should have higher than nominal unconditional coverage, consistent with earlier re-

sults in this chapter. On the other hand, it is not at ail clear what the frequentist

performance of fixed coverage PDP-CIs would be in this case, given the frequentist

performance of log-shortest intervals for o (and therefore, J1). Simulation studies

would be necessary to answer these questions.

The Tukey-Williams interval for Jo! is obtained from intervals for 12 ànd J1,

both of which have been considered by the PDP approach. The tangible differences

between unconditional and PDP intervals lie in the choice of quantiles, and it is no

different in this case. The table below summarizes the differences in quantiles for

intervals about 12 with fixed conditional coverage:

Unconditional PDP version

where y2" generalizes y!,, and yÏt generalizes X?-olz, so that shortest or log-shortest

intervals, for example, can be accotnmodated under this setup.

A similar comparison applies to unconditional and PDP confidence intervals of

J1 wrth fixed conditional coverage:

Unconditional PDP versÍon

Lower quantile

Upper quantile

Lower endpoint of CI

Upper endpoint of CI

Lower quantile

Upper quantile

Lower endpoint of CI

Upper endpoint of CI

X2z

XT

rrlxl
TrlxL

€'(s)

€r(s)

,h6)1:,

tþz(S)Tz,

ry@)

qz(F)

çt(F) - r

çz(F) - 7,

F¡

FU

F
Fu-r
' -'tFr,
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where q¿(F) denote the quantile functions of a PDP-CI of o, and çz(F) > çr(F) > 7.

Making the appropriate substitutions, the PDP-modified version of the Tukey-

Williams interval for JoT is

/1
(T"rþr(s) (1 - --;^ ) ,Trúz(s) 1r - J- t).\r 2 Y/r \" / \' gt(r I çr(F)' ) '

with conditional coverage > 1 - 2a. This version guarantees that the lower endpoint

of the interval is nonnegative and the upper endpoint is positive, thus lying completely

in the parameter space of Jo2,. (To obtain an intervalfor o!, divide both endpoints

above bV J). Some special cases of the PDP-modified Tukey-Williams interval are

given below.

Log-shortest fixed CP. Let /+ denote the transition point from a one-sided to

a two-sided log-shortest PDP-CI of o with fixed conditional coverage | - a. The

corresponding PDP-modified Tukey-Williams interval for Jo2. is then

L64

lF,',r,r

I t" ,þ,(s)

s) (1 -q#Ðl) tfÍsr+,

Log-shortest fixed length. Let lr denote the length of a log-shortest uncon-

ditional 1- a CI of z2, aîd Iet lz : bla denote the corresponding length of an

unconditional 1-a CI of o (againhavingthe same length as a 1-c-CIfor J1). The

log-shortest PDP-modified'fixed length' Tirkey-Williams interval for Jo2* is then

ffr<b,

(r- ãb),r,,þ,(s)(t- r*ll) ir r > J+

- *¡,t,r21þ(s) lt - å)) rr Í > b,

) ('- ;))

{[;::l:
where a and å denote the respective lower and upper quantiles of a 1 - a CI for o.
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2"-l Summany

To appiy the PDP approach in the one-r/ray randotn model, the following elements

must be in place:

ø the treatment variance ol must be nonnegative, so that the joint paratneter

space of the expected mean squa,res is constrained to the subregion 12 ) 11;

ø the probability mass must be distributed over a (joint) pivotal space;

ø the data must be balanced, for otherwise the exact distribution theory does not

hoid.

The PDP conditioning argument is applied on the joint (I!,I/2) pivotal space, which

allows information from both the data and the constrained (rt,rz) parameter space

to combine in forming a conditional reference set for inference. Appiying the condi-

tioning event (J2 1 s[J1 to each of the basic pivotals ([/r, U2 and W) of the model

modifies their distributions as a function of the observed SS ratio s.

Distribution theory. The joint PDP density of (Ur,Ur) is defined on the region

{U, > 0,0 ( tlz S s[l} in the joint (Ur,Ur) pivotal space. The marginal PDP

d.ensities of Uf and u$ arc obtained by integration over the joint PDP density, indexed

by s for fixed degrees of freedotrr u1 and u2.

The families of distributions of Ui and U) are complementary to one another as

a function of s in the following sense:

o t{(s) and U}(s) are positively correlated for any fixed s > 0: the correlation

function is monotone decreasing in s, and tends to zeto as s -+ oo;

o for any fixed s ) 0, E(Ui(r)) + f (U{(s)) : ut * 22, showing that the total

degrees of freedom are preserved by PDP conditioning;
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ø the MLR properties of the families of Ui and Uj distributions are in opposite

directions (Theorem A.1a);

ø the smooth pooling principle applies to the families of Ui and UI distributions

as a function of s.

The conditioning event (Jz 1 sÛ implies that W ( s, where W : UzlUt Hence, the

family of W* distributions is right truncated at s, whose MLR properties are in the

same direction as the family of UI distributions.

Section 2.4.9 demonstrated the connections between the PDP densities and the

posterior densities of Box and Tiao (1973, section 5.2) based on a Jeffreys noninfor-

mative prior. The results of Wild (1981) extend these connections to corresponding

families of fiducial distributions, thereby connecting the three post-data modes of

inference through their distribution theory. The density of V*, the confidence dis-

tribution for inference about J o2o,, can be similarly connected to the corresponding

Bayesian and fiducial densities. It is motivated by an argument from fiducial infer-

ence; given the conditioning event, the distribution varies as a function of both ú1 ând

t2 ratber than s alone.

Point estimation. Two types of PDP point estimators were introduced in this

chapter: PDP-unbiased estimators, obtained by applying the 'usual' unbiased rules

to the PDP distributions, and PDP-MLEs, obtained by maximizing a marginal con-

dítional likelihood of ¡ or rz for any fixed s > 0. In terms of risk performance, the

PDP-unbiased estimators of rr, T2 and o were shown to be at least as good as the

corresponding unbiased estimators under entropy loss. Furthermore, these estimators

are genelâlized Bayes with respect to the prior zr(p, rt,rz) given in Lemma 2.L. The

generalized Bayes property leaves open the possibility that the PDP-unbiased esti-

mators are admissible, at least in the class of scale equivariant estimators based on
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?r and Tl2. In addition, PDP-unbiased estimators were shown to be of the Brewster-

Zidek type. As a result, PDP-unbiased estimators can be justified either by the PDP

argument or the Brewster-Zidek argument.

PDP-MLEs cân be viewed as 'smooth versions' of REML estimators, since their

multiplier functions are differentiable for all s > 0. Both types of PDP estima-

tors are amenable to plug-ins: since Jo2o and J1 are linear parametric functions,

PDP-unbiased plug-ins are aiso PDP-unbiased and PDP-ML plug-ins a,re themselves

PDP-ML. PDP plug-in estimators of the intraciass correlation p are guarânteed to

be nonnegative, but are biased (as are REML and ANOVA plug-ins). The risk per-

formance of the PDP estimators of p remains an open question.

Interval estimation. Applying the 'usual' rules for interval estimators to PDP

distributions leads to PDP confidence intervals. Particular focus was placed on de-

velopment of log-shortest PDP-CIs, with either fixed conditional coverage 1 - a or

with its length fixed to that of the corresponding unconditional interval. One general

conclusion is that interval estimation of 1 and rz ís a different problem from interval

estimation of o,1 or p.

There is a certain duality between log-shortest PDP intervals of rr and rz rvith

fixed. conditional coverage. First of all, 1 - o PDP-CIs of 11 have multiplier functions

that shrink as s ì 0, while multipliers of 12 inflate as s -) 0, in concert with

the muitiplier functions of their respective PDP point estimators. A similar duality

occurs with respect to the unconditional coverage of these intervals: those of rr are

bounded above by 1 - a, while those of 12 are bounded below by I - a. Hence,

the PDP conditioning event is a negative semirelevant subset with respect to interval

estimation of r, with fixed conditional coverage, but is a positive semirelevant subset

for similar estimation of 12.

Fixed length log-shortest PDP-CIs of 11 and 12 ea,ch. have unconditional coverâge
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bounded below by 1 - e' are of the Brewster-Zidek type, and are generalized Bayes

with respect to the prior n"(¡1, rt,rz) of Lemma 2.1. In this sense, log-shortest fixed

length PDP-CIs are at least as good as the corresponding unconditional intervals in

terms of unconditional coverage, uniformly in o.

The performa.nce of log-shortest PDP-CIs for d appears to be another matter.

Application of the log-shortest criterion of Tate and Klett (1959) to a family of truu-

cated distributions creates some difficuities. In particular, the unconditional coverage

of 1 - a log-shortest PDP-CIs is above 1 - a for a certain range of o values, then

drops below t - a, and after reaching some minimum, rises back to 1 - a in the limit.

It is hard to recommend an interval estimator with such performance, even if it is

always conditionally acceptable. For different reasons, the log-shortest fixed length

PDP-CI of o is difficult to recommend. Although its unconditional coverage is at least

1-ouniformlyin o,fhe formof theintervalitself isproblematic: given k:bla,the
endpoint ratio of the 'usual' Iog-shortest interval, the 'rule' is to maintain the same

one-sided interval (1, k) until the truncation point / reaches the upper quantile å of

the unconditional interval, at which point one should switch to the 'usuâ.l' interval.

Despite its unconditional performance, such an estimator is not intuitively sensible.

The problem is rather acute, as intervals for o can be transformed into intervals for

J1 and p.

Finally, we investigated two approaches to interval estimation of Jo2^: 1 - a log-

shortest intervals from the distribution of the PDP y*, analogous to the associated

Bayesian credible interval from the posterior of Jo! due to Box and Tiao (1973),

and PDP analogues to log-shortest versions of the Tukey-Williams interval, for both

fixed conditional coverage and fixed length. The advantage of the PDP intervals is

that they all yietd nonnegative interval estimates of J o2*; on the other hand, their

unconditional properties are as yet an open question.
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Chapter *J

Three-stage nested model

The next step in the development of PDP inference for balanced random effects modeis

is to consider the completely random three-stage nested model. In this chapter, we

will focus on the PDP-modified distribution theory of the basic (joint) pivotals, and

show how PDP point and interval estimators are produced. The essential purpose is

to illustrate how PDP inference can be extended beyond the one-way random model.

Unconditional evaluations of PDP procedures are not addressed in this chapter.

Let I denote the number of experimental or sampling units at the top stage, ./ the

number of subunits associated with each top stage unit, and K the number of subunits

associated with each second-stage unit. Observations are taken at the bottom stage,

so there are IJK observational units altogether.

Completely random three-stage nested model. The nonmatrix form of a bal-

anced, nested three-stage random effects model is given by

Ut¡n:þ*a¿+0¡ølen1il, (3. 1)

where i:7,,2,... ,1, i:1,2,... ,,.Iand k:7,2r...,K,andN: IJK denotes the

number of observations. The terms of the model are:
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@ U;¡*, the response on lhe kth subunit of subunit j, nested within unit i;

ø ¡-t,, the unknown common population mean;

@ a¿, the random effect associated with unit i;

* A¡ç7, the random effect associated with subunit j nested within unit i;

@ €n(¿j), the random error associated with observation k on subunit j of unit i.

The distributional assurnptions underlying this model are:

a¿ - IN(o,o2o)'i : 1,2,...,1;

þ¡U) - tN(O,oþ) i:7,2,... ,J;

€k(ii) - IN(o,o!) k : L,2,...,K,

which implies that

Yat(Y¿¡¡r):o2o+oþ+o!

cov(y¿¡¡,A¿¡ù : o2"+ oþ

cov(y¿¡¡,Am) : o2o

cov(y¿¡¡,Un*t) :0

k+t

ilm,k*l
i#n,jlm,k+1.

The covariance matrix of the I J K responses is then of compound symmetric form

v : oZGt I /.¡ I rx) + oþ(rr I /.¡ I lx) + o'"(It Ø J t 6 Jx),

where I, is a p x pidentity matrix and Jnis a q x g matrix of ones.

The analysis of variance table associated with model (3.1) is

Source df SS MS Expected MS

Ts Mz rs: o? + Koþ + JKo2"

T2 M2 rz: oZ + Ko2O

Tt M1 rt: o?

Au3
B(A) u2

Error u1

Total u1* u2 * us Tt * Tz -f Ts
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We assume that each of the variance components o!, o2u and ol is nonnegative, thus

ordering the expected mean squares, which induces the parameter constraint

4) 12>- 11;

estimation procedures should be constructed to obey this set of constraints. Based

o¡ â prospective data vector Y, the joint minimal sufficient statistic is ?(Y) :

(Y,Tr,Tz,Ts), but we will focus only on (Tt,Tr,4), as in the one-\May rnodel.

We begin the process of obtaining PDP point and interval estimators by deriving

the PDP reference distributions, whose starting point is the set of basic pivotals and

their distributions:

'i: I,2,3,

ano

wi :'i:' - Beta¡¡(þ¡at,, þ¡) j : r,2," U;

where Ó¡ : r¡12.

The parameter constraints imply that Wt !,S1 and Wz S ,92 pre-data, where

,Sr and ,S2 ale interpretable as random upper bounds on the pivotals W1 and W2,

respectively. Given the data, realizations s1 of ,9r and sz of Sz become available, and

the wed.ge {Uz S slJ1,[J3 3 szUz] in the joini (U1, Uz,Us) pivotai space becomes the

reference set for inference about the variance functions of interest. Each of the basic

pivotals is conditioned on this reference set, so that point and interval estimates of

the variance functions are based on the set of PDP-conditioned distributions with

fixed (s1,s2). PDP procedures are obtained by evaluatingthe conditionai rules over

all (s1, s2) pairs.

In the three-stage nested random model, the composite conditioning event is de-

noted as

C (tr, tr) : {U, S s1U1,U3 < szUz} (3 2)
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for any fixed s1, s2 ) 0, where s¡ : t¡¡1f t¡, i : 7,2. Since Us : UtUz, it follows by

extension that Us S stszUt (In general, for hierarchical sets of expected rreân squâres

whose variance components are nonnegative, there is one constraint per prospective

-F test, and one component conditioning event per constraint.)

3.L PDP distrlbution theory

Joint PDP density of (U1,Ur,Uz). For any fixed s1 ,sz) 0, the joint density of

Ut,Uz,UtlC is given by

g* (ur, u2,'u31fi, t") : 9,r(uv) 9,r(u2) 9,r(4) (3 3)
P(W-t 1 s1,W2 < rr) '

defined on the region {tl, > 0,U2 1s1U1,U3 l szUz}, the region in the positive

octant of W3 bounded by the Ur axis, the plane (Jz : stUt and the plane Us : szUz.

(The parameter space lies to the left of the plane 12: rt, to the right of the 12 axis,

and above the plane rs: rz.). The starred superscript indicates that conditioning on

the set C has taken place for fixed (st,sr).

Normalizing constant. The normalizing constant of the joint density is the de-

nominator term in (3.3), expressible as

ræ fsrur rs2u2
P(Wt 1 s1,W2 < sz) : I I I 9,,(u1) 9,,(u2) g,r(us) dus duz dut. (3.4)

Jo Jo Jo

This probability can be obtained in several different rvays, depending on one's choice

of transformations and the direction one chooses to integrate.

Two derivations of this probability statement are given in section 8.1, which

become relevant when deriving the moments of the marginal PDP densities. One

form of the normalizing constant is given by

OÔ'z*Ôe-I uÓz-\
dus du2;

(3.5)
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the preferred version is a representation of a Dirichlet cdf, given by

773

r,,,,,(ós, ó", ó,) : lo" Io" ffi### uft-t ,ôz-t (r - o, - q)ôrt d,us d,u2.

(3.6)

See Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, respectively. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) are equivalent in

the sense that the integrands (and integration limits) are 1-1 transformations of one

another:

*t - 7--------l- -z - i-I*azlU2u3 I-U1 -U2
UzUZ 'uJ2

*z - 7---l---T- -,: - i-I'l uz -f a2as r - u1 - u2

3.1.X. PÐP distributions of the I/.t

All of the following densities and moments exist for ân[ s1 ,sz ] 0; over all (s1,s2)

pairs, a family of densities is produced for each fixed (ot,oz) pair, wherê 01,02) I.

The conditioningset (3.2) will be denoted by C, where the argument in parentheses

is generally dropped.

Density of Ut,UrlC. By integrating (3.3) over LI3,

g*(ut,uzlst,rr) : [""' 
g"(u) g"(uù g"(us) dut

Jo K

- 
g,,(u) g,r(uz) G,"(s,u,)

K)

where K is the normalizing constant (3.6); this density is defined over the region

{ut> 0,0( u21s1u1}.
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f¡=

Density of U2,UtlC. To integrate (3.3) over U1, we need to use the fact that

U1) U2f s1:

co g,r(ut) g,r(uz) g,r(uz) dut
r@3 1Ð1lù2)- 

Ju"¡r, K

[7 - G,,("rltr)] g,,(ur) 94(4)

defined over the region {u, > 0,0 ( q 1 s2u2}.

Density of Ut,UrlC. To integrate over U2, wê need to bear in mind that I/z is

constrained from both sides: i. e., U2 1 s1U1 and [/3 1 szUz. Hence, Utlt" I Uz S

s1[. Integrating (3.3) over this region, we obtain

g* (ut,uslsr, 'r) 
: [""' 

o"'@) g"@P g"'("ù fu'
J us/ st

_ g,r(ur) g,r(us) lG,r(sru) - G,r(utf sr))

K1

defined over the region {rt > 0,0 < q 3 s1s2u1}.

Marginal densities of the U! : U¿lC can be obtained in three different wâys:

double integration over the joint density (3.3), or integration over the two bivariate

densities that involve Ui, i,:7,2,3.

Marginal densíty of U1lC. From the joint density (3.3), the marginal density of

UT : UtlC is given bY

g*(utlsr,sz) : [^""' [^""' 
g"(ut) g"(uz) g"(ut) dusdu'

Jo Jo

: 9'1(u1) fslut [s2u2 
g"(uz) g"(us) dus du'

loJoK

: g,1(u1) [""' 
g'"(uz) G'Jszuz) duz 

.

Jo K

I,lttg* (uz

K
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From the bivariate density of U1,UrlC, the marginal density of Ui is obtained as

g- (utlst, sz) : [""' 
g"(ut) g"(uz)-G 

"(szuz) 
du'

Jo K

:9u,(u1) 
Ir,r"r 

nW,

identical to that obtained from the joint density.

From the bivariate density of Ul,UslC,the marginal density of Ui is given by

g* (utl"r, sr) : [""u' 
g"(uù g"(uù lG"(sLt!t) - G"'(usf sz)l dus

JoK

: 9,,(u1) 
fo"'""' K

- f 
srs2ur 

9,r(4) G,"(4f s2)

Q,,(q) lG ",(s1u) - G,z(us I s 2)l du3

9,, (u) 
lG,, çr rur¡ G,,(s1 s 2u1)

s*(uzlst, rr) : l,),,,10"""

dus

from which one can deduce that

fstut fs1s2u1
G,r(sp1) G,r(s1s2u1) : | g,r(ur) G,r(s2u2) ¿u, + |Jo Jo

9,,(4) G",(usf s2) dus.

Marginal density of Uj. From the joint density (3.3), the density of I/j is obtained

as follows:

9,,(u1) 9,"(u2) 9,,(4) dusd,ut

lI - G",(urltt)l9",(u2) G,,(s2u2)
K

involving t/2 yields the same result.

K

Integrating over each bivariate density
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Marginal density of UI. From (3.3), the marginal density of Uj is

g* (uslst, rù : [ [* 
g"(ut) g"(uz) g"(uz) duz du'

J ur¡rrJ ur¡ r" K

f* f * 9,,(u1) 9,r(u2) du1du2
-Yus\Ø3) | | 

-

J uz/stJ ut/s, K

, \ f 
* 

9,r(u2) l7 - G,r(u2l s1)l du2: 94\u31 Jur/r, K

| / / \\ /"co / \ ^ / J \ r I9,,(q) l{t - c,,(utltù) - [it," 9,,(u2) G,,(u2f s1) du2)

IT

By integrating

other hand, int

g* (usltt, tr) : K

l,*,,,.!"(u') 
G"(u2f s1) d'u2' (3 7)

3.3,.2 Mornents of the [/.1

In the balanced one-\May random model, it was shown that the sum of the conditional

means preserved the total degrees of freedomi i.e.,

E(Ui) + E(U;) : ut * uz: E(Ut) + E(U2),

where IJT : UrlU, 1 sUt, i, : 7,2. In section 8.2 of Appendix B, it is shown that

this result generalizes to the present model (Lemma 8.3), and more generaliy, to any

over the joint density of U2,U3IC, the same result obtains. On the

egrating over the joint density of Ul,UslC produces

g,r(us) Ïi.,r,r 9,,(u1) [G,,(s1u1) - Çuz(ql s2)] du1

o,r(ur) U,?,,,, 
g,r(u1) G,,(sp1) dut - G,r(usf s2) l7 - G,,(41 s1s2)lf

K

Comparing the two expressions for the density of Ui, it follows that

1 - G.(utltù G,,(usf s1s2) :
roo

I g",(ur) G,.,(tt,rt) du, +
I usf s1s2
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Var(U1lC):q(q+2) Irr,rr(ót, ó2, ù -t 2) I7r,"r(ót, ó2, û 'f r)
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balanced normal-theory random eflects model under appropriate (PDP) conditioning

(Theorem 8.4 and the subsequent remarks).

The following results âre a. consequence of Theorem 8.11, which establishes a

general expression for product moments of U1, U2 and U3.

Lemma 3.L. For any fi,red s1,s2) 0, tl-te#h moments of tJ¿lC are g'iuen by

F (rr+ k\ - er (ù + k) Irr,"r(Ó2, Ó2, Ót I k)
" \v1 l(dt) Irr,rr(ór, ór, ór)

ntrr*k\ ^nl(ór+ lç) Irr,rr(ór,,órI k,öt)
D\uz ):¿ -T@;-M

¡¡tTr*k\ - et l(Óz+k) Irr,,r(ÓsIlr,Ó2,Ót)
" \" 3 f (dr) 1,,,,r(ór, ó2, ót) ,

respecti,uelu, fork:7,2,,3,.... In parti,cular, the means correspondto Ic:7 and the

second moments to k :2; therefore, the uari,ances are gi,uen by

Irr,rr(öt, ó2, ót)

Irr,"r(ó2, óz -l 2,6r¡

I?,,'"(Ót' Óz' Ó')

11,,,r(ót, óz -l 7, þr)

-.2
-ul

-"|

(3 8)

(3 e)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

Var(U2lC): uz(uz*2)

Var(Lr3lC) :us(uz*2)

I"r,rr(Qs, ó2, ór)

I"r,"r(ós -l 2, ó2,, ót)

I3r,,r(ót, ó2, ót)

13r,",(Ót -l L, Ó2, Ót)
u3

3.1.3 Covariances arnong

Lemma 3.2. For any f"red s1, s2

I"r,rr(ór, ó2, ót) [3,,,,(ót', óz', ót)

the LIi

)0,
I"r,"r(Ós,Óz i 7, dr + 1)E(upzlc) : rrr,

E(UpslC) -- u1u3

E(U2hlC) -- u2u3

Irr,rr(ös, ó2, öù 1

Irr,rr(óz -l 7, ó2, ót I I)
Irr,r"(ös, ó2, óù )

Irr,rr(óz I 7, óz I 7, ót)
I"r,"r(Ó,, Ó2, Ót)
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Proof. Apply Theorem 8.11 with (kt,kr,kt) : (0,1,1), (1,0,1) and (1, 1,0), in order.

n

The covariance terms, conditional on the event C, are given as follows:

Lemma 3.3. For any fi,red s1,s2 ) 0, couariances o,rnong the pai,rs U¿,U¡, condi-

tioned on the euent C, for i < j, i :1,2, j :2,3, are giuen by

cov(ur, u"lc) : u7u2l 
I"'"!Ós' Ó' 1- 1' Ó'.+ t)

' ''l l,r,,r(ó2,óz''ót)
(3.14)

1"r,""(ór, ór, ót + I)Irr,r2(ós, ó, + r, dr)'l

-l
I3r,"r(ót, ór, öt)

cov([/r, urlc) : ut/BlI"''"!Ó' t ,7' 
Ö,'' Ó,' -+ 

r)

I t 
"'"\Qs' 

Qz'' Qt )

Irr,rr(Ót,Ó2,Ót + 7)1,r,"2(ds + rlI, ó2, ót

(3.15)

(3.16)

cov((J2,Urll): *rrl

I?',,r(Ö', Ó2, Ót)

Irr,"r(óz -l 1, óz I L, ór)
I"r,rr(ós, ó2, óù

I 
"r,"r(ót, óz I r, ót) I rr,rr(ós

I3r,"r(öt, ór, ót)

The proof foÌlows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1, along with the definition of covariance.

3.1.4 Distribution theory of the W¿lC

The pivotal ratios W¿ ale defined as

w', :þ. wc:'Ut

Ascertainment of the relevant densities

more detail than do the densities and

Ws

W,
Ws:WtWz:#

and moments among fhe W"lC involves much

moments of the PDP's U)C. Consequently,
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these results are detailed in Appendix B. Section 8.3 is concerned with results in-

volving the joint and marginal densities of the W,lC , while section 8.5.2 is concerned

with the (product) moments and covariances among the W¿lC.

3.1.5 Confidence distributions for Koþ and JKo!

In the balanced three-stage nested model, Ko2o : Tz - Tt and JKo2. : 13 - T2.

Analogous to the case of the one-way random model, define two quantities I/r* and

Vj (where the starred superscript denotes conditioning on the event C), such that

vT(tr,tz,ts) : h- hl*'1 s1,w2 1 s2

is used for inference about Ko2u,whiIe

v,ï(tr,tz,ts): h- hlwt t s1,w2 1s2

is used for inference about J K o2*.

3.1.5.1 Density and moments of 7r*

Density of Vf . Following the derivation in Appendix 8.6, the density of i/f is

s. @1lt) :

(3.1e)

where t : (tt,tz,ts). As was the case in the one-\May random model, the marginal

density of Vf does not admit a closed form solution.

Moments of V{. From section 8.6.1 of Appendix B, it is shown that

n/r.¡*la\ tzll(óz - l) Irr,rr(ó2,ó" - 7,ót) i f (dt - 1) I"r,"r(ós,ór,ó, - 7)1
-EJ\vttt') :tLr(óù M-t rydil-M)

(3.20)
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(3.17)

(3.18)
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Since

E(vi,tt) : ,l(#,- il'l*, = 
s1,w2= ,'] ,

expansion of the integral leads to

E(vi'tt):(?)'lWtffi
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1 f (d, - 2) r,,,,,(ór, ór, ó, - 2) 
1-q-r(dil M)

Compare E(V{lú) and E(V{2lt) wittr (2.32) and (2.34), respectively, from Chapter 2.

Extending (2.35) to the rúh moment of Vi lú, we obtain

(2\'r l:) r_1) 
n r(û _4)r@z - r + k) 1",,",(Ó-s,Óz - r -r k,(t - tt) 

.\z ) ?^\k) \ s1l r(d') r(ó") 1",,,,(ör,ö",ór) )

(3.22)

denoted by E(V{'lt)

cdf of Vl. The cdf of V{ is obtained by integration over (3.19). The recipe for

deriving tail probabilities or cumulative probabilities over finite intervals follows ex-

actly the same process as that for the cdf of V* in the one-way random model; the

details are shown in section 4.8.3 of Appendix A. The sâme process appiies equally

to the cdf of Ç below.

3.1.5.2 Density and moments of I/j

As shown in Appendix 8.6.2, the rnarginal density of V,jlt is

r- (h)"" (#+*) "*l"o{ -;e. ;+*) } I' - G.,(t1t w2)l

J r a-''
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denoted by g. (u2lt), and defined over the positive reals.

In the same section of Appendix B, it is shown that
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I"r,r"(ót, ó2, ót) I '

(3 23)

E(v:lú) : 1 f 
t(91 

- 
t) 1"."(Ó'. - 1'' Ö'' ')" \' 2 t"/ 2 L f (dr) Irr,rr(ót, ó2, ót)

r(dz - 1)

r(Ó,)
Irr,"r(ót, öz - r, ót

S2

in general, the

.r
(i) t

'k=0

rrh moment of iZllú is

(;) r-å).
r(ó"- k)r(d' -r+k) Irr,rr(ót - r I k, óz - k, ör)

r(ór) r(d') I"r,rr(Öt, ó2, ót)

3"2 Unbiased and PDP point estirnation

In this section, we review the 'usual' unbiased point estimators of the variance func-

tions of interest, and obtain corresponding PDP point estimators. The essential

difference between PDP point estimation in the three-stage nested model relative to

the one-way random model is that monotone likelihood ratio (MLR) properties are no

longer guaranteed to hold. As a result, tve can no longer assert that PDP estimators

are 'BZ-like', since MLR properties are essential to the limiting argument leading to

BZ-like estimators.

3.2.1, Parametric functions

In one sense, the parametric functions of interest in the three-stage nested model

are a straightforward extension of those considered in the one-v/ây random model.

However, the relationships âmong certain parametric functions âre more complex in

the nested model.
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\Me begin with the expected mean squares:

rs:o3+Koþ+JKo2*

rz -- aZ + Koþ

_ _-2tl _ ue-

Define the following variance component ratios:

o2^ o?. o?.n: 4 þ: "å .ys: 
,3io; oþ o¿

Then, ls: .yt^lz. Next, define the expected mean square ratios as

'z.7:-:1lK'Yt
¡t

Tg 1, JKo2"
v¿ 

- - 
r I t ¡z ,)T2 o; + r\op

os:3:1* K'Yr+JKn'
T1

Expressing the variance component ratios in terms of the ø's, we have that

K1t: ot - 7

JKX:oz-or.

(3.24)

(3.25)

Next, observe that

J Kn : J K'n'Yz : J'Yz(ot - 1);

thus, after a little algebra, we have

J12: "t - !. - t' (3'26)ot-I
The intraclass correlations are

^- o?

o!+o2u+o'o'

i e I, where I : {e, B,a} is an index set.
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3.2.2 Unconditio¡ral point estimators

The 'usual' unbiased estimators of the expected mean squâres r¿ in the balanced,

three-stage, nested random model are given by î¿: T¿lr¿, 'i: I,2,3. Pre-data, these

estimators are UMVU for their respective estimands under normality. By the plug-in

principle, unbiased estimators of Ko2u and JKol are given by

Jà2:þ -T'-uzu1

JKã2-Tt -T''*ugu2

These estimators are also UMVU for their respective variance components under

normality (Graybill, 1976).

Unbiased estimators of the expected meâ,n square ratios are given by

ô
ãr: T Sr,

U2

õ':'J-l s''
U3

ã3-ut-2 stsr.
U3

Consequently, unbiased estimators of the variance component ratios Ky and J Klt
are obtainable by the plug-in principle:

tn -9.Kir:ù-7--' -.91 -1
U2

- i^9o 11JKit - fu - ã1 : (u1 - 2) Srl- - -1.' ^ Lus uz)

On the other hand, the plug-in estimator of Jy is

7^ J Kit
- t2 ît^h'Yt

(u1-2)51(u252-us)
us((ut - 2)fi - u2) )

183
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a biased estimator of. J12.

PDP point estimators of these variance functions are straightforward extensions of

the methodology developed in the one-way random model of Chapter 2. We consider

estimators of r¿ of the form Óo(St,Sr)T0,,'i: \,2,3, which yieids

184

^* T1 I tr,tr(ós, ó2, ór)rt--mM

^* T2 Izr,zr(öt, ór, Ör)rz:uzM

. * Ts I zr,zr(ót, ór, Ót)âx--¡Q 
- 14 Ih,zz(ó, + I, ór, öt)'

Each of these estimators is conditionally unbiased for its estimand with respect to

its corresponding PDP distribution. Applying the plug-in principle, the PDP point

estimators of Koþ and JKo2. are, respectively,

Kõ2P: î; - +T'

J Kô7: îi - îä;

these estimators are always nonnegative, in concert with results from the balanced

one-way random model.

PDP point estimators of the o¿ àlQ given by

2* _ ut - 2 I zr,zr(ós, ó2, ór) ,q.or:_r, ffirt
>* _ u2 - 2 I zr,zr(Ós, Ó2,, Ót) ,q^or:_i, ffi"2
^* 4-2 fzr,zr(Ös,Ó2,Óùãä:"-ïffistsz;

these, too, are conditionally unbiased for their estimands with respect to their corre-

sponding PDP distributions, and each âf assumes values in the intervai [1,oo), the

(marginal) parameter space.
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Applying the plug-in principle once again, we find that

are conditionally unbiased for Ky and JK'yy respectively. Consequently, the PDP

plug-in estimator of Jy is
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rr^ ^* 1h1t: at - L

JKit:ãä-oi

r^, _JKit _oä-ãiu 12- Ø - -:;-.Kit oi-7

Decision theory aspects of PDP point estimators. The natural approach

to justifying PDP estimators in the balanced three-stage nested model is to extend

the ideas of Brewster and Zidek (1974) and Kubokawa, et al (1998). However, an

implicit assumption of both methods is that the appropriate monotone likelihood

ratio properties hold. Unfortunately, MLR properties do not extend to the three-

stage nested model. To see this, consider estimation of 12: the distributionof U2lC is

affected by 
"s 

from'above' (in an ANOVA table sense) and by T, from'below'. As a

resuit, there is no guarantee that monotonicity can be maintained since the sizes of

fi and 73 affect the (conditional) distributionof U2lC, and may pull it in different

directions. Consequently, we cannot claim that the PDP estimators described above

are of the Brewster-Zidek type. On the other hand, we cz,n appeal to the decision

theory properties of PDP estimators in the balanced one-way random model as an

indication of the soundness of PDP methodology âs a general inferential device when

the expected mean squares are constrained by the model formuiation. No claims of

uniform improvement over unconditionai unbiased estimators are made at this stage;

this will be left as one topic for future research.
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3.3 Interval esti¡'¡'¡atior¡

Interval estimators for the parametric functions of interest in the balanced three-stage

nested model are obtained by straightforward extension of the methodology developed

in Chapter 2, with some notable exceptions: (a) the variance component ratios 72

and 73, and (b) the intraclass correlations p¿, i, : 1,2,3. Interval estimators of the

variance components Koþ and J Kolwill be derived from their respective (families of)

confidence distributions. Estimators of interest â,re once again log-shortest intervals.

We restrict attention to intervals with fixed conditional coverage; intervals with fixed

length can be obtained in a manner analogous to that described in section 2.6.

3.3.L lnterval estimation of r¿

The 'usual' interval for r¿, i :1,2,3, is of the form (T¿lb¿,T¿la¿), where a¿ a,Ld b¿ are

lower and upper quantiles of a y2 distribution with z¿ degrees of freedom, respectively,

such that the probability content between 0,¿ and å¿ is 1 - a. A PDP-CI of r¿ with

fixed conditional coverage r - a is of the general form (t/j1) (&,s2)T¿,,,þ[4 6r,sr)T¿),

where ttt[') (.) und, ,þ[')(.) are multipiier functions that depend on both ,Sr and ,92, with

probability 1 - a between their reciprocals for each fixed (s1, s2) pair, i. e.,

186

r - a: PG;Ð (sr,,sz) 3 u¿ s Ë[4 Gr, sr)lc)

: r(-J- tu¿t--å lc)
'rþ)"' (St, Sr) ,þ)'' (St, Sr) | /

where

€jt)(^gr, sz) :
,þ[') 6t, sr)

and €j')(st, sz) :
,þ[') 6r, Sr)

are the quantile functions of the PDP-CI evaluated with respect to the PDP density

of [/¿ conditioned on the event C.
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LeL gi@¿ls1,s2) denote the PDP density of U¿ conditioned on the event C, and

Iet Gi(r,lrt, s2) denote its corresponding CDF. Then, 1- a log-shortest PDP-CIs of

T¿ àrê obtained by solving the nonlinear system

c¿gi @¿1s1, sz) : d¿gi (d¿1s1, s2)

Gi(d¿ls1.,rr) - Giþ¿ls1,sz) :7-a
(3 27)

(3.28)

for c¿: (jt)(sr,sz) and. d,¿: t[')(rr,rr), with sr and sz fixed. A computer algebra

system such as Mathematica or Maple can be used for this purpose.

3.3.2 lnterva! estimation of ø¿

The PDP distributions W¿lW1 1 s1,W2 1 sz, i : I,2,3, are all right truncated, so

the methodology from Chapter 2 regarding interval estimation of an expected mean

sqilare ratio can be extended to the balanced nested model. Again, attention is limited

to intervals with fixed conditional coverage.

As in the one-way random model, it is convenient to work with truncated .F

distributions, so define

Fr rySt F2 uzSz Fs u1S1S2

-: 

-'

O3 u3O1O2o1 tt2o1' o2 I/3o2'

to be the reference pivotals, with observed values

n ulsl
JI - 

,'

U2

^ UcS,>+'_J2- 

-t
U3

" 
U1S1S2

Jó - U3

The conditioning event is then C.(Ír,fr): {F lo,3 h,Fzloz < fr]¡.

In general, deriving a PDP-CI for o¿ with fixed conditional coverage 1 - a entails

the following considerations:

1. When h or Íz are sufficiently small, the Tate-Klett criteria applied to a trun-

cated tr' distribution may not be capable of providing a two-sided interval (as
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in the one-r¡/ây case). The family of densities associated with F¿lo¿lC. are right

truncated, so one can find a value ff , the minimum observed 4 ratio capa-

ble of producing a log-shortest two-sided PDP-CI for o¿, 'i : 7,2,3. Separate

numerical root finding routines can be developed to find f i for each distribution.

2. When Í¿ < fi , a lower one-sided interval is only obtainable with lower endpoint

1, as in the one-way problem.

3.3.2.1 !-og-shortest PDP-Cls for o¿

Let Hn 1(*lFt, Fz) denote the lo'ø¡er a quantile of the PDP density of F¿lo¿ conditioned

on the event C.(Ír,fù Q. for short), truncated on the right at /¿. The quantile

functions of a shortest 1 - a PDP-CI of o¿ are given by

and

e[4 @r, Fr) : fi<ri
Í¿2 li,

where gjt)(.) and $2)(.) are solutions c¿ and d¿, respectively, of the nonlinear system
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{';.,,,,,

c¿hiþ¿lfr, fù : d¿hi@olft., f")

Hi@o)fr, fù - Hiklfr, Íz):1- a,

(3.2e)

(3.30)

taken over all possible (Fr,Fr) pairs. The term /z)(.) denotes the density function of

FolonlC*, with HiO designating the corresponding cdf.

The above notation is rather messy and potentially confusing, so let's pause a

moment and consider it in sreater detail. The quantile functions for a PDP-CI of
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o¿ àre based on the distribution of F¿f o¿ conditioned on the event C*, truncated on

the right àt f ¿. The shape of these PDP distributions is affected by the conditioning

event C*, so quantile and endpoint functions of PDP-CIs for o¿ are dependent on

both truncation points fi and f2.

When the distribution is truncated at an /¿ below the threshold /J required to

achieve a two-sided interval, the quantiles of the lower one-sided interval are the lower

a quantile Hnt@lÍr,/2) and the terminus.f,, since there is conditional probability

content 7 - a between them. Conversely, if the truncation point /¿ is larger than the

minimum threshold /l required to achieve a two-sided interval, then the Tate-Klett

criteria (3.29) and (3.30) can be applied to yield a lower quantile function t[') @r, Fr)

and an upper quantile function €Í') (pr, Fz), which are d.etermined pointwise from all

possible (Fr,Fr) pairs. The (¿(')'s, then, combine quantiles from both one-sided and

two-sided versions of a PDP-CI for o,¿)'¿ : 7,2,3.

Over all (F ,Fr) pairs, the Ç(.)'s are'envelopes'in the positive octant of ffi3, like

the quantiles of the r¿ estimators earlier in this chapter.

Endpoint functions of a log-shortest I - a PDP-CI of o¿ are of the form

(vr(rr, Fr),4r(Fr, F")) : (=** ^, -;* * ),\Ö'' (Fr, Fr) C)" (Fr, Fr)/

so that

9t(4, F2)

and

As in

upper

values of the one-sided
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lt Ío < Íi: 
\nteÍ'(Fr, F,) Í¿ > Íî,

(

ez(Ft, Fr) : 1r',':,,'(olÍ', 
Í') Í¿ < Íi

lnnl€;''(4,F') f¿2 Íi
the one-way problem, one can approximate the limiting

endpoints fnlHnt@lÍt, Ír) as l¿ ) 0, i,: L,2,3.
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3.3.3 !nterval estin'ration of K"'u and JKo2"

Since the distributions of V{ and V} can be interpreted as confidence distributions,

the approach described in Chapter 2 for interval estimation of Jol based on the

distribution of V* carries over directly to interval estimation of Ko2u from I/,* and

J K o2* from V.] . In particular, derivation of the cdf 's is a direct translation of the

process described in section 4.8.3.

The major difference between interval estirnation for variance components in the

nested model from that in the one-way random model is the absence of a Tukey-

Williams type frequentist confidence procedure. In nested models, several types of

frequentist interval procedures have been catalogued in Burdick and Graybitl (1992).

Like Tukey-Williams intervals, these procedures generally do not have good condi-

tional jrroperties.

3"4 Summary

The process of PDP inference estabiished in the one-way random model has been

shown to extend rather readily to the baianced, normal-theory, three stage nested

model (3.1). Assuming that the variance components o2, and oþ âre nonnegative,

and o! is positive, the joint (rr,rr,r3) parameter space is constrained to the wedge

{"t > 0.,r2 } \,ft ) r2}. Given the observed sums of squares (tr,tr,ú3) and the

constrained parameter space, the PDP conditioning argument produces the event

(3.2) in the joint (Ur,Ur.,L[) pivotal space. This event C is the reference set for

conditional inference by the PDP approach with respect to the nested model (3.1)

Distribution theory. PDP distributions for the U! : U¿lC and the Wf are

derived rather easily in the three-stage nested model. There are more distributions to

deal with, but the ideas frorn the one-way random model extend in a straightforward

190
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mânner. In particular, the consonance between PDP densities and the posterior

densities of Box and Tiao (1973) is retained under this model. Mornent formulas for

each of the Ui and Wf turn out to be constant multiples of ratios of Dirichlet cdf 's.

Distributions of 7r* and V] are conditionai confidence distributions for inference

about Koþ and JKo!, respectively. The distribution theory basically follows the

script established in Chapter 2 with respect to the distribution of I/*. The moments

and cdf's of Vi and V] are quite similar in form to that of V* and are derived by

similar means. In addition, the distributions of 7r* and Vf dovetail with the posteriors

of Koþ and J Ko2. obtained by Box and Tiao.

Inference for intraclass correlations in the balanced three-stage nested model has

not been dealt with in this chapter. Box and Tiao (1973, section 5.3) derived a joint

posterior density for the intraclass correlations, so it should be possible to translate

it to the PDP approach to the problem. This is another topic for future research.

PDP point estimation. In Chapter 2, best equivariant estimators under entropy

1oss, along with corresponding PDP estimators, had the property that the multiplier

of the estimator was the reciprocal of the expected value of its reference distribution.

The sarne idea is applied to point estimation under the balanced nested model (3 1)

Multipliers of unconditional, unbiased estimators of r¿ are of the formT¿f E ([), while

unbiased estimators of the o¿ àre SilE(W¿),,'i:7,2,3. PDP point estimators are

unbiased with respect to the PDP distributions; thus, a PDP-unbiased estimator of

r¿ is T¿lE([{), whereas a PDP-unbiased estimator of o¿ is StlE(Wi)

One advantage of PDP-unbiased estimators over unbiased estimators is that they

are guaranteed to lie within the appropriate parameter space. Since PDP estimators

are conditionally unbiased, one can apply the plug-in principle to obtain PDP esti-

mators of each variance component and the variance component ratio K1; these will

always assume nonnegative values.
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Not all of the news is positive, though. For example, we cannot claim that PDP

estimators are Brewster-Zidek-like, due to the lack of consistent monotone likelihood

ratio properties. Loss of this property fundamentally changes the approach by which

unconditional evaluations of conditional point estimators take place.

Despite this problem, the results from Chapter 2 inspire confidence that PDP

estimators have good statistical properties in more complex ANOVA models. Com-

parisons of risk performance along the lines of Chapter 2 can be done, but in this case,

the risk functions depend on both o,1 and ø2. So the question is: to what extent do

REML and PDP estimators dominate unconditional unbiased estimators with resnect

to (joint) entropy loss when the risk function is a surface in ft3?

PDP interval estimation. It is fairly easy to produce PDP-CIs for the r¿ ànd o¿,

as the methodology is a straightforward extension of the work on interval estimation

in Chapter 2. However, unconditional coverâge probabilities and âverage lengths of

PDP-CIs of the r¿ àlê functions of both 01 and o2. The unconditional properties of

these procedures are still â.n open question.

Unfortunately, interval estimation of the variance component ratios and intraclass

correlations is not a simple matter in the balanced nested model. Clearly, further

work in this direction is necessarv as well.
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Summ àry and future directions

The theory of post-data pivotal inference has been developed in detail for the bal-

anced one-way random model, and extended to the three-stage nested model. The

methodology is straightforward to apply, and the dictum "do what you normally

would, but use the PDP distributions instead of the usual ones" is a simple way to

describe the method in the class of problems to which it applies. In this final chapter,

some issues and ooportunities associated with PDP inference are discussed.

4.1. Single-parameter problerns

The PDP method was introduced through two sirnple examples that have created

some controversy in the literature. In both probiems, (i) a constraint was imposed

on the parameter space and (ii), the underlying distribution could be converted to

pivotal form so that the parameter of interest was embedded in the pivotal. To apply

the PDP approach to such problems, both elements must be in place.

Uniform (0, á) problem. In this case, the goal was to find a iog-shortest 95% CI

of 0. The PDP solution was identical to the Bayesian solution of Wolpert (1988),
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4.2 Motivations for the PDP approach

yielding an interval ihat lies completely in the parameter space with 95% conditional

coverage. As noted by Casella (1988), the unconditional coverage of this procedure is

bounded above by 0.95, and tends to zero as 0 -+ 9*, where 0* is the upper boundary

on the parameter space. Hence, the PDP conditioning event is a negative semirelevant

set for intervals with fixed conditional coverage. We have seen in Chapter 2 that

PDP intervals with fixed length have uniformly higher than nominal unconditional

coverage, but in this problem, the rationale for fixed length intervals is suspect since

the parameter space (0,9.) is bounded.

.l./(¡r, 1) problem with ¡1, > 0. In this case, we found that the PDP point estimator

of p was generalized Bayes. It is also rather easy to show that intervals with fixed

conditional coverage are bounded above by the nominal coverage 1 - a, so again the

issue of negative semirelevant subsets arises with respect to interval estimation.

Since the PDP conditioning event is a fixed set in the (joint) pivotal space post-

data, it can act as a negative or positive semirelevant set with respect to interval

estimation depending on the type of interval desired and the monotone likelihood

ratio properties of the underlying family of PDP distributions. This topic has not

been given much attention in this thesis, but it is pertinent since the PDP approach

is a form of conditional inference.

4.2 Motivations for the PDP approach

In the normal variance problem, Brewster and Zidek (L974) showed that a point

estimator of o2 of the form ó..(Z)T dominates the usual unbiased estimator under

entropy loss, where

794
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This estimator is also generalized Bayes with respect to a prior that is a mixture

of Gaussian pdf's. A similar type of result holds for a wide class of loss functions,

in that the dominating estimator is based on the conditional distribution of 7 given

Z : z and 4 : 0, rather than the unconditional distribution of 7. If we go beyond

the estimation problem, two interesting questions arise:

" why should one condition on Z < z?

. why is the B-Z estimator generalized Bayes under a prior that is a mixture of

Gaussian pdf's?

These questions have never been directly addressed to our knowledge, but they have

played an important role in the development of PDP inference in the balanced one-

way random model. In particular, it impelled us to consider the problem from its

origins in the model, which eventually forced us to consider how, and why, it relates

to other forms of post-data inference. The result can be summarized by the 'PDP

argument', which is stated below for balanced random effects models:

1. Start with the usual normal-theory model, explicitly assuming that o! > 0 and

the other variance components are nonnegative. This induces â,n ordering on

the expected mean squares, constraining the joint parameter spâce of the r¿'s

to some nonnegative subregion.

2. Construct a conditioning event in the joint pivotai space of the Uis lhat incor-

porates the parameter constraints on the expected mean squares and the data

through ratios of sums of squares. The resulting event is a subregion of the

joint pivotal space which serves as a reference set for inference.

3. Condition each of the basic pivotals of the model by the event in (2). The effect

is to modify the distribution theory to be data-dependent.
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4.3 PDP approach: one-way random model

4. Conduct inference in the 'usual' manner, but base the procedures on the families

of PDP distributions rather than the usual unconditional distributions.

The above prescription for inference is very simple, and can be logically deduced from

the model assumptions. In the absence of nonnegativity constraints on the variance

components, the methods of Smiih and Murray (1984) or the AVE method of Hocking

(1996) are more likely to be appropriate. In such cases, the PDP method does not

â,pplv.

4"3 PDP approactrl: one-way random model

With respect to the balanced one-'ü/ây random model, implementation of the PDP

argument yields the following resuits:

(i) The PDP distributions have direct connections to the Bayesian distributions of

Box and Tiao (1973, sectíon 5.2) as well as the fiducial distributions of Wild

(198i) and Venables & James (i978). This connects the PDP approach to other

forms of post-data inference, and in some sense, 'unifies' them. In particular,

the smooth pooling principle applies to ali three methods above.

(ii) PDP-unbiased point estimators of 1 and 12, which can be deduced directly from

the PDP distributions, can be independently derived by a Brewster-Zidek type

of argument on decision theoretic grounds. These estimators dominate the usual

unbiased estimators, and are also generalized Bayes with respect to the Jeffreys

prior. Hence, there is a dual justification for PDP-unbiased point estimators;

even if one is not entirely convinced by the PDP argument, the decision theory

results demonstrate the viabiliiy of PDP-unbiased estimators in their own right.

(iii) Similar remarks apply to PDP interval estimators of ¡ and 12 wíth length fixed

to that of the usual interval: as a function of o. the unconditional coveraee of
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4.3 PDP apprcach: one-way random model

these PDP intervals is bounded below by the nominal coverage, are also derived

by a Brewster-Zidek type of argument, and are generalized Bayes intervals with

respect to the Jeffreys prior.

The PDP estimation process can be viewed as one which starts with the 'usual'

estimators, having good frequentist properties, and modifies them through the

PDP distributions so that they are guaranteed to behave well conditionally, and

exhibit good frequentist behavior. In other words, the PDP approach takes a

procedure with good initial precision and modifies it so that it has both good

initial precision and good final precision. In this sense, PDP estimators satisfy

the twin goals of frequentist and conditional acceptabitity espoused by Casella

(1988, 1992) and Berger (1988).

The PDP method also considered point estimators of the parametric functions of

interest based on marginal conditional likeiihoods associated with the families

of Ui and Uj distributions. The resulting PDP-MLEs can be interpreted as

'smooth versions' of the REML estimators, and can also be compared favorabiy

to ANOVA estimators. In a sense, the PDP-MLEs are to REML estimators

what the PDP-unbiased estimators are to the best unbiased estimators.

(vi) The plug-in principle is liberally applied in the conventional approach to point

estimation. Both types of PDP estimators can be used as plug-ins to estimate

Jo2*, J1 and p with appropriate post-data performance, and pre-data perfor-

mance at least comparable to that of REML estimators.

(vii) REML estimators âre not admissible because their multiplier functions are not

differentiable for all s > 0. In contrast, PDP point estimators do have differen-

tiable multiplier functions for all s ) 0, which are a direct result of the 'smooth

pooling' property of PDP distributions. In combination with the frequentist
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4.3 PDP apprcach: one-way random model

properties of PDP-unbiased estimators cited in point (2) above, it is reasonable

to suggest that PDP-unbiased estimators have the potential to be admissible, at

least in the class of scale-equivariant estimators based on (7r, T2) . If is unclear

at this juncture whether PDP-MLEs are potentially admissible for ¡ and 12,

but if so, that would be an added bonus.

The connections between PDP, Bayesian and fiducial inference are rather inter-

esting. In the one-way random model, we explicitly assumed rhat o! > 0 and o2o > 0,

which induced a constraint in the joint (r1, 12) parameter space. We then used the

data, through the observed sum of squares ratio s, to limit the reference set for con-

ditional inference to the region {U, > O,Uz 1 sU1} in (Ur,Ur) pivotal spâce. The

conditioning event was then applied to each of the basic pivotals I/r , U2 andW , which

modified their distributions post-data. For inference about o! and o2* (and selected

functions thereof), the PDP distributions were projected onto the sample space for

conditional sampling theory to apply, where the distributions are those associated

with fr and ,S, i,:1,2.
A fiducialist armed with this reference set would invert the PDPs and project

them onto the parameter space, where they would be distributions of Tt,, T2 and o,

or other relevant parametric functions. The distributions described by Wild (1981),

for example, would apply in this case, and inference would follow from the fiducial

argument. In contrast, Bayesians would work solely in the context of the constrained

parameter space and bring in the data through the likelihood. Marginai posteriors

would be obtained by integration over the constrained parameter space.

One connection between PDP distribution theory and Box & Tiao's Bayesian

posteriors is that the pivotal space conditioning event U2 1 sU1 is complementary

to the parameter space constraint o ) 7. The domain of the fiducial distribution

f.or o would also be constrained to the interval o ) 7. Connections between PDP

and fiducial inference are manifested by their mutual reliance on the pivotal space
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4.3 PDP approach: one-way random model

as the foundation for inference. Another connection is through the 'smooth pooling'

between the distributions of Ui and t/j on the pivotal space ui,s à ui,s the Bayesian

and fiducial cornplements of these distributions.

The connections between Bayesian and PDP inference go even further. The PDP-

unbiased estimators in the one-wây random rnodel are generalized Bayes by virtue of

the fact that they minimize the posterior risk with respect to Jeffreys' prior under

entropy loss. Kubokawa, Saleh and Konno (1998) obtained this same result from a

different angle, but the perspective gained from the PDP approach iÌluminates the

Bayesian connection with frequentist risk properties.

It is interesting to note that the prior obtained by Brewster and Zidek (1974) to

establish their estimator as generalized Bayes in the normal variance problem is a

scale mixture of normal densities. This suggests that the fixed effects problem, from

a Bayesian perspective is, in a sense, 'embedded' in a random effects problem, which

may provide some insight to aid in the development of a model-based justification

for 'improved' estimation procedures in fixed effects models. The PDP approach,

as described in this thesis, cannot apply in fixed effects models; in particular, the

distribution of T2fr1 in a one-way fixed effects model is noncentral y2, so it is not

a pivotal quantity. However, as far as inference concerning the error variance o2 is

concerned, it is interesting to note that the 'answers' coincide in the balanced one-\May

fixed and random effects models. That is, the improved inference procedures for o2

are based on the same conditioning event, although the rationale for this event cannot

be obtained by the PDP argument in the fixed effects problem. This is discussed in

somewhat more detail in the next section.

The temptation is to judge the PDP approach on the basis of the decision the-

ory results. These are important, and put the exclamation point on the approach,

but it is equally important to recognize that the motivation for PDP estimators can

be traced back to the model assumptions. We have developed an argument for the
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conditioning event that is rooted in the model, independent of the decision theoretic

argument leading to BrewsterZidek like estimators conditioned on the same event.

The distribution theory based on PDP conditioning (discussed in point (1) above), in

combination with the preceding statement, connects the Jeffreys prior to the general-

ized Bayes property of PDP estimators under any bowl-shaped loss function. Thus,

we have established a web of connections that reveals the origins of properties as-

sociated with Brewster-Zidek type and generalized Bayes estimators in the balanced

one-"¡/ay random model.

4"4 Ëxtensions to other models

Balanced one-v¡ay fixed effects model. The normal variance problem is a

special case of the one-way fixed effects model. We believe the PDP argument has

something useful to offer in this problem, although some modification is required.

In this case, the parameters of interest are the treatment means þt,. . . , pr¡ and the

variance o2;thejoint sufficient statistic is (Y1., ... ,Yr.,fi), where 7r is the error SS.

The ANOVA table associated with the fixed effects version of model (2.1) is the

same except for the expected mean square of treatments. The distribution theory of

the one-way fixed effects model is as follows. The pivotal Ur associated with error

is unchanged; i. e., IL - X\r. For treatments, however, we have Uz : Tzlr¡ which

follows a x|rØr) distribution, where

Àr: J Ð(po - p)'
I -1

is the noncentrality parameter; hence, U2 is not a pivotal, so the PDP method as

described in Chapter 2 cannot apply. Moreover, the expected mean square for treat-

ments is rz - oZ + \.
We could also consider the sum of squares due to the mean, NY? The distribution

-,of NY".f 11 is yl(Àr), where Àz: þ2 is its noncentrality parameter. From the work
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on the normal variance problem, we should be using this information, since Y.. is a

function of the joint sufficient statistic. However, it is more convenient to ignore this

information for reasons similar to those given for the one-rvay random model.

The random effects and fixed effects problems are similar in the following respects:

ø there exists an ordering on the expected tnean squares;

ø the conditioning event is the sâme;

ø the conditioned distributions have MLR properties.

The ordering on the expected mean squares is due to the presence of the noncentrality

parameter in u2; i. e., 12 : o? + À1 ) o! : 71.

The conditioning event is motivated as follows. The usual .F ratio is the test

statistic for flo i þt : . . . : þr. If the observed .F ratio is small, then flo is not

rejected, which impiies that the observed mean squares rnl and m2 yíeld two inde-

pendent estimates of 11, just as in the random effects model. Thus, as / gets smaller,

there should be some smooth tradeoff in information from m2 towards estimation of

T1. However, in the fixed effects model, there are two elements at play: estimation

of the meâ,ns and estimation of the error variance. A 'smooth pooling' approach to

inference would suggest that there are two complementary actions taking place as /
decreases: (i) an improved variance estimate, and (ii) shrinkage of the sample means

towards 7.., analogous to a modified James-Stein type of estimator. Thus, condition-

ing on F < f , which is equivalent to the PDP conditioning event in the corresponding

random model, is a reasonable thing to do in the fixed effects model as well.

By performing 'PDP-type conditioning', the resulting families of conditional dis-

tributions have MLR properties similar to those described in Theorems 4.14 and

,{.15, where the noncentrality parameter Àr is substituted for o. One then performs

inference with respect to the conditional distributions, modifying the usual inference
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rules by applying them to these distributions. One outcome is that the resulting

estimator of ¡ is the Brewster-Zidek estimator.

The above comments indicate that the philosophy behind PDP inference is not

necessarily limited to PDP inference per se. Although the structure of the problem

is rather different, there are elements that can be drawn from the PDP argument to

improve estimation in fixed and mixed effects models.

Balanced nested random model. The major purpose of Chapter 3 was to show

that PDP methodology could be extended beyond the one-way random model. Effort

was directed towards derivation of the distribution theory and construction of point

estimators. Interval estimation and evaluation of frequentist properties has not been

addressed in this work. Of the results from that chapter, the following appear to be

most salient:

1. The distribution theory no longer enjoys monotone likelihood ratio properties,

which implies that PDP estimators can no longer be of the Brewster-Zidek

type. This is related to the presence of two or more nuisance parameters for

inference concerning a parameter of interest; for example, an inference about

rr entails the nuisance pâ,rameters 12 and 13 (or equivalently, 01 and o2). On

the other hand, PDP estimators continue to assume values in the parameter

space and the multiplier functions of PDP estimators continue to exhibit the

smooth pooling principle. Moreover, connections to Bayesian posteriors still

exist. Hence, PDP estirnators should still possess 'good' frequentist properties

and have a conditional performance guarantee.

2. The parametric functions of interest are more complex in form relative to the

one-\¡/ay random model, so reliance on the plug-in principle takes on even greater

importance. We know that plug-ins of PDP point estimators into parametric

functions of interest maintain appropriate conditional performance, but their
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frequentist performance is an open question. We would claim that the risk prop-

erties of PDP estimators are at least as good as those of frequentist estimators,

as in the one-ruay random model. However, the risk functions are dependent on

o.1 and a2 in the three-stage random model, and will depend on more paramet-

ric functions as the dimensionality of the model increases. Hence, the meaning

of terms such as 'at least as good as' or 'dominates' becomes cloudier in more

complex problems, and is far more difficuit to establish as the dimension of

the problem increases. In the absence of MLR properties, the task becomes

nearly impossible theoretically. As a result, the properties of PDP estimators

developed in Chapter 2 provide a context for their use in more complex models.

3. We were able to show that the total degrees of freedom is preserved by PDP

conditioning for any classification model. One of the immediate consequences

of this result is that the mean of a PDP distribution is a multiple of some

ratio of Dirichlet cdf's under â normal-theory classification tnodel. Hence, the

construction of PDP-unbiased point estimators is not a particularly difficult

task in any given model; computation, on the other hand, may be. In the

special case of the one-way model, the Dirichlet cdf's reduce to Beta cdf's.

The balanced nested model reveals some the opportunities and challenges that are

likely to emerge in multifactor random effects models.

Balanced two-way random model. The various manifestations of classification

models in two-factor problems wiil be important to consider in the deveiopment of

PDP-based inference. The most critical of these is the balanced two-way random

effects model, with or without interaction. An important application of this model is

the gauge repeatability and reproducibility problem from manufacturing. It is not at

all uncommon for one or two of the estimated variance components to be negative,
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which has a deleterious impact on estimates of pararnetric functions such as repro-

ducibility. The plug-in principle is likely to play a prominent role in point estimation;

furthermore, nearly all types of interval estimators ernployed in this problem are sub-

ject to poor conditional performance, so the PDP approach should have something

of value to offer in this problem.

Satterthwaite approximation to one-way randorn model. Box and Tiao

(1973, ch.5) discussed at length certain approximations to the posterior densities of

T1 and 12 based on scaled X2 distributions of the form pxf,, wherc the scale factor p and

approximate degrees of freedom g are derived as functions of the first two mornents of

the posterior distribution. We have applied a similar type of approach by performing

inference using scaled X2 densities in place of PDP densities for estimation of 11 and

12. The resulting point and interval estimators closely approximate the exact PDP

procedures.

An analysis of this type is actually a Satterthwaite approximation, since Satterth-

waite (1946) applied the same idea of approximating an exact (but messy) distribution

with a density whose first two moments were identical. One would then perform in-

ference with respect to the approximate distributions. This method was originaily

designed to apply to unbalanced ANOVA models, but it has been used to advantage

in many types of problems since then. This type of approximation to PDP inference

has several interesting features; for example, the MLE of r¿ in the one-wây random

model by this approximate method turns out to be PDP-unbiased, which is obvious

in retrospect. However, this finding encourages use of PDP-unbiased estimators of a

and 12 as plug-ins for other parametric functions of interest, which is not so obvious

in the original PDP problem.
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4.5 Limitations of PDP inference

Considerable space has been devoted to the advantages of PDP methodology, but

there are some limitations that need to be mentioned:

1. In random effects models, the PDP method entails an assumption of nonnegative

variance components beyond the positive error variance o!. It also requires

continuous parameter and pivotal spaces, along with balanced data structures.

These preconditions limit the range of problems to which PDP inference applies.

2. The parameter space must be constrained in order to apply PDP inference.

3. Computation is a concern, especialiy beyond the one-way random model. In

this event, PDP point estimators are proportional to a ratio of Dirichlet cdf's,

which no current statistical package or programming environment contains as

part of its base distribution. This suggests that perhaps simulation based ap-

proaches such as (Markov Chain) Monte Carlo or importance sampling could

be of assistance in making the techniques more widely accessible in practice.

4. As the model increases in complexity, so too does the number and complexity

of PDP distributions. Unfortunately, no general theory of PDP inference in

random effects models exists at present; for now, the theory must be developed

on a model by model basis.

5. Unconditional estimators of variance components are known for their lack of

robustness when the normality assumption is violated. This problem is iikely

to extend to PDP estimators, but one should investigate this by simulation.
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4.6 Future dlrections

The principles of post-data pivotal inference should be adaptable to other types of

problems involving constrained pararneter spaces. The exact detaiis for adapting the

PDP approach to fixed or mixed effects models are unclear at this point, but enough

elements are in place to suggest that a solution is tenable. In this section, some ideas

for future research are outlined; some of the unfinished work in the balanced one-way

and nested random models is listed below, along with some other topics of interest.

One-way random model. In Chapter 2, several topics were either left incomplete

or \Mere not addressed in the thesis. These include the followine:

1. Comparative risk performance of point estimators of J1 was not addressed in

this work. There are two primary issues that pertain to this problem:

(a) choice of a suitable loss function;

(b) whether to use a univariate or bivariate approach to the decision problem.

The form of the univariate entropy loss function prevents evaluation of estima-

tors of ,,I7; however, it may be possible to handle matters by evaluating joint

estimatorswith respect to composite entropy loss, ¿ /a Kubokawa, et al. (1998).

2. We have used entropy loss to search for improvements to unbiased point esti-

mators in the one-rvây random model. This created a problem when evaluating

estimators for o, since the REML estimator (which we would like to have com-

pared) is biased for o. This led us to the realization that perhaps \Me should have

been looking for improvements to ANOVA estimators instead, since the plug-in

principle has been applied with impunity to such estimators. This suggests that

one should look for a loss function which yields the ANOVA estimator as the

best 9-equivariant estimator, and then go through the SBBZ process as usual.
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This is not likely to be easy, as it should be able to handle differences and ratios

of estimators seamlesslv.

Point estimation of the intraclass correlation p l¡/as not addressed in this thesis.

Plug-in estimators, whether based on ANOVA, REML, PDP-ML or PDP-

unbiased estimators, turn out to be biased for p, so the utility of entropy loss

as a quality criterion is in question. In this problem, normalized quadratic loss

may be a better choice for evaluating estimators.

PDP-modified versions of Tukey-Williams intervals of Jo2, were derived in sec-

tion 2.6.6.2, but their frequentist coverage probabilities are unknown. Simula-

tion studies of their properties need to be conducted to assess their frequentist

performance. Average length is also an issue.

Admissibility of PDP-unbiased point estimators and fixed length confidence

intervals has not been considered. Since these estimators have smooth multiplier

functions and are generalized Bayes with respect to the Jeffreys prior, it is

entirely possible that these estimators are admissible, at least in the class of

scale-equivariant estimators based on (71,7¡).

The important problem of predicting random effects has not been dealt with

in this work. This problem is complicated because it involves several plug-

in estimators, including that of p, which has also been ignored in this thesis.

Comparisons to BLUPs and related quantities are also required.

The interpretation of residuals in PDP inference has not been undertaken here.

The interpretation and diagnostic value of PDP-modified residuals is especially

irnportant in underspecified models, since in an overspecified model, the method

is 'self-correcting'; e. g., if a term has no effect, the PDP method will adjust by

shifting the information towards error âs a function of the data.
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Three-stage nested model. The primary goal of Chapter 3 was to establish that

the PDP approach could be usefully extended beyond the one-way random model.

We believe this goai has been partially achieved, but much work was left undone in

the process. Some of the open problems include the following:

1. Evaluation of risk properties of Stein-like and PDP estimators of the r's and

variance components under (composite) entropy loss needs to be done. This

should not be particularly difficult, as it is a simple extension of the work

in the one-\Mây random model; for evaluation of joint estimators, the method

of Kubokawa, et al. (1998) can be adapted. However, the risk function is

now a function of both o1 àîd o2. Establishing conditions for the existence

of generalized Bayes, empirical Bayes and minimax estimators in the class of

estimators of the form /¿(,S1 , Sz)T¿, 'i:7,2,3, is also an interesting challenge.

2. Derivation of PDP-MLEs of the r¿ is needed; this too should not be difficult.

3. PDP-CIs of the r¿ and o¿ with length fixed to that of the corresponding fre-

quentist intervals need to be constructed, and their unconditional coverâge

probabilities need to be derived.

4. Unconditional coverage probabilities and average lengths of PDP-CIs with fixed

conditional coverage stiil need to be done.

5. Predicted random effects and residuals also need to be dealt with in this orob-

lem.

Extensions. One of the rnajor hurdles in PDP inference at this point is the need

to reinvent the wheel for every new model. A general approach to PDP modeling is

necessary in the long term, but this is probably a ways off until some general patterns

emerge across different models.
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To some degree, the fixed effects problem can be embedded in a random effects

problem, analogous to a hierarchical Bayes model. This may be an interesting angle

to pursue in the analysis of fixed and mixed effects models.

4"V Foundationa! issues

The broad scope of this thesis engenders a variety of foundational issues. Some that

have emerged in the course of this work include the followinq:

1. Conditioning on a pivotal space. As far as we know, the novelty of PDP

inference lies in conditioning on a pivotal space to incorporate both parameter

constraints and the data. In the limited class of problems considered, the ap-

proach yields sensible inferences that have both pre-data and post-data appeal.

We have also been able to connect this type of inference with other modes of

post-data inference. An important foundational question is: under what condi-

tions can post-data modes of inference be unified, and how does this unification

take place?

2. Initial and final precision. Traditionally, the issue has been inítial precision

uersus final precision, or equivalently, pre-data vs. post-data inference. The

PDP method has shown that it is possible to begin with procedures having good

initial precision, and through suitable conditioning, modify the procedures (as

a function of the data) so that the initial precision is at least as good and the

final precision is guaranteed. The question is then: to what extent can this type

of modification be applied, and under what conditions is it valid?

3. Smooth pooling principle. One of the linchpins of PDP inference is manifes-

tation of the smooth pooling principle via a family of conditional distributions,

indexed by one or more functions of the data. Unification of the Bayesian,
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fiducial and PDP distributions is, in no small part, due to the fact that all

three share this feature. It also underlies the continuous multiplier functions of

PDP estimators. The role of smooth pooling in post-data inference needs to be

investigated more deepJ.y.

Marginalization paradoxes. One of the interesting features of PDP distri-

butions in randorn effects models is that the effect of conditioning on a subregion

of a pivotal space is felt in the marginal PDP distributions, but not the joint

PDP distributions. PDP-MLEs have some âppeal because of the 'shifting' in

the families of marginal PDP distributions indexed by one or more observed

sum of squares ratios. How is this property of PDP distributions related to the

marginalization paradoxes described in Dawid, Stone and Zidek (1973)?

Loss functions and marginal vs. joint estimation. We have tried, as far

as possible, to adhere to a single univariate loss function to evaluate various

point estimators under a given model. However, this doesn't always work; for

exampie, point estimators of Jo2* are differences of estimators of rr and rz.

Thus, one eventually needs to consider some type of composite loss function

to evaluate joint estimators. Part of the question is: which one? It would be

convenient if the selected loss function could handle both univariate and joint

estimators.

Order-restricted inference. PDP methodology can be interpreted as condi-

tional order-restricted inference. The traditional methodology in order-restricted

problems is isotonic inference, which has not been mentioned in this thesis until

now, and has had no direct influence on this work. However, at some point

it will become necessary to investigate the similarities and differences between

these methods.

I
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Complements: 1-way random model

This appendix provides background information, preliminary lemmas and results as-

sociated with material presented in Chapter 2. The following topics are addressed

with respect to PDP distribution theory:

ø moment generating functions;

o the ô(.) and r/(.) functions, and their properties;

@ means and variances:

o monotone likelihood ratio properties.

Additional derivations associated with limiting values of PDP estimators and dis-

tributional properties of 7* (the confidence distribution for inference about Jol),, are

also presented in this appendix.

4"1 Distributio¡'¡ theory

LeL Ui (s) be a random variable whose density function has the form

f(ur;rr,ut,s):
g,r(u1) G"r(su1)

211

I"(ö2, óì
(A 1)
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for any fixed s ) 0, where

@ grr(ur) is a y2,, density;

6 G,r(sz1) is a 'shifted' X7, cdf;

272

^ I"(óz,dt) is a Beta cdf evaluated at z: sl(1-f s), with parameters þ¿: u¿f 2,

'i:1,2; atd

e s and ü1 â,r€ both defined on the positive real line.

Correspondingly, let U2(s) denote a random variable with density

h(u2;u2,ut,s) : g"(uz) 
J7- - G"(uzls)]. 

(A.2)
I"(ö", ör) )

where 9(.), G(.) and /(.) are defined as above, with uz > 0.

4.1.1 Facts concerning Beta distributions

Certain results that pertain to Beta distributions âre relevant to discussions involving

PDP-MLEs of ¡ and 12 and the moments of Uf (s) and U)(s). The following facts

are taken from Abramowitz and Stegun (1964).

Fact 4.1. Let X -y!,wíthcdf G,(r),Q"@) - 1- G"(*), and/:u12. Then,

('r /t\Ô"-xlz
Q'+'('): Q"@) + ¡ffi

Fact 4.2. Let X - Beta(ø, å) with cdf I*(a,b), r e [0,1]. Then,

I"(a,b) - 1- I1-*(b,a).

Fact 4.3.

(a + b) I*(a,b) : a I,(a+ 1, b) -f b I*(a,ö + f).
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Fact 4.4.
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(A 4)

n

rI,(a,b): I"(a+ 1,å) - (1 - r) I"(a+ 1,ð- 1).

Fact 4.5.

I'(o"- f(a+b)
,b) : t-(ffi r" (7 - r)a-t * I,(a * 1, b - 1).

Fact 4.6.

f" '\ l(¿ + å\
,(a,b): ffifu ï" (1- r)' + I,(a+ 7,b)'

Fact 4.7.

and

aô s-xl2 ^ a(ó+t)-t 
"-a¡z: z 

,r*'Y16 4 
:2 g'+z(r)'

the result foliows.

Corollary 4.1.1.

g,+z(r) : 7_ (, _ G 
"+r(*) \Gø -tu G^ù t'

Proof. Divide both sides of (4.3) by ZG,(r).

I,(ø,b) : r I"(a - 1, b) + (1 - r) I,(a,ó - 1).

Lemma 4.1-. Under tlte conditions of Fact A.1,

G,(*) - G,+r(r) : 2 g,+z(r). (A 3)

Proof. Let Q,@) - 1 - G,(r), where G,(r) is the cdf of X evaluated at r. A

rearrangement of Fact 1 yields

'rÔ P-xfz
Q"+z(r) - Q"@): ffi'Ð;

since

Q,+z(r) - Q,@): (1 - G"+r(*)) - (1 - G"(*)) : G"(r) - G"+"(r)

n



The functions õ,(þ2, dr) and ,þ,(ó", dr) that appear in the moments of Ui and t/j in
Chapter 2 are important quantities in the PDP approach. The function ô(.) opera-

tionalizes the 'smooth pooling' of treatment and error degrees of freedom post-data,

while T/(.) appears in the variances of Ui and U$ as well as their covariance. In this

subsection, we derive several results concerning the properties of these functions. The

terms z : s I (7-l s), ö, : h l2 and þ2 : uzl2 appear regularly, where s is the realized

sum of squares ratio in the one-way randorn model (2.1). We begin by defining 6(.)

and r/(.):

A. 1 Distribution theory

4.1.2 Results concerri¡ng ô(.) and dr(.)

Definition 4.1. Given ót,óz > 0 and z e10,1], define

, t, \ l(ór+ ót) zÔr(t- z1o,
Ôz\Q2iQt) : 

f14,tr1¿J -ñ;ñ
Definition A.2. Given z e 10,1] and ó2,ót ) 0,

,1 /l

(A 5)

(,{.6),þ"(ó2, ót) : ô [(1 - z)(uz - 26) - z(ut + 26)],

where 6 : 6r(ó2,ót).

The following pair of results are relevant in the determination of the mean of Uf (s).

Theorem A.2. If r e f0,7] and a,b> 0,

I"(a,b+7) _ 1 r õ"@,b)

t,(a,,bf:lJ-ï (A'7)

Proof. To simplify notation, Iet 6,(a,ô) : ô. We prove the result by appealing to the

above identities from Abramowitz and Stegun (196a). From Fact 4.3,

(a + b) I"(a,b) : a I,(ø + 7,b) * b l*(a,b + i).

Rearranging terms,

alI,(ø,b) - I"(a+ f, ö)] + b I,(a,b) : b l*(a,b * 7).
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By Fact 4.6,

215

"I (Ð
Ð
f

-Ï-

Ð

(¿

-r
I
af(

.'l
ro (7 - t)'l * bl*(a,b):bI*(a,b+1),

which implies

b l*(a,b + 1) : b I,(a.6¡ * I9jl)= ro (r - r)b.\w)v, f (ø) f(b) 
*

Dividing both sides through by bI,(a,å), one obtains

I,(a,b+7) _ 1_,- 
6*(a,b)

I,(a,b) b

by Definition 4.1, completing the proof.

I,(a+7,,b) _1_ 6"(a,b)-j;GÐ- 
"

Proof. By Fact A'.4,

r I*(a,b) : I'(a+ 1,b) - (1 - r) I"(a+ 1,ö - 1)

: I*(a+ 1, b) - (1 - *¡14ço,a¡ - -r(i I ?,- ro (r -")'-'l ,L r¡ø+1)r(ó) - _J'

by Fact 4.5. Thus,

n

Corollary 
^.2.L. 

Substi,tuti,ng z for r, óz lor a and ót Íor b in Theorem A.2, where

ö¿: u¿12, 'i :1,2, and multi,plying both si,des oJ @.7) by u1 yields

ø[nf (s)] : rr1#]!: u7 *2õ,(ó2,óù. (A 8)
I,lÞz, Qt)

The next pair of results correspond to Uj(s), complementing the above pair.

Theorem A.3. If z e [0,7] and a,b> 0,

(A.e)

: r,(a+ 1, b) - (1 - r) r,(a,q *Iffi# ro (r - r)b.
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Dividing both sides through by l,(a,b) along with a little rearrangement of terms

yields

which completes the proof.

Corollary 4.3.1. If one substi,tutes z fo'r r, óz Íor a and ót Íor b i,n Theorem A.3

and multiplies (A.9) through by u2, then

I,(a+7,b) . 6"(a,b)
I,(a,b) a )

Elu;(r)l: rrtffiP - u2 - 2õ,(ó2,ót). (A.io)

Í,.,\ f(ø+b) r"(7-r)b
ôt\a) o) : 

f (o¡f(b) I,(p,b) '

it suffices to observe that the nurnerator tends to zero and the denominator to one as

r -+ 1 in order to prove (a).

n

An important result concerning ô is given below; it describes the asymptotic behavior

of ô(.) in the baianced one-\¡/ay random model.

Theorem 4.4. The li,mi,ti,ng behaui,or oÍ õ(.) i,s giuen as follows:

(a) Iim,-16,(a,b) : g'

(b) Iim,-sõ,(a,b) : ¡¡.

Proof. Starting from
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so that

z I,(ó2, ót) (7-z)(dr-1)
(ór-I)+6"(óz+7,ü-7)

(7- r)("r-2)
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To prove (b), both the numerator and denominator of ô tend to zero as u + 0.

Appealing to L'Hôpital's rule,

lsô.(a,b):ffi# IH"Ë##
,,,-. ano-7(r - ,)u * bro(r - r)u-t: lllll.i-+0 Ia-1(1 - r)u-t
,. ro-I (r - r¡a-t {o(I - r) +br): -[tm;io ú-1(7 - r)u-t

: linÌ la + r(b - a)l
ft-)u

:0,.

n

The following result is relevant to certain point estimation results in Chapter 2.

Lemma 4.5.
,J,@r,ó')_-r_ Q-z)(n-2) /ar1rTTÓ,M -I- . \^.LL)

ProoJ. By Fact 4.4, we have

zI,(ó2, ót) : I,(óz -l 7, ór) - (1 - ,) I,(ó, + 7, ót - L),

SO

z I,(ó2,ót) _ 1 _ 0 - z)1,(óz+1,fu - L)

I,(óz-r 1, ót) - I"(óz + t,6r¡
By Theorem 4.2, one can deduce that

I"(óz -l 7, ót) - 1 _L 6"(óz + 7, ù - 7)

7Ió;+T,ór4-r-r ó1 -r '

-1_

-1

I,(Óz-t 1,óù

(rr-2)+2õ,(ö2+7,û-L)
n
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In the next few results, it is convenient to express the conditional means (4.8)

and (4.10) as functions of z for fixed arguments þ2 and þ1:

Definition 4.3. Given ór,ó, > 0 and z e10,1], define

r t). ,A \ - ,, Ir(Ór,dr + 1) 
-.. oJ,(ó2, ör) : "rtffi : u7 I 26,(ó2, ót)

H,(ör, ór) : ,rI'9? i t' 
!ù - u2 - 2õ,(ó2, ór).- l rlþz, Qt)

Then, for each frxed z € [0, 1], it follows that

H,(ö2, ór) + J"(ó2, ór) : ur + u2;

i. e., the total degrees of freedom are preserved by conditioning.

(4.12)

Corollary 4.5.1. If HO and J(.) are giuen as in Defi,nition A.3, then

7

1lu,(órd,) + J,(órdr)l : s. (,q.ls)
dz'

Proof. Since \ and u2 àrê constant, taking the derivative of (4.12) with respect to z

leads immediately to the result. n

An interesting consequence of the above corollary is that the rates of change of /(')
and Il(.) have the same magnitude but are opposite in direction. The following lemrna

shows how the function r/(.) arises in this problem.

Lemma A,.6. Let 6: õ,(ór,ót) IÍ J(.) i,s gi.uen as i,n Defi,ni,tion A.3, then

d r /)- ,,- Ã --\/-. ôc\ -.t-. , nr\l 'þr(ózrór)*t,(ó",ót) : .,-¿[(t -,)(u2-26) - z(u,+2ô)] : z .

Proof. Since

J,(ör,ór):^tffi,
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the derivative of J with respect to z is
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(4.14)

d J'(ó2, ót)

--lt<

1 - 
vl

d,z

I,(ör, ör) #1,(ór, ót i 7) - I"(ó",dr + 1) *t,(ór, ót)

lI,(ó", óù1"

_ T (ó, + ór) zÓz-t (7 - z)û-r ,
r(d,)r(d,) --i@;óJ- r'(Ó'' Ó')

Ót*þ2",,,\ Jr(Ó2,Ór)": ut -# õ,(ör,ót) - ì# õ,(ó2,ót)
Qtz z\I - z)

:2(ó, + ór) ã-((h. .+ ., J,(ór, ót) 
¿- " 

uz\v2, Óù - ffi,i 6"(ór, ór)'

Letting 6 : 6"(ör,ór),

11: -t,, 
^ 

[2(ü+ór)(L- z) - J,(ö2,,ót)]
þ\L 

- 
þ)

: --i- l@, + uz)(r - z) - J"(ór, dr)l .

.\L 
- 

/¿)

By (4.12),

õ ,,.: -., ^ [(1 - ,)(H"(ór,ór) + J,(ór,öt)) - J"(ö",ót)]
á\L - á)

6 ..::7;---; [(7 - z)H"(ór,ór) - zJ"(ó2.,ót)]
þ\r - þ)

: --i- l0 - ò@2 - 26) - z (ut+ 2ô)l
þ\r - þ)

Applying the definition of ',/(.) i" the above expression yields the result. n

Corollary 4.6.1. Gi.uen õ,(ör,þ) defi,ned for z € [0,1],

dõ : tþ"(ó2,ór)
dz 2z(7- z)'

dJ d, d6
E : ¿"(", + 2õ,(Ó2, ór)) : 2ã.

Proof.
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The result now follows from Theorem 4.6.

The following lemma establishes that /(.) is uniformly nonpositive in z.

Lernma 
^.7. 

Il ót, óz ) 0 and z e l},Ll, then tþ"(ó2,, ót) 3 0 uniformly in z.

Proof. By Corollary 2.5.I, õ,(ót,dr) is monotone decreasing ín z € [0,1]; therefore,

dõldz ( 0 uniformly in z. But this implies 1þ,(ó2,ór) < 0 by Corollary 4.6.1. n

The following result involves a limit that arises in point estimation of the expected

mean square ratio o.

Lernma A,.8. For z e ltJ,l],

Proof. By Definition 4.3, the

q -l 26"(Ö2, Ót) z

u2-26,(þ2,öt)7-z

By Fact 4.4,

,. U1
lrm -z-+0 I,t2

+26"(þr,417 z 1 2. -þ\fLtTLJ 
:1*:

-26"(ór,öt)1-z uz

220

left hand side of (,{.15) can be written as

-n 
zI,(ó2,ót+\)

," (7 - z) I"(ór-t 7,ót)'

By Theorem 4..2,

!

As z -+ 0) it follows by Theorem 4.4 that

,. u.r. + 26r(Sr,, qrÌ
LLtrL --------------1- ¿ 

-z_+o r./2 _ 2òrlÞz, Qt)

:

n I,(ö2 t 7, ót + 1) - (1 - ,) I,(óz-r I, ór)
U2

U1

U2

U2

I I,(Ö, f 1, di -l 1)

l0 - z) r^ó, + r, óù

(7 - z) I,(óz-r 1, ót)

4 I ót * õ,(Ö, i 7, ót) .l

--rt.

uzL ót\-z) i

(,{.15)

-11

4 lÓt*Ózi7
",
U1

l!
U2

Öt

+2
u2 u1

uz l2

-11

n
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4.L.3 Monotone likelihood ratio

227

The monotone likelihood ratio property (MLRP) is central to the theory of point and

ínterval estimation in Chapter 2. The ability to order distributions (and hence their

expectations) in r or in o greatly simplifies the task of finding suitable estimators

of the variance functions of interest. Furthermore, it allows us to use results from

Brown (1968), Brewster and Zidek (1974), Shorrock (1990) and Kubokawa (1994), all

of which are predicated on existence of the MLRP. In this subsection, definitions and

results pertaining to monotone likelihood ratio are presented, afTer which derivations

of the MLRP are developed for Uï(r) and U$(s) in r and o. We begin with some

definitions.

Definition 4.4. A family of pdf's/pmf's {/(úlá) : 0 e O c n} associated with a

univariate random variable 7, indexed by a real-valued parameter á, is said to have

the increasing (decreasing) monotone li,kelihood rati,o property (MLP"P) in 0 if, for

every 02 ) fu, the distribution functions F(tl?r) and F(t101) exist and are distinct,

and the density ratio f (tl?r) I Í (tl?t) is a nondecreasing (nonincreasing) function of ú

on the set {f : J(t101) ) 0 or Í(tl1r) > 0}. If c> 0, then cf\: oo by definition.

Definitíon 4.5. A cdf Fx is said to be stochasti,cally greater than a cdf .Fv if Fr(t) 3
F"(t) for all ú, and F"(t) < F"(t) for some ú. This is equivalent to saying that

Pr(X > ú) > Pr(Y > ú) for a1l ú, with strict inequality for some ú. In other words, X

tends to have larger values than Y.

Definition 4.6. A famiiy of cdf's {f @10), d e O} is said to be stochasti,cally i,n-

creasing in 0 íf 0t ) 0, implies that the F(rl9¿) are distincl, i:1,2, and F(zlá1) is

stochastically greater than F(rl0z) for aII r.

Definition 4.7. A family of cdf's {f @10), á e O} is said to be stochastically de-

creasingín0íf h)02 impliesthatthe F(rl?¿) aredistinct,i:7,2,andF(r102)is

stochastically greater rhan F(rl0r) for all z.
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Lemma A,.9. Let 3 : [0,oo). If X -
creasing (decreasing) i,n 0, then for Y :
(increasing) in 0.
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Fy(rl?) and Fy(nl?) is stochasticallg in-

IlX, Fy(ylî) ,t stochastically deueasing

Lemma 4.10. IÍ X - fu(rl?), where Fy(rl?) is stochasti,cally'inueasi,ng (decreas-

ing) in 0 and 0 > 0, then Fy(rl?-I) is stochasti,cally decreasi,ng (increasing) in 0.

The above pair of lemmas are stated as problems in Lehmann (1986). The next pair

of results are also taken from Lehmann (pp.84-85), where the proofs can be found.

Theorem 4.11. Let Fs and F1 denote two cdf 's def,ned onB.. Then F1(") S Fo@)

for all r € W iff there erist two nondecreasing functi,ons f6 and f1, and a random

uariable V, such that

(a) fo(o) 3 h@) for attu;

(b) the di,stributi,ons of fo!) and f1(V) are Fs and F1, respectiuely.

Theorem A.Lz. Let {f (rl0) : 0 e O c ffi} be a family of densit'ies with increasing

MLR i.n 0. Then

0 If rþO is a nondecreasi,ng functi,on of r, then Etlrþ(*)l i,s a nondecreasi,ng func-

ti,on of 0; if Xt,. . . , Xn are i,ndependently distri,buted random uari,ables with

density Í(rl0), and {' is a function of r: (rr,... ,rn)' , which is nond,ecreas-

i,ng i,n each of its arguments, then Ee[rþ' (X)] is a nondecreasing function of 0.

For any 01 102, the cdfs of X under il and 02 sati,sfy Fer(*) < Fe,(r) for all

Let þ(.) be a functi,on with a si,ngle si,gn change. More specifi,cally, suppose

there i,s a ualue rs such that tþ(r) < 0 for all r < rs, arLd, rþ@) 2 0 for all

r) rs. Tlten, there eni,sts aualue0se@ suchthat Eelrþ(*)l<0 for010s and

(ix )

(ii,i )
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øelrþ@)12 0 Íor 0 ) 00, unless nelrþ(r)l is either positiue for all 0 or negatiue

for all 0.

(i,u) Suppose that (a) f (rl0) is posi,ti,ue Jor all 0 and all r, (b) f (rl0r)lf @101) i,s

stri,ctly inueasi,ng i,n r for 0z ) 0t, and (c) tþ(r) i,s defi,ned as in (üi) and is

nonzero wi,th positi,ue probab'ili,ty. If Ee,lrþ(r)]: 0, then Et[rþ(*)] < 0 for 0 < 0o

and Esllþ(r)l > 0 for 0 > 06.

Part (ii) of this theorem states that any family of distributions with the increasing

(decreasing) MLRP in r is stochastically increasing (decreasing) in u. The converse

of this statement is not true: a counterexample is the Cauchy location-scale fam-

iiy, whose cdf's are stochastically increasing in the location parameter d, but the

likelihood ratio is not monotone.

Finally, the following theorem connects the MLRP with stochastic ordering, and

relates these ideas to ordering of expected values.

Theorem 4.1-3. Il f @)lg(r) is i,ncreasing inr, r ) 0, then:

(a) F(r) 3G(r) Jor attr;

(b) EF@) > Ec(x);

,,Ep(X') -E(X')('/ EFçx¡ ' 8"6)
Proof. Let f (r)lg(r) be increasing in r for all r > 0, where / and g denote two

densities (which may be from the same family). The proof of part (a) establishes that

monotone likelihood ratio implies stochastic ordering. To that end, choose a point

16 € ft+, and construct the sets -4 : {r : f@) < g(r)} and B : {r : l@) > g(r)}.

Define the functions

ifr>rs;

ífr1rs,{,

,þ(r) :
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and h,(r) : I @) I g(z), and let
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a : sup tþ(r) and b : íÈf ,þ(*).

Finally, define r* : h,-7(1), where /¿-1 is the inverse function of h. We can then

reexpress the sets,4 and B as A: (0,r*) and 6: (r*,oo). We then have three

possible cases for determining ø and b:

(i) if r¡ 1 t*,then r¡ €,4, so that ¿: 1, and hence b :7;

(ii) if 16 ) r*, then ¿:0; further, there is an ø € B such that rþ(r):0, so that

å:0;

(iii) if r0: r*,then tþ(r):0 on all of A and ,þ(*):1on all of B, which means

a:0andb:1.

In all cases, b - a ) 0. Consider the integral

frr
| ,þ(*)lf (*) - o@)ldr: | ,þ(*)lf (r) - g(r)ldr + | lþ(r)V@) - s(r)ldrJ J¡ Ja

II

> a 
J olf 

@) - s@)ldr + b 
J Jr@) - s(r)ldr.

In the former integral, f (*) - g(r) ( 0 over ,4, while in the latter integral, å represents

the infimum of r/(') over the set B. Now,

FîII

J 
^V 

@ - s(r)l dr : - 
J 
"V 

þ) - s(r)l dr,

where the left hand integral is nonnegative. Then

rrr
I ,t'øl lÍ @) - s(r)l d,r : -a I V øl - s@)l d.r -r b I V øl - s@)) d,r,
J ' JB"^ Jn'-'

:(b-ø 
J"vøl-s@))dn

>0.
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Having established that the integral is nonnegative, we have

II

I ,þ@)lÍ(*) - s(r)ldr: I lç>*.r(r) [/(z) - s(r))drJJ
roo

-- I lf @) - s(r))dr
JTo

: (1 - F'("0)) - (1 - c(zo))

: G(ro) - F(ro)

>0.

Since Í6'rr/âs arbitrarily chosen on (0,oo), we have that

F(r) ! G(r) Vu > 0.

This establishes that F(') is stochastically larger than G(.).

To prove (b), recall that for a nonnegative random variable X , the expectation is

defined as

Ee6): [*J- F(r)]dr.
JO

By part (a), F(r) < G(*), which implies, for any r ) 0, that 1 - F(*) > 1- G(r);

integrating both sides from 0 to oo with respect to r, we get

Ee(x) : [* l- r(")] o, > [* lr - c(r)] dr : Ec(x).
Jo Jo

Finallv. we need to show that
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Observe that

Ee(Xr) __ Ec(Xr)
E;Ø ' E"(x)'

Er(X') _ .[o- 12 f (r) dr _ f* ^ r Í (r) .]_E;Ø: ¡7 * ¡1*7 a, 
: lo r m f (ù drd'r'

Define
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then, /*(r) is a pdf. Hence, \Me cå,n rewrite EF(X2)|EF(X) as

E_4Ð- f*_ rf(r\ ræ

nr(Ð': Jo 
r ffio*: Jo 

r Í.(r) dt: Er'(x)'

The same argument applies to E6(X2) lg"6), so it is sufficient to prove that

Ee.(X) ) E.6.(X), or equivalently, that F.(r) < G.(r) for all r > 0. Now

Í.(r) _ Í(*) Ec(x)
s.(r) s(r) Ep(X)

On the right hand side of this expression, the expectation ratio is bounded between

0 and 1; furthermore, both expectations a,re constant in X. Letting k denote the

expectation ratio, we then have that

Í"(*) _, f @)

s"(r) '" s(r)'

Since Í (r) I g@) is increasing by hypothesis, it follows that /- (r) I g. @) is increasing.

Now apply parts (a) and (b) of the theorem with respect to /-(r) and 9.(z). ¡

Corollary 4.L3.1. If f (r)lg@) is decreasi,ng inr on(0,æ), thenthe si,gns,inparts

(o), (b) and (c) of Theorem A.13 are reuersed.

The proof follows by observing that g(r) I Í @) is increasing.

4.1.3.1 MLR properties for Ul lS < " and U2lS 3 r

The following discussion is concerned with establishing MLR properties with respect

to the distributions of UllS < r and (tl,9 ( r, where r > 0 is a constant.

Theorem A.L4. With respect to the family of di,stri,buti,ons of UrlS 3 r, u)e haue the

followi,ng:

(o) ,Í r > 0 is fi,red, then UllS < , has increasing MLR i,n o;

(b) ,Í o : 7 is fi,red, then Ul lS < r has deueasing MLR in r;
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@ tf o --I i,s fi"red, thenthe densi.ty rati,o g¡¡r1s<,(urlr)lg"r(u1) i,s zncreasing inu1.

With respect to the fami,ly of di.stri.butions of UrlS S r, u)e haue the following:

@ ,f r > 0 is fi,red, thenU2lS < 
" has decreasi.ng MLRino;

(e) if o : I is fi,red, thenU2lS 1r has increasing MLR in r;

ff) ,f o:1 i,s fi,red, then the density rati.o g¡¡r1s3,(uzlr)¡g,r(u2) is decreasing in uz.

Proof. Define 0 : rlo. If we fix r ) 0 and let 1 < 01 1 02 ( oo, then á1 ) 02,

conversely,íf o:1isfixed and 0 < rr 112 1oo, then 0t 102, or equivalently,

0r'> 0;'. By the duality between the PDP distributions of [!lS < " andt]2lS 1r,
on the one hand, and Theorem 4.12(ii) on the other, it is sufficient to prove any one

of items (u), (b), (d) or (e) to establish all four. Iiem (b) is selected for the task.

Leto:1andlet0 < 11 112 < oo. Wewanttoshow thatUtlS < rhas

decreasing MLR in r, or equivalently, we want to show that the density ratio

g" (utlrz) _ g",(ur) G"r(rzur) f I,r(ór, ór)
g. @rlrr) Q",(u1) G,,(rp1) f 1,,(ó2, ót)

is monotone decreasing in 21, where z¿ : r¿l(I I r¿), i, : 1,2. Clearly, the g(.)

terms cancel out; furthermore, the Beta cdf's 1",(.) are constant as a function of

?-ú1, so they are immaterial to the discussion. What remains, then, is to show that

G,r(r2u1)f G,,(ryu1) is monotone decreasing in 21, or equivalently, that its derivative

is nonpositive uniformly in 21.

The derivative of the above X2 cdf ratio with respect to zr is

d G,"(rzur) _ G,r(rtur) g,"(rzut) rz - G,r(rzut) g,r(hut) rt
du1G,r(rtur) Gl,,(r1u1)

g,r(r2u1) G,r(r2u1) g,r(r1u1): 
"Grr(ryrr)- "GrJrra) G;0Ã
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After a little rearrangement of terms, we obtain

_ G,r(rzut) 
| ,^ 

g,r(rrur) _ ,. g,r(rru)f
- c;GIuJ l''c"1r 1 

- " c*,¡*¡ 1'
It is sufficient to show that the bracketed term above is nonpositive for ali z1 > 0.

With another slight rearrangement, what we want to prove is

9,r?rur) t rz g,r(rzut)
tty"\r1u) t i g"lrr")

Now, the density ratio on the right hand side of the above inequality is

g,r(rzut) _ (rzut)Óz-l e-rzq I z

9rr(r1u1) (ryut)Óz-t 
"-r1u1f 

2

: (?)d'-'.*p1i" 1- r2)u1f 2).

Therefore, what we need to prove is

G,r(rzut) > (!,',0"
G,,(rp1) - ,") exp{(r1 - r2)u112}; (A'16)

the exponential term is rronotone decreasing in t¿r since \ - 12 10.

To prove (4.16), we have

G,r(rzut) 
- ü'"'u|t-Le-"'12 d'u,

Grr(rp1) ¡rrut uÔz-r e-"2/2 d,uz

On the right hand side, make the transformation A: urlr, in the numerator, and

U : uzlh in the denominator. Then,

G,r(r2u1) [i' r" (r2y¡ø'-t e-r2al2 daG;6iJ:W
/r21óz Ïi' ,f"-' ¿(rt'-rz)a12 e-'*12 dY: \ã/

The term inserted into the integrand of ihe nurnerator is monotone decreasing in z1;

therefore,

Gzyr"r). 
> (z\d, .*p1ir, _ r2)u1f 2j,G;6,"1 '\n)
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and the proof is complete for (a), (b), (d) and (e).

To prove (c), fix o : 1 and consider the density ratio

gu,lss,(alr) _ g,,(ur) G,,(rur) f I,(ó2, óù
7u,(u) 9',(u1):ffi

o G,z(rut),
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where z: rl(1+r) and 1(.) is independent of tr1. This is clearly increasing in z1 for

àny r ) 0, so (c) is proved.

To show (f), fix o:7. Then

gurls<,(uzlr) _ 7 - G,r(uzf r)--,;@;- - -jIþ;Ð-
x 1- G,,(u2f r),

since 1(') is independent of u2. For any fixed r ) 0, this function is decreasing in u2,

which establishes the desired result. n

4.1.3.2 MLR propert¡es of WIW 1rf o.

\Ã/e begin by noting that the density of WIW 1rf o is, for r ) 0,

ew.(wlr,o : ffiB råñ ffi x¡0,,¡o1(w), (4.12)

where z" : rl(o * r) and x(') is the indicator function

(t iro< w{t,
Xto,a (tr) : {

|. 
0 otherwise.

Theorem 4.15. With respect to the di,stri,buti,on of WIW 1rf o,

(i,) i,Í r > 0 i,s fired, thenWlW < rlo has decreasi,ng MLR in o;
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(i.i.) ,.f o : 7 i.s fi,red, then SIS 1 r has increasing MLR in r;

(iii) iÍ o:I is fi,red, then gsÊ<,(slr)lgs(s) is decreasi,ng in s.

Proof. To prove (i), fix r > 0 and let 71o1 1ø2 { oo. It is sufficient to show that

the density ratio Qsyy,þlo2) lOt1y,61o1) is decreasing in s. Then

gw.(rf ozlr,o) _ xpr/"rl(w) Ir,(ó2,öt)

Ow.(r f o1lr, o) Xfo,r/oyl(w) 1",,(ó2, ót)'
where z' : r l(oz* r) and z" : r /(ot * r). Since the Beta cdf ratio is independent of

tl, it plays no role here, so can be ignored. This leaves us with

(
X[0,,/or](w) - Jt lf w1rfo2'

xtt;t",t6 -lo ira< w<:-.\ o, -or'
Since this function is decreasing in o when r is fixed, the result is established.

For (ii) , frx o: 1, and Iet rz ) \ ) 0. Then, it is easily shown that

gslss,rþlrz) 
- 

Xlo,rrl(s) I,r(ór, ór)
gslssrv(tltt) X[o,rl(t) I,r(Ór,Ór)'

where z¿ : r¿l(11r¿), for i : L,2. Since the Beta cdf ratio is independent of s,

the above density ratio is proportional to the indicator function ratio, which, as a

function of s, is

(
Xro.".,l(s) li 0(sS11;Æ:<
Xto,",l(s) ì * 11 1s 112.t

The above ratio is defined on [0, r2]; for s ] 12, the indicator function ratio is undefined

(of the form 0/0). Over the domain of definition, this ratio is a nondecreasing function

of s; therefore, ,S1,9 ( r has increasing MLR in r for fixed o : 1.

To establish (iii), the density ratio of interest is

gslss,þlr) _sÓ'-1f.(7+s)Ó'+Ô' 1 Xto,"l(s)
gs(s) sór-r f (l * s)ór+óz I"(ó",dr) X¡0,*¡(s)

Xto'"1(s)-'¡
X¡o'*1(s)'
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since the unconditional density of S is defined on the nonnegative reals. This ratio is

decreasine in s because

Xlo,"l(s) -
x¡0,-1(s)

if 0< s1r;

if s > r.{,

n

4.2 Froperties of bowl-shaped loss functions

Bowl-shaped loss functions are fundamental to establishment of risk domina,nce re-

sults in the normal variance problem, and can be applied to the balanced one-rivay

random or fixed effects rnodels as well. Brown (1968) formalized the relationships

between monotone likelihood ratio, bowl-shaped loss functions and the (conditional)

risk properties of various types of point estimators. The present objective is to provide

some definitions and basic resuÌts concerning bowl-shaped or convex risk functions.

To that end, let tr(ú) represent a loss function which is (absolutely) continuous and

nonneqative on the positive reals.

Definition 4.8. I(f) is said to be bowl-shaped lf .L is nondecreasing for all ú I 1 and

nonincreasing for all ú e (0,1]. I(ú) is said to be strictly bowl-shaped if L is strictly

increasing for all I ) 1 and strictly decreasing for all ¿ € (0,1].

If L(t) is (strictly) bowl-shaped, it is differentiable almost everywhere on (0,*).

It is assumed that the regularity conditions that allow interchange of derivative and

integral are in force for integrals involving -L(ú). When a scale family of distributions

has the monotone likelihood ratio property, the following result holds, due to Brewster

and Zidek (797{):
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Lemma 4.16. If f is a density on (0,æ) and {f @1"): c > 0} has rnonotone li,ke-

lihoodratio, then f rL'(cr) f (r)dr has atmost one sign change and I L(cr) f (r)dr
i,s stri,ctly bowl-shaped (or monotone).

Under the conditions of this lemma, if the loss function I(.) is strictly bowi-shaped,

then so is the risk function.

Convex loss or risk functions are a subset of the collection of bowl-shaped loss

(or risk) functions. Of particular interest in this thesis is the entropy loss function

L(t) : t - 7 - log ú. We wili verify that this loss function is convex.

Definition 4.9. A set E c ft is said to be convex if the line segment connecting

any two points of E is contained in .8.

Definition 4.1-0. Lef f be a real-valued function defined on a convex set -8. If, for

every tt,t2 € -E and ¿ € f0,11, we have

Í (t*'+ (1 - t)rr) < t Í (rr) + (1 - t) Í (rr),

then / is a convex function on E. If the inequality is strict, then / is said to be

strictly convex on -8.

The following is a standard result for verifying convexity of a function.

Lemma 4.L7. Let f be a twi.ce differenti,able functi,on on 0,n 'interual E c W. If

(o) Í' 'is nondecreasing (i,ncreasing) on E wi,th at most one sign change, and

ft) f"@)>0forallreE,

then f is a conuer function on E.

Lemma 4.18. The entropy loss function (2.75) is conuer on the posi,tiue reals.
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Proof. The interval (0, oo) is a convex set by Definition 4.9. We will show that the

conditions of Lemma 4.17 hold. Since L(t) : t - \ - log ú, differentiation with respect

to ú yields L'(t):7-Ilt, which is strictly increasing in ú, negative for all ú < 1 and

positive for all ¿ > 1. The second derivative is ,0"(ú) -- t-', which is positive for ali

ú > 0 (and strictly decreasing). Since both conditions of the lemma are satisfied, the

resuit follows. n

Lemma 4.19. If L(t) -t-1-1ogú and f is a density on(0,æ) such,that{f (rlc):

c > 0) has monotone li,keli,hood rati,o, then I L(cr) J @) dr i,s stri,ctly conuer on (0, oo).

The proof foliows from Lemmas 4.16 and 4.18.
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r@) 2a

l(d + 7) .z *ø+1')-1' 
"-x/2f(d) r(d + 7)20+t

: u gr+z(r).

(4.18)

n

Lemma 
^.2L. 

Under th,e condi,ti,ons of Lemma 4.20,

4.3 Results involving rnomerits af UT(s) and UiG)

Lernma A.2A. Let g(.) represent a y2 density. Then

rg"(n):ug,+z(n).

Proof. Lel þ: u12. Then

* g,(r) : u (u + 2) g,¡a@). (A..1e)
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Proof. Again, IeL þ: uf 2. Then

12 g,(r) - ,z itF.7 e-*lz
r(ó) 2Ó

*(ë+z)-t 
"-x¡z

r(Ó) 2Ô

_ 221(ó +2) ,(Ô+z)-t 
"-xlzf (d) r(d + 2)zø+z

: u (u * 2) g"aa@).

This idea can be generalized to arbitrary le , as shown in the following theorem:

Theorem A.22. lÍ gO denotes a y2 density and ó: ul2, then for k,:7,2,3,...,

,-,.
rk s,@):'ryP s,+zt(r) (4.20)

Proof. Lemmas 4.20 and 4.21 establish the lr : 7 and k : 2 cases. To complete

the proof by induction, assume that the hypothesis is true for a generic integer k; it

suffices to show that the result must also hold for k + 7. To that end,

rk+I g,(r) : r (rk g"(r))

:'(ry#ts'+'kø))
_ zkl(Ó + k) * ( rÔ+t'-t e-*lz 

1|þf " \r(ó+k)2þ+k )
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n

n

_ zft+1r(d + (,k + r))
f (d) 9'+z1r'+t¡(r) '

This completes the proof.
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A.3.L Mor¡rents of t{(s)

Moment generating function. We begin with two preliminary lemmas, followed

by a derivation of the mgf of Ui(t) for any fixed s > 0.

Lemrna A.23. Let g,(.) denote a X7 pdÍ, and let ó: ul2. Then

et" g,(r): (1 - 2t¡-o g"l(1 - 2t)rl. (4.21)

Proof.
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f -ó-7 ^-x/21r¡ / \ ¡*le' Ú ' I

e"* 9"lr) : e"* | nL '(ó)2Ô l
rÓ-r e-TQ-2t)

r(Ó)2Ó

Let y: (1 - 2t)r, sothat dy: (1 - 2t)dr. Then, substituting for r,

@10 _ 2t))ø-1e-utz(t _ zt)-t
r(Ó)2Ó

: (1 - 2t)-ó s"(a)

: (1 - 2t¡-ø s"l(7 - zt)rl.

tr

Lemma A.24. Let g"(.) denote a X7 pdÍ, G(') its cdf and let þ: v¡2. Then

[* n,,@) G,"(sr) d'r: I,(Ó2,Ót), (A'22)
JO

where I(.) denotes a Beta cdf eualuated at the subscri,pted ualue.

Proof.

g,,(r) G,,(sr) a* : [* 9,,@) ['" n,,@) d,y d,r,
Jo Jo
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where X and Y have independent X2 distributions with z1 and u2 degrees of freedom,

respectively. Now,

r* f t' 1 *. _., ,1.,_1 _t+Lo,\ tj: I ,rq7-rAq2-re-\t+a)/2 dy dr.
ro ro f(dt)f(dr))óÈh^

Make the bivariate transformation

vu: r' T:x'
with inverse transformation

Y:VT, X:7,

andJacobian?. Notethat ú > 0 and0 < ø ( s. Underthistransformation, wehave

[* n,,@) G*(sr) d'r: [* [' =--=:,'r-=r--- 
r..-I¡ó..ó'-t 

"-f;F+u) 
ú do.

ro ' Jo Jo I'(dr)f(dz))ÓftÓz -

Interchanging the order of integration,

: [" _Ê-= [* +¡ôtrtz-r exp{-f (r+?r)} d.td,u.
lo T(Ó')l(Óù lo )Ót+Óz 

"

Now, make the transformation w : t(I *'u); then,

- w ,, dw+-
" - 7+o' *" - r+r'

so that

[* n,,@)G.(sr\,tr: [' oÔ'-' I f* 7 | u 
1Ót+h-7e-'lz *-4 '] a,ro )*,:Jo rydilrydrL/, 2ónó,\r+r, " r+u1

f'l(Óz+¿ \: 
Jo ffiñoÓ,r(7:_u)-(Ôt+Ót) 

¿u'

Finally, make the transformation r : ul(7 * u) with differential dr : dulQ+ r)'.
Then, using z : sl(7 f s), we have

: [" W4z-r(r - r\ù_' o,lo f(dr)f(d') \ l

: Ir(Ó2, Ót),

which completes the proof. n
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Lemma A.25. If z" : sl\ - 2t * s), ó¿ : u¿12, i : 7,2, and ¿Í g(.) and G(.) are

defi,ned as i,n Lemma A.21, then

t'æ

J, g",l(r -2t)r]G,,(sr) dr: I,*(ö",ór) (4.23)

Proof. We have

g,,[(r - 2t)r]G,,(sr) o, - [(7 - 2t)!]a'-1-e-$-zt)"lz 
G,,(sr) (r - 2t) d,r.

r(þ1)2øt

Let y: (1 - 2t)r, wlth d.y : (7 - 2t) dr. Making the appropriate substitution,

_Aôr-le-o/, n f sU:fuJt;G*|fr).
Letting r: sl(I-2t), the above expression is of the form g,,(a)G.(rgr), so that by

Lemma 4..24,

ræ

J, o,,(Y)G,,(,a) da: I,-(ó2,ót),

where we define r" : rl(I f r). Then

,*- ' : sl.Q.-zt) .: ' :7*.7+r 1+(s/(1 -2t)) \-2t+s
frorn which the result follows. !

The following result establishes the forrn of the moment generating function of Ui (s)

for any fixed s > 0.

Theorem 
^.26. 

Themoment generating functi,on of U{(s) i,s, for ang fi,red s ) 0,

MuiQ): (1 - 2t\-ó'!,.- !!''!',) @.24)' -') Ir(ó2,öù'

where z* : sl (7 - 2t + s) and ó¿ : u¿12, i, : I,2.
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Proof. By definition, the mgf of yï(r) is, for any arbitrary s > 0,

M,,r(t\ - [i 
et"g',(t)G'r(sr) dr 

,wr \-,t I"(ór, ër)

By Lemma 4.23,,
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: (1 - 2ù-ó' Ïi s,,[(1 - zt)r]G,,(sr) d,r

I"(ó", ót) 
1

and by Lemma 4.25,

:(1 -2t)-Ôtt#H

n

Limiting m.g.f. From the moment generating function (A,.24), we wish to examine

the limiting behavior of Ui(s) as s -+ 0 and as s -+ oo. Let z* : sl\-2t+ s).

Theorem 
^.27. 

Wi,th respect to the moment generating functi,on (A.24) of Uiþ),

(a) Iim,-*Mri(tls): (1 - 2t)-Ó1;i,. e.,tJiþ) 5X7,;

(b) Iim,-sMu¡(tls): (1 - 2t)-Ór+Ó2;i. e.,Uiþ) 9x',,+,,.

Proof. To prove (a),

Il- Mu, (¿ls) : tim (1 - 2t)-o' 
tr- !!''lls-+co -r\'/ s-root- --'/ I"(ózrót)

: (1 - 2Ð-¿^ ti^ Iz., !!''!',) .
s-+oo t 

"(ó2, ót) 
'

Consider the Limiting behavior of the arguments z* and z : s I (7 f s) in the two Beta

cdf's above:

lim s 
-lim 

1 
-ls-+o. 1-2t+ s 'îi.å 1+ (i -zt)ls
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and

"tråtfo:,rrrr+fr¡¡ 
:r;

thus, as s -+ oo, lim"-- In(Ö2,ó):1and lim"-*- I"(ór,dr) :1. Consequently,

Jyyuur(¿) 
: (1 - 2l-ø; (,{.25)

i. e., as s -+ oo, ffï(r) 9x7,.

To prove (b), it is clear that both z*: sl(7-2t+ s) and z: sl(7+s) tend to

zero as s -+ 0, leaving the limiting m.g.f. in the indeterminate form 0/0. Applying

L'Hôpital's rule,

I,!#Mur(ú) : lTt(1 - 2t¡-o' €#+
Ignoring the constant term in the numerator for the nonce,

fir,.(ór,ór) 
: * lo"' 

o"-' (r - u¡ø'-t or.

By Leibnitz's rule, we have, for z" : s I Q - 2t -l s),

fi t,.(ö,, ó,): (-h)d'-l (' - -h)''-' (-5îF)
tôz-r (\ - 2t)0'

(7-2t*s)dr+dz'

By a similar argument, the denominator is, for z: sl(I+ s),

ãârz
* t,(ör, ór) : ; J, sót-1' (r - w\ø,-t oo

5Ôz-1'
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(1 + s¡ø'+ør'
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Therefore,

l,sM,,ir,r(ú) 
: (1 - 2t¡-ø' $ [(ffi) / (#-) 

]

- (1 - t.,t\_-tu,.- (1 + s)d'+d' (1 - 2¿)d'
\- -") ;-;ô (I _ 2t I s)ór+ót

(7 - zt¡-á, (7 - zt¡á'
(1 - zt¡o'+ø"

: (1 - 2t)-@t+Óz).

In other word.s, âs s -+ 0,, Uî(r) 4 X2,,+,r. This completes the proof.

Moments of Uf. The following result produces the moments of Uï(t) for any

arbitrarily chosen s > 0:

Theorem 4.28. For k: L,2,3,,... and any fi,red s ) 0,

E(uir¡ :2or!t'! k) I'@?' Ö' + k) 
( L.26)

f (dt) I"(ór, ót)

Remark A.1. A,s long as ù - k > 0 for integer k, the k¿h negative moment E(UT-b)

also exists and has the form (4.26), where -k is substituted for k on the right hand

side of (4.26).

Proof. Since t{ has a 'shifted' X2 distribution with (uz,ut) degrees of freedom, its kth

moment is defined as (for k : L,2,3, . . .)

,¡tr¡*k\ - Ïi rk g,,(r)G,r(sr) dt
"\"1 r- I,(ór,ór)

By Theorem 4,.22,

:l(û + k)zk [f s,,+zn(r)G,"(st) dr 
.r(d') I,(ó2, óù

By Lemma 4.24,

:l(Ót + k) zo I,(Ó2, û + k) 
,

f (dt) I,(ór, ó')

n

n
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Var[Ui (r)] : 2lr, + 26,(ór, ór) + ,þ,(ór, ór)1,

Corollary 4.28.1. For any fi,red s > 0, the fi,rst two moments of U{(s) are giuen by

Eluil : 'r 
I'(!"' Ót *'7) 

'I,(ó2, ót) 
)

Elui'): ut (ut + z¡ 
I'(!?'ù + 2) 

.\-r ' -./ I"(ör,ór)
From Corollary 4.28.1 and the definition of variance, we have

| (ór,ù+1) 1,., , t,,1,(ó2,ót+2) -., 
I,(ór,dr+t)l

varfui] : "'ffi 1(" 
* -, r,(órdr + 1) ^'ffi) (A''27)

For any fixed s > 0, the mean of Ui is shown by Corollary Ã.2.1to be

EIUTI : J"(ó2, ót) : n -r 26,(ó2, ór).

It is of interest to derive a simpler expression for the variance of Ui.

Corollary 4.28.2. For any fi,red s > 0, the uariance of Uiþ) can be wri,tten as
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(4.28)

where 6,(ór,ór) is defi,ned by (A.5) and tþ,(þ2,ór) Uy (A 6).

Proof. Start with the expression (4.27) of Var[Uf (s)] for a given s ) 0. By Corol-

Iary .N.2.1, one can write

ut -l 26,(ór, ór) : r, I"(-Ó?' Ó' + t) 
.

t 
"\92, Öt) 

1

(u, + z) + 2õ"(ó2 dr + 1) : (ut + z1L@&J-JL\-L ' -/ Ir(ó2,ù+1)'
Then, equation (A.27) reduces to

Var[uf (s)] : 2 (ut + 26,(ó2, dt)) [1 * õ,(ór,dr + 1) - 6"(ór, ór)].

Define L(z) :6"(Ót,dr + 1) - 6,(Ór,/i). Then

^ 
/-\ _ f(dt + óz + 7) th (7 - z)h+t f(d' + óù za' ( - z¡0'

À\þ) - m;Tø' + Ð jlór, ö, +T
: T(ór + ór) zþz (7 - z)ù ló, + ó, I"(ör, ör) ,, _ ,, _ .,1

- rGtr(øJ - r4þ;ól | ö, i@;ó, +T \L - þ) - L)

:6,(' ' \ |("+")(14-1l.
Qz' Qt) 

l,a -r ztÁór, or) I
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Now abbreviating 6r(ór,dt) by ô, and substituting the above term in the variance

formula yields

varfuf] :2 (ut + 2õ) 
[t 

* u (A'ÐAr-- ò - t)

:21(ut + 26) -r 6(u1+ uz)(r - z) - 6(q + 2õ)).

By (4.12) , ut I u2 : (u1+ 2ô) + (u2 - 2õ). Using this result, along with the trick that

t: z + (1 - z),we obtain

:2[h+26 + ô(1 - z){(rr+26) t (rr-2õ)} - õ(t + (1 - ,))(r'+ 2ô)]

:2lut+26+6{(",-26)(r- r) - z(rr +2ô)}]

:2(h+2õ+1þ),

where ,þ : ,þ,(Ór, dr). This compietes the proof. n

Finally, the following result provides a lower bound for E(Uiþ)) for any fixed s ) 0.

Lemma A.29. Let t\ - X',, with mean u1. Then, for any s ) 0,

EIUT(s\li@¡>'
Proof.

ø[uï(s)] _4*26
E(Ur) u1

,.Ã
-1 

|

-r I 
u1

Since 2ô(.) is bounded between 0 and uz by Theorem 4.4 for a1l s > 0, the result is

immediate. n

The relevance of this result is that the mean of U{ is always at least as large as the

mean of U1, the equality coming in the limit as s -) oo.
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4.3.2 Moments of ¿Ä

This subsection essentially mimics the previous one except that the results pertain to

the random variable Uj raiher than I{. We begin with the mgf of U}, and proceed

to results involving the moments of I/j. The notation used in the previous subsection

carries over.

Moment generating function of U$.

Lemma 4.30. Let g(-) denote a X2 pdl and G(.) its cdf. Then,

[* n*(E) [r - G,,(a I ù] da : I,(ó2,, ót) , (4.29)
Jo

where I(.) i.s a Beta cdf.

Proof .
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lo* n,,(s) tr - G,,(alùl da : 7 - Ir* 
e,,(s)G,,(sls) d'r

LeIr:Ils.Then

thus, by Lemma 4.24,

11æ

I g,r@)G,,(rg) dr: 1,.(Ót,Óz)
JO

: fr_,(ór, ór),

* r 7ls 7 -'-1i|r-7+7ls-1+s-- þ1

so that by Fact 4.2,

[* n',@) ] - G',('Y)l da : 1 - [* e,,(Y)G,,(rù daJo Jo

- 1- h-,(ór,óz)

: I,(ó2, ót).

!
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Theorem 4.31. For any fi,red s > 0, the moment generati,ng functi,on of U[(s) is

giuen by

(7 - zt\-o' 
Iz*(Ó'' Ó')
j,\Qz, ót) 

(A'30)

where z+ : (7 - zt)slg + (1 - 2t)s).

Proof. By definition,

ræ
Mu,;(t) : I "'oh(a;u2,\, 

s) d,!- Jo

_ [i ets s",(a) [1 - G",(y I s)l da

I,(ó2, ór)

Working with the integral in the numerator (since the denorninator is fixed as a

function of ú),

lo* "'0n,,(s) tr - G,,(alr)l or: lo e'0s,,@) d,a - Ir* etas,"@)G,,(alù d,a.

Since g*(A) is a, y2," density, the first integral in the above equation is the m.g.f.

(7 -Zt¡-ø2. The second integral follows from Lemma A..23:

: (1 - 2t)-0, (r- [* s,"l(I-2t)a]G,,(yls)dry\.' \ Jo 
¿vrL\ /¿r ut\¿ 

/

By Lemma A.25, with r : 7l s, one obtains

: (1 - 2fi-o',z (1 - 1,. (ór,ór)) ,

where r. : (1/s) lft - 2t) + (7ls)) : (1 + (1 - 2t)s)-1. Then, by Fact 4.2,

: (1 _ 2t¡-oz t,*(ör,ór),

where zr :1- s*. Having solved the integral in the numerator, the moment gener-

ating function of U) follows directly. n
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Lirniting rn.g.f.

Theorem 4.32. With respect to the moment generati,ng function (4.30) of U)(s),

(a) Iim,-oo Mu;(tls): (1 - 2t)-Ôz , i. €., Uö(s) 4 x7,;

(b) Iim'-rs Mu;(tls) : 7, which implies that Ui(s) becomes degenerate at 0 as s -+ 0.

Proof. Consider first the case as s -+ oo:
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As s -+ oo,

/1 - 9/lc l-2t s-)co. I--------l L,1+(1 -2t)s 7ls+(7-2t)
so that the ratio of both Beta cdf's tends to one in the limit. Therefore,

)lgtwur(¿l') 
: (7 - z¡¡-o',

or equivalently, Uj(s) 9X7, as s -+ oo. This proves (a).

Next, consider the limiting mgf of U$ as s -+ 0. In this case, for s* : (1 - 2t)s,

both z* : s*l(7 * s*) and z: sl(I + s) tend to zero as s -+ 0; thus, the ratio of

Beta cdf's in the mgf of [/j goes Lo0f0, so L'Hôpital's rule is applied. Since we are

differentiating with respect to s, it is sufficient to restrict attention to the Beta cdf's:

& 1,.(ör.,ór) z" ß. ,ôz-r (r - u)ó,-t oo

& t"(ór, ór) - & t; ruóz-t (L - w)órt ¿,

Iim M¡,y(ú) : lim (7-z¡7-o'I+IE%E')
s-+oo :" s-+cot ' l"(ózrót)

(*)"-'(*)ø1-1 (#)
Q_zt¡',(c#dr'*r"
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after some algebraic reduction. Bringing things together, the limiting mgf of U[(s)

ass-+0is
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!\fiM,;(t): 1-+(1

Since the limiting mgf of U)(s) as s -+ 0 is a constant, its limiting distribution

becomes degenerate at 0. This completes the proof. n

Moments of U). For any fixed s > 0, the moments of Uj(s) can be obtained from

the following result.

Js(t

Iirn I
s-+0 \

1.

- zfi-Ôz 1t

1+s

zt)r'(

óÈóz

1+s ¡@t+dt

-l

(1 - 2t)s )

1+(1 -2t)s;)t/

Theorem 4.33. For k: L,2,3,... and any fired s ) 0,

mtrr* k1 - 
2rl(ö, + k) I"(Ó2 -t k, Óìu tu 2 ) - -r@;- L@; óJ-

(A.31)

Remark A.2. As long as óz-k > 0 for integer k, the k¿ä negative moment E(U;-r)
exists and has theform (4.31), where -k substitutes forfr onthe right side of (4.31).

Proof. With respect to the density (

EIU;KI:

úà moment is expressible as

,s) da

G,,(sls)l dy

4.2) of U), the k

fo* ,on{oiuz,ut

ff uoo",@) ] -
I"(ór, ót)

zkl(ó, + k)

Bv Theorem 4.22.

ak9,r(g): r(ór) 9,2+zn(U),
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so that

[i ao g,,(a) lt - G",(a I t)] ¿a _
I,(Ó", Ót)

2kt (ó, + t') ïi g-+rr(a) [7 - G",(y I s)] da

r(ór) I,(ó", ót)
2ot (ö, + t') 11 - [i s",+rn@)G,,(a I s) da]

T(ór) I,(ó2,óì
2hl(ó, + tt) l1 - L-,(ór, ó, + t,")l

r(ó") I,(ór, ó') )

from the proof of Lemma 4.30. Thus, 

.

:2rl(Ó'+ k) I'(Óz+ k'Ót)
l(ór) I"(ór, ót)

n

Corollary 4.33.L. For any fi,red s > 0, the fi,rst two moments of U$(s) are giuen by

nlu[(s)]: rrI$]f$,- 1"\Qz, Qt)

EIU)'z(s)) : u t" rt\ I'(Óz + 2' Ót)
2 \u2 -T "' IÁör, ór) 

.

For any fixed s > 0, the variance of Uj(s) is

var[ui(s)] :,, tffiP 
lr, * Ð 

tm -,, t'@rïi;,\r;l'rl 
(A 82)

By Corollary 4.3.1, the mean of U$ can be written as ElUj]: uz-26"(ór,öt). Having

found a simplified expression for Var[t{], we would like to find a similar expression

for Yar[U[].

Corollary 4.33.2. The uari,ance of U[(s) for any fi"red s > 0 can be written as

YarlU|(r)l : 2l(r, - 26,(ór,dr) + tþ,(ö2,ó,.)1. (4.33)

Proof. Starting from (4.32) and applying Corollary Ã.2.I, one can write

VarlU)(r)l : (u2 - 26,(þr, ór))l(r, + 2) - 262(óz t 1, ót) - (u2 - 2õ"(þr, ót))1.

(4.34)
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Define Y(z): õ,(óz*7,ót) - 6"(öz,dr). Then

v/-\_ f(dt+óz+7) rÓz+1 (7-z)h f(dr+óz) zÓ"(7-z)Ô'v\þ)- (d-;l)f(d-J j,@,,Æ - |(d'T(dJ-TIö,,óT
f (dt + óz) zÓ, (7 - 270, ló, + 6, I,(ó2,ór) - ,'l: 
f (ö2)f (óù - *o;øl | ö' i@;n,óJ " - ')

-õ''¡ '\l ("''+u'\z I(ö2,ót)l;ffi-rl
Substituting this result into (4.34),

var[t/i] : (uz - zõ)lfrr *, - rr) - nç91+ u2) z "lL ''- -z/ --\ ur-25 -t))

: 2 l(uz - 26) - õl(r, -r u2) z - (u, - zõ)))

: 2[(uz - zõ) + tþ],

where 6:6,(ó2,/1) and ó: ó,(ór,/1). This compietes the proof. n

And finally, we show that for [Jz - X7,, EIU[(s)]l E(Ur) is uniformly bounded between

0 and 1.

Lemma 
^.34. 

Let u2 - X7,,. Then for all s ) 0,

s. gl9l . 1' E(Uù - -'

Proof. By Theorem 4.4, 0 < 2õ 1 u2 for all s ) 0. Hence,

ry\-uz-26 -1- 2õlut1r
E(Ur) u2 t' a -

for all s ) 0. However, it is also easy to see that 7 - 261u2 ) 0 for all s. n

4"4 eovariance of Ui and U;

Unconditionally, U1 and [/z would be independently distributed ¡2 random variables

with parameters u1 and /2, respectively. Howevet, when conditioned on the event
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4.4 Covariance of Ui and Uj.

W 1s, the random variables Uï(r) and Uj(s) are correlated. By definition,
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cov(uf , u;) : Elui u;l - EIUT] Elu;1,

where Eluil: ut t26,(ór,/1) and Elu;l - u2 - 26,(ór,dt). We need to determine

the quantity ElUi U|1.

Theorem 4.35. For any fi,xed s > 0,

E (UT G) U;(r)) : rr r" 
t-þ##;!

(4.35)

Proof. By definition,

nluiþ)uä(r)l : [* ['" ,oeu¡1,¡,n;1"¡ @,y)d,yd,r,Jo Jo

where y 1 sr by the constraint. Substituting in the joint PDP density of Ui and U$

for any fixed s > 0,

: [* ['" 'ag:i(,*)s,*r(a) d,u2,u1.lo lo I,(ö2,ór)

Since the Beta cdf in the denominator is constant in both r andU,we shall only be

concerned with the numerator term. We have

f* f' /- .l f" I
J, J, rus,t(*)s,,(a)daor: 

Jo 
ro",@) 

lJo 
ys",(y)ds)dr

: 
Io* 

* 9"(r)
rsr I

J, uz g*+z(u) du)dr,

by Lemma 
^.20. 

Since the integral in brackets evaluates to u2G,"¡2(sr),

roo: r, 
Jo 

r g,r(r)G,"a2(sr) dr

rco: ,r,, 
Jo 9,r+z(r) G,r¡2(sr) dr

: 1'11/2 I"(óz * I, ù * 7).
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Therefore,

: huz(z+ (1 - z) - 7) i 26 lu2z - rr(7 - z) + ut - uz + 261

: 26 lz4 - (1 - z)uz + 261

:26 [z (r, + 2õ) - (7 - ,) (u2 - 26)]

= _2 tþ,

where ,þ: ,þ,(Öu dr) is given by (2.16). This completes the proof.
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E(UiUi):rrrrt&##!,
thereby completing the proof. tr

Theorem 4.36. For any fired s > 0, cov(Uf ,Ui): -2rþ,(ór,ór).

Proof. By Theorem 4.35 and the definition of covariance,

cov(ui, uö): ",*lw##9 -t"@r:t!:,,-rt;" 
t,grîir,l,!i,I 

(A 36)

To simplify this expression, the primary step is to simplify the ratio of Beta cdf's in

(4.35). Starting from formula 26.5.10 of Abramowitz and Stegun (1964), we have

I,(ór+7,óti-7): ,I"(ór,dr + 1) + (1 - z) I"(öz-tL,ót).

Dividing through this equation by I,(ó2,ót),

I"(óz -l 7, û -l 7) _ - I,(ö2, ót I 7) - ,-, -,, 
I"(óz -l 7, ót)

---fß",Ót) - " I^Ó',Ó) -r \r - "' I,(Ó',Óù

:,(t*+)+(1 - ò(t-¿)-\ h) '\ ór)
by Theorems A..2 and 4.3, with ô : õ"(ö2, /1). Multiplying both sides of the equation

by 4 u2 then yields

^rrt4þ1J9 
: u2z(u1+ 26) * ut(r - z)(r" - 2õ).

l,lÞz, Qt)

Substituting this term into the right hand side of (4.36), we obtain

cov(uf , uö) : u2z(u1 + 2õ) * u1(7 - z)(r" - 2õ) - (rt + 2õ)(u2 - 26)

n
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4.5 Moments of IzIl*

The theorem below provides a simple means of arriving at the first two moments of

W"(t) for each fixed s:

Theorem 4.37. G,iuen s ) 0, the fi,rst two moments of W* (s) are

25I

E(W.\ - ', I"(Óz -t I, ü - 7) 
., ut - 2 Ir(ö2, ót) ' (A'37)

E(W.21 : . uz (uz .-l2) I,(Óz -t 2, ü - 2)\ / (ut - 2)(u, - 4) I,(ö", ór) ' (A'38)

where E(W.) erists iÍ ,, > 2 and E(W.2) eri,sts if u1> 4.

Proof. Given s ) 0, the expectation of I4l-(s) is

E(w.): Io'ffin,
:l(ót+ór) 1 f' ,@,*,)-t ,o,,

r(dt)r(ör) I,(ór,öt) Jo (1 + u¡ø'+óz -*'

Let u: wlG+r); this transforms the Beta type II density into a Beta type I, and

transforms the upper integration limit from s to z. Then

E(w.) : ##B #îJ fo",,r"*',-'(r - u)(ô,-t)-t o,

: r(ó, + ór) f(dz+ i)r(dr - 1) I,(óz-t 1,ù - 1)

f (d')r(ó,) r(ù + óz) I,(ór,ór)

: Ö, I,(Óz*7,ù-I)
ù-t I,(ó2,ót)

: " 
I'(Ózi-7'û-7)

ut - 2 I"(ór, ór) )

which exists whenever h ) 2.



4.6 Risk functions of point estimators

By a similar argument, the second moment of W" is given by

for u1 > 2k.

The proof follows by induction.
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Óz(Óz+7) I,(Óz+2,ü-2)
(ó, - t)(ó, - 2) r"(ór, ór)

: uz(uz * 2) I,(óz * 2, h - 2)

("t - 2)(r, - 4) I,(ó",ór) )

which exists whenever \ ) 4. This completes the proof.

The next result is a general expression for the k¿à moment of W. (s).

Theorem 4.38. Gi,uen s ) 0, thekth moment of W.(s) i,s giuen by

E(W.\: I y"n,*(y), 0*
J o I,lþz, Qt)

: r(ó, + ór) r(óz + 2)r(ù - 2) I,(óz * 2, û - 2)

r(d,) r(ö") r(ü + óz) I,(ó2, ór)

Dtrrl*n¡ -l(Óz+ 
k)l(ú - k) I'(Ór+ k',û - k)

D\t, t_ 

- 

\^.ur/- \ ' r(ór)r(ó') L(ó2,ót) )

n

4"6 Risk functions of point estimators

Using the entropy loss function (2.75) as a basis for comparing point estimators, we

considerhowtocomputeriskfunctionsforestimators of 11,12 ando. Insomecases,

a closed form expression can be derived.



4.6 Risk functions of point estimators

A.6.L Unbiased estirnators

For i : 7,,2,, the risk of the best unbiased estimators T¿f u¿ are given by

n(T,o) : E,IL-1-ros!+' l
\z¿ / lu¿r¿ -r¿ -Iogui)

I Tr I- Eo l; - 1 - log Un + Iosu¿)

- 1- 1- E"(logU¿) +Iogu¿.
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To find E(logU;), we need the following result.

Lemma 4.39. Let U be a random uariable w,ith a y!, distribution, and defi,ne W :
iog t/. Then, E(W) : log 2+'ú (ó), where ó : u 12 and ú (.) is the di,gamma function.

Proof. By hypothesis, U - X7. Let T : tll2; then ? has a standard gamrna dis-

tribution with parameter u. Make the transformation r : logú; then, t: er and

d,t: er dr, so that the density of X is

sx@) : y(9!_ r) 
,f(d) '

where Ö: ul2. X has a log-gamma distribution, whose moment generating function

is given by (Lawless, 1982, p.21)

Mr(t):l#
Therefore, E(X): ü(d),where ü(.) is the digamma function. Setting (J :27,

E(losU) : E(Iog2T): E(log2) + E(X): log2 +V(ó).

Using the above lemma, the risk of the best unbiased estimator of r¿ is

n

R(i¿;r): IoB ó¿ - ú(ó¿), (A.40)
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which is constant in o for i,: 1,2.

The risk function of the best unbiased estimator of o is given by

/', -2 \ lq-25 r , 4-2 , SlR("-',S;")-Eol' --r-rog -rog-l\ uz / | u2 o u2 al

- - los '.= - E"(rosw)'
U2

Since I4l : UzlUt, IogW : log U2 - IogU1. By Lemma 4.39, it

E"(iogW) : V(Ó") - iþ(dt). Therefore,

/'r. 
- t \ 17\ ñ /1 4-2,l=;s;"): E"(losu) - E"(loguù -ros"ï

: ú(dr) - v(ör) - los(21 - 2) +rosu2.

4.6.2 Risk functions of REML estimators

In this case, the general form of the risk function under entropy loss associated with

estimators of the form /(,S)7, where Tf ahas a x2 distribution, is given by

Ã(d(s) r; o) : 
",1", [øtrlT - 

r- ros ö(s) -t"- ilr]]

- Eolørrl 
" 

(Tlr) - 1- E"(rogd(^s)) - n, (,,sllr)l @42)-1" \ør / -\ "ut /)
This can be viewed as a template for finding the risk functions of REML and PDP

estimators.
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follows that

(4.41)

REML estimator of rt. The REML est

rr+
dî(s) : \,;* 

*
1",

irnator of ri is of the form /i(.9) 7t, *here

if s <2,
U1

ffs>2.
U1
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The risk function of this estimator is then

n(di(s) T;o): E"lói6) E(utls) - 1- Iog@{(s) - E"(logu'l^s)1.

To find E(log Ut l^9), observe that Ut + U2 - (7 + S I o) [[; hence,

los(ut ¡ Uz): log(1 + Slo) + iog Ut.

Conditioning this expression on ,S and taking expectations yields

E"lIos(U1 * Uz)lSl : los(1 + S I o) + E"(los' Ut ls).

Since Ur -l Uz is distributed independently of S, a slight rearrangement produces

E"(Iosytl^9) : E'lIol(Ut +Ur)l - Iog(1 + Slo);

but by the above lemma, E"lIog(U1+ Uz)l - log 2 + V(ü * /2), so
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E"(logYtls) - Ios2+v(ü+ óz) - log(1 + Slo) (4.43)

Next, Iet m: uz/ut,, and consider the term

E,[ói6) E(ulls)]: [* ]++ i+ 3 s.G) d,s * ! [* s.(s) d,s,
Jo u1lu2I+S/o utJm

where gs(s) is the density function of ,S with parameters þ2 and /1 given by

es(s) :#+9!-7.(slo)Ó'-r (A.44)¿Y\ / f(dt)l(Ót) o (7+sf o)Ór+Óz'

By making the transformation

v : #;/" with back transrorm s : #, (4.4b)

the density of I/ is Beta type I with the same parameters as ,9. In the transformation,

the term m gets transformed to ú(o), where

t(o): -Y4.t"L - ', (A.46)\ / 1¡u2f(uyo) ,to+uz'
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then, after some straightforward algebra,

E"lóî(s) E(Utls)l : :', rrøt(ó" * 7, öt)u\ -T u2

(4.47)

+ :+- I,þ)(ór,û + 7)* I tt - Itþ)(ó,,ó,)).
Uttuz U1

The last term that needs to be calcuiated is

f* rrn roo
E"flogdi(S)] : / Iog(1+s)g"(s) ds-Ios(u1+"ù I ssþ)ds-Iosu1 | seþ)ds;Jo Jo Jm

Under the transformation (A..45), this evaluates to

E"[rosdi(s)] : 
Io""' 

r"s (r . f+) sy@)d,u

- rog(u1 * uz) 14"¡(ór, ót) - log ,t(7 - It@(ór, ór)). (4.48)

Combining (4.43) , (^.47) and (4.48), the risk function of the REML estimator of 11
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1S

n(di(s) T1;o): "]- tu"(óz+ 7,ör) + :+= Ir@)(ór,ù + r) + E"(1og(1 - v))
U1 iuz 

v\v/\¡- 
u1 lu2 t v\

1 - Iog 2 - v(ó, + óz) - lou"'r"s (r . ä) sy@) d,u

* Iog(21 -r u2) 14"¡(ór,ó'). (å * log",) fr - Iq")(ó2,ór)),

(A.4e)

where 7 + Slo maps to (1 - I/)-1 under the transformation (4.45).

R,EML estimator of rz. The process in this case is very similar to that for ri

above. The differences are that:

1. the REML estimator of rz ís ói@ ?2, where

(t+ ols

dä(s) : I T*',"l;

,9<

ö>-;

u2

",
Uz

U1
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2. Ut + U2: (7 + olS)U2.

d-(,s) :{+
The risk function of this estimator under entroov loss is

n[d-(s) s;o]: E'[ó.(s)w - 7 - losd.(^9) -rosw].

Now,
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Applying the same basic argument as above, the risk function of the REML estimator

of 12 under entropy loss is

R(öioTz;o) : #*rr.¡(ör-r 7,ót) . !";Olq")(ór,dr + 1) + E"(rosv)

- 1 - ìog2 - v(d, + ëz) - ["'' ror(, *4\ sr(o) d,oJo \ du /
* log(21 -t uz) 14"¡(ór,ór). (;* tog "r) I - It(o)(ór,ór)),

(4.50)

where 7 + olS maps to I/-1 under the transformation (4.45).

Adjusted unbiased estimator of o. The 'REMl-inspired' adjustment of the

best unbiased estimator of ø is given by d.(,S) ,S, where

S< ,,
- 4-2

s > " =.ut-2

: ! h(ó,, ó,) + 
- 

0 - ro(ór+ 1, dr)),O UtlUz

where m:uzl(4 -2) and

u2l (u1 - 2) u2

E.(ó.(s)w):: I,- os(s) d,s ""+ [ :ssþ) d,s

p-
1-lu2l(u1 -2) h+u2-2'



4.6 Risk functions of ooint estimators

Furthermore,

E(logd.(^s)) : - [* logses(s) ds * Iog ('-=\ 0 - h(ör,ór)).Jo "\ u2 /'
Since E(log W) : V(ór) - V(dt), it follows that

Ë[d.(,s) ,s;a] : ]torrr,ör) + ffi(I- ro@r+ 1, dr)) - 1 - v(ór)+ ìr(d,)

+ [' r"s(=) n,,(,) du + log (-+\ e - I,(ó,,ó,)).
Jo "\1-u/ - -\ut-o/

(A..51)

4.6.3 Risk functions of PDP estimators

PDP estimators do not have a simple form; PDP-unbiased estimators have multiplier

functions that involve a ratio of Beta cdf's, while the multiplier function of a PDP-

MLE is expressible as a spline. As a result, the risk function of a PDP estimator

essentiaily follows (A,.42). It is convenient to express the multiplier function of a

PDP estimator as d"(,9) so that a single expression holds for both estimators.

PDP estimators of 4. Let /i(^9)Tr be a PDP estimator of 11. By (,d.42), ihe

risk function is

R(ói6)Tt;o): E"[E"lói(s) u' - 1- losdï(s) u'l,s]l

: E"lói6) E"(Url^9)l - 1- E"[1ogdï(s)] - E"lE"(rost4l,s)l

Now,

E"[óî(s) E,(u1ls)] : (u1* u2) 
Ir- ffissþ) d,s

rØ: 
" Jo ÓiG) gt(t;Ó"'Ó' + 1) ds'

Making the transformation from ,9 to I/ yields

E"lói6) E"(utls)l : 
^ I,' r, (å) sv@;ó,,ót + r) d,u.
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4.6 Risk frsnctions of ooint estimators

The above transformation also takes 7 + Slo into (1 - V)-'; in combination with

(,{.43), the risk function of /i(S)fi is expressible as
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(A..52)

Substituting dI(^9) for /i(.9) in the above expression yields the risk function for the

PDP-MLE of q, while substitution of /i-(^9) yields the risk of the PDP-unbiased

estimator.

PDP estimators of rz. The argument is quite sirnilar to the 11 câ,s€ above, except

that 1 + olS substitutes for 1* Slo. The transformation to 7 takes L+ of S rnto

V-1, so the risk function for a PDP estimator ói6)72 of 12 is

R(ó;(s) rz; o) : ,, [' óT ( +-\ gv@; óz t 1, ór) du- 1 - ios 2
Jo \r-u/

- ü(d, + öz) -'""(toröt(+)) * E,(rogv). 
(A'53)

\ \r-v //
Substitution of ó16) for /i(^9) in (4.53) yields the risk function of the PDP-MLE

of 12, while substituting di. (S) yields the risk of the PDP-unbiased estimator.

PDP-unbiased estirnator of o. The PDP-unbiased estimator of o is d--(,9) ,S,

whose risk function is given by

R(ó..(s)'s;' 

:'iy.;::ji-,,r::î]?"il;h) + v(d,) - v(d,)
Jo o

Making the transformation from ,S lo V, this evaluates to

R(ó*(s) ,s; ù : -4- [' ó..l+) sv@; óz * 1, ó, - 7) d,u - 1
hluzJo' \i-u/" 

(A.b4)

+ ü(d,) - v(ór) - n,(bsf.. ( :lL\\
\ \L-v //

A(di (s) rr; o) : ,, 
Io' 

r, (#) gv@; ó2, ót + 7) ¿u- 1 - Iog 2

v(d, + ó,) -ø" (rog ói (r _ v:ll-)) 
-r E"(1og(1 - v))



4.7 Limiting behavior of PDP-MLEs

4.7 i-imiting hehavior of PDP-Ml-Es

PDP-MLE of a. A conditional likelihood function of 1 for each fixed s > 0 can

be constructed by treating the PDP density of t{(s) as a function of 11 given s. By

making the transformation ut: hlrt in the density formula (4.1), the maximum

likelihood estimator based on the PDP log-likelihood, called the PDP-MLE of 11, is

expressible as î1(,S) : dl(S)Zi, where dI(.) ir the reciprocal of the unique solution

þ : þ of the estimating equation
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ut_ þt2u2m:r,

evaluated pointwise in s on the nonnegative reals. The set {B-l(s¡ : s

pointwise solutions comprises the multiplier functio" dI(S)

The limiting behavior of the PDP-MLE of rr is obtained as follows.

consider ihe limit âs s -+ oo. Noting that G(.) -+ 1 and g(.) -+ 0 as s -+

remains is that 0 - ,, in the limit, from which one concludes that ó[ 6)f,
as s gets large. On the other hand, as s -+ 0, we want to find

>0)of

Firstly,

oo, what

-+ T1f u1

tÁt

rgÉ(s) : ut-l2u2 ríry'g":+':sP-
'to Gr"(sþ)

By Lemma 4.1, the numerator can be reexpressed inside the limit, so that

: t/'t -l ut Iim- - s-+0

G.(tþ) - G,"+z(sl3)

G"r(tþ)

G,r*r(tþ)\
c*tt: t)t * u, Iim(7 -^ - s-+0\
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As s -+ 0, the cdf ratio goes to 0/0, so we apply L'Hôpital's rule:

I'^G',+z(s!-) : Iim &9',*'(t!)
s-+o G,"(tþ) s-+o &G,r(tþ)

- 
g,r+z(sf)
g"(sþ)

- r(ór)2Ó' .n
l(óz + 7) 2Ót+t "'
sp:*'

Therefore, when s is close to zero, the estimating equation can be expressed as

þ:rrlu2-sþ,

from which

qXÉ(s) : l'33 
"#:tttuz.

Since dI(^9) : {,6-t(r) : s ) 0}, it follows that /f(^9)7, - Tr/ (r, + u2) ass -+ 0.

PDP-MLE of 12. A conditional likelihood function of 12 for each fixed s ) 0 can

be constructed by treating the PDP density of U|(s) as a function of 12 given s by

making the transformation u2 : t2f 12 in the density formuia (A 2) For any fixed

s ) 0, diflerentiating the logarithm of the PDP likelihood of 12 ald setting the result

equal to zero produces an estimating equation of the form

^ /\ /^\
0: uz- Â + 2r, JW.

^ , - G,,(^ls)'

which is solved numericaliy for i. The PDP-MLE of 12 is then

(4.55)

î2(s) : ó; (s) 12 : óT 6) sr',

where óI@ is the set of pointwise solutions {t/i(s) : s > 0} to (4.55), expressed as

a function of ,S.
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To show the limiting case âs s -+ 0, observe that for fixed À in (4.55), the ratio

on the right hand side goes to 0/0 as s -+ 0, so once again L'Hôpital's rule is applied.

\Mith respect to the ratio,

&s",*rØlù __ r(ó,)2ó, *{(Â/s)ø'exp(-ilzs)}
$ tr - c,,(\l s)l - F(d-+ ltté-;rr

The derivative in the numerator evaluates to

ór(\¡ t7ø'-1 exp(-il zs) (-\l s2) + (i/s)ø' exp(-il zs) (slzs2),

which can be reduced to

zîir¿ó,-l t!,-..:,o.fÂi(Àf s¡*'-' exp(-Àl2s) (^ls') L-ó, * %)

After some cancellation,

&g,,*r(\lù 1¡ r ¡ i1 1 Â

-a=;---;-71 t Y: 
^L-" 

-xi - zuß
ôs lr - \rur\^/ tt)J

Thus, when s is close to zero,

\: yz - 2ut(-! *31-\ 
^2 

2u1s/

À:ut*rr-i.

Consequently, (1 + 7l s) \ : ut I u2, and- since i is the reciprocal of the multiplier of

the PDP-MLE for 12,

îr:?
À

(7 + tlS) ---------,-12
ut -f uz

_(7+1lS)S rIuttuz
| -L .\'

ry1

h + h'1'
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Therefore, as s -+ 0, Ó16)72 converges to T1f (u1 ¡ ,r) .

As s gets large, the denominator term on the right hand

one, while the nurnerator goes to zero in the limit. Therefore,

implies fhaf þ[(S)Tr -+T2f u2 as s gets large.
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side of (4.55) goes to

lirn"r- \: uz, which

rq.E Mloments and cdf of the distribution of I/*

Derivation of the expected value of V*, associated with inference about Jo2o, ís given

below, along with its limiting behavior. Following Weerahandi (1994), an expression

for the cdf of I/* is also derived.

4.8.1- Expectation of I/*

Given the observed sums of squares ú1 ând t2, lhe random quantity

v*(t,,r,): (h_ hllw <,

is used as a basis for inference about Jo2o. For each (tt,,tr) pair, a confidence dis-

tribution of V* is obtainable from the joint PDP density (2.5), from which interval

estimates of various types can be computed. Over all (tr,tz) pairs, lower and up-

per confidence functions for estimating Jol can be constructed, based on the family

of densities of I/*. Additionally, one can find the mean function E(V.(71,7¡)) lry

evaluating E(V.) at each (tt,tr) pair. This is the present task.

Theorem 4.40. Giuen an arbitrary (h,tz) pai,r, the erpected ualue of V* i,s

fi I,(ór, ó, - 1)
- q1 IÁór,ó) '

l?,(V4 l+" +^\ -t-t. .', | 
-

where\)u2)2.

t2 I,(óz - 7,, ót)
uz-2 Ir(ó2,óù
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Proof. Starting from the transformed joint density of (yt,I/2) given by (2.30) in sec-

Lion2.4.7, make the bivariate transformation

wr:I wr:-1 (A.b6)V VtlVz'
whose inverse transform is

rr \ Vr: t2 _ ttv': ñ ' w2 wr' (A'57)

with Jacobian tfi2f (W1Wr)'. Since V2 ) 0,

t, t',

W;-W>o :+ w21sw1'

so the transformation (4.56) affects the integration limits. Then,

1 f* f'"/ t, L\ry,*r*ó.t+t ( túz) 
e_(.,+.,r) d,w2d,w1,E(V.ltl,tz): 

trtrK= Jo J, l*- ,r, L ¿ \wiw;t

where K : l(ót)l(þ2))ø+0' I"(ór,dr). Expanding terms,

: K-r | [* ,fr-re-wt/zlr, ['" ,(ôz-t)-t"-.r12 .w,f d,w.,
LJo - L-Jo I '

tt [* ,(or-r)-7"-ut/21 ['" *óz-7"-wz/, ¿rr1 d*,,f-Jo ' LJo I 'l

: K-lltrzo'-Irçóz - r) 
Io* 

,f'-'"-"/2 G,,-2(sw) d,w1

tfló,t(ó2) [^* ,lr,-')-1"-w1/2 G,,(sw) d,wrf
Jo

: K;' ltrr@, - Ðr(öùr,(ó, - 7,óù - t[(ó2)r(ù - 7)r"(ór,ó, - 1)],

by Lemma A.24, where Kz: Kf2Ór+Óz-1. Expanding the constant K2,

_ 7 t2T (ó2 - 1)r (ó1) r,(ó2 - 7, ö1) - t[ (ó2)T (ü - 7) r 
"(ó2, h - r)

2 | (ór)T (ör) r 
"(ór, ót) 1

so that

E(V*ltL,tr) - ll(Ó"-L) I'(Ó"-7'Ót) 1f(dt -L) I'(Ö'''Ó'-7)l- 2 L-T@;- -i;@;ñ- - ; {AJ- rMóJ-)
= 

t, I,(óz - 7, ót) _ h I,(ó2, û - 1)

uz-2 I,(ó2,öt) 4-2 I,(ór,ót)
n
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4.8.2 !-imiting values oî E(V.)

Since I/* is a function of both úr a,nd t2, the limiting value of the mean E(V.) depends

on how úi and ú2 behave in the limit. There are four cases to consider.

Case 1: ú2 fixed, s -+ oo.

In this situation, we are concerned about the term in brackets in (2.32). As s -+ oo

is equivaienl to z -+ 1, we find that the Beta cdf's all go to one in the limit and 1/s

goes to zero, so that
!

Jïå ø(Y.) : --2-r, 
- r'

Case 2: ú1 fixed, s -+ oo.

If ú1 is fixed and s -+ oo, it foliows lhat tz -+ oo, which means that by (2.32),

E(V.) -+ oo.

In other words, as s -+ oo, it matters which of úi or úz is fixed if we want to ensure

that the limiting mean is finite as s gets large. The same remarks apply âs s -+ 0, as

the following pair of cases show.

Case 3: ú1 fixed, s -+ 0.

rim trlv*l : 11 l,- ¡ s I'(Óz - 7' Ót) 
- 

I'(Ö'' Öt - 7) 
1;-)ô-'' ' 2 ;;01(ó2-1)1,(ó2,,ót) (ór-7) I,(ó2,,óùl

We need to be concerned with the limit of both terms within brackets. Focusinq on

the latter term first, we have

(ó,-'t#ffi:(ó,-tl (t.W)
: (ù - i) + 6,(ór,ù - t)

+ú-fóz-I ass-+0.

With regard to the first term in brackets, make the substitution s: zl(7 - z), so

that we have the followins result.
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Lemrna A.4L.

,r^, zlrlór_,r,ól) ,:, ,,2u2 ,

z-+o (þ2 - 1)(1 - z) I,(ó2,, ór) ("" - 2)(u, + ,z - 2)'

Proof. By Fact 4.4,

z I,(óz - I, óù _ I"(ó2, ót) - (1 - z) I,(ó2, h - 1)
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(ó, - 1)(1 - z) I,(ór,ór) (ó, - 1)(1 - z) I,(ór,ó')
1 ¡ 1 t"(ó2,ót-I)1: ó2-rlr-z--ircr,óù )

By Theorem 4.2,

1 r- h-2 r-+-11- ' I asz-+0
óz-IL ut+u2-2)

2uz

(r,-2)(rt+r,-2)'

n

Therefore, the limiting vaiue of E(7-) is

(r,-2)(r,+r,-2)'

i. ñ/r,*\ hl u2 1 1

;;ï-''' 2 L(ór-7)("r+uz-2) ù+óz-1)
_ t, | ," _l

utiuz-21u2-2 l
2tt

Case 4: ú2 fixed, s -+ 0.

The limiting mean of V* can be written as

limElv*l:Þ,,-l I"(Ó'-7'Ö') 
-! 

I'(Ó''Ó'-7) l;;ï-'' ' 2 i-+0 L(d2 -7)1,(ór,ór) s (ór-1)1,(ó2,ó))
tz ., .. 7 | s I,(öz - 7, óù I,(ó2, ó, - 7) I
2 ;;o t L(ó, - 7) I,(ór, ó') (ö, - t) I,(ór, ó') )'
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From Case 3, we know that the term in brackets is finite, as is t2f 2. This leaves one

with iimr*g s-1 : oo, so the limiting value of E(V.) in this case is infinite.

Consequently, to ensure that E(V.) tends to a finite limit, we must have either ú1

fixed as t2 -) 0, or ú2 fixed as úr -+ 0.

4.8.3 cdf of I/*.

Following Weerahandi (i994), one call obtain an integral expression for the cdf of I/*

for each (tr,tz) pair. Let c > 0 be a point in the domain of.V*(t1,ú2); then

P(v-(c) : P(9-+<clw5s)' \Uz Ut- | - )

:r(h=h+clw=')

Multiplying through by Ut,

:r(#(úrr curlw ss)

:r(#=1**l*=,)
Multiplying through by 7 + W,

:r(#rI+.s+Y)t w<,)

Now, U1(7 +W) : Ut I U2, so thal

:r(#=!+*s+tDtw <,)

Rearranging terms to isolate Ut I Uz,

: r(u,t(rz)7(# -Y{) lw s,)
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Now, 7 : WIG+W) - Beta(óz,dr), so that 1 -V - (I+W)-1. Then, the

conditioningevent W { s can be reexpressed as I/ ( z, where z: sl(7-|s). Then,

: r(u,.tuz)'; (+- fr}) lr t,)
: r(r,-t(rz):(? - *) lv s,)

- 1- r(u,.ttrz 1:(? - â lv <,)

-1

Ë G.,*.,1:(?- å)f n,{u)0,
I"(ó2, ót)

(4.58)

To find the probability 7 between two points r/1 and ry'2, we solve

t:P(,þ,=h-Lt,Þ,lw <,)

:r(ry=#-ls ryt w<,)

LetY:W-T-s-1; then,

:r(k=;=#tw <,)
: ,(T 1(h 1'# t, = 

,)

Multiplying through by 1+W,

: p('Y(r jw) rut(t+w).tzY(7.,+w) | w < r)\rþrlhr-/

:,(h(# - ttþ 1 (r, * r" 
= h (# -tt#¡ I' <')

Letting R--WlG+W) - Beta(dz, dr) with observed value z: sl(7+ s),

: r(l,e_ ¿a¡ 1(r,tr,=;e_ ¿e¡ | R<,)

_ß1c.,..,(l(7 - hD -c.,..,(ä(7 - #Dln",¿,, 
(A 5e)

L(ór, ór) 1

by the independence of .R and Ut I Uz.
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Complements: three-stage nested model

This appendix contains derivations of some of the distribution theory results cited in

Chaoter 3.

B. tr Norrnalizing constant

The normalizing constant of the joint density is the denominator term in (3.3), which

can be expressed as

P(w, 1 s1,w2( s2) - [* f'"' [""' n,,(ur) g,,(ur) g,,(us) d,usd,u2d,u1, (8.1)
Jo Jo Jo

for each set of realized sums of squares (fi,t2,fu).

This probability can be obtained in several different v/ays, depending on one's

choice of transformations and the direction one chooses to integrate. The following

regions are inferentially equivalent:

{Ut > 0,U21 s1U1,U3 1 s2U2}

{Ut 2Urlst,U2 } 0,U3 1 s2U2}

{4 2 Url tr,U2 > U3f sr,Ut > o}.



8.7 Normalizing constant

Hence, if we let

Vt:Ut Ut:V
Vz: UzlUt + Uz: VtVz

Vs: UslUz Us : VtVzVs

with Jacobían VlV2, so that the integral in the transfortned scale is

270

t : g,t(ur) g,r(ur) 9,,(q) dus du2 du1,

it follows that

f æ f stul f s2u2 f æ fØ f s2u2 l'æ l'æ l'æ| | | t:l | | t:l I ltJo Jo Jo Ju2¡t1Jo Jo Ju2lslJus¡s2Jo

To this end, we will look at two derivations of this probability, as it becomes relevant

in the determination of moments of marginal PDP densities. The direct rnethod is

to transform (y1, Uz,Us) è (Ur,Wt,Wr) and integrate out Ur.

Theorem B.L. GiueTL s1, s2 ) 0,

P (w, 1 s1,w2l sz) : [" f ' !.Í9',! !',t l.ù, ot"*Ô'-' u,!1,- 
,' , , d,uz d,uz.

r 0 r o ' rdr)f 1¿r;f (dt) (7 + u2l- u2q)Ôr+42¡4'

(8.2)

Proof. Given s1,s2 ) 0, begin with (B.1) and make the transformation

f 
* 

f ', f ', uÔr+Ôt+í2-t ,ózlÔt-7 ,óz-r exp{ -,r.r1 (I + u2 + u2us) l2) d,us d,uz dut

Jo lo lo
To integrate out [, exchange the order of integration, yieiding

: [" f' :f,'i':,ly{:i , [* u{'+Ô'+Ó'-1 exp{-u(l-+uz+uzuz)f2} 
d,u1d,qd,u2.

Jo lo r@r)r(óùr(dr) Jo )Qiôt+öz

Under the innermost integral, substitute r : q(1 + u2+ a2az), which implies that

rdr
'UL: :----:- + d"U1 :Iluzluzus 1-luzluzuz
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" 
: 1+sr+srsr' 22: t-.rr*r*;

hence, (8.1) becomes

uft+óz+óz-r oôz-1 ult-r çt _ u2 _ q)Lrt e-ur/2
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Then, after some rearrangement of terms,

f ', f " uf;z+Ôs-t u$.-1 1f * uz l u2q)-(ù+ót+ós) [æ aófiót+þs-t 
"-x/2: 

Jo J, ¿ 2ó'+'+ó' dt d4 du2'

The innerrnost integral evaluates to f (/1 + óz-l /3), so that

P(w, 1 s1,w2( s2) : [" ['" !!Öt + Ó' + Öt) ot'*Ó'-t 
',tl-,t , , d,uz d,uz.

r o r 0 ' rdt)f (dr)f (dt) (7 + u2l u24)Ó#Ôz+Óz

¡

The other approach to deriving the normalizing constant (8.1) is to recognize it as

a Dirichlet cdf, generalizing the Beta cdf of Chapter 2. This is the preferred method,

as higher moments can be found by following similar lines of proof.

Theorem 8.2. Giuen fi, s2 ) 0, the cdf oJ a Diri,chlet(ós, ór, ót) random uariable i,s

g'iuen by

1",,,"(ór, ó2, ót) : 
Io" Ir'" W#B ufi-t oôz-t (r - ,, - ur)ót-r d'u3 d'u2.

(8.3)

Proof. Given s1,s2) 0, begin with (8.1) and make the Dirichlet transformation

V:Ut IUz¡Us Ut:V(7 -V, -Vs)

vr: ]- + uz:vtvz' U1*Uz-lUz
TT

VB:-- ,Y! 
- 

(Js:VtVs," Ut-lUz*Us

with JacobianVl. The upper integration limits are transformed from (oo, s1u1,s2u2)

to (oo, zt, zz), where

51 sl.sz

(B 4)

(8.5)

l,* lo" Io" f (dt ) f (dr) f (dr) )Qt+ Ôt*Ôs
dq du2 du1,



in the transformed scale. To eliminateVl, exchange the order of integration to obtain

t'22 r"' ",Ôr-7 uÔt-r (I - u, - uz)ór-t | [* ,{r*Ót*Ós-l ,-utl2 1: 
Jo J, ffi) L/o zç,.a*a, du1)dqdu2

: ["" [" #l-424ù=oôs-r ,ó>-1 (7 -,, - q)tu-t d,uzd,uz.- lo lo r@')r(öùf(d') "'

The integrand is a Dirichlet(ós,ór,fi) density. The notation

r,,,",(ór, ór, ór) : [" ['" I!!*rÓ'J!ù ob-r ,ós_' (r - ,, - us)órt d,us d,u2- lo lo r(d')r(d,)r(d') "'

signifies that the subscript represents the upper limits of u2 and u3, in that order, and

the parenthesized term represents the parameter values associated with 'u3, u2, àrtd

7 - uz - u3, iil that order. This is the form of the normalizing constant adopted in

8.2 Preservation of total df: general resulús

Chapter 3, given by (3.6).

8.2 Freservation of tota! df: genera¡ results

In the balanced one-rvå,y random model, it was shown that the sum of the conditionai

means preserved the total degrees of freedom; i.e.,

E(Ui) + E(U;) : ut t uz : E(Ut) + E(U2),

where U! : UolU, 1 sUt, i -- 1,2. We begin this section by showing that the above

result holds more generally.

Henceforth through this Appendix, we will use C (tr,s2) to denote the conditioning

event; i.e., C(s1 ,sz) : {Uz S s1U1,,Us 1 s2U2}. In general, the argument will be

dropped and C will be used to denote the event.

Before presenting a more general argument, we first show that the total degrees

of freedom are preserved by PDP conditioning in the balanced three-stage nested

random effects model.

tr
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Lemma 8.3. Under the three-stage nested model (3.1),

E(U, + Uz + UslC) : rt * uz I uz

for any s1, s2 ) 0.

Proof. Given s1, s2 ) 0,

E(u, + uz + uslc, : 
Ir* Ir""'lo""tu, 

* uz + "¡ 
nffi 

d,uz 
'uz 

d.ut.

Make the standard Dirichlet transformation (B.a) with Jacobian 'ur2. In the trans-

formed scale, the integral becomes

f* l'"' f" o.,lut(r _!t, _ :ùlÓ'_'.(uru-z)Ô'-1(ut.uz)Ó'-'u2re-o'12 d,usd,uzd,ut: 
Jo Jr Jr " r,ó2,öt)

: fzr [22 (I - a2 - u)ór| ut -1 at3-1 | [*4:*'-r e-o,lz 
"^,1 

r^.

lo J o f (dr) l(ór) f (dr) 1,,,,,(ór,ór,ór) Ll o -26' dulldqduz

: ,r(!T ,*,r) [" f'=_^Uï) = _ ut'-t ut'-| lt - u" - '!r)f'-t d,u3 d,u2f(dr) lo lo f(dr)f(dr)f(dr) r,,,""(ór,ó",ör)

:UI*U2*Ug,

where ór: ót * óz-f /3. This establishes the result. n

To generalize this property to any random effects model utilizing PDP condi-

tioning, we start with the following well-known distributional result, stated without

proof:

Theorern 8.4. Let (Jt,. . . ,(J¡r denote i,ndependently di,stri'buted X7,, random uari-

ables, 'i:7,2,. . . ,k. Under the general Di,richlet transformati'on

V :Ðrn, v¡ : U¡lVr, i :2,3,. . . ,k,

V1 ñ X7, (where uy : Ðr ) i,s di,stri,buted i,ndependently of the joi,nt rlistribu-

tion of (Vr.,Vt, . . . ,Vn), which follows a Di,ri,chlet distributi,on with parameter uector

(ón,...,ör).
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Consequently, the distribution of I conditional on V2,. . . ,Vn is stil X\r, i.e., it

is unaffected by conditioning on V2,. . . ,Vk, or any 1-1 function of Vz,. . . ,Vn. In

particular, the mornents of V1 are unaffected by conditioning events involving (func-

tions of) Vz, . . . ,V¡, so the total degrees of freedom under a balanced random effects

ANOVA model involving PDP conditioning are not affected by such conditioning.

Fl.3 Distributions at the Wi

In this section, marginal densities of the Wi : WtlC (j : 7,2,3) are derived, where

Wl : UrlUr, W2 : U3f U2 and

us uz : w.w,.
Uz Ut

> 0 is given, and the PDP densities to be

Conditional on the event C(tt,s2), all three

'rr, - 
ut 

-,rs - [

In the following, a pair (s1,s2), fi,s2

derived below obtain for any such pair.

pivotal ratios are correlated.

Theorem 8.5. For each fi,red (st, sr) pair, the joint PDP densi,ty of the piuotal rati,os

Wt,WzlWt S il,Wz 1 s2 'is gi,uen by

g* (wt, wzlst, sz) : f (d, + óz + þt) *Ôz-rÓz-7*tu-r 1

f (dt)f (dr)f(dr) (1+ tr1 i w1w2)Ót'+ëz*Ós rzr,zz(ó2,ó2,ót)'

(8.6)

defi,ned ouer the regi,on (0 < t¿t ( s1,0 1 w2 1 s2).

Proof . Let s1 and s2 be given. Starting from the joint PDP density (3.3) of (U1,U2,U¡),

make the transformation

Vt

VtVz

V1V2V3,

U1

u2

Us

Vt: Ut

Vz: UzlUt

Vz: UslUz
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with JacobianVr2Vr. The joint PDP density of the V's is then

g*(u,a2,\1s1, sz) : ufr+Óz+Ós-t rÓz* Ôs-7 o$.-t .*p{ - q ( 1 + uz -l uzu s) I 2}

The joint density of interest is obtained by integrating the above density over [, i. e.,

s*(uz,uslsr, ,r) : ,:J::::Ë- [* uf'+Ó'+!',-r 
,exp{-q(7 

+ uz + uzuz) f 2} 
orr.l(ór)l(óz)l(dt) Jo 2önh+óg 1,,,,,(ös,ó2,ót)

Let g : ut(I * uz + uzat),, so that

ar - ---- 
J-

-1+uzi-azus - 
wwL- 

1-luz|-u2us'

with this substitution,

utt+Ôg-r uts-r (I + u, + urur)-@t+ót+ós) [æ 'Aót+ót+Ôs-t e-vl2 
^r,J' - 2P'+4l+6" *a

Identifying ø2 with ü/1 and u3 with w2, the result follows. Note that the joint density

of Wt,1\trlc is doubly right truncated. n

ts.3.1 Marginal densities of the T4ry.

Marginal density of W1lC. There are two ways to obtain the rnarginal density of

Wi : WllC: integrating over the joint density (8.6) of W1,WrlC,, or from the joint

density (3.3) of the U's. Both methods yield the same result, so rve will integrate

over (8.6).

Theorem 8.6. For any fired s1,s2 ) 0, the marginal densi'ty oÍWi (si,s2) is

s* (wtls,, s,) -- WB #*ó"'ffi ,

defi,ned on the regi,on 0 < ur 1 s1, where

t" (rr) : -- 
s]!2- 

(B 7)t*wt*s1s2

275
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Proof. Starting with (8.6), make the transformation

Stsz

1l q I s62'

276

Xt : Wt Wt -- Xt (8.8)

Xz : WtWz Wz : XzlXt.

The transformed joint density is then

9*(rt,rzlst,rr):5**i',I-ø- , 'l'-'*9,',', , - =,t ,

f (dr)f (dr)f (dr) (1+ .,1l- r2)Ór+Ôz*Q, f ,,,,,(ór,ör,ór)' 
(B 9)

Integrating over X2,, the marginal of Xi is

-*t- t^ - \ - l@42Ì_gÐ_ *1"-' ["" ,Ó'-tg*(rt|st,s,):ffiîh,,,(Ó,,Ó",,Ö,)lo(1+r1lr2)Qt+Qz¡4,dr,,

Muttiply both numerator and denominator by (1 I r1)Ôt+Ôz; then, the right hand side

becomes

T(ù + óz + óz) rt2-1 (7 + rr)-(Ó¡Óz) ¡srsz *Ôs-r (7 + rr)Ót+Ót 
^f(dr)f(dr)f(dr) 1,,,""(ór,4r,r,óù J, ffid*"'

Make the standard Beta transformation, with u : rzl(\ I h + r2); the integration

limits transform to

a function of 11, so that

*, , \ f (dt + óz + $t) r!'-t (1 + rr)-(dr+d:) rt"
s*(rtlr,, rr) : f(drf(ddrydt M Jo 'r'-'('- u)Ôt+Óz-t oo'

The integral evaluates to

r(ør)r(d, + 
9rì r* (ós, h + þr);f(di+óz+þtS u \ v' ¡

recalling that 11 : 'tur¡ the marginal density of V[/f is

s* (wtrsr, sz) : ##B ffi^ ffi#,
completing the proof. !
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Marginal density of W] : WzlC. Integrating (8.6) over W1, the marginal PDP

density of W| is obtained as follows:

the margi,nal densi,ty of Wj(s1, sz) : W2lC(s1,s2)Theorem 8.7. Gi,uerl s1,s2 ) 0,

i,s gi.uen by

g*(wzlst,,rr)-_###

defi,ned on 0 <'u)2 1 s2, where

'l'-' I,*(.r)(Öz + Ós, Ór) (8.10)
(7 + wr)Óz+âs) 1",,r"(ór, ó", ór) 1

r* (w") : s1 (1 f tr2)
(8.11)

produces

1*sr (7+w2)

Proof . Given s1, s2 ) 0, integrate the joint density (8.6) OV€r ?1J1, whiCh

",,ôz*ôs-'1ruI

(1+tr1 lw1w2)Q*Qz*Qz
dwt.

Let r: wt(\**r), which implies wt: rl(7*rr) and d,w1: drl(I*wz). Making

these substitutions into the above equation, we get

g*(wzlst,rr) :ffit;ffi1,

*, , \ l(dr + Óz + þr) rt'-t (1 + ur)-{Óz*Ôz) f 't(7+'z) aÔz*Ôs-l
e \uzlst' sz) : m¡T(d-trd-J 1",*,(ót, ór, öù J, Q + r)ô,+ó'

dr.
r -\ó, *ó¡*óq

Now, let a: rl(L-lz) be the standard Beta transformation, with du: drlG+r);
the inteeration limit becomes

r" (w2) : st (\ * wc\
1*sr (7+w2)

and the integral evaluates to

r(öz+ óz)r(ó')
f (dr + öz+ fu)

the marginal density of W| is then

I*(ör* ós,ót);

g*(uzlsr,sz):ffiffi

defined on 0 < u)21 s2. This completes

",,þs-Iw2 Iu (óz i ó2, ót)
(I + wr)Óz+Óz)

the proof. ¡

Irr,rr(ór, ör, ór)'
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Marginal density of W{ : WtWzlC. It is also useful to consider the PDP density

of Ws : WtWz. We have the following result concerning its marginal density:

Theorem 8.8. GiueTL s1, s2 > 0, the marginal densi'ty of W{(s1, sz) : WslC(s1, s2)

i,s giuen bg

s* (wrsr,sz) :ffi# #r tffi##,
defined on the i,nterualO < t¿s 1 s1s2, where

p.(ws):r: st: 
(B.12)

1+ sr f tug

Proof . Starting from the joint density (8.6), make the bivariate transformation (8.8)'

which results in (8.9). In this case, the marginalPDP density of Xz:WtWzis

*,, \ l(dr+óz+ót) *9'-' f" ,l'-'
9' \rzlst,sz) -- 

- 

---,(ór,ór,óù J, @' rd,)f(dr)f(dr) r,,*tr,órþù Jo ffi du

-_ 
t(ù + óz + ós) r93-r (7 + rù-@'+Óù [" .rl'-r (L + r.2)Ô'+Ó,' 

dr1.- l(dt)r(ór)l(ót) 1",,",(ós,ó2,öù lo (1+ 11 * r2)Qr+Qt+0s

Now, make the transformation

u: ---t, - + ¿o: SJ "Ð4.- 1+ nt].nz (1 +r1 **r)''
This is a stand.ard Beta transformation, which transforms the integration limit to

p.(r2): ;Jl* ;Ii-stlfrz
the integral then evaluates to

l(óz)l(ór+ós), ta ). , ]
f (dr + Órffi Io-(Ó''ü-r þs)'

so the marginal density of W{ :WrWzlC is given by

s* (usls,, sz) :#ffi Tffi^ 
t#*ß,

where 12 is replaced by w3in (8.12). This densiiy is defined on 0 ( trs ( s1s2, and

the proof is complete. n
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W.4 Moment generating functions of Ui

mgf of t{. For each fixed (s1,s2) pair, the moment generating function of LL is

obtained as follows.

Theorem 8.9. Giuen reali,zed sums of squares ratios (st,st), the mgf of Ui is

^ f"'.."!-(ós,Ó2,Ót)
Mu;(tls1,sz) : (7-zt¡-o'-i:ffi, (8.13)

where

zt: =L zr-- =-J:!z-1+sr*srsz - 1fs1*s1s2

4: .- -j '' - 

- 

s7s2
' (1-2¿) +s1+s1s2 "2- (7- 2t)+ sI+ s1s2'

Proof. By definition,

l'æ ¡srut f '"u' 
"tu' 

g,r(u1) grr(u2) 7rs(us) duzduzdut
rvrul+\ülÐt tÐ2) - | I I- to Jo lo I,r,rr(ót,Ör,Ót)

fæ f stur 
f 
s2u2 

"r"t l1l=r¿!;-7 "-("t+uz*us)12I L Ån'^ Åo'^,lo'-

lo lo lo f (dt)f (dr)r(dt) )Ôftóz+Ôz 1,,,,,(ór,ó2,ót)

[.6 fsrul fs2u2 lIl=rufo-t"-(ut0-zt)+u2+us)12: 
Jo J, J, dusdu2dul'

Let

V1: (7 - 2t)Ur -r uz -r [Js (Jt : Vt(7 - V, - W( - 2t)-1

rl U2

": (r - 2tyL, + ur+& + uz:vtvz

U3: V1V3,rl U3vB:@

with Jacobian Vr2 f (7 - 2t). This transformation changes the upper integration limits

from (oo, s1u1, s2u2) to (oo, z'r, zL). In the transformed scale, this integral becomes

, f co 
f 
,, f", ult+Qz+ós-7róz-1róz-t(f _ uz - ur)órl. 

"-u712 
d,usd,u2d,u1 

.(I-zt¡-ø, ¡ ! I "' =, '

r0 Jo lo f(dt)f(dr)f(dt) )ór*óz*Ôs 1,,,,,(ö2,ór,ór) I
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Exchanging the order of integration to eliminate V,
rr\ frL:(1 -2ù-ø ¡',Jo Jo

so that

280

f (dt + óz + fu) utt-loÔrt (7 - ,, - 4)ù-t d'us d,uz

o lo r(d,)r(dr)r(dr) 1,,,",(ór,ó2,ót) )

M[,,(tls1, sz) : (l - Zt¡-o' 
t#ftffi 

,

as required.

Similar lines of proof apply to derivation of mgf's for U$ and Uj for each fixed

(sr, sz) pair, producing

r t' 
ó2,óùMfr,(tls1, sz) : (r - zt\-Ó, ':i''i\Y.s' (8.14)' -" ) 1"r,""(ó2, ór, ór)'

where

=!: 
\ 

"1.1 o*- srs2
-L 1+(1-2t)s1*s1s2 -¿ 1+(1-2t)s1+s1s2'

and

. r I.t,t(ót,ór,ót)
Mf¡r(tln,tr): (1 - r+t-øt þr'þ' \'- (8.15)-"t Irr,rr(ós, ó2, ó) '

where

-r1,*s1 ^-l -*--"t - 1¡ tr¡ 11 -zt)s1sz 
o 7@

ts"5 Moments of the U¿lC and W|C

In this section, two primary theorems are introduced: one involving the sum of higher

order moments, and the other involving the product of higher order moments in

balanced random three-stage nested models. All of the necessary first and second

rnornents, product moments, variances and covariances among the UIC and W¿lC

are special cases of these results.
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ts.5.L Moments ol UAC

Theorem 8.1-0. Gi,uen s1,s2 ) 0,

ctr f(4it ¡ kr) I"r,rr(ót,Ór,Ó, ¡ kr)
E(uf'+ur"+u!'lc) :tr-ffi

287

20" T (Ö" * lcz) l,,,,r(Ós, Ó, + lcz, Öt) /R 1 rîl+-=w ffi \D'rur

* Zft' f (de + ks) I^,,,(ós.+- ks, Ó?, Ót) 
.

f (ds Irr,rr(þs, ó2, Ót) )

where C : {tlz 1 slJl,tJs 1 s2U2) is the condi,ti'oning euent'

Remark 8.1. The k¿'s can assume any nonnegative value, and can also assume nega-

tive values so long as k¿ ) -Ó¿, i : \,2,3.

proof. It suffices to prove one of these, as they all have the same general form. We

choose to find E(Uf'lC). Now,

. f* fttut f 'zuz . rc, Trt(ur) grr(ur) 9rr(4\E(Uf'lC):l I I uï'
Jo Jo Jo - I'r,'r(Ös'Ó''Ó') 

Ldu3du2dul'

By Theorem 4.22,

- ,r f* ft'"' f""' uÔt+k'-7 uÔ'-r utt-r e-"/2 dusduzdut . .: ot 
Jo lo l, @)2Ô'+n' I',,",(Ó''Ö''Ó')'

where

2k'l(ó.' i lct\
Ot : "ff, If,T : Itt I IJ,2l us, and Ór : Ót * Óz+ Ós'

Next, apply the Dirichlet transformation (B. ); the integral expression then becomes

l.zr l,z2 uts-r utz'r (l - u, - ur)ôr+nr-t ¡ ¡* ufr+k'-1.e'rlz d. 1 ,.. r^.: A' 
Jo J, ll, --ffi+^ u\)d'a3d'u2

- A- f" [" f (dr + kr) . u!'-1 ut'-L (r-- u' - ,uu)Ó'+k'-l d,usd,uz: n' 
Jo lo (øt + kr)l(óz)f (dr) I',,',(Ös'Óz'Óù

zkrl(h a kr) I,r,"r(ós.,ó2,ót¡ kt)
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by Theorem 8.2.

By a similar line of argument, one can show that

282

Eftfi,l6) : 2k'{ds + ks) I"r'(Óz-l lrs'Óz'!t)
'\"3 r" / - f (ds) Irr,""(ór, ó", ót)

The result follows bv addition. u

Theorem 8.1-1-. For any fi,red' s1,s2) 0,

Ð : (U zr,l@ j!)) , (B 1z)

whi,ch holds for any i,nteger k¿ ) -Ó¿, i:7,2,3.

Proof. Given s1,52 ) 0,

E(Uf,u!,ut'|C):I,*|,'*,I,'"u,,tr,u'"uE,M%d,u3d'u2d,u1.

Bv Theorem Ã.22.

NL
I ,r,"r(

11æ fsluL rs2u2

-81 ll IJo Jo Jo
du3 du2 du1,

un)

þr)

zn¿(

ó,,
T

1l

9,,

ós

where

B' : TI 2n'l(Ö¿*k') '"'- 
"+J' r@)

Apply the Dirichlet transformation (B a); after integrating out ø1, what remains is

rzr rz2 r(dr + h * kz + h) ut'+r'-' ot'*ol-' (7 - ,, - oùr'*r'-
-e'" I I--'Jolo lILrr(ó¿+kn) 

d4du2

Irr,,r(Öz * ke, Öz I lcz' Ót a kr)
--or ,

completing the proof. tr
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It is convenient to label the exponents as the triplet (kt,kr,k1) corresponding to

(Ur,Ur,Ur), in that order. For example, E(UllC) would correspond to the triplet

(0,0,2), while the product moment E(UJl2lC) would correspond to (0,1, 1). Neg-

ative moments can also be handled; for example, W1 : UzlUr would correspond

to (0,1,-1). Nearly all of the (product) moments of the U¿lC andW|C can be

ascertained from the above result.

8.5.2 Moments of W¿lC

Define W1 - tIzlt\, Wz : UslU, and Ws : WtWz : UzlUt.

Corollary 8.L1.1. For any fi,red s1,s2 ) 0,

u2 Irr,rr(ót, óz * I, ó, - 1)

4 - 2 Irr,rr(ór, ór, ór) )

Irr,rr(ös I 7, óz - 7, öt)
I"r,rr(ór, ó", ót) )

Irr,r"(óz I 7, ó2, ót - !)
Irr,"r(ós, ó2, ór) )

The proof follows by taking (kr,kr,ltr) : (0,1, -1), (1, -1,0) and (1,0, -1), re-

spectively, and applying Theorem 8.11.

Corollary B.LL.). For any fi,red s1, s2 ) 0, the lcth moments of W¿lC, i, : 7,2,3 are

E(wrlc):

E(w2lc):

E(w|lc):

uz-2

Ug

h-2

4 ) 2 (8.18)

uz ) 2 (8.19)

\ ) 2. (8.20)

E(wflc):zrffir-r%P

E(w!tc):2rffi2-rry6;Ð_

E(w!lc):zo14ik) rrffif

I",,,r!ót,9? i k,4t.- k) , u1 ) 2k (8.21)
Irr,rr(ós,ó2,ór) 1 -t' \

I ,,,r!ó, t k , ó, - \, ör) ., u2 ) 2k (B .22)
I 
"r,rr(ór, ó2, ót) ) ' - \

Irr,rr(ót l k, ör, ó, - k)
, u1. ) 2k. (8.23)

Irr,rr(ór, ö2,, ör)

The proof follows from Theorem 8.11 with (fr3, lcz,kt) : (0,k, -k), (k, -k,0) and

(lç, 0, -k), respectively.
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Corollary 8.1L.3. For any fi,red s1,s2 ) 0, the uari,ances of WnlC,

Var(W1lC):
uz(uz -l2) 1,,,,r(ós, óz * 2', ü - 2)

Yar(W2lC):
Irr,rr(ó2, ö2, öt)

12,&r(öt * 7, óz - L, ót)
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i: I,2,3 are

(8.24)

)4,

(8.25)

u22 4,

(8.26)

us(us -l 2) I"r,,r(ós * 2, óz - 2, ór)
(rr-2)(rr-4)

-(;=)' I?,,"r(ót, ö2, ót)

4(4 -l2) 1,,,,r(ós * 2,ó2,ó,, - 2)
Yar(W3lC): (rt - 2)(rt - 4) 1,,,,,(ót, ó2, ót)

( us \2 I7bzr(óB + 7, ó2, ór.- 1) 
u.t ) 4.- \", - zl --j1,*,(ór, ö#r)

The proof follows from Corollary 8.11.2 and the definition of variance.

To obtain covariances among pairs of I4l's given C, we first require a result on

product moments of the W¿W jlc.

Corollary B.LL. . For any fi,red sys2 ) 0,

u3 I"r,rr(Ós I L, Ó2, Ó, - 7)
(8.27)E(WIW2IC): E(W3IC) : \)2

4 - 2 Irr,"r(ór, ó",, öt) 
)

E(w)w3lc) :"(wlc) :' , u1)4 (8.28)

E(w2wrlc): r(#lc) : ut@s + 2) 1,,,n(ö, -t'2, óz - 7, û - 7)

("t-2)(rr-2) I"r,rr(ós, ó", ór)
(8.2e)

where u1) 2,u2) 2 for (8.29).

The proof follows from Theorem 8.11 with (Æ3, lcz,lct): (1,0, -1), (1, 1, -2) and

(2, -7,, -1), respectively.
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Corollary 8.11.5. For any fi'red s1,s2 ) 0,

u3 Irr,rr(Ó, I I, Ö2, ù - 7)
cov(W1,WrlC):

4 - 2 Irr,"r(ór,ó2,ót)

u2t/s I2r,2r(ót, ó, * 7, ót - I) Irr,"r(Óz -l l, Óz -
(", - 2)(", - 2) 12,,,,(öt, ór, ót)

cov(W1,WzlC):
uzuz Irr,"r(ót i-1,óz + L,ü - 1)

(rr-2)(rt-4) Irr,"r(ór, ó2, óù

cov(W2,WslC):

The proof follows from

covariance.

8.6

Given

vi (tr,tz,ts) :

used for inference about Kofi, and
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(8.30)
7, öt)

- 
uzus lrr,rr(Ös, Óz * 7, Ót - 1) Irr,rr(Ö.s I 7, Ót, ÔL - \) 

.- 6=T ,,,(ór, ó2, ór) !

(8.31)

4(4 * 2) 1",,"r(Ó, -l2, Óz - L', Ö, - 7)

(rt-2)(rr-2) Irr,rr(Ór, Ór, Ór)

,3 Irr,rr(ót + 7, ó2, ó, - \)]ry@J],Ór:
(r, - 2)(r, - 2) 12,,,,(ót, Ö2, Ór)

Corollaries 8.11.4 and 8.11.1, along with the definition of

(8.32)
L, öt)

+
t'2

Ur-

t'3:--
Us

We are

hlr, 1s1,w2

interested in the

1 S2t

densities and mornents of

Distributions for K oþ and J K o!

tt,tz,ú3 ) 0, define

hl*, 1 s1,w21 s2,

Vï (tr,tz,ts)

used for inference about JKo2".

the V¿*, i :1,2.
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ts.6.L Results concerning Yi.

Starting from the joint density (3.3) of the U's, make the transformation

,r-t'-h rr.:L"-[Jz ut vz
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r.
fr,z: 

Ut

Ve:Ut

t,,
TT" - Vt iVz

Uz : Vz,

with Jacobiantfi2lul (r, + or))-'. In the coordinate system of the U's, the domain

is {Ur } 0,[J2 1 s1(J1,(Js 1 s2(J2]; in the transformed V scale, the domain becomes

{y, > 0,v2 } 0, % < sztzl (v + vz)}. The joint density of v1,v2,v3lc is then

where t : (tt,tz,,ts). The marginal density of Vi is obtained by integrating over V2

and Vs; the integral exPression is

.\+.\ /ú1¡dr+t( t, \ôz*7^^-., 
( Ilh*_t?_+rr))

f*fffi\ù) ,or*or, 'i"'"*o\-r\, ur*ur_ ,' 
d,u3d"u2.

Jo lo tú21(ót)l(dr)f(dr) )Ót+Ôz+Ós 1",,,,(Ós,Ö2,Öt)

Evaluating the inner integrai, the density of I/f is

As was the case in the one-v¡ay random model, the marginal density of V{ does not

admit a closed form solution.

To find the moments of U*, it is convenient to go back to the (I[,Uz,Us) scale.

(h¡ót+t¡ tz \d2+1 ( 7lh t2 _llc,,"( srt, \
*/-, r+\ _ ¡*\.) \r, * r) eP\-r\r+ 

u, * ù 1 """\^ + orl
\utto) - Jo t2l(Ó)l(Öz)2Ô'+Ó' I'r,",(Ö''Ó''Ó')
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Using (3.17), we have

E(v{lt) : [* [""1 [s2u2 e - L) g"'(:t') s"'(u') g"(ut) 
d,usd'u2.u1

Jo Jo Jo x'lt'2 't'17/ Irr,rr(Ó=rÓzrÖt)

fæ ¡'t"t [""' l(Ö" - 7) g,,(ut)g,r-z(uz)9,,.(u't) 
d,u.. d,u, d.u.,_t2 ItoJo Jo l@r) I"r,,r(Ót,Ó2,Ót)

_tt [* [',", [',",'(9} l') 
g,,-z(ut)9,,(uz)q.,.,-(us) 

d,uzd'uzd,ut
toJo Jo f(dt) 1",,,,(Ós,Óz',Ó')

tzll(öz-7) 1,,,,,(Ós,Ór-7,Ó) 1 f(dt -7) 1,,,""(Ó:,ÓZþ)1
--l-- 

-1.

- 2 L- T@r) 1",,,,(ór,ó2,Óù s1 f (dr) 1,,,,,(Öt,Ö2,Ór) I

Since

expansion of the integral leads to

- .- -, n, . /2\ z 
lr(øu - z) 1,,,",(Ór-, Ö" - 2, Ór)E(v{'lt): \'z t I f(dr) r,,,,,(ó2,ó2,,öù

2 t(h - 1)T(ó2 - 7) 1,,,,"(ós,óz - 7,Ór - 7)

s1 f (dt)f (dr) 1,,,,,(Ót, Ó2, Ót)

1 l(d, - 2) I",,,r(ós, ór, ó, - 2) 
1-4 ITø+-M)

Compare E(Vf lú) and E(Vf'zlt) with (2.32) and (2.34), respectivelv.

We can extend formula (2.35) for the r¿h moment of V* in Chapter 2 to obtain

the rth moment of V{, given bY

(Uyf f'\ l-11 
k r(ù 

-k)r(92 - 
r + k) 1",,'"(Ö-z'Óz - r * k'9t - te) 

.\1) k\n)\-tl @ 1,,,",(þs,ó2,ó) )

E (vi,tt) : rlf+, - hl' | "1,

which we will denote as E(V{')'
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8.6.2 Results concern¡ng V;.

Starting from the joint density (3.3) of the U's, make the transformation
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Wt:Ut Ut:Wt
tn 

rIn - 
t2wr: t Wz

rÍr tg tz rr tgvvg: h- u, us: W+ñ'
with Jacobian l/l : tztslW](Wz+Wt)'l-'. The joint density of (Wt,Wr,W3)lC is

then transformed lo g*(w1,w2,u31s1,s2), given by

ó,-1/ tzlóz+t I ,' )t.*' .*p{ _T@,. h. #+*)}u1- \r 
,

defined over the region w1 ) fif wzt'u)2 ) 0,tt3 > 0. The marginal density of Ç is

identified with that of WslC,, given by

g* (wslrr, ,r) : [* [* n. (r-,, u2, wsls1, s2) d,w2 d,w1;
J ty/u2J 0

exchanging the order of integration, the marginal density works out to

.. (t,\ø'+1¡- t? 

-)t'*'.*o{ -:(Þ + t: 
)} tr - G,,(t1lu2)lf* \w) \wz+ wz) ",.r- L i\wz ' ,r+ u3/ )J, 4,,

As above, to find the moments of Vi : WtlC, it is convenient to return to the

([Jt,Ur,I/3) coordinate system. The mean of Ç is

E(v;lt): [* [""' ['*'(?- 3l 
g"(:'t) g]"(uz) s'!'\us) 

du3d,u2d,u1
toJo lo \rr uz) I"r,,"(ót,,ó2,óì

: r, 
Io* Io""' lo""' 

lft/ tffi 
d,us d,uz d,ut

_ t f* l"'u' f""' l(óz - 1) g,,(ut)g,"-z(uz)g,,rr(uz) 
d,usd,u2d,u1,

' Jo Jo J, -T6---ffi',ó2,óù
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so that

F(Í/+t+\- þfr(dt - t) I',,""(Ö'-7'Ó''Ót) 
- 

I f(d' - t) I"'"'(Ós'Óz-\'Ó')f
u\v2 t") z I f (ds) 1",,,r(ór,ór,ót) s2 f (dr) l,r,,,(ót,ó2,ó't) l
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In general, the rth moment

rþl'y. l'\ / 1\ft
\r ) k\n)\-;/

k, ór)2-
,\

Qt)

k,ó
ó2,

ri-/--
(9¡,

(ó'
1".

r + k) 12,,"
r
v3

ós
r(

f(
,) |

Vf is:

öz-k)
r(ó

of

f(
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